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 وصلى هللا وسلم وبارك على نبٌنا محمد وعلى آله،الحمد هلل رب العالمٌن
ًوصحبه أجمع
وبعد
السالم علٌكم ورحمة هللا وبركات
I would have to admit that I did not receive any direct help in the compilation of this work; however I
was primarily inspired by the groundwork that was layed by Yasir Qadhi who brought forth some
interesting analysis on the progressive movement. I guess the reason for receiving some inspiration
from him was due to the fact that I had already involved myself in a campaign with a group among the
revisionist movement over at the Understanding Islam community forum several years prior.
The bulk of this research basically amounts to years of experience in discussion with various revisionists
of varying degrees, mostly acquired at UI community forum, and elsewhere as well. I have likewise taken
other established material from various callers to Islam and teachers.
I am thankful more to the Muslims on the ground in the field of dawah and learning in various
communities and forums who slowly raised the issue concerning the modernist predicament.
I ask Allah that He accept this deed and to make it a benefit to the Muslims.

Ali al-Boriqee

 Introdution
All praise and might belongs to Allah who He alone is deserving of our worship and none other and may
He shower His Mercy upon and Peace upon His last and Final Messenger and upon his companions.
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This work you have before you is intended to be extremely unique in its style, content, and depthness of
theological, social, and political analysis of the aforementioned group based upon the sentiments of the
entire Sunni Muslim world. The reason for its uniqueness I believe is mainly for a number of reasons
among them being that everything circulating on the academic level steming from the sentiments of the
orthodox traditionalist Muslims seems to be general for the most part, mainly spending great efforts on
the historical development of modernism and progressivism. One of the latest, and most probably,
notable works dedicated to the topic was entitled “A Critical Analysis of the Modernist and Hadeeth
Rejectors” by Sajid Kayum. However in my personal view, and not in any way a discredit to the service of
Sajid, I believe it dwelled more into the historical connection this group has with the ahlul-kalaam which
is a drift from actually driving our sunni talking points home in this debate and the areas where this
work dedicates itself to addressing their contentions. I believe it was a bit too general, which in my view
needed to be elaborated much more thoroughly because I believe that the doctrine of Modernism and
Progressivism in my honest and humble opinion is extravegantly more dangerous and vastly more at
odds to Islam than the current perception of them that is being circulated even among Sunni
Intellectuals. Another point was that this work lacked in detailing the most pivotal and dangerous
psychological problem with modernist/progressives, and this is their liberalism that is fueled by the
greatest irjaa that the nation of Islam has ever witnessed in the 14 centuries of its completion.
Another formidable advocate of detailing traditional concepts in refutation of such people was laid out
by Yasir Qadhi in several lectures dedicated to the heresy of this group. I believe that the expansiveness
provided in this work would be satisfactory for those looking for an in-depth intellectual reply in defense
of orthodox Islam in the face of liberal concoctions of how Islam should be. I hope it may serve as a basis
for later more intricate issues being expounded upon Inshaa’Allah (God Willing)
I have as well come across the work of Taqi Usmani. His work does a pretty good job and seems well
researched into the topic. To contrast this work of mine from his, I would say that his work deals more
with the resultant effects of the application of modernist ideology whereas my work is centerpieced on
the intellectual make up of this ideology, to properly break it down in degrees and types, and to expose
the nature of its deductions in light of Islamic thought. In order to express this a bit more vividly, here is
a direct quote from his work “Islam and Modernism” and he says
“As far as we can trace there is probably a psychological factor in action, if we rule out any specific
motives behind it, the fundamental error which misled these modernists is that they consider Islam
analogous to Christianity and the Islamic world to the west.”
And this is precisely what this work before you tries to fulfill, to explain the psychological aspects of the
revisionist movement.
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What is Modernism

Modernism has absolutely nothing to do with “getting with the times”. The people who advocate this
idea are simply deprived of any knowledge. Modernism in this field is what many academics have coined
as “a break from tradition” of which can entail being against religious, political, or social views. There are
other clausal appelations that can be applied to all or most modernists of the world and some of them
can actually be applied to people who are targeted in this present work. Aspects of modernism include
certain principles which consist for example like “modernists believe that reason, not religion, is the final
authority”. Likewise, another tenant, which has some reason to it is that they favor humanism over
dogma. Of course the problem is in how they perceive what dogma is or what may constitute as dogma
and what is humanism. Nevertheless people should never fool themselves or others into adopting the
idea that modernism is the result of advancement and progress and technological achievements. There
is no intellectual in the western world who would entertain such an idea as the basis of modernism.
However, in this work, I am specifically aligned to elucidate on the concept of revisionism because I
personally feel that this term is a more accurate rendition of what the Muslim world means when they
address or come across the awkward ideas of these people. However, the details of these terms will
follow in the subsequent sections later in this work in order to make clear to the reader the types and
forms of revisionist ideologies in order to make easy the manner of classification of concepts.
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Issue 1: The Academic Characteristic of Modern Progressivism explained

Before I embark on addressing the many contentions of modernist and progressive thought against
Islam, or as they like to say “your version of Islam”, it is incumbent on me to highlight the essential
platitude of theoretical and interpretative gymnastics performed by progressives and modernist alike. I
will have to highlight this beacon of darkness in two modalities. The first representation will come from
two fundamental or classical sources on the nature of modernist practice, and the second being a
modern overview of modernist religious MALpractice of course after elaborating on their ideological
framework first, God Willing.
Imam Al-Baihaqi reports that “Isma’eel Al Qadi said:
‘One day I entered upon Al Mu’tadid, one of the Abbasid Khaleefahs, and immediately he showed me a
book to read. I found that the author had compiled in it, the strange sayings of every ‘Alim (scholar). So I
told the Khaleefah that the author of this book is a heretic. The Khaleefah asked why this was so, and I
told him that those sayings were not presented by those scholars as they are presented in this book. He
who legalized the Mu’tah marriage did not legalize singing, while he who legalized one action would not
legalize another action. Additionally, each ‘Alim has strange opinions, so if one would compile the
pitfalls of all the Imams, and adopt them, then the Deen would be lost. The Khaleefah then ordered the
book to be burned.”

Imam Al-Awza’i said:
“He who traces the strange opinions of the scholars is out of Islam. You would find a scholar with a lot of
knowledge and value, and also with a pitfall. So if a person was to collect the pitfalls of all the scholars
and form a new Madhab, then what kind of ‘Ilm (knowledge) would you have?’
These are two precious jewels of the Imaams on the misshape of heresy, particularly the heresy of
legalizing everything they want to and prohibiting everything they find problematic that Allah allowed
that seems to be a fundamental characteristic and trait of all modernist and progressives.
The quote from Imaam al-Bayhaqi rahimahullah discusses theologically how religion can be flipped and
therefore lost under a certain practice, and that practice was highlighted through this methodology.
Similarly, what modernist and revisionist do are exactly the same. They go about reading the pitfalls of
Zamakshari, the famous M’utazili scholar, and follow his pitfalls. Likewise, they have adopted the pitfalls
of other scholars until they formulated the heresy that they are currently pleased with. If it is not this,
then they tried to manipulate reputable scholarly opinions in such a way to formulate a perverted idea.
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An example of this was someone who utilized the well established Hanbali principle of “everything in
worldly life is acceptable to do unless there is a scripture that forbids its practice, and everything in
worship is forbidden unless there is a scriptural sanctioning of it”. So this principle was utilized by
someone to legalize same sex relations under the covenant of marriage (i.e legalizing same sex
marriage) in spite of those who formulated this legal theory were of the opinion that the mere
committal of such an act warrants death.
Imam Ahmad explicitly forbade one to look for rukhas and said:
'If a person were to act on the opinion of people of Kufa in the issue of Wine (Nabidh), and the opinion of
people of Madinah in the issue of music, and the opinion of the people of Makkah in the issue of
temporary marriage (mut’ah), he would be considered a Fasiq'.
Sulayman al-Taimi said:
'If you were to take allowances of every scholar, all the evil will be gathered in you'
So as we can see and may be more clearly later on is the absolute religious malpractice that is being
conducted on the part of revisionist. So we can see purely from an academic perspective where is the
level of their honesty in this polemic that they involve themselves in against the people of Islam. This is
why the Muslim world views the entire revisionist movement as the most corrupt of the people from
among those who attribute themselves to the name of Islam.
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Issue 2: Explaining the Psychological Basis of Progressive/Modernist Thought Along With
M’utazili thought Which Was Revealed in the Qur’an in the Story of Iblees: Understanding the
Basis Between Prophetic Methodology and Philosophy

Now, this subject is of great importance because most commentators of revisionist ideologies among
sunni ideologues always remark on the recent historical development of this thought. However I say
that this is a very old phenomenon which was highlighted by reputable Qur’anic exegetes in the
centuries gone by. This chapter is fundamental to understand for the readers.
It is most befitting that I bring one of the most relevant statements declared by the Lord of the Universe
first as it reveals an underlying nature of the entire rationalist realm, this includes the non Muslim world
under liberal progressive ideologies as well as those who have incorporated this format of reason within
the community of Islam.
Allah says in the Qur’an

ُِون
ِْ ٌِهنَِِِّۚ َب
ُِ تِال َّس َم َاو
ِِ َولَ ِِوِا َّت َب َِعِ ْال َحقِِأَهْ َوا َء ُه ِْمِلَ َف َس َد
َ لِأَ َت ٌْ َناهُمِ ِب ِذ ْك ِر ِه ِْمِ َف ُه ِْمِ َعنِ ِذ ْك ِرهِمِمعْ ِرض
ِ اتِ َو ْاْلَرْ ضُِِ َو َمنِف
And if the truth had been in accordance with their desires, verily, the heavens and the earth, and
whosoever is therein would have been corrupted! Nay, We have brought them their reminder, but they
turn away from their reminder.1
Ibn Katheer brings a slight comment narrating from the salaf the following
Mujahid, Abu Salih and As-Suddi said, "Al-Haqq is Allah, may He be glorified.'' What is meant by the Ayah
is that if Allah had responded to the desires in their hearts and prescribed things accordingly, the
heavens and the earth and whosoever is therein, would have been corrupted, i.e., because of their
corrupt and inconsistent desires.
As we can see, this aaya has immense meaning. We learn here that truth is rarely in congruity with the
desires or ambitions of men, most of the time the two being at odds. As if the situation is not bad
enough, what we have in todays world as an embedded and often hidden functionality within the
rationalist ideology is that what has taken place is the marketing of man’s ego and desires AS intellectual
reasoning.
Likewise this further shows man’s inherent inconsistencies that he believes himself to be free from.
Suppose however that people within the revisionist movement fail to see the connection between their
own idea of “rationality” and its reality being nothing more than wishful thinking and fancies. Well, a
famous philosopher by the name of Dr. Friedman clearly affirms this when he says
1

(  سورةِالمؤمنون, Al-Mumenoon, Chapter #23, Verse #71)
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“Reason is and ought only to be the slave of the passions and can never pretend to any other office than
to serve and obey them” 2
The end result to be derived from this view, in the words of Dr. Friedman, is:
“Every thing else but also words like ‘good,’‘bad,’‘ought,’‘worthy,’ are purely emotive, and there cannot
be such thing as ethical or moral science” 3

The psychological basis of all revisionist thought actually is based on the mental perception of Satan
(Iblees) himself. Please, I ask the reader to take this charge seriously and review the following.
The Story of Iblees and how he became in the Qur’an is mentioned in a number of places in the Qur’an,
and the reference brought below comes from Surah al-Araaf (7:11-18)
Allah says in the Qur’an
11. And surely, We created you (your father Adam) and then gave you shape (the noble shape of a
human being); then We told the angels, "Prostrate yourselves to Adam", and they prostrated
themselves, except Iblis (Satan), he refused to be of those who prostrated themselves.
12. (Allah) said: "What prevented you (O Iblis) that you did not prostrate yourself, when I commanded
you?" Iblis said: "I am better than him (Adam), You created me from fire, and him You created from
clay."
13. (Allah) said: "(O Iblis) get down from this (Paradise), it is not for you to be arrogant here. Get out, for
you are of those humiliated and disgraced."
14. (Iblis) said: "Allow me respite till the Day they are raised up (i.e. the Day of Resurrection)."
15. (Allah) said: "You are of those respited."
16 (Iblis) said: "Because You have sent me astray, surely I will sit in wait against them (human beings) on
Your Straight Path.
17. "Then I will come to them from before them and behind them, from their right and from their left,
and You will not find most of them as thankful ones (i.e. they will not be dutiful to You)."
18(Allah) said (to Iblis): "Get out from this (Paradise), disgraced and expelled. Whoever of them
(mankind) will follow you, then surely I will fill Hell with you all."
Ibn Katheer states
Iblis, may Allah curse him, said,
2
3

Legal Theory (p.36)
Legal Theory (pp.36,37)
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ْأَنَاْ َخي رْ ِّمنه
(I am better than him (Adam)), and this excuse is worse than the crime itself! Shaytan said that he did
not obey Allah because he who is better cannot prostrate to he who is less. Shaytan, may Allah curse
him, meant that he is better than Adam, "So how can You order me to prostrate before him'' Shaytan
said that he is better than Adam because he was created from fire while, "You created him from clay,
and fire is better.'' The cursed one looked at the origin of creation not at the honor bestowed, that is,
Allah creating Adam with His Hand and blowing life into him. Shaytan made a false comparison when
confronted by Allah's command,
ِِ
ْين
َ فَ َقعواْ لَهْ َس جد
("Then you fall down prostrate to him'')﴿38:7
Therefore, Shaytan alone contradicted the angels, because he refused to prostrate. He, thus, became
`Ablasa' from the mercy, meaning, lost hope in acquiring Allah's mercy. He committed this error, may
Allah curse him, due to his false comparison. His claim that the fire is more honored than mud was also
false, because mud has the qualities of wisdom, forbearance, patience and assurance, mud is where
plants grow, flourish, increase, and provide good. To the contrary, fire has the qualities of burning,
recklessness and hastiness. Therefore, the origin of creation directed Shaytan to failure, while the origin
of Adam led him to return to Allah with repentance, humbleness, obedience and submission to His
command, admitting his error and seeking Allah's forgiveness and pardon for it.
In my explanation to an extreme liberal progressive Christian, I stated the following
In this story, Iblees demonstrated the ultimate principle of philosophical "thinkers"
Here, Satan could not "rationally understand" why would God order for him to bow down to someone
who Satan felt was inherently inferior to himself under the “logic” and reasoning that he was made of
fire and Adam was made of dirt.
However, Allah made him of the disbelievers and made him an outcaste and due to that, Satan became
the ultimate enemy of man.
Anyone can easily substitute Satan here for any philosopher, for it is imaginable that if Allah would
command them with something, their philosophically orientated minds that illogically are centered on a
"rational/irrational" binary world being applied to Allah's orders would be exactly the same reasoning
that Satan himself used in applying such reasoning to Allah's orders
On the other hand, the people of the prophetic methodology understand that the basis for Allah's
orders are entailed and wrapped in His "Divine Wisdom" and almost all of His Divine Wisdom does not
fall within the comprehension of the finite human logic, which is a concept that philosophers and those
who are ideologically influenced by their methodology fail to grasp. This failure to grasp is coupled with
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the arrogance of "we MUST understand it rationally or else" mentality which is in total contradistinction
to everything that was sent to the prophets and messengers of God.
Secondly, observe how Allah has labeled such a reaction as “arrogance”. While his arrogance is known
through the fact that he felt superior to Adam, there is an underlying layer of arrogance in this narrative.
Primarily that he felt that Allah's command was not befitting reality and his own reasoning was. Allah is
not labeling Iblees through an “ad hominem” attack; there is an actual substantial reason why Allah has
labeled such action as arrogance. The main crux of why this methodology entails complete and utter
arrogance is because it is a mentality that is built upon or insinuates to God “This command of yours
CANNOT be correct. I think my opinion is worthier of being applied here oh Lord”. It is this single
psychological approach that has caused Satan to become the entity that he is and it is Satan who first
employed this concept who then was able to lure the philosophers into this frame of mind who became
the primal carriers of this methodology and advanced it and was passed down throughout the ages. One
clarification must be made though lest the reader would jump to the guns on this point and that is that
this negative tone of course is limited and applied to religious observations and is not problematic in
terms of empirical or institutional analysis.
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 Issue 3: The Degrees of the Modernist/Progressive Spectrum
This chapter deals with the issue of how the entire world of modernists and progressives can be
accurately viewed for the average Muslims as there is an amount of ignorance on part of many Muslims,
including those inclining to Salafi aspersions. Even previous works who remarked on the types of
modernist only remarked vaguely and in my humble opinion needs further elucidation God Willing.
The First Barrier: The first issue of ignorance that must be removed through clarification is the matter of
names (labels). This work is centrally geared towards the whole of revisionist ideologues.
There is a difference between “reform” and “revision”. The primary definition of a “reformist” is
1. a person who advocates or practices reform; reformer
Whereas the definition of a revisionist is the following
1. an advocate of revision, esp. of some political or religious doctrine
2. a reviser
3. An advocate of doctrines, theories, or practices that depart from established authority or
doctrine.
Where does the difference between the two lie one might ask? The implication from the meaning of
reformist differs in that it alludes to the idea that a certain particular needs “a change” most obviously
for the better. In this sense, traditionalists can fall under reformist simply on the basis that they strive to
seek change within their respective societies for the better. They wish to reform what is currently the
status quo and to replace it with what they understand to be a better status. So in this document, we,
the general sunni conscience does not seek to repudiate reformism. In most cases, most
sunnis/traditionalist/salafis use reformist and revisionist interchangeably and this is usually because the
intent of the articulator in various forums is understood by the listener. However, I wished to clarify this
point for future exploration into the topic.
As for revisionist, a more explicit meaning is given to the word which alludes to a meaning that the
purpose for revisionist entails not only having a fresh look at the status quo and trying to change it, but
to alter the established modes of thought and reason for a new version.
In this current work I opt to employ the term revisionist instead of reformist to keep in line with the
inflectional meaning instead of using them interchangeably.
The Second Barrier: The second matter of importance to establish is the types of revisionist that speak
for or about Islam, and more importantly, which type actually falls outside the fold of Islam.
Modernists are different than progressives in the sense that all progressives are modernist but not all
modernist are progressives. With that being stated, all modernist (that are not progressive) fall into two
categories. Before I continue, I must make clear that by no means are these deductions absolute, I am
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merely presenting them as a classification to better understand this matter for the average Muslim as an
attempt to bridge the gap of understanding.
1. Modernist Political Thinkers
2. Modernist revisionist
Modernist political thinkers are mainly towards the sunni orthodox side of the theological and political
spectrum more than others in the field of modernism. Most of those under this category can be ascribed
to the Ikhwaan al-Muslimoon (the Muslim brotherhood) and its ideologues, and then after that, Ash’ari
and sufi ideologues like T.J. Winters, Dr. Sherman Jackson and others. Another religious entity that can
be included in this category is the famous al-Azhar University in Egypt. Other universities in Pakistan can
likewise be included in this category.
This current work is not centrally geared in addressing this type of modernists even though some of the
arguments contained in this study can be applied. The distinction of this group from the rest of the
modernist is that they do not reject hadeeth as an authoritative source of Islamic legislation. Likewise,
they generally are involved or seek to learn Islamic sciences, so we find various people in this group who
can actually be classed as scholars among them being Yusuf al-Qardawee and the present grand muftee
of al-Azhar University.
Modernist revisionists are more extreme in their hermeneutics of interpretative gymnastics and incline
towards the ideology of hadeeth rejectionism that modernist political thinkers generally do not adopt.
What also makes the two distinct is that modernist political thinkers actually appeal to Islamic
authoritative exegetes whereas modernist revisionist not only question, but impugn forms of ad
hominem attacks on historic intellectual figures of the championed orthodox creed (i.e. the traditionalist
or ahlul-hadeeth and the four schools). The only two figures that I have seen where some of these
modernist revisionist had a microscopic appeal to intellectual figures are the thirteenth century Islamic
reviver Ibn Taymiyyah, and this is because they view him as a reformer when in actuality he was a
reviver, and they are fond of him on the basis of his “opposition to the establishment” when in reality
his opposition was to the heretics who just so happened to gain some form of establishment under the
rule of the Nidhaamul-Mulk dynasty prior to Ibn Taymiyyah. The other figure centers around another
reviver, Shaykhul-Islam Muhammad ibn Abdul-Wahhab, again who everybody utilizes the term
“reformer” for him rather than the more accurate term “reviver”. Their fondness of him likewise stems
from the same approach, that being that he “challenged” the “establishment” and went off on his own
freelance thinking, again which is fueled by ignorance of what he actually stood for like his predecessor,
Ibn Taymiyyah. Instead of understanding his mission for what it was, which was to revive the Islam that
the first couple generations were upon and to follow that, they interpreted his mission as a beacon of
challenging the establishment and understood that his ideas were of his own accord (which was actually
academic lies spread by the enemies of Islam among sufi ideologues) rather than the fact that
everything he stood for was not only historically legitimate, but was the unanimous understanding of
the first few generations of Muslims.
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Outside of these actual Islamic authorities, all other authorities that they appeal to are of heterodox
ideologues from among old defunct madhaabs (schools of thought) mainly the M’utazilah that only
found its home in today’s modern Zaydi M’utazili ideological school of thought. They appeal to other
heterodox ideologues like Ash’ari theologians for example ar-Raazi, however their appeal to these
figures is only because these figures brought something new that was contrary to orthodox doctrine.
The last group to identify is a group known as progressives. Progressives are the most extreme of the
revisionist movement and there heresy actually nullifies the basis of the Islamic faith from not only a
single aspect, but from several aspects. In other words progressives are not Muslims and are not to be
considered as Muslims. The following ideological corruptions will highlight why this is the case.
1. Their kufr of istihlaal: Progressives actually have no qualms with legalizing what Islam made
illegal and to prohibit what Islam made legal. On this basis alone, there is absolute unequivocal
unanimous agreement of every single scholar of Islam in every era from every orthodox or
heterodox denomination that the action of istihlaal (to render the illegal as legal and vice versa)
is considered apostasy from the Islamic faith. There is no dispute among any intellectual about
this fact. On this account alone they are considered as disbelievers of the Islamic faith.
2. Secularism: Progressives are actually secularists in belief. They actually incline towards the view
that there should be a separation between political legislation and personal rituals. Again, within
the modern world, every single Islamic scholar from both orthodox and heterodox aspersions
has unanimously agreed that secularism is a nullifier of Islam because the inherent belief of
secularism is itself disbelief, and to perform it entails the kufr of istihlaal.
3. Hadeeth Rejectionism: the Epitome of hadeeth rejectionism lies with Progressives. I have made
a rule that modernist who completely reject hadeeth become by default progressives and have
thus left Islam. Modernists of this caliber include people like Ahmad Parwez who was the sole
figure to reject hadeeth outright in modern times. In spite of his entire methodology built under
modernist revisionism, his blatant rejection of hadeeth has caste him to be an enemy of Islam
and an apostate. Hadeeth rejectionism is a phenomenon that first began with the philosophers
who claimed to be Muslim. They rejected the Sunnah outright. Likewise, progressives do not
hold the Sunnah as a legislative authority of Islam. On account of this idea, the orthodox
traditionists have unanimously negated the Islam of the Philosophers, along with a myriad of
other beliefs that entailed kufr (disbelief/blasphemy), likewise, this single belief that is adopted
by anyone also entails the apostasy of whoever adopts it because it is the exact antithesis of
what Islam stands for.
Hadeeth rejectionism has its home in progressives even though modernists have various degrees of
hadeeth rejectionism. The most extreme modernists don’t reject hadeeth outright, rather the most
extreme of them will accept those hadeeth that he has no rational problem with or those that
support his angle of approach for the sake of his corrupt ideology. So for these types of modernists,
we say they are at the verge or the edge of entering into apostasy.
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So in summary, I conclude here that modernist political thinkers are ideologically opposite to other
types of revisionist, for their revisionism is centered to acquiesce a political reform as I quote Sajid
Kayyum
Politically, the two modernist groups are poles apart. The 'progressive thinkers' are extreme secularist
while the 'Islamicthinkers' are ardent callers to the Khilafah - however distorted their views may be about
it.4

Secondly, some of the modernist political thinkers can be categorized in what today’s tabloid journalism
has coined as “Islamist” movements.
Thirdly, modernist revisionists and progressives agree on a consortium of views, but where they “agree
to disagree” is in the extent of hadeeth rejectionism that progressives tend to espouse and the secular
positions that progressives tend to take.
In short I provide the following information in order to understand where these revisionists groups are
to be viewed for the average sunni muslims who are acquainted with other heterodox sects.
The progressives in this polemic resemble the philosophers in Islamic doctrine. The Modernist
revisionists resemble the M’utazilah in Islamic doctrine. The modernist Political thinkers resemble the
Ashaa’irah in Islamic doctrine in contrast to sunni traditionalism.
So to further understand the addressees of this work, the ultimate targets of this work is mainly
centered on modernist revisionists simply because when they are targeted, the progressives are
targeted as well and only when an issue is distinct to the progressives will I then highlight an argument
against them specifically. Likewise when I target the modernist revisionist, I as well target modernist
political thinkers simply because they operate on a common pedestal which Sajid Kayyum highlighted
which is
But the two are similar in making Aql decisive over Naql, in their apathy towards Hadeeth, in their
emphasis on modernistic interpretations of the Qur'aan, and in their unjustified toughening or
lightening of Islamic regulations for the achievement of political/organizational goals.5

I purposefully crossed out “in their apathy towards hadeeth” because I don’t think those among
modernist political thinkers do not really have apathy of hadeeth, rather their more inclined towards
false deductions of them rather than to plainly disregard them or caste disdain on its textual import,
unlike modernist revisionist who have a more sinister approach to hadeeth literature, and this could be
because his categorization of modernists was not as detailed whereby he lumped both progressives and
modernist revisionists under the same stroke of the brush so to speak.

4
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Another thing to keep in mind before continuing is that these categorizations are here to foster a more
thorough understanding and they are not set in stone, for you will find a modernist who jumps straight
into progressivism and likewise goes back to a mild form of modernism. An example of this is the
apostate Javed Ahmad Ghamidi, who argues to completely alter the shariah of Allah, but who agrees
with the orthodox hanbalis and ahlu-hadeeth and the majority of the salaf who stated that the one who
abandons the salaah is a kaafir (disbeliever). Ajeeb (stange indeed)
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Issue 4: Errors in the Creedal Doctrines of Modernist/Progressives

This section I believe will consume a good portion of this research, particularly the aspects of Murjism
since Murjism needs to be explained in detail. However, for the most part, this issue will highlight, God
Willing, all the erroneous stances in doctrine that revisionists adopt as their school of thought either
unanimously or distinctively with secular progressives or with modernists revisionist.



Murjism & Liberalism: Explaining the Heresy of Irjaa and the Modernist/Progressive link to the
Murji’a

What is Murjism?
Irj’aa linguistically has been defined as hoping, postpone, delay which would denote procrastination or
to adjourn.
Islamically this term was first applied to a group from the Muslims in the issue of dispute that took place
between Uthmaan and Ali, radhiyallahu anhuma, in which they did not take a side (in the issue) and so
this denoted them as delaying on taking a position. So it was attributed to them that they had irj’aa on
the issue. So those, as a group, were the first to become the murj’iah (those who had irj’aa). However,
this was not a matter of heresy from a theological perspective yet, rather those known as murjia in their
time were never upon the doctrine of the heterodox group known as the murji’a who came later on
during the second generation of Muslims.
Ibn Taymiyyah related that Qataadah identified the time of the Murji’ite sect’s appearance as being
after the revolt of Ibn al-Ash‘ath and his followers.6
He further stated:
“The first person ever to voice the Murji’ites views was a man from Madeenah, from the Haashimite
clan, by the name of al-Hassan. According to *the Hadith scholar+ Zaathaan *Abu ‘Amr al-Kindee (d.
129AH)], he came to see al-Hasan ibn Muhammad [Ibn al-Hanafiyyah (d. 101AH)+ and said: ‘What is this
book that you have written?’ *Since he was the one who had recorded the Murji’ites’ teachings.+ He
replied: ‘O Abu ‘Amr, I wish I had died before writing this book and letting it see the light of day! For an
error concerning the term eemaan is not like an error concerning any other word, such as the name of a
6
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transmitter of hadeeths. After all, the meaning of the terms eemaan, Islam, kufr and nifaaq have a
bearing on judgements pertaining both to this life and the life to come.’ ”7
In the shari’ah, irj’aa is a concept, a belief in of itself, which actually has two separate principles.
1. Firstly, the doctrine of Murjism is the belief that actions and (or speech8) is NOT a part of faith
2. The second fundamental pillar of the doctrine of Irj’aa is the concept that faith does not increase
or decrease but that rather it is absolute, either someone has it or they don’t
These two concepts is the very basis of Murjism and it has various levels. Before expounding upon this
issue in depth, I feel it is necessary at this time to explain the doctrine of orthodox Sunni/traditional
Islam.
The doctrine of the Sunni/Salafi/Ahlul-Hadeeth theologians from the time of the companions up until
this day is that the reality of faith has three necessitated components which are
1. Tasdeeq bil-qalb (firm conviction of the heart)
2. Qawlu bi-lisaan (speech of the tongue)
3. Amaalu bi-jawaarih (actions of the limbs)
What these three basics entail is that if someone actually does have faith in a thing, not only will they
keep that faith in their heart but that such faith necessitates them to speak with it. In western speak the
common expression “this is what we are about” would entail how this concept is understood. This is
because people usually don’t discuss matters except with what is related to what they believe or to
defend what they believe. After this come actions of the limbs. What this concept entails is that if
someone actually does believe in a thing, then naturally they will speak or profess that belief and
employ speech and terminologies that support that belief. This faith that does subsist within the heart
will ultimately guide that person to perform actions with the body parts. For example, if I really do
believe that God really did command me to offer the salaah (Islamic prayer), then naturally that belief I
have in my heart should by default enforce me to speak with it, in this case call to it and command
others to do it and if I see others not making salaah, then my faith in this concept of prayer will obligate
me, by due right of faith, to advise such people to perform the prayer. After that, because I believe that
God commanded me with this obligation, I will ultimately manifest my belief in that obligation by
actually performing it with my body parts. In western speak we commonly say “represent”. This concept
is established through the basics of logic that is applied to any facet of human life. An example of this
would be an average employee at an average company. A company generally has a set of directives that
employees must abide by in order for the job to be performed according to the manner of the company.
If a company stipulates that the employee must smile to every single customer, then if the employee
does not care about this stipulation, then it would be understood from the grounds of common sense
that such an employee will not perform to the full potential that such an employee can achieve simply
because the sincerity of the employee to the companies demands is deficient. That deficiency will
7
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inevitably land such a person to only perform this obligation out of despondency or nifaaq9 or it will
result in a falling out between the employee and the employer. The same concept can be applied to
every single facet of life. Even in street gangs, whenever a member questions the loyalty of another
member to their cause, they commonly say “are you with us” or other similar slurs to ensure that the
faith of that person to their cause is real. In other words, every human understands that they have to
prove themselves worthy of any cause that they believe in.

So it is for a plethora of reasons and through simple common sense that the orthodox theologians
understood from the basic reading of the Qur’an and Sunnah that faith obligates these three
components in order for it to become genuine and valid faith. Likewise all the arguments that contend
with these principles have proven to be fallacious.
So I would reiterate again that the two basis that form the thought of irj’aa, or murjism, is to
1. Separate the deeds of the limbs (actions), or the speech of the tongue, or both, from the realm
of faith
2. To hold that faith does not increase or decrease
To ultimately solidify this first point, I bring the statement of Abu Na’im who narrates from Sufyān AthThawrī that he said,
The Murji’ah differed from us in three matters: We say that Īmān is sayings and actions and they say that
Īmān is sayings without actions. We say that it increases and decreases and they say that it does not
increase and that it does not decrease. We say that we are Mu.minūn10 (only with) approval (i.e. by
saying Inshā-Allāh) and they say that we are (guaranteed) Mu.minūn in the eyes of Allāh.. 11
Now, the resultant effects of these two concepts.
The end result of the first idea is that when the performance of apostasy is done, then it inevitably leads
a person who holds this corrupted belief to not make takfir (to excommunicate from Islam) where takfir
is necessitated, and this is the opposite of the khawaarij, who view any act or most acts of extreme
aggression as an act that warrants takfir (excommunication from Islam).
The end result of the second heretical concept is in equating the righteous with the corrupt and both of
these views is the basis of the madhaab (school of thought) of the secular progressive world. The
Hanbali Jurisprudent and Hadeeth Master (Haafidh) Ibn Taymiyyah said the following about the
repugnance of this concept.

9

Nifaaq is the opposite of sidq (truthfulness) and it is when one outwardly displays affirmation of something that inwardly he or she denies or
rejects or does not feel.
10
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And the Salaf’s rejection of the Murji’ah was severe indeed, since they removed actions from Imaan and
they said, ‘The people are equal with respect to Imaan!’ And there is no doubt that their statement about
the uniformity of Imaan (faith) in every person is one of the most repugnant of errors."12
Likewise, he said
“Ibraaheem an-Nakha‘ee once said that the dissension and strife introduced by the Murji’ite sect posed a
greater threat to the Islamic community than that aroused by the Azaariqites. And according to azZuhree, there has never arisen a heresy more harmful to Islam and its adherents than that of the
Murji’ites.”13
In other words, in the modern context, the extremism of secular-progressivism has reached to such an
extent with the various political doctrines like “political correctness” and other western nuances that it
has pretty much become conventional wisdom that the observance of rituals to personal beliefs is not
needed, but rather mere conviction in your heart alone is enough between you and whatever you
believe in. There is no need to espouse (speech) or implement these customs or rituals (actions).
However, before I continue to expound on modern nuances of irjaa as professed by revisionist groups, I
will first relate further detailed information for the reader about the levels and extent of Irj’aa
(murjism).
In essence, Irj’aa was the idea of separating amaal (actions) of the limbs to be connected with emaan
(faith) in the heart. The lightest of irj’aa was the declaration that emaan consist of faith in the heart and
speech of the tongue, which is the position of Imaam Abu Haneefah, and is the only issue where he
departed from the rest of the Aimah (Scholastic leaders) in that it also consists of actions of the limbs.

Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan stated
The Murji’ah are of four types:
1: Those who say that eemaan14 is merely knowledge (ma’rifah), even if this is not accompanied by
testification (tasdeeq)15.
This is the statement of the Jahmiyyah.
This is the most evil and the ugliest of statements. It is in fact disbelief (kufr) in Allah Azza wa Jall,
because the mushrikoon from the early times, and Pharaoh (Firawn), and Haamaan and Qaaroon and
(even) Iblees all acknowledged (the existence) of Allaah, Azza wa Jall, in their hearts. However because
they did not state this on their tongues, nor testify to this in their hearts, nor act upon it with their limbs,
then this knowledge did not benefit them.
12
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2: Those who say that emaan is testification in the heart only.
This is the statement of the Ashaa’irah (the Ash’arees).
This is also a false statement since the disbelievers (kuffaar) testify in their hearts, they know that the
Quraan is True and that the Messenger (sal Allaahu alaiyhi wa sallam) is True, and the Jews and
Christians know that.
Those to whom We gave the Scripture (Jews and Christians) recognise him (Muhammad sal Allaahu
alaihi wa sallam) as they recognise their sons; but verily, a party of them conceal the truth while they
know it – [i.e. the qualities of Muhammad sal Allaahu alaihi wa sallam which are written in the Tawraat
and the Injeel]. (Surah Al Baqarah: 146)
And they testify to it in their hearts.
Allaah Ta'aala says regarding the Mushrikoon: We know indeed the grief which their words cause you (O
Muhammad sal Allaahu alaihi wa sallam); it is not you that they deny but it is the Ayaat of Allaah that
the Dhaalimoon (polytheists and wrongdoers) deny. (Surah Al An’aam: 33)
So these people did not state upon their tongues nor did they act with their limbs, yet they did testify in
their hearts – so they did not become people of eemaan (mu’minoon).
3: The statement of those who are the direct opposite of the Ashaa’irah - and they are the Karaamiyah.
Those who say that eemaan is statement on the tongue even if the person does not truly believe in his
heart.
Without doubt, this is a false statement since the hypocrites (munaafiqoon) – those who are in the
lowest depths of the Fire – say “We bear witness that laa ilaaha ill Allaah and that Muhammad rasool
ullaah’ with their tongues and they act (accordingly) with their limbs, but they do not truly believe in that
nor do they testify to it in their hearts.
This is just as Allaah Ta'aala says: When the hypocrites come to you (O Muhammad sal Allaahu alaihi wa
sallam) they say: ‘We bear witness that you are indeed the Messenger of Allaah’. And Allaah knows that
you are indeed His Messenger and Allaah bears witness that the hypocrites are liars indeed. They have
made their oaths a screen (for their hypocrisy). In this way they hinder (men) from the Path of Allaah.
Verily, evil is what they used to do. (Surah Al Munaafiqoon: 1-2)
And He says, Subhaanahu wa ta’aala: They say with their tongues what is not in their hearts. (Surah Al
Fath: 11)
4: The statement of the murji’ah al fuqahaa, and they are the lightest of the groups in terms of irjaa’ those who say that eemaan is belief (i’tiqaad) in the heart and statement upon the tongue, but action
does not enter into it.
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This is the statement of the Murji’ah al-Fuqahaa and this is a statement which is also incorrect since
there is no emaan without action.”16
Before I continue with the modern manifestations of this extreme irj’aa, I will relate some of the
intricate details that the Islamic theologians have elucidated on the aspect of faith and contrasting that
with the heresy of irj’aa and I will only interject on what I believe needs to be explained a bit further for
the reader.
Imaam Abu Hasan al-Ash’ari says the following about the murji’a and the murji’a among the
companions of Bishr al-Maarisi
al-Marrisiyya:
The eleventh sect from the Murjia represents the followers of Bishr al-Marrisi, who say: 'Iman is only
belief (tasdiq)), because Iman linguistically only refers to belief (tasdiq), and whatever is not belief
(tasdiq) cannot be Iman.'
He claimed that tasdiq (conviction of the heart i.e. belief) occurs by heart and by the tongue. This was
also the view of Ibn al-Rawandi. Ibn al-Rawandi used to believe that Kufr (disbelief) is denial (al-jahd),
rejection (al-inkar), hiding (al-satr) and covering (al-taghtiya). Kufr cannot be save what is considered
kufr in the language, and likewise, Iman cannot be save what is considered Iman in the language.
He also used to claim that making sujud (prostration) to the sun is not Kufr, but it is an indication of kufr,
because Allah has explained to us that none makes sujud to the sun except a Kafir.
He (al-Ash’ari) also said
They also claimed: The one who kills a prophet or punches him, does not become a kafir due to killing or
punching, but only due to belittling the prophet. Similarly, the one who abandons the prayer, deeming it
lawful, only disbelieves by deeming it lawful to abandon the prayer, and not due to abandoning the
prayer itself.
Whatever the case is, Ibn Taymiyyah makes it unequivocally clear about the actuality of the Murji’a and
what it is that they stand for when he said the following
"The Murji’ah – in all of their variant sects – claim that committing major sins and abandoning the
outward obligatory duties do not cause Imaan (faith) to decrease. Since if anything of it went, then none
of it would remain. Therefore it is but a single entity! The sinner and righteous one are equal with respect
to it."17
As for the reality of faith, I urge the readers to pay close attention to the following discussion brought by
The esteemed Imaam, Shaykhul-Islam Abu 'Ubaid al-Qaasim bin Sallaam who has explained emaan
below as it is highly intricate
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In Kitaab al-Eemaan pgs. 28-29, he explains
And thus, faith is degrees and ranks, even if its people call it one name. Certainly it is a deed from the
deed Allah subjected His servants with and made incumbent upon their limbs. He made its root in the
heart’s cognition, then He made the speech a witness over it, then the deeds an attestation for it. And
certainly, Allah gave every limb a deed that He did not give to the other. Thus the heart’s deed is the
belief, the tongue’s deed is the statement, the hand’s deed is the receiving, the leg’s deed is the walking,
and the name “faith” sums all of them up. Thus faith, according to this understanding, certainly all of it is
built upon the deed, from its beginning to its end, except that it contends for precedence in degrees
according to what we described.
The one who opposed us [i.e., the Murji'ah] claimed that the statement is without the deed. So according
to us, this is contradictory because if he made it [i.e., faith] statement then he has affirmed that it is deed
and he is not aware of what I informed you of from the imaginary cause in naming the doings of the
limbs as a deed with the Arabs.
Its attestation is in the interpretation of the Book regarding the deed of the heart and tongue. Allah’s
statement regarding the heart; “Except whoever is forced while his heart is secure with faith” (16:106).
He said, (If you both turn in repentance to Allah, for both your hearts have bent) (66:4). And He said,
(Those when Allah is mentioned, their hearts cower) (22:35). Allah’s messenger said,
Surely, in the body there certainly is a small chunk of meat. If it is made good, then the rest of the body is
made good; and it is the heart.
And if the heart was secure one time, and it bends another, cowers a third, then righteousness and
corruption exists from it, then which deed is more than this? Then whereas we mentioned His statement,
(And they say amongst themselves: will not Allah punish us because of what we say?) (58:8). So this is
what is regarding the heart’s deed.
As for the tongue’s deed, then is His statement “They conceal from the people and they cannot conceal
from Allah. He is with them when they contrived what He is not pleased with of the statement ‘and Allah
is Encompassing of what you do” (4:108). So He mentioned the statement, then He named it action. Then
He said, “And if they deny you then say, ‘I have my deed and you have your deed. You are free of what I
do and I am free of what you do.” (10:41). Was the deed of Allah’s messenger with them *anything+ but
his calling them to Allah and their rejection of him his statement of denial, while here he had called it a
deed? And He said in a third place, (A speaker from them said, “Surely, I had a companion who says, ‘Are
you certainly from those who attest?’”) until, (for the likes of this, then let the doers do) (37:51-61). So, is
attestation except by the statement and He has made its companion [i.e., the speaker] here a doer?!
Then He said, (Work, O family of Daawud, out of thanks) (34:13). So, most of what the people know of
thanks is praise and appreciation with the tongue, even though the compensation may be called thanks.
Thus all of this that we interpreted, certainly it is according to the literal [meaning] of the Qur'an and
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what we find the people of knowledge interpreting, and Allah is more knowledgeable of what He
intended18
Shaykh al-Islaam mentions the superb statement of Sahl bin 'Abdullah at-Tusatri regarding faith and so
he was asked
"Imaan (faith), what is it?
So he said:
'Speech, and actions and intention and sunnah; if Imaan (faith) is speech without actions, then it is kufr
(disbelief), and if it were speech and action without intention, then it is nifaaq (hypocrisy), and if it were
speech, actions and intentions without sunnah, then it is bid'ah (heresy)' "19
This is the epitome and exact essence of faith. If faith is something that is only spoken but never
followed up with action, then it becomes in western thinking as mere ramble or as we commonly say,
“all talk and no action” and thus it is basically disbelief. If faith is construed as speech along with action
but it is not something upon which the heart has a conviction in then it becomes utter hypocrisy, and
hypocrisy as understood by the shariah of Islam is to outwardly manifest beliefs through either speech
or action that inwardly the heart has no conviction in. In essence, it is the ultimate level of dishonesty
and is the antithesis of its opposite, which is as-Sidq i.e. truthfulness. Lastly, if faith is construed as
speech along with action and as well with the intention (belief in the heart) but it is not in accord with
the prophetic methodology, then that faith becomes a form of heresy (bida) rather than the radiance of
faith for the ultimate reception of true faith is if all four requirements are met, which was explained by
this Islamic theologian which is speech, action, intention, and to be in accordance with the methodology
of the prophet.
To summarize this aspect of the subject I bring two more reputable authorities to complete the
argument.
Imaam ash-Shafi’ee says as reported by Shaykhul-Islam Ibn Tamiyyah
"The consensus of the Companions, and the tabi'een, and whoever was after them, and whom so ever
we saw [regarding imaan], was: 'al-Imaan is speech, actions and intention, and one cannot exist (
yatajaza`), except with the others’20
Imaam Muhammed bin 'Abdul-wahaab's definition is as follows:
"There is no difference - in opinion - regarding tawheed to be in the heart, and tongue and actions. And if
one of these does not exist (akhtala), then this person cannot be a Muslim; and if he knows at-tawheed,
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and does not act upon it, then he is someone who has the disbelief of obstinacy ( kaafir mu'aanid), like
the disbelief of Fir'awn, Iblees and their likes."21

 What is Irj’aa in Modern Times
It becomes exponentially critical to detail what exactly Irj’aa is in the post modern context. Why? Simply
on the basis that virtually all Islamic educators and ideologues who articulate Murjism or Irj’aa in any of
their works or lectures leave the term to its transliteral import. As the reader can notice the term “irj’aa”
or “Murji’a” has not literally been translated but rather only its concepts are the only things that have
been clarified and not the actual terms. This is because no Muslim historiographer or theologian has
ever formally translated this term into modern terminological usage as of now.
So because we have this current phenomenon, I will be the first to insinuate an actual accurate
translation of the term “irj’aa” and “murjia”. After I initially translate the term and then begin to explain
the reason for the usage of the English equivalent of these terms that I have in mind, I believe after the
reasons have been laid out and explained, will then the reader be able to accept or not accept the
translation of these terms.
After years of academic and sometimes not so academic debates with an array of modernists, hadeeth
rejectors, and even secularly inclined “Muslims”, I had to come to a very recent conclusion on the issue
of irj’aa and the Murji’a. Before I explain their translation I must first explain the two terms. Irj’aa,
doctrinally, is the concept and the term “murji’a” is a representation of its adherents because when the
Arabic pronoun “mu” is added into an action (verb) then it denotes “the one who does that thing” hence
the term “murji’a” is the linguistic articulation of the people who adhere to that belief and the term
“irj’aa” is the actual belief or concept in and of itself. I translated irj’aa as the concept to be Murjism
earlier in this chapter.
At any rate, after years of engagement in this field with revisionist along with non muslim antagonist, I
have come to the conclusion that the modern equivalent term that is most suitable to translate the term
“irj’aa” is ultimately “liberalism”. Therefore, the Murji’a, in its modern English equivalent would logically,
or I should say lexically, be translated as “liberals”.
So why do I choose these terms? In order for Muslims to understand why I chose this, they need to
deeply study and research liberal ideologies that were born out of European culture in the past and how
it progressed its way into modern ideological thinking. In order for non Muslim academics to understand
the choice I made in employing “liberalism” as the modern equivalent of irj’aa, they have to deeply
research and study early Islamic clashes between heterodoxy and orthodox theologians on the issue.
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The various factors that lead me to this choice in trying to relay a modern western equivalent of what
the Islamic concept of irj’aa is as a term, I bring the following points.
1. Conceptually, liberalism is derived from the term “liberate”. Liberal and liberalism are all
advanced forms of the base term “liberate”, likewise the word “liberty”. The primary meaning of
the term “liberate” means
To set free, as from imprisonment or bondage
Primarily speaking of course and its antonym is to “imprison” or to “enthrall”.
With regards to the ethical concept of this term being applicable, the purpose of liberal ideology
is to liberate people from the shackles of authority mainly fueled by European sensitivities due
to the dogmatic nature of their religion historically. In short, liberal thought as it is applied
towards religion with regards to the west is that to liberalize is to ensure that people were
allowed to freely voice their view without being bound or have to face any retribution to
authority, whether it be political or religious, but in more cases then not it was religious. So it
was to derail the power of any religious authority to bring about harm to anyone whom the
religious authority construed as being a person having committed blasphemies against its
theology. The actual primary meaning of a liberal is
“Favorable to progress or reform, as in political or religious affairs.”
The end result of liberalism being implemented is the complete reign of all people to do what
they want, all they want, how they want, whenever they want AND STILL BE faithful to a religion
because religion to them is as how they see it rather than how their Lord encouraged or
obligated them to be like. In short, as it relates to faith, liberals conclude that they can be
“faithful believers” while still committed to unethical conduct, views, or practices and that such
unethical conduct does not and cannot impede, subtract, or nullify their faith AND that their
faith does not diminish on account of committing such unethical conduct (faahisha. mufaasid,
etc).
How this relates to the Murji’a of old in Islamic history is 100 percent identical. The Murjiah in
Islamic history maintained that people can have perfect faith in spite of them performing
indecencies, why? Because it all fell back to the doctrine that action has no relevance to faith
and is therefore disconnected. Logically, when this doctrine is believed in, it naturally gives the
notion to its adherents that since actions are not a part of faith, then it means that people can
do whatever they want while still having a hand in the realm of faith. It entails that people can
perform evil actions and it does not detract from their faith or make it deficient. Ideologically
speaking from this aspect alone, my conclusion becomes warranted that the murji’a are the
western connotation of liberals.
2. Secondly, liberal ideology of non Muslims is exactly the same with revisionist ideologies among
the Islamic paradigm and exactly like the murji’a of old. All three distinct groups place either
little to no emphasis or importance of the observance of actions from its ethical side, rather all
three stresses or touch on the “right” people have to freely practice the unethical aspect of the
performance of actions. Both modern day revisionist ideologues and their previous forefathers
among the murji’a, both have argued for altering the textual reports that conflict with their
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views, the murjia being antagonists on those scriptural reports on faith and the revisionist of
today argue on the basis that they can still be a faithful Muslim while not practicing righteous
actions (that they deem problematic) and likewise argue about those scriptural reports that
conflict with their contemporaneous views. The only difference between modern day
revisionists and the murjia of old is that revisionists have a plethora of issues they have
problems with Islam about whereas the murjia of old were limited on the amount of issues that
they had contentions against Islam about.
3. MOST importantly, a major reason for this translation is because this creedal doctrine of irj’aa in
Islam happened as well within the Protestant reformation, which happens to be the home of
liberal ideologies in the Christian realm. I quote the following and its words will be self
explanatory for Muslims, but I will still provide a bit of elucidation on it. During the height of the
reformation, I quote the following
From Johannes Tauler of Strasbourg had come the mystic idea of "heart religion," which had led
to Luther's doctrine of "justification by faith."
This doctrine that Martin Luther came with was the beginning of Irj’aa (the separation of deeds
from the reality of faith) for the Christian Church, prior to his time, Various Christian theologians
and popes addressed the necessity of deeds as a necessary manifestation of faith, which is
basically what the Islamic theologians had articulated, albeit with different views of course,
nevertheless, the exact same sentiment is understood. I wish to have a look into how early
Christians dealt with the problem of Murjism in their respective religion.
James 2:15-18 Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and daily food. If one of you says to
him, "Go, I wish you well; keep warm and well fed," but does nothing about his physical needs,
what good is it? In the same way, faith by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead. But
someone will say, "You have faith; I have deeds." Show me your faith without deeds, and I will
show you my faith by what I do. James 2:15-26 Faith and works
D. Kennedy explains this verse:
“...James is dealing with people who profess to be Christians, and yet they don't evidence the
reality of their faith by their works [deeds]. Over, and over again... people will say they have faith
and they don't have works, and James is saying that real faith always produces works as a
result... The question is, 'A man may say that he has faith, but will that faith justify him?' If it is
just a 'said' faith”—no, it won't!” [7]Justification by faith - what about James 2:24?
It is this doctrine that not only took a toll in the spread of secularism; it became the basis for the
western world in the view of religion.
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Modern Manifestations of Irj’aa (liberal beliefs)

Under this subheading, I wish to gather the various contemporary clauses utilized by today’s average
Muslim who have been indirectly infected with irj’aa (liberal beliefs) or by revisionist themselves that
are actually representations of the heretical views of irj’aa of Islam’s past.
1. The first most profound claim is made usually by women who do not cover themselves. They like
to defend this lewdness of theirs with the following phrase
“The real hijaab is the hijaab of the heart”
What this statement fundamentally implies is that what matters to God is what the heart
conceals and anything outside of the heart is essentially unnecessary.

2. Another semantic reality that plays its toll on the Muslims is actually an extension of the
western will which is exemplified by the following statement
“Allow the people to do what they want”
This statement is a beacon and symbol of “modernity” and overall “tolerance” in today’s world so much
so that it has become the DNA of peoples understanding.
This statement is only said by a people who are unmindful about the essence and reality of both deeds
(actions) and faith, that being that the allowance of evil entails the spread of corruption, and the
allowance and spread of evil entails harming people’s faith. In this tangent, Islam has a direct refutation
of this ideology in the Hadeeth of Safeena narrated in Saheeh al-Bukharee.
In the chapter of partnership narrated by Nu’man bin Basheer (ra) that the prophet (saw) said,
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“The example of the one who stands for the Deen of Allah and the one who has left it are like the
people in a boat, some of whom occupy the upper deck and some occupy the lower deck.
Whenever those in the lower deck need water, they have to go to the upper deck to retrieve it. So
some of them said, ‘why don’t we make a hole in our deck so we do not harm the people of the
upper deck?’ If the people do not stop them, they will all fall and be failures, but if they stop
them they will all be saved”

This Hadith has also been reported in another narration that the prophet (saw) said,
“The example of the one who stands for the Hudud of Allah and the one who compromises the
Hudud of Allah …”
It is Saheeh and has many narrations. The prophet (sallallahu alaihi wa salam) has given us this parable
explaining the reality of people in the society that they are living in and their role in it.
The Hadith mentions the fact that people in any society must live together and put up with each other,
that each people have needs that need to be fulfilled such as the need of the people of the lower deck
to take water. The example of the ship is like people in a society where some people wish to engage in
bad deeds by making a hole in the bottom of the ship and this Hadith explained that the people of the
upper deck MUST either do their duty and stop them or if they ignore them and the crisis, then
destruction will face everybody.
So the Hadith teaches us that there is no society free from Munkar and corruption and each corrupted
person justifies their corruption by any argument, whether by claiming it “is relieving others of hardship”
or that it is ‘freedom’ or ‘modernity’. Therefore the people in that society must prevent them from their
corruption and save everybody from the anger of Allah and if they fail to do so, the anger of Allah and
punishment will reach everyone. Allah Subhaanahu says

“And fear an affliction which may not smite only those of you in particular who are unjust; and
know that Allah is severe in requiting (evil).” *EMQ Anfaal: 25+

The Hadith says that there are people who want to stand to the Hudud (rights) of Allah and some people
who want to compromise it. The prophet (sallalaahu alaihi wa salam) said,

“If the people see an oppressor and do not stop him, the punishment will reach all of them”

So changing the Munkar must have very strong words, it requires “rejecting and exposing from all
directions and changing with the hand”
1) Linguistically, “Al Qa’im hududillah” is among the most beautiful terms. It refers to those who forbid
the evil and are the safeguard of the earth,
2) Then the Hadith says “the example of people who commit evil” referring to those who disobey Allah
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and cause Fitnah for others,
3) And he (saw) mentions “akhez bil yadd” that they must stop them by their hands. That is metaphoric
AND literal, stressing that the action must be stopped and refuted from every angle with no room left to
justify it and if unsuccessful, it has to be stopped by force.
Such are the people of Islam and the Sunnah who preserve the rights of Allah and the revisionist who
are bent on the destruction of the rights of Allah



The Concept of Itmaamul-Hujjah among Certain Revisionists and the extent of Irj’aa

The following concept is mainly embedded within the doctrine of Modernists revisionist rather than
progressives. Its inception into Islam was at the hands of Javed Ahmad Ghamidi, a secularist/modernist
whose doctrinal beliefs entail a nullification of the Islamic faith.
What is Itmaamul-Hujjah? I will first provide a brief descriptive definition based on the “UnderstandingIslam” website headed by Moiz Amjad in which they were able to set up the concept on Wikipedia. After
which I will elaborate a bit further on the meaning. After this, God Willing, I will present the broad
aspects of this concept applied by these modernist. Then after this, I will, God Willing, elucidate and
bring forth apparent implications of this doctrine.
Itmām al-hujjah (Arabic “ ارًبو انذجخcompletion of proof", from itmāmu "completion, realization" and
ḥuǧǧatu "pretext, proof") is an Islamic concept denoting that religious truth has been completely
clarified by a Messenger of Allah and made available to a people, who are considered to have no excuse
to deny it.
Now, from the onset, it seems like a perfectly reasonable Islamic concept. However, there is more to
this concept than what meets the eye for the above definition for this concept merely reveals its
linguistic and slight religious meaning to it without any elaboration to it.
"Itmaam" means completion or that which was completed in Arabic. Their concept labeled as
"itmaamul-Hujjah" signifies that the actuality of establishing the hujjah (decisive proof) on any individual
in this world is actually not hujjah because the “age” of establishing the hujjah has been sealed,
completed, hence "itmaam" and that age came to an end with the death of the prophet salallahu alaihi
wa sallam. Outside of the Prophet, the only time the itmaam could be established outside of the
Prophet and Messenger Muhammad alaihi salatu salam, is with a khilaafa through the bloodline of
Isma’eel.
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However, there is more to this concept. I will gather the various statements of these individuals and
then summarize some points and then bringing forth some fallacies of this concept and how it is a
destruction of Islam itself (its belief).
Firstly, and fore mostly, these modernists claim that in order for itmaamul-hujjah to be revealed, it has
to be specifically and only done through a Messenger. Not even the prophets can establish the hujjah
(Iqaamatil-Hujjah) and then seal it (itmaam). What is the proof?
Question/Comments:
What are the various levels of itmam alhujjah of the prophet or messenger?
Dr. M Asif
Answer:
It is beyond the comprehension of human beings to try to objectively categorize the various 'levels' of
Itmaam al-Hujjah. It is, for this reason, that the decisions relating to Itmaam al-Hujjah, whether in the
life of this world or in the hereafter, are taken solely by the Almighty, with His absolute knowledge and
justice.
What should suffice for us is that, according to the Qur'an, the deliverance of the message through a
Messenger (Rasu'l) of God, as per the Divine law, is targeted to achieve that level of Itmaam al-Hujjah,
after which the rejecters among the addressees of that messenger, deserve no mercy and are, therefore,
subjected to the severe punishment of the Almighty. Thus, the target of raising a messenger among a
people is not only to deliver God's message to those people, but is to remove all excuse of rejection for
those people. When this target is achieved, the rejecters among these people are consequently subjected
to a severe punishment by God. In contrast to the dual target in raising a messenger among a people,
the target in raising a prophet is restricted to the delivering and reminding those people of the path of
God. In the case of prophets, Itmaam al-Hujjah for these people is not targeted.
The messengers of God, in this particular sense, are a sign of God's justice on the Day of Judgment, while
the prophets are a sign of God's mercy of guiding man to the path of His liking.
I hope this helps.
Regards,
Moiz Amjad
December 10, 2001
So then a particular questioner found a problematic idea found within this innovated idea upon which
modernists have adopted as their doctrine regarding establishing the Islamic message. This was the
question and here is the response

Question:
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You declare that the Rasul (Messenger) makes the truth so evident that no one is left with any excuse for
rejection. But this is not the case with a Nabi (prophet). Does this means that the Da`wah of a Nabi is
not complete and it leaves the addressees with doubts?
Dr M Asif
Answer:
I would not like to say that the propagation of a prophet of God is incomplete and leaves doubts in the
minds of the addressees. On the contrary, I would only say that the level at which Itmaam al-Hujjah is
targeted and achieved through a Messenger of God is absolute and is, therefore, followed by the severe
punishment of the rejecters.
I hope this helps.
Regards,
Moiz Amjad
December 5, 2001
Before, I continue on in repelling the kufr (blasphemy) of this idea, I wanted to specifically target this
particular error in his doctrine. When a person claims that only the messengers dawah (propagation or
proclamation to God’s faith) was absolute and all others were not on this level, it naturally implies that
all of humanity who as well received the call to Allah’s faith who has not received that call directly from
a messenger will invariably have some type of excuse upon which they can offer Allah. The
preposterousness of this outcome is what would invalidate this concept to ever be entertained, much
less validated, as an Islamic concept.
Furthermore, another problematic aspect to this invalid and baseless doctrine advocated above is that it
has NO historical precedent. Isa (Jesus) is one of the five top messengers of God as well as Muhammad
alaihimu salatu salaam. In no aspect of relayed history, whether it is through religious historical texts, or
simply historical narratives, there was never any account of a punishment direct from Allah to those
who belied and rejected the message of these prophets. There is no narrative whatsoever that Allah
punished the Jews for rejecting the message of Isa alaihi salam nor is there any narrative at all that Allah
directly punished a nation that rejected the message of Muhammad alaihi salatu salam. The only
conclusion that these revisionists have is to alter the Islamic doctrine regarding the Islamic view of Isa
and Muhammad as merely being prophets and not messengers, which would entail a rejection of the
faith and would seal their apostasy, or to completely dismantle their innovated doctrine and come back
to the guidance of Islam in utter abandonment of their innovated theory.
In actual orthodox Islamic theory, the punishments that happened directly at the Hands of Allah as has
happened to Sodom and Gomorrah (people of Lut) and other nations was because this particular epoch
did not contain the aspects of Jihad up until the Messenger of God, Musa (Moses) Alaihi salam. Further
circumstantial evidence that supports this is that Allah ENDED the era or epoch of destroying nations
through His Hands and transferred the trust (Amaana) of being witnesses over the people to human
beings themselves who would carry the mantle of being the criterion of Allah’s message on earth as a
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whole nation. The LAST destruction that Allah miraculously performed was given to the Messenger of
Allah, Musa (Moses) alaihi salatu salam in which He destroyed the people of Fir’awn (Pharoah) with the
sea. What is interesting is that DIRECTLY after this incident, Allah delivered the people of Isra’eel to their
destined land with the obligation of jihad. In other words, it is now understood that nations will no
longer be punished by Allah directly after a direct messenger is sent, but that a nation who become
Allah’s representatives on earth will be the criterion in the determination and place of other nations
under the platform of jihad. And it is for this reason why the messengers like Isa an Muhammad who
converyed their message to the people, when it was met with rejection, Allah did not destroy them. The
era of Divine destruction was stopped and the era of human representation through jihad enacted.
When the Jews failed to perform jihad with Musa alaihi salam, Allah filtered these corrupted people by
causing them to travel in the wilderness until a new generation was sprung up. And they performed
jihad to establish the dominion of Allah’s Judgment on earth, however, it was not expansionist jihad,
they were ordered to figth to secure a location. With the completion of the Message of Muhammad
alaihi salatu salam, since his message was universal to all peoples which transcended borders and
nations, then likewise to fight in jihad is understood as freeing the land from the shackles of oppression
that all lands are under since they are deprived from the light of Islam.
On this point, some may contend by arguing that “this is expansionist’s jihad”. We say in reply with no
sugar coating “so what”. What we have in the world today is an expansionist liberal democratic jihad. In
the view of western thinkers, liberal democracy MUST be imported to every inch on the planet, and if
people do not desire it, then it must be given to them by force. This is no conspiracy theory either. These
are actual verbal accounts given by famous thinkers of the American diaspora that form the make-up of
modern American hegemonic thinking. The difference between the Muslims and liberals of the western
world is that they fight for the sake of oppression, vices, tyranny, and the fulfillment of lawlessness all
under the guise of freedom. Whereas on the otherhand, Muslims fight for the sake of Allah in opposition
to oppression, vices, tyranny and the establishment of law and order which is satanically labeled by the
fixed western liberal media as “radicalism” and described as an “insurgency”.
Moving along, the second principle within this innovated concept of theirs is the idea that the “ABILITY”
of establishing and sealing/completing the proof against the disbelievers was first ONLY within the
bloodline of the Israelites, and then later to be supplanted by the bloodline of the Ismaeelites.
Title:
Itmam al-Hujjah of the offspring of Abraham (pbuh) and their Dominance
Question:
I refer to the two recent responses posted at "Understanding Islam" regarding Itmam al-Hujjah of the
Israelites and the Ishmaelite and the dominance of their offspring.
Both the responses, if read in conjunction, open the discussion that as the progeny of Ishmael (pbuh) still
exists and has not been permanently disqualified by the Qur'an, therefore it can still be the source of
Itmam al-Hujjah if they again start to adhere to the Divine directives. By the same token, can they again
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enjoy the same miraculous privileges as were bestowed upon their forefathers and extend the Shahadah
to the other nations?
I will appreciate your specific response.
Regards,
Ausie Green
Australia

Answer:
There are a few points that need to be clarified with reference to the phenomenon of Shahadah and
Itmam al-Hujjah.
Firstly, the position of Shahadah was granted to the two groups in their collective capacity, not to each
and every individual member of the group.
Secondly, from the information given in the Qur'an it can be derived that when a collectivity is appointed
on the position of Shahadah, that collectivity - contrary to the other nations of the world - becomes a
living example of God's justice in this world. This collectivity is severely punished for its deviations from
God's directives and is rewarded through dominance, power and honor in the world for their adherence
to God's directives at the collective level. Thus, such a nation, in effect, becomes a living and practical
witness of God's justice - and, thereby, a reminder for the Hereafter - for the rest of the world. It is with
this clear, physical and practical 'witness' - or Shahadah - of the selected nation that the phenomenon of
Itmam al-Hujjah is achieved over others.
Thirdly, the appointment of the Ishmaelites on the position of Shahadah was made by the Qur'an, which
was the last of God's revelations to man. There is not going to be any further revelation by God.
Therefore, there is going to be no express revelation declaring the disqualification and removal of the
Ishmaelites from this position. However, we know in the light of the Qur'an that God's laws do not
change for any people. The same laws which applied to the Israelites and disqualified and removed them
from the position of Shahadah, apply equally to the Ishmaelites. It seems, in the light of the historical
course of events, that these laws have, in fact, applied to the Ishmaelites who, for all practical purposes,
not only no longer enjoy the position of dominance and Shahadah in the world but also have lost their
collective existence in the world.
Lastly, because the Qur'an has not given any information about whether or not a group which has
previously been removed from the position of Shahadah can, through its adherence to the directives of
God, revive its status of Shahadah, therefore, we are not in a position to say, with any degree of
certainty, that even if there is a revival of the collective capacity of the Ishmaelites and even if the
rejuvenated collectivity of the Ishmaelites fully adheres to the directives of the Almighty, whether or not
they shall be granted their lost position of Shahadah.
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In view of the foregoing points, the issue of the revival of the position of Shahadah for a people who
seem to have been previously removed from that position seems to be open for interpretation.
With best regards
Moiz Amjad
January 15, 2003

So it is easily understood from the above ideas that Allah operates in terms of dealing with people’s
reality in this life and the next life based on racial ties or lineage, albeit with sincerity and truth, rather
than on sincerity and truth alone (on part of the one proclaiming the message).
To further complete a more holistic vision of what their concept means, I provide the following question
and answer
Question:
After reading your writings and re-reading the Book by Amin Ahsan Islahi titled "Call to Islam And how
the Prophets preached" pages 218-223, "the stages of the call to truth" the following issues come to
mind:
1. Define Itmaam-i-hujjat and Indhar (briefly)
2. After the Prophet, the Companions with the institution of Khilafah, were able to represent the
truth in its most perfect form (second only to the Prophet (sws). Since there is no institution of
Khilafah, what are the implications for Muslims today in terms of our obligation to present and
represent the Truth? The results of this inadequacy (no Khalifah, assuming it is a witness for
mankind), places the present day Non-Muslim in a status of "not knowing or being convinced" of
the complete truth (Islam), is this correct?
The following concepts are very crucial in understanding an important aspect of Islam. The general
understanding that seems to prevail today, appears to miss the following:
1. The Call to Truth and its stages
2. Status of one who has knowingly rejected the truth Vs one who has not
3. Understanding the addressees and applicable directives in the Qur'an and
4. Nabi Vs. Rasul and the related laws concerning their presentation of the Truth and the
consequences thereof.
I am quite sure there are more, but for me, getting a better perspective and understanding of the above
has aided my understanding tremendously.
May Allah continue to bless all of us and help guide us to Truth.
Islamically Yours
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Answer:
I agree with you regarding the general lack of understanding about the concepts that you have pointed
out. I also agree with you regarding the importance of these concepts in the understanding of the overall
message of Islam. However, it seems that under the circumstances the only way for us is to try to present
our understanding in an effective and comprehensible manner and pray for Allah's guidance for
ourselves as well as our fellow human beings. Nevertheless, an important aspect that should never be
overlooked is that we should never become complacent about our ideas and point of view. We should
always keep our hearts and minds open toward the views that are different from our own. This seems to
be the only way open for us to be able to determine our own mistakes and correct our ideas.
Your first question relates to the concept of Itmaam al-Hujjah and how it is achieved.
Itmaam al-Hujjah means the removal of all excuse in relation to accepting the revealed truth of God. The
following points may help in understanding the concept of Itmaam al-Hujjah and how it is achieved with
particular reference to the Messengers (Rasu'l) of God:
1. Man is generally given the freedom to choose between good and evil and right and wrong during
the life of this world. However, the reward of opting for pious deeds or the punishment of evil
deeds, for the purposes of this test is generally not delivered immediately. On the Day of
Judgment, only those who knowingly opted to do evil shall deserve punishment. People, who
committed some evil deeds due to some actual ignorance or by mistake, shall be dealt with
mercifully. For the purpose of this test, the pious and the impious people are generally not
distinguished from each other in any way. However, on the Day of Judgment, people shall be
separated and grouped according to their deeds. The pious shall be separated from the impious
and both shall meet separate ends that shall be according to their deeds. This separation and
grouping - also for the purposes of the 'test' - is generally not conducted during the life of this
world.
2. The advent of a Rasu'l (Messenger - as distinct from Nabi or Prophet) of God is an exception to
the above general principle. A Rasu'l of God is not just a deliverer of God's message. In addition
to that, a Rasu'l is also a symbol and an evidence of God's final justice on the Day of Judgment.
When a Rasu'l of God is sent to a people, their reward and punishment is not governed by the
general principles mentioned above (refer to the first point). The reward/punishment of these
people is no longer deferred till the Day of Judgment. God directly guides the Rasu'l in his
deliverance of the message and furnishes him with all the necessary qualities and requirements
to affect this deliverance at a level after which no excuse of rejection is left with the addressees
of the Rasu'l. At this juncture, the collectivity of the people toward whom the Rasu'l is sent is
neither left ignorant of God's truth nor is their rejection due to any mistake in their
understanding. No questions are left unanswered. No doubts about the truthfulness of the Rasu'l
are left to exist in the minds of his addressees. Truth and falsehood become as clear of each
other as the light of the day from the darkness of the night. The path of God's liking becomes an
apparent reality. Thus, no one is left with any excuse of rejecting the truth revealed by God. This
is stage of Itmaam al-Hujjah. If the addressees of the Rasu'l persist in their rejection of the truth
even at this stage, then the punishment of God, which shall be the fate of all those who
knowingly do evil on the Day of Judgment, is initiated for these people. Consequently, the pious
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and the impious - who would generally be separated on the Day of Judgment - are separated and
grouped in the life of this world.
3. The particular position of the Rasu'l of God, with reference to the Itmaam al-Hujjah is not the
result of any specific efforts on the part of the Rasu'l. On the contrary, it is solely the result of
God's special guidance to these Rasu'l. It is because of their being furnished with all the qualities
and requirements (this may also include miracles in certain cases) that are essential and
necessary for the accomplishment of Itmaam al-Hujjah on their particular addressees. Thus, the
accessories with which one Rasu'l is furnished for the purpose of achieving Itmaam al-Hujjah
may vary considerably from those with which another Rasu'l is furnished. These accessories and
requirements with which a Rasu'l is furnished for the purposes of achieving Itmaam al-Hujjah are
called "Bayyinaat" (literally meaning: 'Clear and obvious signs') in the Qur'an. In view of this
fact, it is not possible for any individual or group of individuals to achieve the stage of Itmaam
al-Hujjah, besides the messengers of Allah or besides the groups on whom God Himself has
bestowed this position.
In view of the above explanation, it should be clear that the concept of Itmaam al-Hujjah at a collective
level, relates primarily to the Rasu'l of God. It is not a quality, which can be gained through good
planning and hard work. It is an attribute, which is given by God only to whom He Himself decides.
Your second question relates to Indhar.
"Indhar" literally means 'warning'. 'Indhar' and 'Basharat' (literally: 'glad tidings') are the two major
components of the message of prophets and messengers of God. Both the messengers as well as the
prophets of God warn their addressees of the grievous punishment that awaits them if they persist in
rejecting God's message and give them glad tidings of the eternal life of bliss if they accept this message
and live their lives according to the directives entailed in it. In the case of the prophets (Nabi) both the
'Indhar' (warning) as well as the 'Basharat' (glad tiding) is with reference only to the life hereafter,
whereas in the case of the messengers (Rasu'l) this 'Indhar' and 'Basharat' is also with reference to the
punishment/reward that their addressees are to face in the life of this world in case of
rejection/acceptance of God's message.
Incidentally, the duty of the scholars of the Ummah has also been described in the Qur'an by the word of
'Indhar' (Al-Taubah 9: 122). The Qur'an (in the referred verse of Surah Al-Taubah) has stressed that some
people from each Muslim community should devote their lives to the thorough learning and deep
understanding of Allah's Deen (religion). It further tells us that after they have developed deep
understanding of Islam (Allah's Deen) they should then perform the duty of 'Indhar' (warning others of
the punishment of hellfire in case they avoid to live according to the directives of Allah) among their own
people.
Your third question pertains to the results of the non-existence of the Khilafah institute among the
Ummah. In this connection, it should be understood that after the Prophet (pbuh) the institute of the
Itmaam al-Hujjah was transferred to the companions of the Prophet (pbuh), in their collective capacity
(Al-Baqarah 2: 143, Al-Hajj 22: 78). After the companions of the Prophet (pbuh) no group or individual
holds the position of performing Itmaam al-Hujjah. Now, once again, the same general principle, as
explained in point number one above, applies to all mankind.
As far as the duties of individuals or groups in the work of Da`wah are concerned, the Qur'an has clearly
outlined these duties with reference to the different capacities of an individual. Surah Al-`Asr lays down
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the duties of the common man with reference to Da`wah, Al-Taubah 9: 122 lays down the duty of those
who are given the opportunity of gaining deep knowledge and understanding of religion, while Aal
Imraan 3: 104 lays down the duty of an Islamic state.
2nd January 2000

So now that we have properly established the views of some of the modernists on this topic, now we
will highlight these views within Islamic thought and doctrine and to decipher the particular nuances of
irj’aa and even kufr.
1. As for the first pillar of Itmaamul-Hujjah, entailing the propagation of the messengers, then the
concept begins with the idea that the establishment of proofs lies EXCLUSIVELY with the
prophets only. In other words, anyone outside of the messengers will never be able to establish
the hujjah of Islam on any individual unless some conditions are met.
These conditions as stated by these modernists are for example
a. They must be from the lineage of Ibraheem
b. That Khilaafa must be existent whereby the institution of Khilaafa is the primary guide
for the enactment of Allah’s radiance of faith on earth and thus a proof against
mankind.
The ramifications of this single point contradict Islamic beliefs. Well there are many issues connected to
this, the catastrophic implications of this stems from a complete lack of knowledge and understanding
of usool and qawaa'id laid out in the Qur’an, but rather based on empty and baseless ideas regarding
the text, the deductions of which do not even fit the template of what such texts apparently state or
imply.
A. The idea entails the nullification of the statement of Allah
ُ ك جَ َِع ْل َنا ُك ِْم أُمَّةِ وَ َسطا لِّ َت ُكو ُنوا
ل َعلَ ٌْ ُك ِْم َش ِهٌدا
ُِ اس َو ٌَ ُكونَِ الرَّ سُو
ِِ ش َهدَا َِء َعلَى ال َّن
َِ َِو َك َِذۚل
Thus We have made you (Muslims), a Wasat (just) (and the best) nation, that you be
witnesses over mankind and the Messenger (Muhammad SAW) be a witness over you.22
In other words Allah says we were made to be a witness over them regarding their
acceptance or rejection of Islam.
B. It entails an opposition to the statement of Allah when He said
َِل ُه ِْم ٌُسْ َتعْ َتبُون
ِ َ ل ٌَ ْن َف ُِع الَّذٌِنَِ َظلَمُوا َمعْ ذِرَ ُت ُه ِْم َو
ِ َ َِفٌ َْو َمئِذ
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So on that Day no excuse of theirs will avail those who did wrong (kufr, shirk), nor will
they be allowed (then) to return to seek Allahs Pleasure. 23

So in essence, their concept if adhered to would necessitate that this ayaah, by default means that this
ayaah is restricted to peoples who had a direct link (contact) to the prophets. That means all the
successive generations after prophet Muhammad, particularly after khilaafa will infact "HAVE an excuse
against Allah on that day" in spite of Allah saying "they will have no excuse" simply because this concept
confines its applicability to only a people who had a direct link to anyone who could establish the hujjah
against them i.e. only a messenger or an institution of khilaafa upon which its bloodline is directly from
Bani Isma’eel.
At the very least, they have insinuated takhsees (specification) upon this ayaah without a single shred of
proof whatsoever. There is no one in history who has understood through transmitted means, linguistic
means, or conceptually that this ayah is only applicable to non muslims who have rejected the message
of Islam given to them directly by a messenger and that it is not applicable to anyone who received the
message of Islam from amongst non messengers.

2. As for their claim regarding the dawah of the Rasul (Messengers)
While it is indeed true that the dawah of the messengers and prophets are loftier than the
dawah of all others, this loftiness does not negate the effect of those who are non prophets and
messengers simply because they are not prophets and messengers. This is the problematic
aspect that the people of the Sunnah (traditionalist/Salafis) have with this viewpoint. Likewise,
we also find it extremely problematic to differentiate the effect of the dawah of a nabi (prophet)
to that of a rasul (Messenger). Why?
Firstly, this differentiation is never stated explicitly or implicitly in the Qur’an. Secondly, the
concept is an absolute forgery of Islam and its belief system. This theory is a complete fiasco if it
is examined in depth. Here is their stated claim. They claim that the reason why a messenger’s
propagation is more stronger than that of a prophet is because of Allah’s gift of characterizing
the messenger with the sublime ability to become the manifestation of Allah’s will on the
people to such an extent that mere rejection of his message will entail their catastrophe
(destruction) both in this life and the afterlife. So how do we reconcile this theory with the
blatant fact that Allah destroyed the nation of the people of Madyan because of their rejection
of the message of the prophet Shu’aib, NOTE, he is not a messenger, merely a prophet. Allah
said from suratul-‘Araaf (7) from versus 85 to 93 the following
And to (the people of) Madyan (Midian), (We sent) their brother Shu'aib. He said: "O my people!
Worship Allah! You have no other Ilah (God) but Him. [La ilaha illallah (none has the right to be
worshipped but Allah)]." Verily, a clear proof (sign) from your Lord has come unto you; so give
23
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full measure and full weight and wrong not men in their things, and do not do mischief on the
earth after it has been set in order, that will be better for you, if you are believers.
"And sit not on every road, threatening, and hindering from the Path of Allah those who believe
in Him, and seeking to make it crooked. And remember when you were but few, and He
multiplied you. And see what was the end of the Mufsidun (mischief-makers, corrupters, liars).
"And if there is a party of you who believe in that with which I have been sent and a party who
do not believe, so be patient until Allah judges between us, and He is the Best of judges."
The chiefs of those who were arrogant among his people said: "We shall certainly drive you out,
O Shu'aib, and those who have believed with you from our town, or else you (all) shall return to
our religion." He said: "Even though we hate it!?"
"We should have invented a lie against Allah if we returned to your religion, after Allah has
rescued us from it. And it is not for us to return to it unless Allah, our Lord, should will. Our Lord
comprehends all things in His Knowledge. In Allah (Alone) we put our trust. Our Lord! Judge
between us and our people in truth, for You are the Best of those who give judgment."
The chiefs of those who disbelieved among his people said (to their people): "If you follow
Shu'aib, be sure then you will be the losers!"
So the earthquake seized them and they lay (dead), prostrate in their homes.
Those who belied Shu'aib, became as if they had never dwelt there (in their homes). Those who
belied Shu'aib, they were the losers.
Then he (Shu'aib) turned from them and said: "O my people! I have indeed conveyed my Lord's
Messages unto you and I have given you good advice. Then how can I sorrow for the disbelieving
people's (destruction)."
And We sent no Prophet unto any town (and they denied him), but We seized its people with
suffering from extreme poverty (or loss in wealth) and loss of health (and calamities), so that
they might humiliate themselves (and repent to Allah).
Thus Allah Himself has refuted their theory for Allah has claimed destruction for those who deny
His messenger after that message was conveyed to them from even a “prophet” and does not
have to be a messenger.
The second aspect of their usual doctrinal religious malpractice connected to the dawah of the
prophets and Messenger is the idea that since our reality is bereft of their presence in this
world, then the articulator of Islam when propagating it to others entails “their version” of Islam
rather than actual Islam.
In other words, the truth of Islam, when they use this reasoning even though it is true, they are
using this truth to signify a fallacious idea that because we have distorted forms of Islam
(ash'arism, sufism, mutazilism, kalaamism, kharijism, rawafidhism, etc etc,) then the clearness of
Islam has been marred, the bayyinah of Islam became lost through time, therefore it is
impossible for anyone to be a kaafir, even Bush, simply because there are other "types" of Islam.
This implication makes Allah and His messenger to be a liar (according to this invented theory)
because Allah says regarding the reality of the dawah of the nabi that
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ٌَُِٕۚإََِّب ََذْ ٍُ ََ َّض ْنَُب ان ِّز ْك َش َٔإََِّب نَُّ نَ َذبفِظ
i.e.
Verily We: It is We Who have sent down the dhikr (i.e. the Quran) and surely, We will guard it
(from corruption).24
So Allah promised to protect the sanctity of Islam, its dawah, its haq, from falsehood, yet the
implication of this baseless pseudo mutazili modernist theory of itmaamul-hujjah insinuates that
Allah has failed in the preservation of His religion and failed in His claim that we are the witness
over mankind (in their acceptance of Islam or not)
There is no textual implication or scholastic interpretation that exempts the kuffar from the
ruling of kufr or the threat of hellfire based on the fact that innovations have crept into Islam,
making it appear as if there are other forms of Islam, thus distorting the reality of the haq of
Islam.
Another problematic aspect of this particular argument regarding the precise Islamic dawah of
Muslims simply because they are not prophets has given rise for modernist to argue with
Muslims that when they give dawah, they are giving their version of Islam. This idea is
insinuating that ALL Muslims (including the people of truth, Sunnah, and the jama’ah) are giving
a distorted propagation of Islam because it is making a demarcation between actual Islam and
the Muslim who is propagating it. This is utter extremism because it is encompassing ALL
Muslims to have fulfilled the evil of the following ayah
“And whosoever opposes the Messenger after the guidance has been made clear to him, and
follows a path other than that of the Believers; We will turn him to what he has turned himself
to, and burn him in Hell. What an evil abode.”25
This conceited theory renders all Muslims as heretics for any dawah to Islam is considered as
merely "their version of Islam" even if it be restricted to the words of the prophet himself.
The implied reality of this entails that because the various innovated concepts and groups that
has been innovatively incorporated into Islam, then by default this has also distorted the actual
entity of the message of Islam itself. I think that this is why they stand on the absolute pretext
that "no one can give the decisive guidance or message of Islam" as stated by one of the
adherents to this doctrine since they render each and every person's dawah (even if it just be
limited to the explicit hadeeths about Islam like the hadeeth of Jibreel) to be "thats your version
of the message of Islam" thereby insinuating that it is not a true depiction of Islam.
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This goes against two Islamic truths, that being that Allah as He Himself promised the
preservation of this religion no matter how much the people of falsehood (whether Muslims or
not) hate it and it goes against the prophet who said "'There will never cease to exist a Party
from my Ummah fighting upon the Truth, manifest, until the Day of Resurrection.”26
3. The third issue is their claim on the establishment of the hujjah to be quarantined to Bani
Isma’eel, particularly, the collective effort and duty of the progeny of Isma’eel. The following is
what one of them said in a discussion I had with them.
The concept in no way holds that only an Ishmaelite can establish the truth to another individual.
The Quran holds on a collective level that the descendants of ABraham (AS), if they adhere to the
truth and right, become manifestations of the truth as a collectivity for all mankind to return to
Allah. And if they do not adhere to truth and right, they become subject to the wrath of Allah.
Thus not only exclusively for the descendants of Isma’eel, but they must collectively be the
vicegerents (khulafa) of Allah’s guidance on earth. In other words the hujjah of Islam cannot be
established upon anyone until we have a khilafa ruling by nubuwa similar to the age of Abu
Bakr, Umar, Uthman, and Ali, and Umar Ibn Abdul-Azeez except that the collective must be of
Bani Isma’eel
The problematic reality that we have and hold for this view is that just because that era became
intangible to Muslims later (meaning the era of the first four khalifas), then that somehow has a
remote correlation to establishing the proof of Islam upon an individual who is the recipient of
its message.
This is a bold face corruption for Allah is going to judge each person based on their acceptance
or rejection of the truth (of Islam), and not based on whether or not a society had existed for
him to have a tangible evidence of the message.
No kaafir is going to be judged based on our lack of khilaafa nubuwah. Likewise, the disbelievers
who disbelieved in Islam during the time of khilaafa nubuwah from the first four caliphs, are not
going to be judged based on the fact that the khilaafa an-nubuwah existed. This opposes all logic
and reasoning and it defies the basis of a man to God relationship for what these modernists are
indirectly saying is that God will judge a man or women based on a political system that does or
does not exist (meaning that of khilafa nubuwah) and that a rejector can be a kaafir if the
khilaafa exist, but if it does not exist then a rejector cannot be a kaafir.
Therefore, these particular modernists affirm or deny kuffarichood based on whether a khilafa
of nubuwah exist or not. That does not make sense to anyone, anywhere.

So what is the Sunni, Islamic position on this matter? Firstly, Itmaamul-Hujjah is not this extended
version that these remarkable modernists conjure up with. Itmaamul-Hujjah in reality is merely the
completion of the hujjah upon a particular person or group and only Allah can determine if the hujjah
26
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was completed upon a group or people. What these modernists have done was to take this simple
concept and twist it beyond its state. Itmaamul-Hujjah does not entail that the hujjah (the decisive
proofs) cannot ever be established on non Muslims nor does it entail that it has to be from a messenger
or from the lineage of Isma’eel. Rather what we have in Islam is based on Iqaamatil-Hujjah. IqaamatilHujjah means the establishment of the proofs against the one whom the proof of the veracity of Islam is
given to.
Secondly, the stated position of the entire Muslim world, the stated orthodox Islamic creed was
elaborately stated by Shaykhul-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah when he said
“Ahl al-hadeeth, the majority of the Fuquhaa’ among the Maalikiyah, the Shaaf‘eeyah and the
Hanbaliyah, most of the Sufis, parties of Ahl al-Kalaam both those whose kalaam is according to the
Sunnah and those whose kalaam is not, like the Mutazilah and the Khawaarij and others - all
agree that anyone who does not believe in the message after the proof is established for him, then he
is a kaafir, whether it is because of denial, uncertainty, despondence, arrogance, or hesitation, etc.”27
However, to properly relay the position of these modernists, I relate their own statement
Again, itmaam-ul-hujjah means that God has given his judgment in this very world. As I have stated
many times, it doesn't mean a kaffir cannot exist outside the period of a Rasool. A person can reject the
message of Islam even today, despite having a realization that it is the truth. But we cannot make any
practical judgments on him, because we have no way of knowing.
This is fine and dandy, but our quarrel has nothing to do with kuffar not existing, our issue is with the
statement in bold. In other words, what this modernist is saying that there can and may be kuffar in this
world, but we can never “identify” i.e. label anyone as a kaafir, and this is the heretical doctrine of what
irj’aa is, which is the non affirmation of what is to be affirmed. We as the people of Islam and the
Sunnah follow the exact directive and methodology of Allah. Whomever Allah has confirmed as a
disbeliever then likewise we affirm as well. We do not fall short, nor do we transgress this boundary.
What these modernists and most murjia do is to interpret our compliance with the methodology of
Allah AS though it was a transgression of Allah’s method which is simply not the case. Likewise the
khawaarij of our time interpret our full compliance to Allah’s method by not transgressing beyond His
methodology AS though we were falling short and not fulfilling what is to be fulfilled.
The lack of coherence in their doctrine of Itmaamul-Hujjah is demonstrated by a dear friend of mine
who asked the following

Ok, so a Kafir comes on the day of judgement. God is sending him to Hell. The Kafir will say: The
messengers, were dead so there was no Itmam Hujja. What would God's response be? and why?
To which his response he got from a modernist was
27
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Again, itmaam-ul-hujjah means that God has given his judgment in this very world. As I have stated
many times, it doesn’t mean a kaffir cannot exist outside the period of a Rasool. A person can reject the
message of Islam even today, despite having a realization that it is the truth. But we cannot make any
practical judgments on him, because we have no way of knowing.
Thereafter the response of my friend was a question upon which absolute contradiction lied in their
invented theory. He superbly asked or raised the following questions
I understand from this answer that God will send people to Hell after the prophets are long
gone[NOTE: my own words, if the prophets are long gone, this means that the hujjah has also left with
them according to this theory because it is only they who can establish the hujjah upon which Allah
completes it]. If I am incorrect, then please clarify. Now, For God to send those people to Hell and to be
Just, and God is Just, then there must be a Hujja that is complete, and understandable on earth and
independent of the prophets. If you disagree, then please clarify.
So, what is that Hujja? Is it hidden and difficult to find or is it easy? Are the people who follow it, the
same as the ones who read it and reject it? What is the consequence of this difference in our world?
Secondly, I want to address the last part of your post with two questions:
1- We are asked not to marry Mushrik. So, a Muslim will see a girl who has the designation of Mushrik.
He decides to marry her using this excuse: Since I have no way of knowing, then she may be a muslim
and therefore I can marry her? If he tried to make her convert and she did not, the question will still be
the same, no matter how much he tried to convert her and she rejected, she still could be a muslim. So,
how does Itmam Al Hujja address this?
Another man will come with the opposite scenario and say: I cannot marry a Muslims woman because I
cannot know if she is truely a muslim. How do you respond to that?
2- A criminal who is deserving of punishment will come and say: Since you cannot make sure that a Kafir
is Kafir and deserving of punishment in this world, then you cannot make sure that a criminal is a
criminal deserving of punishment in this world. There is no Itmam Hujja to declare what I did as crime for
sure, or to convince me of my error. You still have no way of knowing who is criminal at heart and who is
not. How does Itmam Alhujja address that?
These questions can be elaborated with great detail, however, I wish to bring forth some crucial realities
regarding this heresy of irj’aa embedded in this concept of Itmaamul-Hujjah.
A friend of mine had the following inquiry
Now, since the "itmam al hujja " is the matter of the messengers, what are it's implications now when
there are no messengers?
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One of the proponents of this invented theory of “itmaamul-hujjah” stated in a response to the above
point with the following
The implication is that the punishment and the clear indication of who is a kafir in this life has ended.
That period is done. The Bayyinah (the clear proof) cannot be presented by anyone like a Messenger.
Because that element is missing we can no longer declare kufr on anyone or punish them.
This is pure unadulterated irj’aa in its most horrific form. It was so horrific, that it caused me to love my
friend even more when he replied back with the following response which ultimately exposes this
absurdity.
The natural conclusion of this is that all the orders that tell us not to eat the slaughter of unbelievers and
not to marry unbelievers and many more are obsolete.


How Their Irjaa has Affected Their Understanding of Islamic Doctrine on Allegiance and
Disassociation and What This Doctrine has done as a result

Revisionism as a whole has a deficiency in the Islamic aspect of al-Walaa wal-Baraa (allegiance and
disassociation) but the scope of their deficiency is on different wavelengths. I will highlight below the
most extreme of deficiencies upon which this particular revisionist has virtually left Islam with the
amount of blasphemies inherent within his tract. The following is a reflection of how this person, who
claims to be Muslim, has viewed the Qur’an. So one particular secular progressive asked others on an
“Islamic” forum about “how the Qur’an speaks to them” so this is what this secular progressive offered
when he initiated his post.
I'll start dead on point - (1)the charm of the Quran has drastically fallen for me since the time I first
came across it. I remember getting thrilled by the fact that the language of the Quran is in first person a criterion I had reached independently on accepting any book as Divine. I also remember getting
impressed with the tone of the Quran - the commanding tone, a tone befitting God. While these aspects
still hold charm for me, (2)I long for more. (3)I long for the Quran to talk to me.(4) Unfortunately, when
I read the Quran I see a rhetoric that is completely alien to my experience. (5)Kaafir and muslim is
thrown around in a us-vs-them context. (6)None of that I find relevant. (7)Heck, I'm not so sure about
my belief as a muslim, (8)leave alone considering somebody an infidel condemned to hell.
Ayahs after Ayahs talk about grouping against kaafirs, not taking them as confidantes, staying strong
against them till the help of Allah comes...all of this seems like a story of people in a different universe,
(9)not mine. (10)I am lookng for guidance on staying in control of my nafs - eating only when hungry,
eating till I'm almost full but not extended, talking only when necessary, talking with humility etc. I do
find these teachings in the Quran, no doubt. But they are far few and spread out. (11)Most of it is about
some war in another galaxy in another time. (12)I look for inspiration to make sense of the struggles
of life. (13)I do find it there in the Quran, but I find it again few and far between. It is about test, no
doubt. After having known these things that are relevant to my life, the rest of the Quran, (14)about 85%
of it, seems totally irrelevant. What remains are basic lessons of humility, staying away from evil,
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contentment and gratitude. (15)I wonder is there anything more the Quran can give me. Life seems all
about having these basics going, no doubt. (16)But I find the Quran not talking to me save a little.
How do you talk to the Quran? Pls share.
I highlighted the bold and numerically provided the exact number of blasphemies in this tract, each one
of which constitutes as pure apostasy from Islam. The extremism inherent in this person’s
understanding and views was so extreme that another modernist and hadeeth rejector infected by the
scandal of today’s revisionist’s malpractice of Islamic doctrine and law stated that he must be declared
an apostate. I had to clarify for the unfortunate modernist that the seeds to his apostasy was the result
of or in part, due to hadeeth rejectionism.
The basis for why liberal modernists opt for this form of thinking is based primarily on western
conceptualization of values. Let us examine the extent of this person’s values below.
When the topic on certain European nations banning certain Islamic trademarks came up, this same
secular progressive said the following.
To me, Switzerland's ban on minarets and France's ban on the hijab are Europe's way of
(i) communicating to the immigrant and naturalized muslim population in the respective countries to not
make a noise about Sharia in a country that wants nothing of it
(ii) communicating to the muslim world that is dying to migrate to Europe that they better leave their
religion behind when coming to Europe
It is not the substance of the law that matters. It is the sentiment behind the act of passing this law,
however pointless the law itself may be, that is to be noted. Europe wants nothing to do with Islam,
although it wants the cheap immigrant labour from muslim countries. Even on the labort front too, I
think Europe probably is starting to look elsewhere from non-muslim countries.
The ironic mystery of this hypocrite is how he fails to incorporate this logic with the criminal code in the
Shariah of Islam. How could a deemed Muslim like this person perform this observation (which is
understandable) and then totally brush the same methodological conclusion when Islam imposes a
penal punishment for certain crimes by formulating on the same basis that it is not really the stated law
that matters, but the sentiment behind the Islamic law, which is that it wants no abruption of safety and
security of the masses thereby stating specific and severe forms of punishments when safety and the
security of property is violated or the honor of a person’s life.
More importantly, The most disturbing speech of this wretched hypocrite is how in one breath he can
articulate the intentions of Europe's actions of banning Islamic symbols on the basis that "it wants
nothing of it" while when the topic is reversed to the Muslim world, the entire ethical format changes in
the degree that secularism and democracy "ought" to be accepted by Muslims in their own lands. This
hypocrisy is the very thing that the people of Islam are being infuriated by, which is exemplified by the
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slogan "We do as we wish and you do as we wish and we do not do as you wish and you do as we wish".
The extent of this double standard is the basis upon which creates political violence that the west found
so easy to categorize under the label of terrorism.



Modernist/Progressives agree with the Ahlul-Kalaam in the Doctrine of al-Asm’a wa Sifaat

Linguistically, the term “Ahlul-Kalaam” refers or imparts the meaning of “the people of theosophical
dialectic” or “The people infused in the nomenclature of theosophical rhetoric”. These are the base
meanings of what the Arabic “ahlul-kalaam” means. Historically, this term was applied to all non
orthodox based groups who partook in theological discussions based under Aristotelian concepts. In
other words, instead of understanding and reviewing Islamic doctrine within the framework of the
Qur’an, the Prophetic traditions (Sunnah), and the accurate interpretative deductions produced by the
companions of the prophet and their students, the ahlul-kalaam understood Islamic doctrine based on
Aristotelian ethics and Greek philosophy that range from any number of doctrinal topics.
We will not digress too far in this subject as it is not a main or pivotal point of contention between
Muslims and revisionists groups since Muslims view that revisionist have a larger problem to deal with
(i.e. the basic meaning of what the testimony of faith is, both its requisites and requirements).
However, a partial reason why revisionist lean towards the premises of ahlul-kalaam is mainly due to the
fact that ahlul-kalaam was a marginalized group for the first 5 centuries of the Islamic world, always
viewed by Muslims as a heterodox and awkward school of thought that only the foolish could adopt.
Thus, from a historical point of view, revisionists feel themselves having a connection to them on the
same basis that their views are not the established views of Islam or the Muslims, but are nothing more
than a fringe and their cult united upon the values of a people who happen to be at war with the Islamic
creed itself, both its ideas and its application.
Secondly, ahlul-kalaam appealed to alien concepts (Greek Philosophy) in trying to understand Islam just
as revisionists also cling to alien concepts (western values) in trying to understand Islam. The connection
that both the ahlul-kalaam and the modern day revisionist movement have in common is that both have
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already formulated their corrupt views of what Islam is or what it “ought” to be, and then go about
reading these corruptions into the scriptures of Islam, thereby altering Islam in order to conform to their
views rather than having themselves to submit to Islam as Islam came to do. Thus these people instead
of viewing the Qur’an and the prophetic traditions (Sunnah) as a source of guidance, they instead
viewed them with preconceived notions and are trying to read into the Islamic scriptures what they view
is the acceptable practice that Allah intended to be, rather than what Allah stated. Thus, both ahlulkalaam and revisionists have a problem with the performance of Islam. In other words, they do not want
to Islam (surrender their will) to the will of Allah and perform istislaam, rather they want Allah to bend
His shariah to be in compliance with their feelings. This destroys the essence of spirituality because the
basis for all spiritually inclined paths in any religion is that the seeker intends to purify himself, and the
path of doing that is to relinquish the ideas and practices they committed and to renew themselves
under the ideals of that which they submitted to. In essence, both groups did not want to be Muslims
for Allah, rather they wanted Allah to be Muslim to them. This is why the encounter we provided for the
audience in the beginning concerning the nature and basis of revisionist ideologies as related in the
story of Iblees is the exact manifestation of these groups.
Thirdly, another aspect of their agreement with the ahlul-kalaam is that the ahlul-kalaam relied heavily
on the human rationale to explain what in reality the human rationale cannot fathom. That is why the
people of Islam viewed this field as nothing but “rhetoric” because it did nothing to serve, benefit, or to
increase the intellectual and spiritual needs of the Muslims. The entire world of kalaam is based on
hermeneutical jargon that benefits nothing except argumentation. That is why when the distinguished
authoritative figures of kalaam (Mutakalimoon i.e. the theosophical theologians) approached the end of
their lives, ALL of them recanted and discussed the uselessness of their path (upon which they traversed
upon) and thus this era of our history became known as the bewilderment of the mutakalimoon and this
is documentated in many works by the historiographers of Islamic history.
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 Aql (Intellect) over Naql (Scripture)

This discussion was one of the most advanced discussions put forth in the Islamic world in terms of the
academic discussions that took place between the people of Islam (Muslimoon) and the people of
kalaam (mutakalimoon). The modern day revisionists are united in the view of the mutakalimoon. First I
will display the two views and then list the contentions behind the views.
The people of Islam say “The Naql (Scriptures) takes precedence over the Aql (Intellect)”
Why? The reason is that the entire realm of the scriptural messages of all the prophets was only
revealed in accord to the human intellect. In other words, the essence of the revelation of all the
prophets and particularly, that of Islam is that it is itself the source of all reason. What makes this so?
This is because to insinuate (like the people of kalaam and revisionists do respectively) that there is a
clash between the two is by default insinuating that God made a mistake. Where is the mistake? The
mistake is that Allah erred within the confines of granting the intellect to man OR He erred somewhere
in sending His message which is supposed to be in accord to the human intellect upon which the
recipients of His message can understand. In simplified terms, to insinuate or to perpetuate the idea of
their being a clash between reason and revelation is to claim that God sent a message that does not
match the human condition and is inconsistent with their human intellectual thought process.
So what exactly is the fuss all about? The reason why this topic is a topic to begin with is because people
vary in their intellectual aptitude ranging from the elite, to the average, to the below average. Based on
this fact, not everyone can understand matters by mere articulation of a matter. Hence, when this
occurs, then the reality is that such a person is he whose intellectual prowess was deficient for him or
her to understand what is being articulated and its intricate subtleties.
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Historically, the only people who raised this topic as an issue of concern are none other than the ahlulkalaam, and today, the revisionists. Why is that? It is rather quite simple. It is because their intellects are
deficient. There is no other way to explain or to articulate it except that their intellects suffer from a lack
of understanding the basic objectives of the intent of the revelation. In this sense I would have to coin
the catch phrase “Not all minds were created equal”.
What is our proof for this accusation against these groups? The intellectual proof for this is the fact that
the reason why they invented the concept of a clash between the two is solely because when they came
across scriptural references, their minds could not understand what was being advocated, and coupled
with their arrogance of the divinity of the human intellect, they both (ahlul-kalaam and revisionists)
interpreted what was being advocated as going against “rationality” rather than understanding the issue
for what it was, which is that the scripture was going against “their rationality”, the key word being
“their”. This fact is a demonstration of the arrogance of all philosophically based groups, Muslim or not,
that when something goes against their view, they deem it as “against rationality” as if they are the
personification and the end all and be all of all rationality.
Our direct scriptural proof for this is the following stated by Allah

شٛ
ِ  أَطْ َذبَِٙٔقَبنُٕا نَْٕ ُكَُّب ََ ْغ ًَ ُغ أَْٔ ََ ْؼقِ ُم َيب ُكَُّب ف
ِ ة ان َّغ ِؼ
And they will say: “Had we but listened or used our intelligence, we would not have been among the
dwellers of the blazing Fire!”
( عٕسح انًهك, Al-Mulk, Chapter #67, Verse #10)
The people who reject Islam when its ideals are presented to them, then the above cry will be their cry if
their residence is in the hellfire. Why is that? It is simply because their rejection of Islam was not based
on reason in spite of the fact that they claim reason for the basis of their rejection. Likewise what they
claimed about Islam being against reason was in fact the most in congruity with reason
The classical orthodox jurist Imaam Abul-Mudhaffar as-Sam'aanee (rahimahu Allah) said,
"Know that the methodology of the people of the Sunnah is that the intellect does not obligate
something upon a person, nor does it raise something from him. It does not determine something to be
permissible or impermissible for him, nor something to be good or bad. If the person who heard it does
not want it to, then it does not obligate anything upon anyone, and it does not have a reward or
punishment.”28
He also said,
"The people of the Sunnah say: ‘The foundation of the Religion is following (al-Ittibaa') and the intellect is
subservient.' So if the foundation of the Religion was upon the intellect, the creation would have been in

28

It was mentioned from him by his student, Ismaa'eel Ibnul-Fadl in al-Hujjah (82/baa). Imaam Abul-Mudthaffar as-Sam'aanee
was a major scholar of hadeeth and fiqh, who died in 498H.
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no need of Revelation, nor of Prophets, and the meaning of commanding and prohibiting would be false,
and whoever wished could have said whatever he wished.”29

The second statement is crucial to the whole topic in discussion. What Haafidh as-Sam’aanee is saying is
that had the intellects been the basis upon which everything rest upon, then what is the use of
prophets, if the minds (intellects) by themselves can arrive at what the prophets were going to impart.
This is the extremism of philosophical movements.
As for the revisionists, their concept or view of the human intellect is based primarily on the view of
most philosophical outlooks, which is that the human intellect has a type of Divine authority that is free
from err. Everything is viewed from the intellect and if something cannot be understood rationally, then
it is rejected. This is similar to the atheist/scientific philosophical rhetoric utilized by atheist scientist to
prove the invalidity of faith (religions). In reality they operate on the same platform despite landing to
two antithetical conclusions.

 The Utilization of al-Aql in Reality
In Islam, the intellect, al-Aql, is a faculty, just like the other 5 senses are faculties.
With regards to the faculty of hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting, feeling, if one of them is wrong, there
are other modes by which it can be corrected. An example of a faculty being wrong is when one smells a
certain odor and then hastily makes a judgment that it is such and such, but when they actually see the
origin of the odor, it turns out to be something else. If someone were locked in a room with no light,
their faculty of seeing is deficient. They would not be able to see “smoke” which can be potentially
harmful. However they can smell smoke. Therefore they can make the judgment that “smoke is in the
room” even though they can’t see smoke.
With regards to the intellect, it is more difficult to determine where the inaccuracy or error lies at
because it is not something that is proven by other modes, but rather it can only be experienced. The
limits of al-Aql, in reality, are the following

29

·

Age

·

Gender

Al-Hujjah (85/alif)
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·

Time of Existence (which serves as the basis of situational ethics)

·

Education

·

Experience

·

Climate

·

Socio/Political events of the time

·

Language

·

Religion

·

Influence of Individuals

·

childhood upbringing

·

DNA traits

al-Aql, of every single individual has been directly influenced by all of these factors. This is why no two
individuals can absolutely agree on everything which at the same time each one agrees that their own
intellectual deduction on any given issue that is disputed is the correct one.

One of The Main Reasons for Resorting Back to Allah and His Messenger
It is for the following reality regarding the limitations of al-Aql that brought Allah to reveal the following
ayaa
َّ َِّللاِ َٔان َّشعُٕ ِل إِ ٌْ ُك ُْزُ ْى رُ ْؤ ِيٌَُُٕ ث
َّ َٗ ٍء فَ ُش ُّدُِٔ إِنَٙ
َّ ؼُٕاٍَٛ آ َيُُٕا أَ ِطَُّٚٓب انَّ ِزََٚب أٚ
َْٕ ِوٛبَّللِ َٔ ْان
ْ  شِٙ ْاْلَ ْي ِش ِي ُْ ُك ْى ۖ فَئ ِ ٌْ رََُب َص ْػزُ ْى فِٙؼُٕا ان َّشعُٕ َل َٔأُٔنَّٛللاَ َٔأَ ِط
ً ِٔ ْ ٌش َٔأَدْ َغٍُ رَؤْٛ ك َخ
لٚ
َ ِ ِخ ِش ۚ َر*ٰنْٜا
O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger (Muhammad SAW), and those of you (Muslims)
who are in authority. (And) if you differ in anything amongst yourselves, refer it to Allah and His
Messenger (SAW), if you believe in Allah and in the Last Day. That is better and more suitable for final
determination.
( عٕسح انُغبء, An-Nisa, Chapter #4, Verse #59)
In Islam, when the intellects of people clash, then who will act as the overseer, the judge, the criterion
for them and determine who would lean to what is most correct. in Islam, the Qur’an and Sunnah, as is
exemplified by the ayaa above. The unfortunate thing four our western counterparts is that they have
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no ultimate criteria that they abode by to determine which ideas of people are more suitable. Rather
the yardstick that they have is none other than “consensus” or the view of the majority.
The Utilization of al-Aql in Islam
Yasir Qadhi pointed out in one of his lectures concerning this topic that he had studied each time where
al-Aql was used in the Qur’an, including its derivatives (like yaqiloon, etc), and its synonyms (like fiqh,
yuffakiru, etc) and came to the conclusion that the use of al-Aql is geared towards realizing that Islam is
the religion and the Prophet is the truthful messenger and then after that, then it is geared towards
reflection of this creation in order to strengthen one’s faith. However, What I am about to do here is
expand on that in a more detailed and systematic way
The Utilization of al-Aql from Allah as a gift to His slaves is divided into two components.
1. The Utilization of al-Aql pertaining to the disbelievers
2. The Utilization of al-Aql pertaining to the believers
This is a subject that all of the propagators (like Modernists and progressives) who like to use the versus
in the Qur’an where Allah calls upon us to use our minds, seems to be not only misunderstood, but not
studied at all by these modernists and progressives. All of these people who call for the use of al-Aql in
determining the validity of what is attributed to Islam, all of them have not truly contemplated with a
deep and true contemplation on what it is that Allah is telling us to use our minds in. In other words they
failed to grasp the contextual realities like the what’s, how’s, and when’s to use our intellects.
Well, we Salafis, the people who are deemed and alleged as those who do not use our minds, have been
the most contemplative regarding all sciences of Islam and this subject is no different. Allow me now to
expand on this subject briefly
A. the Utilization of al-Aql pertaining to the disbelievers
Allah directs the utilization of the human intellect towards the disbelievers in 3 fundamental ways.
1. To Recognize Allah is the Truth. This has three subdivided parts
A. To Recognize the Necessary Existence and Lordship of Allah (ithbaat al-Wujoodiyyah wa Ruboobiyyah
fillah)
ٌَُٕ ٍء أَ ْو ُْ ُى انْخَبنِقَٙ
ْ  ِْش شٛأَ ْو ُخهِقُٕا ِي ٍْ َغ
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were they created by nothing, or were they themselves the creators?
( عٕسح انطٕس, At-tur, Chapter #52, Verse #35)
ُّ َ ُكٌُٕ ۚ قَْٕ نُُّ انْ َذََٛقُٕ ُل ُك ٍْ فٚ َْٕ َوَٚٔ ۖ ق
ُ ق ۚ َٔنَُّ ْان ًُ ْه
ِّ ع ثِ ْبن َذ
َٕ َُْٔ ۚ ت َٔان َّشَٓب َد ِح
َ ََُْٔ َٕ انَّ ِز٘ َخه
َ ْد َٔ ْاْلَس
ِ ْٛ ٕس ۚ ػَبنِ ُى ْان َغ
ِ ق ان َّغ ًَب َٔا
ِ ُّ انظُِٙ ُْفَ ُخ فٚ َْٕ َوٚ ك
 ُشِٛ ُى ْان َخجْٛان َذ ِك
It is He who has created the heavens and the earth in truth, and on the Day (i.e. the Day of Resurrection)
He will say: “Be!”, – and it shall become. His Word is the truth. His will be the dominion on the Day when
the trumpet will be blown. All Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the All Wise, Well-Aware (of all
things).
( عٕسح اْلَؼبو, Al-Anaam, Chapter #6, Verse #73)
the Last and most wondrous of ayaah under this sub category pertaining to Allah’s Lordship is the
following
َّ ق
ِّ َ ة أَ َجهُُٓ ْى ۖ فَجِؤ
ٌَُُٕ ُْؤ ِيٚ ُِث ثَ ْؼ َذ
َ َع َٔ َيب َخه
ٍ ٚ٘ َد ِذ
َ َ ُكٌَٕ قَ ِذ ا ْقزَ َشٚ ٌَ ٍء َٔأَ ٌْ َػ َغ ٰٗ أَٙ
ْ َّللاُ ِيٍ ش
ِ د ان َّغ ًَب َٔا
ِ ٕ َيهَ ُكَُِٙظُشُٔا فٚ أَ َٔنَ ْى
ِ ْد َٔ ْاْلَس
Do they see nothing in the government of the heavens and the earth and all that Allah hath created?
(Do they not see) that it may well be that their terms is nigh drawing to an end? In what message after
this will they then believe?
( عٕسح اْلػشاف, Al-Araf, Chapter #7, Verse #185)
B. To recognize His Worship
ُ َِ ًْهٚ  ِٓ ْى قَْٕ ًَّل َٔ ََّلْٛ ََشْ ِج ُغ إِنٚ َ َشْٔ ٌَ أَ ََّّلٚ أَفَ َل
ض ًّشا َٔ ََّل ََ ْفؼًب
َ ك نَُٓ ْى
Could they not see that it could not return them a word (for answer), and that it had no power either to
harm them or to do them good?
( ّعٕسح ط, Taha, Chapter #20, Verse #89)
Again
ُ َِ ًْهٚ ٍع أَ َّي
ۚ ُ َذثِّ ُش ْاْلَ ْي َشٚ ٍ َٔ َيِّٙ ِّذَ ِيٍَ ْان َذًَٛ ُ ْخ ِش ُج ْانَٚٔ ذ
َ ك ان َّغ ًْ َغ َٔ ْاْلَ ْث
ِ ًَِّٛ  ِيٍَ ْانٙ
َّ  ُْخ ِش ُج ْان َذٚ ٍظب َس َٔ َي
ِ َْشْ ُصقُ ُكى ِّيٍَ ان َّغ ًَب ِء َٔ ْاْلَسٚ ٍقُمْ َي
َّ ٌََُٕقُٕنٛفَ َغ
ٌََُّٕللاُ ۚ فَقُمْ أَفَ َل رَزَّق
Say: “Who is it that sustains you (in life) from the sky and from the earth? or who is it that has power
over hearing and sight? And who is it that brings out the living from the dead and the dead from the
living? and who is it that rules and regulates all affairs?” They will soon say, “(Allah)”. Say, “will ye not
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then show piety (to Him)?”
( َٕظٚ عٕسح, Yunus, Chapter #10, Verse #31)
C. To Recognize His hukm
َّ َقُضُّ ْان َذٚ ۖ ِ َٔ َك َّز ْثزُى ثِ ِّ ۚ َيب ِػُ ِذ٘ َيب رَ ْغزَ ْؼ ِجهٌَُٕ ثِ ِّ ۚ إِ ٌِ ْان ُذ ْك ُى إِ ََّّل ِ ََّّللَُِِّّٙ ٍخ ِّيٍ َّسثَٛ َػهَ ٰٗ ثَِِّٙقُمْ إ
ٍَِٛطه
ِ  ُش ْانفَبْٛ ق ۖ َُْٔ َٕ َخ
Say: “For me, I (work) on a clear sign from my Lord, but ye reject Him. What ye would see hastened, is
not in my power. The command rests with none but Allah. He declares the truth, and He is the best of
judges.”
( عٕسح اْلَؼبو, Al-Anaam, Chapter #6, Verse #57)
2. To Recognize the Prophet hood and Truthfulness of Muhammad alaihi salatu salaam
Allah says
ٌ ِ ٌش ُيجٚظب ِدجِ ِٓ ْى ِي ٍْ ِجَُّ ٍخ ۚ إِ ٌْ ُْ َٕ إِ ََّّل ََ ِز
ٍٛ
َ ِأَ َولَ ْم يَتَفَ َّك ُروا ۗ َيب ث
Do they not reflect? There is no madness in their companion (Muhammad SAW). He is but a plain
warner.
( عٕسح اْلػشاف, Al-Araf, Chapter #7, Verse #184)
Again, He says
 ٍذٚة َش ِذ
ٍ َ َذْ٘ َػ َزاٚ ٍَْٛ َ ٌش نَ ُك ْى ثٚظب ِدجِ ُك ْى ِي ٍْ ِجَُّ ٍخ ۚ إِ ٌْ ُْ َٕ إِ ََّّل ََ ِز
َ ِقُمْ إََِّ ًَب أَ ِػظُ ُك ْى ثِ َٕا ِد َذ ٍح ۖ أَ ٌْ رَقُٕ ُيٕا ِ ََّّللِ َي ْثُ َٰٗ َٔفُ َشاد َٰٖ ثُ َّى رَزَفَ َّكشُٔا ۚ َيب ث
Say (to them O Muhammad SAW): “I exhort you on one (thing) only: that you stand up for Allahs sake in
pairs and singly, and reflect (within yourselves the life history of the Prophet SAW): there is no madness
in your companion (Muhammad SAW), he is only a warner to you in face of a severe torment.”
( عٕسح عجؤ, Saba, Chapter #34, Verse #46)
3. To Recognize that Islam is the truth
ٍَٚ ِخ َش ِح ِيٍَ انْخَب ِع ِشٜ ْاُِٙ ْقجَ َم ِي ُُّْ َُْٔ َٕ فٚ ٍْ ًَُب فَهٚاْلع َْل ِو ِد
ِ ْ  َشْٛ َ ْجز َِغ َغٚ ٍْ َٔ َي
And whoever seeks a religion other than islam, it will never be accepted of him, and in the Hereafter he
will be one of the losers.
( ٌعٕسح آل ػًشا, Aal-e-Imran, Chapter #3, Verse #85)
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Allah concludes those who do not come to the realization of these three realities to have the following
ruling concerning them
ُ َ ُْ ِؼٚ ٍَ٘ َكفَشُٔا َك ًَثَ ِم انَّ ِزَٚٔ َيثَ ُم انَّ ِز
ُ ۚ َ ْغ ًَ ُغ إِ ََّّل ُدػَب ًء ََِٔذَا ًءٚ ق ثِ ًَب ََّل
ٌََُٕ ْؼقِهٚ  فَُٓ ْى ََّلٙ
ٌ ًْ ط ٌّى ثُ ْك ٌى ُػ
And the example of those who disbelieve, is as that of him who shouts to the (flock of sheep) that hears
nothing but calls and cries. (They are) deaf, dumb and blind. So they do not understand.
( عٕسح انجقشح, Al-Baqara, Chapter #2, Verse #171)
Again He says
ْ ََٓ ْهٚ ُّث أَْٔ رَ ْز ُش ْك
ْ ََٓ ْهٚ ِّ ْٛ َت إِ ٌْ رَذْ ًِمْ َػه
ٍَٚك َيثَ ُم ْانقَْٕ ِو انَّ ِز
َ ِث ۚ َر*ٰن
ِ ْع َٔارَّجَ َغ َْ َٕاُِ ۚ فَ ًَثَهُُّ َك ًَثَ ِم ْان َكه
ِ َْٔنَْٕ ِش ْئَُب نَ َشفَ ْؼَُبُِ ثَِٓب َٔنَ ٰـ ِكَُُّّ أَ ْخهَ َذ إِنَٗ ْاْلَس
ٌََُٔزَفَ َّكشٚ ض نَ َؼهَّٓ ُ ْى
َ ظ
َ َُض ْانق
ِ َب ِرَُب ۚ فَب ْقظَٚك َّزثُٕا ثِآ
And had We willed, We would surely have elevated him therewith but he clung to the earth and
followed his own vain desire. So his description is the description of a dog: if you drive him away, he lolls
his tongue out, or if you leave him alone, he (still) lolls his tongue out. Such is the description of the
people who reject Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.). So relate the
stories, perhaps they may reflect.
( عٕسح اْلػشاف, Al-Araf, Chapter #7, Verse #176)
The Most fundamental of all of the ayaah regarding the rejection of these is the following
شٛ
ِ  أَطْ َذبَِٙٔقَبنُٕا نَْٕ ُكَُّب ََ ْغ ًَ ُغ أَْٔ ََ ْؼقِ ُم َيب ُكَُّب ف
ِ ة ان َّغ ِؼ
And they will say: “Had we but listened or used our intelligence, we would not have been among the
dwellers of the blazing Fire!”
( عٕسح انًهك, Al-Mulk, Chapter #67, Verse #10)
another amazing ayaah that was never mentioned is this one
َّ إِ ٌَّ َش َّش ان َّذ َٔاةِّ ِػ ُْ َذ
ٌََُٕ ْؼقِهٚ ٍَ ََّلَّٚللاِ انظُّ ُّى ْانجُ ْك ُى ان َّ ِز
Verily! The worst of (moving) living creatures with Allah are the deaf and the dumb, those who
understand not (i.e. the disbelievers).
( عٕسح اْلَفبل, Al-Anfal, Chapter #8, Verse #22)
So i is clear that anyone who does not accept the hidaya of Allah are those who have not used the
faculty that Allah blessed them with, their intellect. Allah renders them deaf, dumb, and blind as He says
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ُّ ِٙط ٌّى َٔثُ ْك ٌى ف
َّ ِ َ َشئٚ ٍْ د َي
ىٍٛ ِط َشا ٍط ُي ْغزَق
ُ َب ِرَُبٍَٚ َك َّزثُٕا ثِآَٚٔانَّ ِز
ِ ٰٗ ََجْ َؼ ْهُّ َػهٚ َْشَؤٚ ٍْ ُضْ هِ ْهُّ َٔ َيٚ َُّللا
ِ انظهُ ًَب
Those who reject Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.) are deaf and
dumb in darkness. Allah sends astray whom He wills and He guides on the Straight Path whom He wills.
( عٕسح اْلَؼبو, Al-Anaam, Chapter #6, Verse #39)

B. the Utilization of al-Aql pertaining to the believers
Thus as we have seen the utilization of al-Aql, is actually a gradation i.e. built upon levels. The first level
is to understand that Allah exists and is the Lord of the worlds, and then that recognition entails by
default His worship, and acknowledgement of all of that entails in its finality, to abide by His rules and
judgments in obedience, which is the reality of submission into Islam.
The next step by recognizing that one must obey Allah, then this belief by default gives way to believing
and following the Messenger and recognizing him with the truth. And recognizing this by default leads
you to understand that Islam is the truth. Thus the utilization of al-Aql geared towards the kuffar is
within the boundaries of accepting Allah, His messenger, and His deen.
Once the human graduates from these three and understands that and passes these three, then he has
indeed utilized his aql. Once this takes place then he becomes a believer in Allah
Now there are two issues that go beyond the former three aspects in which the utilization of al-Aql
takes place. Once the individual has utilized the aql to realize these three facts, Allah calls the believer to
utilize his aql in two more profound aspects and they are the following.
1. To Ponder over the creation.
I may not be able to say that the primary the reason., however, I can say that one of the reasons that
Allah has called us to ponder over the creation (after we have already recognized the ruboobiyyah,
uboodiyyah, risalah) is to strengthen our emaan

َ َر*ٰنِكِٙبس ۚ إِ ٌَّ ف
َ ََُّٓ َم انْٛ َّ انهُٙ ْغ ِشٚ ۖ ٍِ ْٛ َُ ٍِْ ْاثَٛٓب صَ ْٔ َجِٛد َج َؼ َم ف
َ َُْْٔ َٕ انَّ ِز٘ َي َّذ ْاْلَس
ِ  َٔأَ ََْٓبسً ا ۖ َٔ ِيٍ ُك ِّم انثَّ ًَ َشاَٙ َٓب َس َٔا ِعِٛع َٔ َج َؼ َم ف
ٌََُٔزَفَ َّكشٚ د نِّقَْٕ ٍو
ٍ َبَٜٚ
And it is He Who spread out the earth, and placed therein firm mountains and rivers and of every kind of
fruits He made Zawjain Ithnaeen (two in pairs – may mean two kinds or it may mean: of two sorts, e.g.
black and white, sweet and sour, small and big, etc.) He brings the night as a cover over the day. Verily,
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in these things, there are Ayat (proofs, evidences, lessons, signs, etc.) for people who reflect.
( عٕسح انشػذ, Ar-Rad, Chapter #13, Verse #3)
and similarly all of the ayaah that tell us about how he created us from a clot.
A wondrous ayaah comes to mind regarding this

َّ بط َٔ َيب أََ َض َل
ْ َٔ ع
َّللاُ ِيٍَ ان َّغ ًَب ِء
َ ََُُّفَ ُغ انٚ  ْانجَذْ ِش ثِ ًَبِٙ رَجْ ِش٘ فِٙك انَّز
ِ بس َٔ ْانفُ ْه
ِ اخزِ َل
ِ ق ان َّغ ًَب َٔا
ِ  َخ ْهِٙإ ِۗ ٌَّ ف
ِ ََُّٓ ِْم َٔانَّٛف انه
ِ ْد َٔ ْاْلَس
َّ َع ثَ ْؼ َذ َيْٕ رَِٓب َٔث
د نِّقَْٕ ٍو
ٍ َبَٜٚ ع
َ َْب ثِ ِّ ْاْلَسٛ ِْيٍ َّيب ٍء فَؤَد
ِ بح َٔان َّغ َذب
ِ َٓب ِيٍ ُك ِّم دَاثَّ ٍخ َٔرَظْ ِشِٛث ف
ِ ٍَْ ان َّغ ًَب ِء َٔ ْاْلَسْٛ َة ْان ًُ َغ َّخ ِش ث
ِ َٚ ِّف انشٚ
ٌََُٕ ْؼقِهٚ
Behold! in the creation of the heavens and the earth; in the alternation of the night and the day; in the
sailing of the ships through the ocean for the profit of mankind; in the rain which Allah Sends down from
the skies, and the life which He gives therewith to an earth that is dead; in the beasts of all kinds that He
scatters through the earth; in the change of the winds, and the clouds which they Trail like their slaves
between the sky and the earth;- (Here) indeed are signs for a people that are wise.
( عٕسح انجقشح, Al-Baqara, Chapter #2, Verse #164)
2. To understand the religion of Allah
This is the last end, the greatest extent of the use of al-Aql in the graduating levels of mankind to us
their aql in. This is based on the hadeeth of the Messenger of Allah
“Whoever Allah wishes good for, He grants him al-fiqh (understanding) of the religion”
Allah said

ٌ َِٓة َٔأُ َخ ُش ُيزَشَبث
ٌ ًَ بد ُّيذْ َك
ٌ ََٚبة ِي ُُّْ آ
َزَّجِؼٌَُٕ َيب رَشَبثََّ ِي ُُّْ ا ْثزِغَب َء ْانفِ ْزَُ ِخَٛ ٌغ فْٚ  قُهُٕثِ ِٓ ْى َصٍَِٙ فٚبد ۖ فَؤ َ َّيب انَّ ِز
َ ْٛ َُْ َٕ انَّ ِز٘ أََ َض َل َػه
َ ك ْان ِكز
ِ بد ْ ٍَُّ أُ ُّو ْان ِكزَب
َّ هَُّ إِ ََّّلِٚٔ َْ ْؼهَ ُى رَؤٚ هِ ِّ َٔ َيبِٚٔ َْٔا ْثزِغَب َء رَؤ
ة
ِ َ َّز َّك ُش إِ ََّّل أُٔنُٕ ْاْلَ ْنجَبٚ َقُٕنٌَُٕ آ َيَُّب ثِ ِّ ُك ٌّم ِّي ٍْ ِػُ ِذ َسثَُِّب َٔ َيبٚ  ْان ِؼ ْه ِىَِّٙللا ُ ۗ َٔانشَّا ِع ُخٌَٕ ف
He it is Who has sent down to thee the Book: In it are verses basic or fundamental (of established
meaning); they are the foundation of the Book: others are allegorical. But those in whose hearts is
perversity follow the part thereof that is allegorical, seeking discord, and searching for its hidden
meanings, but no one knows its hidden meanings except Allah. And those who are firmly grounded in
knowledge say: “We believe in the Book; the whole of it is from our Lord:” and none will grasp the
Message except men of understanding.
( ٌعٕسح آل ػًشا, Aal-e-Imran, Chapter #3, Verse #7)
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The highest level concerning the use of al-Aql is the ijtihaad of the inheritors of the prophets, the ulema
rabbaniyoon.
The Matters in Which Human Intellect and Rationale (al-Aql) has no business or Permission to partake
in
The areas that the human intellect has no business determining or being the criterion of is in regard to
ilm ash-shar’i (Divinely legislative codes)
1. The legislation of men. This is the Divine Right of Allah that is to be unshared with any others
2. To determine what is right and what is wrong and the basic code of morality on a fundamental level
3. To determine the reality of things when the essence of the thing that is being judged has its roots in
the unseen. (for example, saying to someone “you’re going to hell”)
4. To determine the Purpose of Life or existence
5. The Nature of God (for example “Since Allah does not have limbs, He therefore does not have Hands”
6. The Acts of God (for example “God cannot exist because why would He allow the Tsunami to destroy
a people)
7. The Knowledge of God (for example “Well, Allah does not know when something happens until it
happens because a belief opposite of this is against my “reasoning”)
8. The Decisions of God (for example “I’m not going to cover myself because I do not understand why
Allah ruled that women should cover themselves)
With regards to Ilm al-Idaree or Knowledge of the secondary matters of jurisprudence and order, then
the use of al-Aql is broadened and utilized more. This is reflective of the usooli asl of
“Everything in the dunya is halaal unless there is a text prohibiting it, and everything in worship is
prohibited unless there is a text that allows it”
Thus using our logic and reason when it comes to day to day social activities with each other, the state,
and society, construction, industry, academics, then there is nothing wrong in relying upon al-Aql as a
major criterion provided that it does not violate a specified ordainment mentioned in the Qur’an and
Sunnah.

The Viewpoint of Utilizing of the Intellect from the standpoint of Religion and Ethics
I have found that in the Qur’an, all of the versus that had mentioned the issues on which man had
utilized his intellect in, in reality were deductions of errors, transgressions, misguidance, etc.
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There are over close to 60 references in the Qur’an pertaining to the word “think” and its synonyms and
derivatives and almost every last one of them is mentioned in a negative tone.
Here are just some examples

َّ واِال َج َّن َة َِولَمَّاِ ٌَعْ لَم
ْ ُِحسِ ْب ُت ْمِأَنِ َت ْد ُخل
ٌِن
َ َّاب ِر
َ ٌِن
َ ِهللاُِالَّذ
َ أَ ْم
ِ ِجا َه ُدواِمِن ُك ْم َِو ٌَعْ لَ َمِالص
ِ
Do you think that you will enter the garden while Allah has not yet known those who strive hard from
among you, and (He has not) known the patient.
(  سورةِآلِعمران, Aal-e-Imran, Chapter #3, Verse #142)

Again

ِّ ِخ ٌْر
َ ٌِنِ َك َفرُواِأَ َّن َماِ ُن ْملًِِلَ ُه ْم
ٌِِْلَنفُسِ ِه ِْمِِۚإِ َّن َماِ ُن ْملًِِلَ ُه ْمِلِ ٌَ ْز َدا ُدواِإِ ْثماِۚ َِولَ ُه ْم
َ َو َلِ ٌَحِْ َس َبنَّ ِالَّذ
ٌَِع َذابٌ ِم ِهٌن
And let not those who disbelieve think that Our granting them respite is better for their souls; We grant
them respite only that they may add to their sins; and they shall have a disgraceful chastisement.
(  سورةِآلِعمران, Aal-e-Imran, Chapter #3, Verse #178)
This is a beautiful passage right here because this is directly relevant to today’s average person who on
the account of his perception of being “free” and “blessed with a good life” and other thoughts of his
lifestyle, then they reason (with their intellects) that they must be living their life correctly according to
their Lord.
Again

ُِون
ِ َّ ون
َ ِهللا َِو ٌَحْ َسب
َ ِِعلٌَ ِْه ُمِالض ََّاللَ ُِةِِۚإِ َّن ُه ُمِا َّت َخ ُذواِال َّشٌَاط
َ اِح َّق
َ َف ِرٌقاِ َهدَى َِو َف ِرٌق
ِ ٌنِأَ ْولِ ٌَا َءِمِنِ ُد
َِ أَ َّنهُمِم ْه َت ُد
ون
A part has He guided aright and (as for another) part, error is justly their due, surely they took the devils
for guardians beside Allah, and they think that they are followers of the right way.
(  سورةِاْلعراف, Al-Araf, Chapter #7, Verse #30)
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Again, concerning some of the antagonists of the prophets, in this case it was the holy prophet Hud
alaihi salam when he was sent to the nation of ‘Ad, and after he presented the message of Allah they
told him

ُ كِفًِِ َس َفا َهة َِوإِ َّناِلَ َن
ْ كِم َِن
ْ َقا َل
ٌِن
َ ِال َكاذ ِِب
َ ظن
َ ٌِنِ َك َفرُواِمِنِ َق ْو ِمهِِإِ َّناِلَ َن َرا
َ ِال َم ََلُِالَّذ
The chiefs of those who disbelieved from among his people said: Most surely we see you in folly, and
most surely we think you to be of the liars.
(  سورةِاْلعراف, Al-Araf, Chapter #7, Verse #66)

I will end with these two final quotations for brevity God Willing

ٌِِن
َ ُمِبهِِمِنِمَّال َِو َبن
َ أَ ٌَحْ َسب
ِ ُونِأَ َّن َماِ ُنمِده
ْ ارعُِلَ ُه ْمِف
َّ تِِۚ َب
َِ لِلِ ٌَ ْش ُعر
ُون
ِِ ًِِال َخٌ َْرا
ِ ُن َس
Do they think that because We have granted them abundance of wealth and sons, We hasten to them
with good things. Nay, [it is a Fitnah (trial) in this worldly life so that they will have no share of good
things in the Hereafter] Nay, they do not understand. (  سورةِالمؤمنون, Al-Mumenoon, Chapter #23,
Verse #55 and #56)
Again He says

َ أَ َف َحسِ ْب ُت ْمِأَ َّن َم
ُِون
ِ َ اِوأَ َّن ُك ْمِإِلَ ٌْ َن
َ اِلِ ُترْ َجع
َ ِع َبث
َ اِخلَ ْق َنا ُك ْم
What! Did you then think that We had created you in vain and that you shall not be returned to Us?30
This verse demonstrates the preposterous assumptions of those who reject the clearly obvious, that
they have a purpose in this life and they will have to one day answer for their actions.

30

(  سورةِالمؤمنون, Al-Mumenoon, Chapter #23, Verse #115)
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The Qur’an is replete with versus of similar nature contextually rendering the use of man’s intellect in
religion, view and purpose of life, basic morality and ethics, to be in a state of error and ignorance of
reality and truth as the default position of man.
It is for this fundamental reason that lead many, if not all, of the orthodox classical sunni jurist to have
repudiated the innovatory western philosophical concept of “aql” as understood by the philosophers
and those infected by their thought.
This methodology of the people of Islam is at a complete opposite of that of the western world because
the basis of the western world in this topic is that the foundation of religion is upon the intellectual
constitutions of each individual person and everything including religion is subservient to these
intellectual deductions.
To finalize the topic of the role of Intellect in forming what is right and wrong and defining realities on
matters that are unobservable or that fall outside of the knowledge of the human conscience I present
the following of the celebrated Imaam Uthman bin Sa’eed ad-Daarimi in his Radd alal-Jahmiyyah
Some of them have said, “No, we base our view on the rational (maqaal).”
We (the people of islam) say: it is here that you have strayed from the right path and fallen into
misguidance from which you have no escape, for reason (maqaal) is not a monolithic entity with
uniformly defined limits for all people such that it would be sufficient. If such were the case, it would be a
relief for the people and we would also base our view upon it and go no further. In that case, Allah would
not have said:
“Each sect rejoices in what it has.” *Al-Mu'minÅ«n:53]
Thus, we find that according to each group, the “rational” (maqaal) is that which they are upon while
that which opposes them they regard to be “irrational” (majhal). Consequently, O assembly of Jahm (the
Jahmiyyah), we find your factions to be in dispute as to what is “rational”. Each faction amongst you
claims that reason is with it and that is calling to it, while that which opposes it is irrational. Thus, having
seen that “reason” is disputed amongst us and you and all the People of Desires, we have not been able
to find a precise definition for it in all things. Consequently, we hold that the most guided way is to refer
all manners of reasoning to the order of Allah’s Messenger (salallahu alaihi wa sallam) and to that which
was considered rational by his Companions and was well-known amongst them, because it was in their
midst that the revelation would descend. Hence, they are more knowledgeable of its meanings than you
or us. Furthermore, they were in agreement about the fundamentals of the religion (Usoolu-deen). They
did not divide into factions concerning them, innovations did not appear amongst them nor desires which
lead one astray from the path.
Hence, in our view, the rational is that which corresponds with their guidance and irrationality is that
which opposed them. Furthermore, there is no way to know their guidance and their way except by these
Äthaar (narrations by way of the companions and successors), and you have detached yourself from
them and claim to select only some of them, so how can you be guided?
This extract from Uthman Bin Sa’eed ad-Daarimi is the essence and epitome of our polemic between the
people of Islam against those who rose the level of human rationality to the level of divinity and a
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monolithic entity never prone to error as was advanced by all philosophically inclined schools of thought
originating in the European paradigm that is alien to the Prophetic paradigm as was completed and
which was brought to a conclusion by the last and final Messenger to mankind, Muhammad ibn
Abdullah salallahu alaihi wa sallam.

 Tahqeem al-Qawaneen: Ruling with Humanly Conjured Laws and Its Inherent Opposition to
the Very Basis of Islam in reply to Secular Progressives

This section is mainly geared towards secularists and addressing their contentions on their advocacy of
secularism, which is that what they believe to be the essential key to Islam, in their view, that it is a must
to separate religious law from being incorporated as legislation.
This view is a view that entails apostasy from the faith by mere verbal testification of it unless they are
being coerced to say so.
Allah said in the Qur’an
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ِ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
ارُى ْم َوُر ْىبَانَ ُه ْم أ َْربَابًا
ْ يح ابْ َن َم ْريَ َم َوَما أُم ُرواْ إِلَّ اتَّ َخ ُذواْ أ
َ ليَ ْعبُ ُدواْ ِّمن ُدون اللّو َوال َْمس
َ ََحب
ِ ي ْش ِرُكو َن إِلَها و
اح ًدا لَّ إِلَوَ إِلَّ ُى َو ُس ْب َحانَوُ َع َّما
ُ
َ ً
They (Jews and Christians) took their rabbis and their monks to be their lords besides Allah (by obeying
them in things which they made lawful or unlawful according to their own desires without being ordered
by Allah), and (they also took as their Lord) Messiah, son of Maryam (Mary), while they (Jews and
Christians) were commanded (in the Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel)) to worship none but One
Ilah (God - allah) La ilaha illa Huwa (none has the right to be worshipped but He). Praise and glory be to
Him, (far above is He) from having the partners they associate (with Him)."
(  سورة التوبة, At-Taubah, Chapter #9, Verse #31)
Adi ibn Hatim radhiyallahu anhu has narrated
"I heard the prophet (salallahu alaihi wa sallam) reciting(this verse) and he cites it. So I said 'O
mMessenger of Allah! We did not worship them'
He (the prophet) said 'Did they not prohibit what Allah made lawful, so you viewed it as prohibited , and
(similarly), they make lawful what Allah prohibited, so you view it as lawful?. I said 'Yes', he said, 'This is
your worship of them'"31
ash-Shaykh Saalih al-Fawzaan further states
"The prophet has explained that the concept of taking rabbis and monks [and in this case whoever else]
as lords besides Allah is not confined to the literal meaning of bowing and prostrating before them. The
Prophet has demonstrated that the jews and christians have followed the steps of their rabbis and
monks in altering the divine legislation by permitting the unlawful and prohibiting the lawful"
Imaam Muhammad Ibn Abdul-Wahhab states
"Whoever obeys the scholars and leaders in prohibiting what Allah allowed or allowing what Allah
prohibits, then he has taken them as lords besides Allah"
So we gather from the evidence provided that shirk (idolatry) is done on both parts, both the ruler and
the RULED. The ruler is deemed so for acting as Allah and the one seeking that rule.
Fawzan further states
“Included in this category [which we spoke above] is the act of obeying rulers in applying secular, man31

recorded by Ahmad and Tirmidhi who graded it hasan, also recorded by Ibn Jarir, Suyuti in ad-Dur al-Manthur, Ibn S'ad, at-Tabaraani, and
others. Ibn Kathir attributes it as well to Ahmad and al-Albanee graded it hasan in Sahih Sunan at-Tirmidhee
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made laws, which categorically oppose Divine Legislations by for instance, approving usurious interests,
allowing adultery and fornication and drinking, treating men and women equally in terms of inheritance,
and allowing women to remove their veil and men mingling with women. Such laws also prohibit the
lawful such as polygamy. Therefore whoever agrees with such rulers and approves of their mundane
laws is deemed a polytheist and disbeliever"

Now, just in case people who conceal some form of awkward ideas of Muhammad ibn Abdul-Wahhab,
usually often unwarranted, then there is nothing “Wahhabi” about any of the views of Muhammad ibn
Abdul-Wahhab. In fact, his views are essentially the orthodox traditionalist viewpoint and we will
highlight further what the whole of Islamic traditional scholarship has understood which only makes
Muhamamd ibn abdul-Wahhab a mere regurgitator of their thought, and is nothing of a new radical
reformist as some people ignorantly claim.
The 7th century scholar Haafidh Shamsu-Deen Ibnul-Qayyim says
"The MAJORITY of exegetes maintain that the verse announces the prohibition of spreading mischief in
the earth by spreading sins *the result of what is known as “freedom”] and calling others to false deities
after the advent of the messengers and clarification of the shariah [as well aided by democracy].
Therefore, worshipping false deities besides Allah, propagating false religions and polytheism are the
gravest mischief. There is no possible reform of people's affairs without devotionally worshipping and
OBEYING One God, inviting people to the true religion and following in the footsteps of Allah's
Messenger. Others may only be obeyed IF THEY ENJOIN RESOLUTE OBEDIENCE TO THE PROPHET.
Contrarily if they call people to disobey the commandments of the prophet or contradict his shari'ah,
there will be neither obedience nor listening to them.
If we ponder on the circumstances of the world, we will surely notice that every path of righteousness
and good refers to belief in Allah, obeying him and his messenger. On the other hand, while the real
cause behind all mischief in the earth, including the spread of turbulence, catastrophes, famines, and
falling prey to our (the muslim) enemies is mainly referred to violations of Allah's commands"

Again, with regard to yet another ayaah in which Allah expounds on the shirk of legislation of others
besides Him it says in surah al-Ma'ida

ّ ٍََ ْج ُغٌَٕ َٔ َي ٍْ أَدْ َغٍُ ِيٚ ٌَُُُِٕٕقٚ
َّ ِخَِّٛللاِ ُد ْك ًًب نِّقَْٕ ٍو أَفَ ُذ ْك َى ْان َجب ِْه
Do they then seek the judgment of (the Days of) ignorance? And who is better in judgment than Allah
for a people who have firm Faith.
(  سورة المائدة, Al-Maeda, Chapter #5, Verse #50)
Ibn Katheer, another 7th century scholar, says
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According to the aforementioned verse, Allah, Exalted and Glorified be He, decidedly denounces those
who replace His law which enjoins every possible good and precludes all forms of mischief with personal
views, whims, and doctrines which were established without a legal precedent from divine legislation.
Such was the case of the Arabs during jahiliyyah, who used to judge according to delusions and false
opinions. Such is also the case of the Tatar who would judge according to laws enunciated by Genghis
Khan who composed "al-Yasiq", a book of legal issues adopted from various Jewish, Christian, and
Muslim writings. Some of its rules were formulated in accordance with his personal views and whims.
Afterwards, they would give precedence to such regulations over the Ever Glorious Qur'an and the
Sunnah of the prophet. Thus, whoever applies such legislation is deemed a kaafir (disbeliever) and
should be fought until he returns to Allah's Divine Law"
This is Ibn Katheer’s ruling and explanation of this ayaah.
After Fawzaan quotes this from Ibn Katheer, he says
"Such is also the case of our secular laws which have become in many Muslim countries the main sources
of judiciaries with the exception of what is commonly known as personal status law. There are, however,
many a number of quranic ayaah which prove the disbelief of those who resort to such secular laws.”
Ibn Rajab, yet another 7th century scholar, says
"Man does not have perfect faith until he inclines wholeheartedly to whatever Allah's Messenger has
been sent with. In other words, the true believer is the one who loves whatever is commanded by the
Messenger, and detests whatever is forbidden by him. The Qur'an has conveyed this meaning in
numerous versus. Allah, Exalted and Glorified be He, has dispraised whoever dislikes what causes His
Pleasure and likes what cause His Anger. In this regard Allah Almighty said 'That is because they followed
what angered Allah and disliked [what earns] His pleasure, so He rendered worthless their deeds' [47:28]
moreover he continues
"In many versus of the Qur'an, Allah has described the polytheists as following their desires. He,
Almighty, says 'But if they do not respond to you, then know that they only follow their desires. And who
is more astray than one who follows his desire without guidance from Allah?' [28:50]
Moreover, bida exists when personal inclinations and whims are given priority over the Divine
legislation"

Ruling by legislations which are not based on the legislations of Islam is kufr
Shaikh ul-Islaam Ibn Taymiyyah said:
And it is known by necessity in the Deen of the Muslims and by the agreement of all the Muslims that
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whoever follows a Sharee'ah other than the Sharee'ah of Muhammad then he is a Kaafir and it is like the
Kufr of the one who believes in some of the Book and disbelieves in some of the Book."32

Al-Haafidh Ibn Katheer said:
"So whoever leaves the clear Sharee'ah, which was revealed to Muhammad Ibn Abdullah, the Seal of the
Prophets, and takes the Hukm to other than it from the laws of Kufr which are abrogated, he has
disbelieved. So what about the one who takes the Hukm to the 'Yasaaq' (the law of the Tartars which
mixed Sahree'ah rulings with invented rulings) and puts it before it?! Whoever does that, he has
disbelieved by the Ijmaa' of the Muslims." 33

Shaikh 'Abdul-'Azeez Ibn 'Abdullaah Ibn Baaz said:
"There is no faith for the one who believes the laws of the people and their opinions are superior to the
Hukm of Allah and His Messenger or that they are equal to it or that they resemble it or who leaves it or
replaces it with fabricated laws and institutions invented by people, even if he believes that the laws of
Allah are more encompassing and more just."34
Shaikh Muhammad Ibn Saalih al-'Uthaymeen said:
"The first type is when the Hukm of Allah is removed and replaced with another Taghutee Hukm (the
ruling of a false lord, diety), so that the Hukm of the Sharee'ah is eliminated between the people and he
puts in its place another Hukm from the fabrication of the humans and they remove the laws of the
Sharee'ah concerning the Mu'amilah (i. e. the general actions between people) and they put in its place
fabricated laws and this, without doubt, is Istib'daal (i. e. replacement) of the Sharee'ah of Allaah
subhaanahuu wa-ta'ala, with other than it. And this is Kufr which removes one from the Milla because
this person put himself at the level of the Creator because he shara'a (legislated) for the slaves of Allah
that which Allah ta'ala did not give permission for and that is Shirk in His, ta'ala's saying: "Or have they
partners with Allah (false gods), who have instituted for them a religion, which Allah has not allowed?"
(Ash-Shu'ara, 21) – "Fiqh Al-' Eebaadaat", #60
Imaam Muhammad Naasiruddin Al-Albaanee:
Who said, in one of his earlier cassette recorded lessons, wherein he is describing an argument he had
with someone about the Takfeer of Mustafah Ataturk, the secularist who converted the constitution of
Turkey from the Hanafee code Sharee'ah, to the man-made laws. So Shaykh Al-Albaanee said:
"I made clear to him (i. e. his opponent) that the Muslims did not make Takfeer to Ataturk who was
Muslim. No. (They did so) when he freed himself from Islaam when he implicated upon the Muslims an
institution other than the institution of Islaam. And from that was the example of his equalizing between
the inheritance of the male and the female. But Allaah says according to us, 'And for the male is the
32
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share of two females. ' And then he obligated upon the Turkish masses, the Qobah (i. e. a Turkish-style
hat).35
Shaikh Mahmood Shaakir said:
So their question wasn't the 'Eebadeeyah's question to Abee Majliz about the Tafseer of this Ayaah –
about that which the Mub'tadah of our time agree with concerning the judgment in money and blood
with a law that opposes the Sharee'ah of the people of Islaam and not concerning implicating a law upon
the people of Islaam and forcing them to take the judgment to other than the rule of Allaah in His Book
and upon the tongue of His Prophet. So this action is turning away from the Hukm of Allaah and from His
Deen and putting the laws of the Kuffar above the law of Allaah, subhaanahuu wa-ta'ala and this is Kufr.
No one from the people of the Qiblah with their difference doubts the Kufr of the one who says or calls to
this."36
Alaamah al-Imaam Muhammad Al-Ameen Ash-Shanqeetee said:
"And with these Heavenly texts that we have mentioned, it becomes quite clear that the ones who follow
the fabricated laws, which the Shaytaan has legislated upon the tongues of his 'Auliya and which oppose
that which Allaah, jala-wa'ala has legislated upon the tongues of His Messengers, peace be upon them,
that no one doubts their Kufr and their Shirk except him who Allaah has removed his sight and has
blinded them to the light of the revelation as they are!"
– "Adhwaa Al-Bayaan", Vol. 4/ 82-85
Shaikh 'Umar al-Ashqar said:
And from this explanation it becomes clear to us that there are two types of people who have fallen into
Kufr about which there is no doubt. The first, the ones who legislate that which Allaah did not reveal, and
those are the ones who fabricate the laws that oppose the legislation of Allaah they implicate it upon the
people and the Ijmaa' is upon their Kufr without doubt." – "Al-Sharee'ah Al-Eelaheeyah", Pg. 179
'al-Imaam al-Alaamah Muhammad Ibn Ibraaheem Aal-Ash-Shaykh said:
"… The fifth, and it is the greatest and the most encompassing and the clearest opposition of the
Sharee'ah and stubbornness in the face of its laws and insulting to Allaah and His Messenger and
opposing the courts of the Sharee'ah on their roots and branches and their types and their appearances
and judgements and implementations the references and their applications. So just like the courts of the
Sharee'ah there are references, all of them returning back to the Book of Allaah and the Sunnah of His
Messenger like that, these courts have references, which are laws that are assembled from many
legislations and laws like the laws of France and America and England and other laws and from the
Metha'haab of some of the innovators who claim to be under the Sharee'ah.
And these courts are now fully operational in the settlements of Islaam, people entering them one after
another, their rulers judge upon them with what opposes the Sunnah and the Book with the rules of that
35
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law and they impose that on them and approve it for them. So what Kufr is there beyond this Kufr and
what nullification of the Shahaadah of Muhammada Rasool-Allaah is there beyond this nullification?37
Shaikh 'Abdur-Razzaaq al-'Afeefee said:
"Thirdly: The one who is attributed to Islam and knows its laws and then fabricates for the people, laws
and makes them an institution for them to conduct themselves by and to take their judgments to and he
knows that it opposes the laws of Islam. Then he is a Kaafir out of the Milla of Islam. And like that is the
Hukm concerning the one who orders a committee or committees to be formed for that and the one
orders the people to take their judgments to these institutions or laws or makes them take the
judgments to them, while he knows that they oppose the Sharee'ah of Islaam. And like that is the one
who judges with it and implicates it upon the matters and the one who obeys them in these judgments
out of his own choice, while he knows that it opposes Islaam. So all of these are partners in their turning
away from the Hukm of Allaah."38

Imaam Ahmad Shaakir said:
"The matter in these fabricated laws is clear with the clearness of the sun. It is clear Kufr and there is
nothing hidden about it and there is no excuse for anyone who attributes themselves to Islaam, whoever
they may be, to act according to it or to submit to it or to approve of it. So each person should beware
and every person is responsible for himself. So the 'Ulaama should make the truth clear and tell what
they have been ordered to tell without concealing anything.39
the third century Islamic scholar Haafidh Imaam Ibn Jareer At-Tabaree said:
"He ta'ala says, whoever conceals the Hukm of Allaah, which He revealed in His Book and made it a law
between the slaves – so he hides it and rules with other than it like the Hukm of the Jews concerning the
married fornicators with whipping of the guilty and blackening their faces and concealing the Hukm of
stoning and like their judging upon some of their murdered with full blood-money and some with half of
their blood-money. And concerning the noble people, they would have Qisaas but the commoner would
only get the blood money. But Allaah made all of them equal in the Tauraat: …such are the Kâfirûn. They
are the ones who concealed the truth, which was upon them to uncover and make clear. And they hid it
from the people and they showed something different to the people and they judged according to that
(changed Hukm) because of a bribe they took from them." (* So the point of At-Tabaree here is that he
considers this Ayaah general for anyone who does what the Jews did and hold this Ayaah meaning of
Kufr Akbaar upon anyone who does what they did.) 40
Shaikh Muhammad al-Ghunaymaan was asked:
"The one who leaves the Hukm by what Allaah revealed; if he makes the general judgements with the
fabricated laws, does he disbelieve? And is there a difference between that and the one who judges
37
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with the Sharee'ah but then he opposes the Sharee'ah in some of the matters due to desire or bribery or
other than that?"
So he answered, "Yes, it is Waajib (obligatory) to differentiate between them. There is a difference
between the one who throws away the Hukm of Allaah, jala-wa'ala and replaces it with the judgments
with the laws and the judgment of mankind. This is Kufr, which takes one outside the Milla of Islaam. But
the one who is Multazim (i. e. religiously committed) upon the Deen of Islaam except that he is
disobedient and a Thaalim by following his desires in some of the Ah'kaam and goes after a benefit from
the Dunyah, while accepting that he is Thaalim with this, then this is not Kufr, which takes you out of the
Milla. And whoever sees the Hukm with the laws to be equal to the Hukm of the Shara' and makes it
Halaal, then he also disbelieves with the Kufr that takes one outside the Milla, even if it is in one
instance.”41
Shaikh Ibn Qaasim said:
Like the ones who rule with the laws of Jahiliyyah and the international laws, rather, even one who rules
by other than what Allaah revealed, whether he rules with the laws or with something which has been
invented that is not from the Shara' or affirmed in the Hukm, then he is a Taghuut from the greatest
Tawagheet.”42
Shaikh Hammad Ibn 'Ateeq an-Najdee said:
"And the Fourteenth Matter is Taking the Hukm to Other than the Book of Allaah and His Messenger. "
And then he mentions the Fatwaa of Ibn Katheer under the Ayaah: "Is it the Hukm of Jahileeyah which
they seek?", which we have narrated earlier. Then he said, "And like this is what the general people of
the Bedouins and those like them fell into with regards to taking the Hukm to the customs of their
forefathers and that which their ancestors established from the accused customs, which they label 'The
Sharee'ah of Reefawah' they put it before the Book of Allaah and the Sunnah of His Messenger. So
whoever does that; then he is a Kaafir and it is Waajib to fight him until he returns to the Hukm of Allaah
and His Messenger."43
Shaikh Muhammad Hamad al-Faqeeh said:
And like or (even) worse than this are the ones who take the words of the Kuffaar as laws, which they
judge with in matters concerning blood and wealth and they put that before that which they know and
that is has been made clear to them from the Book of Allaah and the Sunnah of His Messenger. So he,
without a doubt, is a Mortad if he continues upon that and does not return to the Hukm of what Allaah
revealed and he will not be benefited by any name which he labels himself with and neither by any
outward action that he does from Salaat or Siyaam or anything else!"44
Abdul-Lateef Ibn 'Abdur-Rahmaan
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When asked concerning what the Bedouins judge with according to the customs of their fathers and
grandfathers. "Do we label them with Kufr after it is made clear to them (that this is not permissible and
when they continue)?"
So he answered, "Whoever takes the judgement to other than the Book of Allaah and the Sunnah of His
Messenger after it is made clear to him (that this is not permissible), then he is a Kaafir. He, ta'ala said:
'And whosoever does not judge by what Allâh has revealed, such are the Kâfirûn. ' (And He ta'ala also
said 'Is it other than the Deen of Allaah that they seek? '(And He ta'ala also said 'Have you seen those
(hyprocrites) who claim that they believe in that which has been sent down to you, and that which was
sent down before you, and they wish to go for judgment (in their disputes) to the Tâghût (false judges,
etc.) while they have been ordered to reject them. ' 'And the Ayaat with this meaning are many."45
as for shirk
'al-Imaam Abdur-Rahmaan Ibn Hasan said:
"So it is made clear with this, that the Ayaah (9:31) proves that whoever obeys other than Allah and His
Messenger and turns away from taking from the Book and the Sunnah, concerning making Halaal what
Allah made Haraam or making Haraam what Allah made Halaal or obeys him in the disobedience of
Allah and follows him in what Allah did not give permission for, then he has taken him as a lord and
something worshipped and made him a partner with Allah and that
contradicts the Tawheed which is the Deen of Allah that the words of Ikhlaas: La Illaaha il-Allaah, have
indicated. (This is) because the Ilaah is the thing, which is worshipped, and Allaah, ta'ala labeled their
obedience as worship towards them and called them lords.
Like He, ta'ala said: 'And He does not order you to take the angels and the Prophets as lords… ' In other
words, '… as partners with Allah in His worship… ' – 'Does He order you to do Kufr after you were
Muslims? ‘And this is the Shirk because anything which is worshipped is a Lord and all things, which are
obeyed or followed concerning other than what Allah or His Messenger have legislated, then he has been
taken by the obedient one or the follower as a Lord and a thing to be worshipped.
Like He, ta'ala said in Surah An'am: “And if you obeyed them,
then you are Mushrikeen.” And this is the meaning of this Ayaah and like this Ayaah in meaning is His,
ta'ala's saying: “And do they have partners who have legislated in the Deen what Allaah did not give
permission for? ' And Allaah knows best."46
Shaikh Saalih Ibraaheem al-Layhee:
Who said, concerning the meaning of the "Daleel",
"So the ruling with the fabricated laws, which oppose the Islaamic Sharee'ah is atheistic and Kufr and
Fasad and Thulm among the slaves because the security is not ensured and the Shara'ee rights are not
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preserved except by acting upon the Islaamic Sharee'ah in its entirety in the 'Aqeedah and worship and
ruling and etiquettes and the conduct and institutions, because the 'Ruling by Other Than What Allaah
Revealed' is ruling with a created action upon a creation like it. And it is ruling with the laws of the
Taghoot and there is no difference between the individual conditions and the general and specific; and
whoever differentiates between them in the Hukm, then he is an atheist/ Zandeeq (i. e. Hypocrite in
denial)/ Kaafir in Allaah Al-' Atheem!"47

The Imaam of the Hanafi madhaab of the 7th Islamic century Haafidh al-Imaam Ibn Abil 'Izz al-Hanafee
said:
"So here is a matter that is obligatory to comprehend, and it is that the rule by other than what Allaah
revealed can be disbelief that expels one from the Religion and it can be a sin: major or minor. It can be
disbelief that is either figurative or minor disbelief and that is according to the condition of the ruler. So if
he believes that Ruling by what Allaah revealed is not obligatory or that he has an option in it or if he
undervalues it along with certainty that it is the rule of Allaah, then this is major disbelief.48
The 4th century Shafi’ee Jurist and esteemed Imaam al-Qurtubee said in his tafseer:
"Ibn 'Abbaas and Mujaahid said: 'Whoever does not judge by what Allaah revealed in rejection of the
Qur`aan, and in denial of the statement of the Messenger (sallallaahu 'alayhi wa sallam), then he is a
disbeliever”49
Ibn al-Arabi al-Malikee, another 4th century scholar and Imaam of the Maaliki madhaab of his time said
“If he rules with (the rules he brought from himself) holding that they are from Allah, then that is tabdeel
of the rule of Allah and necessitates kufr”50
al-Imaam Abdur-Rahman Bin Naasr as-S’adi said
"So ruling by other than what Allaah revealed is from the actions of the people of disbelief and it can be
disbelief that expels one from the Religion if one believes that it is halaal."51
The world famous hanbali scholar of the 6th Islamic century Shaykhul-Islam Ibnul Jawzee said:
"The decisive speech is that whoever does not rule by what Allaah revealed in denial of it and he knows
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that Allaah revealed it - as the Jews did - then he is a disbeliever"52
Again with regard to ANOTHER ayaah of Allah in which He says
"And whosoever seeks judgement from other than Allah, then it is they who are the disbeleivers
[maidah]
Haafidh al-Baghawi, a famous hadeeth master and jurist of the 5th Islamic century, said in his tafseer
"Features of the Revelation", interpreting these verses,
“Qatadah and Dahhak have said: These three verses were revealed about the Jews, excluding anyone
who has done wrong [in this matter] from this Ummah. It has been narrated from al-Bara’ bin Azib, may
Allah be pleased with him, that the verses “If any do fail to judge by what Allah hath revealed, they are
Unbelievers,” and “They are wrong-doers,” and “They are those who rebel,” all pertain to unbelievers.

Again, Shaykh 'Abdullah b. Humayd
ذ سدًّ َّللاًٛخ ػجذ َّللا ثٍ دٛقبل انش: )
" ٍخشج يٚ  فٓزا: زؼبسع يغ دكى َّللاٚ ؼب ً ػبيب ً يهضيب ً نهُبطٚيٍ أطذس رشش
. ( " انًهخ آافشا
i.e.
And whoever makes a general legislation (Tashree' Al-' Aam) and implicates it upon the people which
opposes the Hukm of Allaah, then this one leaves the Milla as a Kaafir.”53

Shaykh Abu Hibat Allah Isma'il b. Ibrahim says
ى سدًّ َّللاْٛم ثٍ إثشاٛخ أثٕ ْجخ َّللا إعًبػٛقبل انش: )
" خشجٚ  َّٔل، ُّظ ْلدذ يٍ انخهق آائُب ً يٍ آاٌ انخشٔج ػٛفئٌ ْزا انششع ن
. ( ( " ػُّ إَّل آافش
i.e. no one has the right to free himself of this Sharia and no one does so but a kafir...
'Abd al-'Aziz Aal Muhammad al-Sulaymani says
 سدًّ َّللاًَٙبٛض آل يذًذ انغهٚقبل ػجذ انؼض: )
" ّش دكًّ ٔدكى سعٕنٛ ٔآل دبآو ثغ، فكم دكى عٕ٘ دكى َّللا فٕٓ ثبطم يشدٔد
. ( " فٕٓ طبغٕد آافش ثبَّلل
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i.e. That every law contrary to the law of Allah is null and void, and every ruler who doesn't rule with
Allah's and His Messenger's law is Taghut54 and a Kafir in Allah”
Shaykh Mustafa Sabri the Shaykh al-Islam of the Uthmani Caliphate explicitly states,
ًّخ) سدَٛ انذٔنخ انؼثًبٙخ اْلعلو فٛ طجش٘ (شٙخ يظطفٛ) قبل انش
 َّللا:
" ،خَٛ ٔيٍ اْليخ ثب، ً اسرذاد ػٍ اْلعلو يٍ انذكٕيخ أَّٔل: ٍ ػٍ انذٔنخٚفظم انذ
 فجبػزجبسْى، ً دٕصح رهك انذكٕيخ ثبػزجبسْى أفشاداٍٙ فٛكٍ اسرذاد انذاخهٚ إٌ نى
زضًٍ اسرذادٚ َّ ثم إ،  انكفش يٍ اسرذاد اْلفشادٙق إنٚ ْٕٔ أقظش طش، جًبػخ
(  نقجٕنٓى انطبػخ نزهك انذكٕيخ انًشرذح، ضبٚاْلفشاد أ
i.e. 'To separate the religion from the state is apostasy from Islam, of which the government is guilty
first and then the masses' (for wilfully obeying the secular government...)

al-Kawthari al-Hanafee says that
ٍٚ أٌ دٙ " ٔقذ دنذ َظٕص انكزبة ٔانغُخ ػه: ٘خ انكٕثشٛ) قبل انش
ًذب ً يُبثزاٍٚ ػٍ انذٔنخ آفشاً طشٚ فزكٌٕ يذبٔنخ فظم انذ، ٓبٛبة فٛخشح ْٔلدكبيًٓب دَّلنخ ٔاضذخ َّل اسرٜب ٔاَٛ انذٙاْلعلو جبيغ نًظهذز
 ٔػذا ًء، ْلػلء آنًخ َّللا
ًكٌٕ ْزا انًطهت يٍ انًطبنت إقشاساٚٔ ، ًًّٛ طٙ فٍٙ اْلعليٚ انذٙيٕجٓب ً إن
ًٍٛ فُؼذِ ػضٕاً يفظَّٕل ػٍ جًبػخ انًغه، ّ فُهضي، يُّ ثبَّلَزجبر ٔاَّلَفظبل
ذزخٛ َّٔل رذم رث، ّ فل رظخ يُبآدز، ذح أْم اْلعلوٛٔشخظب ً يُفظلً ػٍ ػق..
 َّٔل يٍ أْم انكزبة، ًٍٛظ يٍ انًغهٛ" ْلَّ ن
The attempt to separate religion from the state is clear cut kufr and an open expression of enmity
towards Islam. We consider such a person (i.e. a secularist) to be excluded from the Muslim Ummah and
Islamic 'Aqida such that his marriage isn't valid, nor is his slaughtered meat, because he is neither a
Muslim nor from the people of the book (Jew or a Christian)

 Tabdeel bi Shar’i: Altering the revealed law on The Basis That What is Being Altered Does not
Befit Reason and is Inhumane
This particular subject is particular to extreme modernist revisionists and progressives alike for their
tangent is one of mockery of the laws of Allah OR a complete alteration of the basic primary intent of
certain laws. Let us examine the law of apostasy for example. This crime according to them has varying
sentiments among them, some of them view that this was not the intent of Allah and argue on a defunct
tangent stripped of any cohesion to the argument while others openly claim that the law itself is absurd.
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As for those whose methodological stance is built towards apathy and mockery of the legislation of
Islam, then their ruling is clear in terms of their apostasy. As for those whose methodological stance is
built on altering the intent behind the laws, it is they whom this section is being addressed at.
Alamaah Abdul-Latif Ibn Abdur-Rahman Bin Hasan aali Shaykh rahimahullah said on the topic
“And it is to pass judgment when the judgment is based on a false shariah which opposes the Book and
the Sunnah, such as the laws of the Greeks and those of Europe and those of the Tartars and their
various legislative codes (qawaaneen) the source of which are their own opinions and desires. Similar to
this are the various cultural and customary practices of the Bedouins. Hence whoever made it lawful to
judge (man istihaala) by any of this in the issues of blood or other than it is a kaafir. Allahu Ta’ala said
“And whoever does not judge by what Allah reveals, such are the disbeleivers” *5:44]
And concerning this verse, some of the muffasiroon said that the kufr intended here is the kufr that is
lesser than the major kufr, because they understood that this verse applies to whoever judges by other
than what Allah has revealed but does not make that lawful (ghayr mustahil) but they do not dispute
among themselves regarding its application55 in general to the mustahil (the one who makes it lawful)
and that the kufr in this case is the kufr that ejects one from the millah”56
Qaadi Abu Bakr Ibn al-Arabi al-Malikee said
“If he rules with (the rules he brought from himself) holding that they are from Allah, then that is tabdeel
of the rule of Allah and necessitates kufr….”57
Shaykhul-Islam Taqi-u-deen Abul-‘Abbass al-Harrani says
“And as for whatever a person ascribes to the shariah that is not from it, such as the fabricated
ahadeeth, or interpolating (ta’awwul) the texts in a way that opposes the desired intent of Allah, and
other such things, then this is a form of tabdeel (altering and or changing). Thus it is obligatory to
differentiate between the revealed legislation (ash-shar’ al-munazzal), the interpreted legislation (ashshar’ al-mu’awwal), and the altered legislation (ash-shar’ al-mubaddal), just as it is to be differentiated
between the creational reality and the commanded religious reality and also between that which the
Book and the Sunnah give evidence to and that in which (a person’s) feelings and impulses are sufficed
with”58
Haafidh Shamsu-Deen Ibnul-Qayyim said
"And as for the replaced law (al-hukmul-mubaddal) - and that is ruling by other than what Allah had
revealed- then it is not permissible to implement it nor to act by it, and it is not permissible to follow it,
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and the one guilty of it (saahibuhu) is between (the states) of kufr (disbelief), fusooq (rebellion) and
dhulm (oppression)."

 The View of Imaam Ibnul-Juwaynee on Legislation Derived from Human Rationality

The celebrated Imaam Ibnul-Juwaynee, the Shafi’ee mutakalim himself has stated a superb and
excellent reality concerning a group of heretics of his time. I urge the readers to pay close attention and
reflect on his words.
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“In conclusion, whoever thinks that the shariah may be derived from what people agree upon59, of
reason or from the opinions of wise men, has rejected the shariah and has taken this principle as a
means to reject the shariah.
If this is acceptable, then it would be acceptable to stone the unmarried fornicator who commits
fornication in our times based on this argument. Likewise it would be permissible to execute a person on
the basis of suspicion. Likewise, it would be justifiable to kill a person whom it was feared would betray
the ummah if there were signs and indications to that effect. Likewise it would be permissible to increase
the rate of zakaah if there appeared to be a need to do so…
These arguments have no strong foundation. If they were to form the foundation of religion then you
would find that everyone who has some rational power would take his own ideas and thoughts as
shariah and thus ideas and thoughts would take the place of the revelation sent to the messengers.
These ideas and thoughts would vary according to time and place, thus the shariah would have no
stability…”60
These words stated over 900 years ago are more than necessary to apply in today’s political, ideological,
and academic climate concerning the advocacy of philosophical views pertaining specifically to secular
and democratic principles. It is also a proof for the illegitimacy of substituting or replacing the shariah
with other than it as a legal code.
I would also stress to those in opposition to the framework of this work not to be deluded to focusing on
the topic of Ibn al-Juwaynee’s examples for such implications. We can substitute his example of penal
punishment for any other topic. The purpose of citing this is not to be sidetracked with the examples he
raised, but the basis of how such people utilize their rationality to form legislation in their respective
jurisdiction.

 The View of Imaam Ibn Katheer

The famous and championed historian Haafidh Ibn Katheer comments on the alteration of the shariah
with other than it in his al- Bidaayah wan-Nihaayah (The Beginning and the End).
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This is directly referring to democratic ideology although democracy was not fully formed and its lexical name was not yet known
Al-Ghiyaathi by al-Juwaynee p 220-221
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When the Yasaah61 and some of its rulings were mentioned, Ibn Katheer said
“All of that goes against the laws of Allah which He revealed to His slaves the prophets, upon whom be
blessings and peace. Whoever leaves the perfect laws which were revealed to Muhammad ibn Abdullah
(sallallahu alaihi wa sallam), the seal of the prophets, and refers for judgment to anything else among
the abrogated laws, is a kaafir (disbeliever). So how about the one who refers for judgment to the
Yasaah and gives it precedence? Whoever does that is a kaafir according to the consensus of the
Muslims”62
Ibn Katheer here is reporting a consensus of the ages as there is no reputable authority in Islam from his
time, or before his time or after his time who opined otherwise when the case is like this.
Thus we understand that secularists progressives can never be considered as Muslims for not only do
they not mind to do this, they also consider it permissible and acceptable in Islam to do so. This is kufr
on top of kufr. If this is not kufr, then there is no kufr in this world.

 The View of Muhammad ibn Ibraheem Aali-Shaykh
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Yasaah was the legal code which was codified and written by Genghis Khan. The imported Arabic word “as-Siyaasah” is derived from this
imported word inserted by the people of Egypt to try to harmonize this code with Islam which was reported by al-Maqreezi in his al-Khutat
2/220. Al-Maqreezi stated that they also added the definite article “al” in front of the letter “seen” to make people think it was an original
Arabic term
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No one can discuss the topic in the service of the orthodox creed while not utilizing the intellectual
prowess of the prolific Hanbali mujtahid and hadeeth scholar and jurist Alaamah Muhammad ibn
Ibraheem aali-Shaykh.
He records in his Tahkeem al-Qawaneen in commenting on the various forms of kufr of those who rule
by other than Allah’s legislation (shariah).
The First Form: The ruler who rules by other than what Allah reveals denies the right of ruling for Allah
and His Messenger. This is a denial of what Allah has revealed of shariah rulings. There is no
disagreement concerning him among the people of knowledge. One of the fundamental, accepted and
agreed upon principles is that anyone who denies any of the fundamentals of the religion or any agreed
upon branch or rejects any letter of what has definitely come from the messenger (salallahu alaihi
wassallam) is a disbeliever, having the greater kufr that takes him out of the fold of the religion.
The Second Form: This is where the person believes that the law that has not come from Allah is more
excellent, more complete and more comprehensive with respect to what the people need when there are
disputes. He holds this belief either with respect to all the laws or with respect to the new situations that
have arisen. This is, without a doubt, kufr as it is stating that the law of the created beings is to be
preffered to the law from the All-Wise, the All-Praiseworthy.
The Third Form: The person does not believe that [man made laws] are better than the law of Allah and
His messenger (alaihi salatu salam) but he believes that they are equal or similar. The ruling for this
[ruler] is the same as the previous two forms with respect to the person being a kaafir (disbeliever)
having the form of kufr that takes him out the fold of Islam. This is because he is making the created
beings equal to the Creator. This contradicts and opposes what Allah has said
“there is nothing similar to Him” (ash-Shoora 11)
“It is His to create and to rule” (al-Araaf 54)
The Fourth Form: He believes that it is permissible to rule in a way that contradicts the rule of Allah and
His Messenger (salallahu alaihi wa sallam). The same is true in his case (as the previous cases) due to his
belief that something is permissible while that thing is clearly, definitively, and authentically prohibited in
the texts of the shariah.
The Fifth Form: This is the most dangerous, most comprehensive and most apparent form. This is where
the person opposes the law of Allah and refuses to aknowledge its rulings, resisting and disdaining Allah
and His messenger (salallahu alaihi wa sallam). He applies non-shariah based laws from various sources
of man made laws as the law for every matter, laws derived from various sources such as the French or
British codes. This is the way of government in many of the Muslim lands today. Their governments rule
between them with laws that differ from the law of the Book and the Sunnah. What kufr can be above
this type of kufr and what negation of the testimony that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah is there
left to be made after this negation?
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The Sixth Form: This is the manner in which many of the clans, tribal leaders and Bedouins rule. They rule
according to their customs that have been passed on, continuing upon the laws of ignorance while
turning away and not having any desire to apply the law of Allah and His messenger (salallahu alaihi wa
sallam)63
However, I myself will relate something worse than what Ibn Ibraheem described in the fifth form.
Todays modern progressives not only do they concede to the ideas of the fifth form, they are the
believers of the first three forms as well. The secularist movement in Islam has oddities on top of
oddities and represents the worst conceptual ideological manifestation of disbelief that any true scholar
of Islam can envision.
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 Their Errors in the Doctrine of Taqleed and their Extremism of Labeling Following Scripture as
Idol Worship
One of the arguments connected to the polemics between Muslims and progressive and modernist
revisionists is the issue of “ijtihaad” and “taqleed”. Ijtihaad linguistically refers to the striving of one’s
utmost ability in the completion of an action and taqleed refers to accept the position of a person
without evidential proof. In this polemic we will explain the actual nature of ijtihaad and taqleed in Islam
and then come to the platform in how progressives and modernists have utterly failed in understanding
even the basic idea of ijtihaad and taqleed
I have come across claims made by some of them to the extent that they have accused Muslims of
paganism under the claim that Muslims who blindly follow the texts of Islam (Qur’an and Hadeeth) are
making idolatry with these texst by blindly accepting them. This extremism is the epitome of disbelief in
Islam and the worst of errors on part of progressives.
What we will do here in this section is merely present their view. We will not discuss this issue in detail
until later on when we dissect this issue from a scholastic level God Willing. Here are some insights
provided by a progressive on this topic.
A progressive says the following with regard to the relationship between the Qur’an, Sunnah and
Hadeeth.
What is the relationship between these variables and how does this relationship materialize into a
working system for an Islamic society. Now we know that in modern societies we have a constitution as
agreed by the original founders of any nation and a legislature which deals with the daily functioning of
a society or in other words the legislature constitutes of deletions and additions to the constitution of the
society with the exception of the basics that were agreed upon when the society came into being. It is
only natural that with the changing times change must be made in the constitution to keep it relevant to
the changing society. So a changing society is best served when its laws adapt with changing
circumstances while the constant basics give identity to a society and remain a driving force in an
uncertain environment.
So how do these three variables which are the Holy Grail for the Islamic nation materialize into a working
system for an Islamic society? Quran being a divine book which is a revelation from the Almighty God is
basically the constitution of this particular society. The Quran is a complete book in the sense that the
truth concerning God has been completed therein but as regards human matters there are only basic
laws which leave much space for human thought and the resultant human activity to run their societies.
An appropriate example being that God mentions in his book that the alcoholic is to be punished but is
silent as to the punishment leaving the matter to human discretion.
This human discretion that fills the void in the Quran regarding human matters is what is known as
the Islamic legislature. There is another word for it that is the ‘Sunnah’. Sunnah is the Islamic
legislature through which legislation is done in an Islamic society to keep the society up to date with
the changing circumstances. The product of this legislatic activity is known as Hadith so naturally
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Hadith is not a second constitution to be followed along with the Quran but simply represents a ‘work
in progress’ or legislatic product that changes shape with changing times much like the Talmud of the
Jews. The only predicament is that one of the mujtahid of Islam limited the concept of Sunnah and
Hadith by attributing the term solely to the prophet. In truth legislatic activity can never be limited to
a constant for it is a dynamic aspect of a society that keeps it in tune with the changing circumstances.
What the prophet did was he simply kick started this legislatic activity during his time and the activity
was simply taken up by others upon his death. In this sense the prophet was the first person who
legislated and his work simply represented the beginning of the legislative activity in Islam rather than
creating a second constitution in Islam. The prophetic legislative activity remains important but is
simply a first link in a long chain that went as far as the four great mujtahids. So in truth we have the
prophetic Sunnah followed by the companions Sunnah and then the Sunnah of the succeeding
generation upto the point of the Sunnah of the four great Mujtahids after which the Sunnah was
disrupted with the suspension of independent thought in Islam. So in short what the reformists today
are aspiring for is simply the revival of the Sunnah.
The emphasis in this thread is upon the relationship between the three variables and how do they
manifest themselves to create a workable system in an Islamic society.
This person has made several baseless claims on the nature of the Sunnah simply due to the level of
ignorance he has about what it is which is fueled from the auspices of progressive thought. What this
progressive is insinuating is the following
1. He has insinuated that when Allah says this
He who obeys the Messenger (Muhammad )صلى هللا عليه وسلم, has indeed obeyed Allah, but he
who turns away, then we have not sent you (O Muhammad  )صلى هللا علٌه وسلمas a watcher over
them.
(  سورة النساء, An-Nisa, Chapter #4, Verse #80)
That Allah intended for obedience to Himself to be absolute but to the Messenger, then our
obedience to him is marginal to the situational ethics of modern times. He is insinuating that
Allah made a distinction where the Qur’anic proofs do not provide this reasoning.
Likewise, he has insinuated that when Allah said
But no, by your Lord, they can have no Faith, until they make you (O Muhammad )صلى هللا علٌه وسلم
judge in all disputes between them, and find in themselves no resistance against your
decisions, and accept (them) with full submission.
(  سورةِالنساء, An-Nisa, Chapter #4, Verse #65)
That in reality Allah was lying to us when He revealed this verse. The Muslims have no choice
but to understand his words on this tangent because his idea is not in congruity with the basic
intent of the verses of Allah in the Qur’an. It is directly the antithesis of Allah’s speech. So either
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Allah was correct and this progressive is wrong, or Allah was wrong and this progressive is
correct. There is no way for progressives to reconcile this incongruity no matter how much
hermeanuetical jargon they employ to lighten the weight of their blasphemy upon themelves.
2. He has also insinuated that the Sunnah is “personal legislative” codes of the people. In other
words, to him, the Sunnah is the ijtihaad of peoples own experiences, a type of ijtihaad I guess
one can say. Thus he interprets the prophet’s Sunnah as “his own ijtihaad” rather than an
obligatory code of conduct for all Muslims to abide by throughout the duration of man. He bases
this idea on the fact that everyone up until the first four Imaams was implementing ijtihaad.
We say; that if indeed his deduction on this issue is correct, then what is the use of Allah
informing us of the nullification of faith of a person UNTIL they make the decision of
Muhammad as the criterion in the settlement of disputes adding to that clause having no
resistence in our hearts for his judgments. Either we have to invalidate the statement of Allah or
we have to invalidate his own belief. Muslims will opt for the latter. Allah would not invalidate
the faith of a person who rejects the decision of the Prophet if the decision of the Prophet was
not binding and just a mere personal ijtihaad.
3. He has also insinuated the above point on the basis that up until the first four Imaams, ijtihaad
was the Sunnah of the Muslims and then after their time, this Sunnah (of ijtihaad) was lost
under the deception that has become commonplace in Islamic polemics that the “gates to
ijtihaad were closed” which was a misnomer invented by the orientalist based on the unfounded
premises of a minority of jurisprudents whom the avid followers to the madhaahib64 have aided
in this misconception. This premise is undoubtedly baseless because the gates of ijtihaad were
NEVER closed to begin with. Thus the essence of his claim being unfounded ultimately makes his
entire deduction useless to begin with. In other words, it has no reality except within the
delusional paradox of progressives.
4. Lastly, his entire deduction, which is baseless to begin with, is conclusional to the assumption
that the prophets Sunnah (his ijtihaad in his view) is not binding on anyone, but merely a source
of how to perform your own ijtihaad at best. This is the worst of blunders because Allah says in
the Qur’an that He only sent the Messenger only for them to be followed. What is the purpose
of a prophet if he is not the source of emulation?
5. Lastly, He subtly tries to criticize one of the Imaams (Shafi’ee) for what he views as Shafi’ees
introducing the obligatory nature of the prophetic Sunnah in Islam. This infidelic idea was
refuted in an article of mine entitled On Schacht’s Theory Regarding Shafi’ee and the Role of Hadeeth
in Islamic law: Repelling Revisionist Misundertsandings on Hadeeth and Maalik’s Legal Theory of
Amaal Ahlul-Medina
I believe this is sufficient for the topic for now in relaying the essence of progressive ideals about ijtihaad which will
be further clarified in a later section in issue 7 God Willing.
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 Hadeeth Rejectionism and its Subsequent Levels

Hadeeth rejectionism is unfortunately a new phenomenon that has been imported into the Muslim
thought process through the objectives of secularly inclined philosophical ideologues injected by various
antagonists of Islam during the 18th and 19th century. This endeavor produced individuals within the
gown of Islam to initially bring forth speech regarding the second source of Islam i.e. Hadeeth scriptures
into question by questioning the veracity of reports upon which its veracity has been verified and then
further verified and only to be further verified by literally millions of scholars in a span of over 10
centuries. Such people upon which the Muslim ummah can conclude as among such individuals affected
with this new alien phenomenon are individuals such as Jamaalu-Deen al-Afghaanee and Muhammad
Abdu, both of whom had an adverse affect on the individual Muhammad Rasheed Ridha.
What needs to be known specifically about Muhammad Abdu and Jamaalu-Deen al-Afghaanee is that
they were both members of the freemasonic movement. Due to their membership into the cult which
Im sure the audience is aware of the satanic rituals employed in the cult along with the objectives
employed by these Satanists, it is understandable to see how these two individuals embarked upon the
path of modernism within the gown of Islam. Thus even the very origins of the modernist/revisionist
movement are satanic in nature. One of the purposes of Satan as was espoused in a tv interview with a
former ex-satanist Roger Morneau was to secularize man which was his format for removing man from
the path of religious prophetic thought into the realm of sacreligious inhumane thought or simply put,
philosophical thought concerning metaphysics. What makes it worse is that al-Afghaanee was really a
raafidhi (shi’i) posing to be a sunni Muslim. This would explain his eligibility to enter the freemasonic
movement, an order that gains through initiation rather than proselytizing or mere open acceptance.
However, these two were thinkers of this alien philosophy within the western Muslim world at the time
in terms of their influence is concerned. A proponent of this school in this time is Abu ‘Ala al-Mawdudee,
mostly affecting the Arab region of the Muslim world. There are two other individuals upon which their
realm of influence specifically affected the subcontinent of Pakistan and India. They were Muhammad
Iqbal and Amin Ahsan Islaahi. However, the two more widely acclaimed individuals within this
movement in the subcontinenent is Hamidu-deen al-Faraahi and “Sir” “Sayyid” Ahmad Khan.
While all of these individuals vary in their mode of doctrine, all were pretty much in congruity with the
notion or convinced in the legitimacy in the route of revisionism of Islam itself, its doctrine, its
scriptures, its fundamentals, and inevitably its practices.
However, even with this wave of revisionist methodology finding its way into the Muslim thought, the
actual essence of Hadeeth rejectionism was born under the hands of the infidel Ghulam Ahmad Parwez.
He was the first to reject even clearly established and verified authentic ahadeeth in Islam viewing them
as being forgeries that have no place in Islamic legislation, doctrine, or anything of vital importance.
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From this point onwards, this idea has given rise to certain non-Muslim groups who purport to believe in
the Qur’an only.
It becomes mandatory on us to clarify the categories of hadeeth rejectionism since throughout my
debates of people along these ideological conceptions they invented for themselves as the intent of
what was given to Muhammad (i.e. Islam)
In my view, Hadeeth rejectionism can be categorized as
1. Absolute rejectionism (mutlaq)- There is no ambiguity about the apostasy of whoever adopts
this form of rejectionism
2. Restricted rejectionism (muqayyid)- Now this may be confusing for some, but most of the
average commoners who naturally buy into this ideological make up agree with the concept of
revisionism and will easily accept that if a hadeeth does not seem logical to his or her mind, then
they will simply render it as false with no academic integrity in their judgment. Of course this
comes naturally due to their lack of affinity into the field of research which is understandable in
one sense, yet unpraiseworthy in another sense. Nevertheless, the apostasy of this group can be
further divided into two sub categories because this group is too broad and no single judgment
can engulf this entire sub section of the movement.
a. The persistant one, which is he who is given clearly defined realities about the error of his
view and remains upon rejectionism, then it will then amount to apostasy
b. The open one who will not remain persistant in the idea of rejection of a specific issue after
having received clearly defined information. To such a one we would still affirm the error of
the methodology of rejectionism itself, but would not regard them an apostate simply
because such a one through the route of his retracting from error and open to the adoption
of correctness is by default proven to be one who is not obstinate or upon the method of
rejection, but merely a victim of being beguiled under an revisionist idea.
3. I would also add to this list “Mild” rejectionism. This would be the lightest of the three and this
entails all of the innovated groups who will not resort to rejection outright, but would resort to
falsely interpreted tangents of the textual reports to either deny what it says or to convert it to
their form of thinking. In this category we can conclude every heterodox group under this
category, yet who will not be the main target of this response as the first two categories will be.
These groups negate the charge of apostasy through the route of differentiating Hadeeth and Sunnah.
So how do we, as Muslims, respond to this?
Firstly, we say that this is a true reality by which falsehood is intended. How is this? It is absolutely clear
and accepted by unanimous agreement that the actual lexical term “hadeeth” is different than the
lexical term “Sunnah”. Likewise its constructed shar’i meaning is likewise different as well. There is no
point of contention at all between Muslims and revisionists on this single point. However, where we
drift far apart is in the nature of both of them. For revisionists, they never leave this platform, which is
that hadeeth is lexically and conceptionally different than Sunnah whereas Muslims transcend to a
greater intellectual conclusion of the two. So what is this conclusion? The conclusion is that while both
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of these words are different terminologically and connotatively, the reality that we understand and the
problem that revisionists cannot seem to fathom is that one subsists within the other. In other words, if
there was no Sunnah, then there would be no hadeeth, and more importantly, if there is no hadeeth,
then there is no Sunnah because the Sunnah subsists and is contained within the body of hadeeth. Just
as the actual Qur’an is contained within the collections called a “mushaf”, then likewise the Sunnah is
contained within the collections called “Hadeeth”.
So we say, if anyone wants to read the Qur’an, where do they have to go? They have to go to the
mushaf in order to find it or to a haafidh (lit: preserver i.e. memorizer). So where do people have to be
directed to in order to find out about the Sunnah? Do we direct them to the moon? Pluto? The books of
Aristotle? Is the Sunnah to be found in the ocean? Is it to be found in the sky? Will the Sunnah be found
in the North Pole? Will the Sunnah be found in the Babylonian Talmud? Where will it be found? There is
absolutly no doubt and no answer that anyone on the planet who has a brain could opt for any other
answer other than the collections of “Hadeeth”.
However, there was a foolishly clever individual who tried to counter this fact by inventing his own new
theory by the “Sunnah” in order to keep his faith in hadeeth rejectionism intact. He preposterously
claimed that the Sunnah was “an organically grown phenomenon”. He attempted in this theory to
insinuate that the Sunnah is arrived at and attained through the review of the actions of the mass
collection of Muslims in their performance of certain actions. Thus on this tangent, we learn the Sunnah
of Salaah based on the mass quantity of Muslims performing the practical application of Salaah. Outside
of basic unanimous beliefs and actions upon which all Muslims follow, then he therefore concludes that
this is the Sunnah and that other than it are merely concepts or rituals that cannot be called “Sunnah”.
To render this argument obsolete is simple from the fact that the Sunnah in reality is NOT what the
masses of people adopt as a practice, otherwise things as antithetical to Islam as grave-worship that
takes place throughout the Muslim world would be sanctioned as “Sunnah” under this premise.
Secondly, even if we were to entertain this faulty premise as correct, the problem with it is that these
masses of people performing such a practice which does have a link to Islam are only doing so BASED off
of a prophetic report (hadeeth). Even if a person did not directly get it from a hadeeth but merely copied
what others were doing who as well got it from those before them who as well got it from those before
them all the way back to someone who got it from a prophetic report. This demonstrates that the origin
of Islam is the reports which is why the famous Hadeeth master and teacher of Imaam al-Bukharee
stated

اإلسناد من الدين ولوال اإلسناد لقال من شاء ما شاء
i.e. the chain of transmission is the basis of the religion, and if it were not for the chain of transmission,
then anyone could have said whatever they wanted to say65
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This is why Muslims from across differing theological schools and schools of jurisprudence unilaterally
concede to a fact that was stated by the Hanbali jurisprudent and theologian al-Barbahaari when he
stated in the beginning of his book, Sharhu-Sunnah, that
“Know that Islam is the Sunnah and the Sunnah is Islam and one of them cannot be established without
the other”66
However, it must be made clear here to all of the Muslims about the nature of hadeeth rejectionism and
Sunnah rejectionism. Like the M’utazilah and other heretical sects of old, the progressives concede to
the view of the heretics that the “Sunnah” is itself obsolete. Thus their apostasy is apostasy on top of
apostasy (rhetorical emphasis) whereas the apostasy of hadeeth rejectors is mainly due to their view
that Hadeeth in and of itself is apochryphal in nature. Thus every rejector of the Sunnah (one who
rejects the authority of the Sunnah) is by default a hadeeth rejector but not all hadeeth rejectors are
rejectors of the Sunnah. While Muslims understand that both positions are apostasy, one form is
however worse than the other. This is because many hadeeth rejectors will accept the concept called
“Sunnah” but either theorize that the Sunnah was lost through time (which is apostasy) or that it was
confused with baseless narrations and we cannot verify the authenticity thereof and thus must consider
it obsolete (which is apostasy) or any other tangent like this.
On this subject I will dedicate a sole work in refutation to Ghulam Ahmad Parwez ideas in his work
entitled “Pause and Reflect” (Urdu: Socha Karo) God Willing.
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 Ethics: Between Islam and Revisionism
The entire system of ethical values is even at odds between Muslims and revisionists. Muslims are pretty
much held to the classical (and what I mean as classical is holding to the prophetic guidance from the
previous prophets) view of ethics which is mainly characterized by the fact that central aspects of ethics
are immutable. However, for revisionist and the entire western world, the entire realm of ethics can and
is subject to change based on changing circumstances, time, and place.
It was stated by one modernist the following
However, just like slavery and the other ills of society issues had to be dealt with wisely and correctly.
One doesn't have to accept the hadith, or the explanation or anything related to this topic. However, the
point remains that this was the societal norm. Years from now our socities may be looked at and
scrutinized for things we couldn't even fathom could be "morally" wrong.
So in their view, morals can change from time to time and place to place.
Then we ask, how can you reconcile this with the fact that Allah has laid down Islamic ethics and
completed it with the completion of our millah (religion). This is exactly what we are replying to the
kuffar (disbelievers) for, their supeflous nature of altering their views of morality, which is
understandable considering they have no guidance to resort back to UNLIKE us.
So we ask these revisionists, how exactly do morals change in light of the following ayah;
"in him (Muhammad) there is the BEST example to follow"67
How do you reconcile these two antithetical approaches? Within this subject matter, the revisionist
school, like other subjects, has completely taken the bait of the European philosophical approach to the
subject. Tangentially, refuting the non-Muslims on this topic by default applies to most, if not all
revisionists as well.
George Paton has the following remark to say
“What interests should the real legal system protect? This is a question of values in which legal
philosophy plays its part…But however much we desire the help of philosophy, it is difficult to obtain. No
agreed scale of values has ever been reached indeed, It is only in religion that we can find a basis, and
the truth of religion must be accepted by faith or invitation and not purely on the result of logical
argument”68
One of the problems of the revisionist movement as a whole is that they are in an ideological bubble of
the West’s past. In other words, western thinkers have moved on as a philosophical entity to the point
where they have landed, some time ago, on some fundamental problems of their own paradigm, while
revisionists are stuck in a bubble prior to the realization of western thinkers of how their paradigm is not
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so divine as they once construed it was. This point was as well addressed by Taqi Usmani in hos work on
Modernism
Moreover, on the subject of ethics, The Muslim nation has remained congruent and will remain
congruent to the following dictate which was reported by from Ibn Masood who said that the Prophet
alayhi salatu salam who said: "Among that which reached the people from the words of the earlier
prophethood was: If you feel no shame, then do whatever you wish."69
The Prophet (sas) informed us that this statement was part of one of the previously communicated
teachings from Allah and that it was passed around among the peoples until it reached the beginning of
this nation.
The meaning of these words can go two ways:
Firstly, the meaning is NOT an order to "do whatever you wish" which is the apparent meaning of the
words, rather its meaning is condemnation or prohibition of that. Within this possible linguistic
construction, there are two possible meanings:
That it constitutes a threat and a warning. Thus the meaning is: If you have no shame, then do whatever
you wish and Allah will repay it fully and appropriately. Allah said:
{Those who deviate from truth regarding our signs are not hidden from us. Is the one thrown into the
fire better or the one who comes as a believer on Qiyama70? Do whatever you wish for He surely sees
all that you do.}
Secondly, that it constitutes an informative clause. Thus the meaning would be that if performing an
action will not bring shame to a person, then they can do it for that which prevents the commission of
evil is shame and whoever has no shame will descend into all manner of obscenity and sin.
However, this only works for someone who has shyness as an attribute, in both religion and social
ethics. This will not necessarily work for the revisionist movement primarily because their fitrah has
been corrupted and they entertain what is corrupt is actually okay and acceptable and vice versa.
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 The Concept of Truth: Between Islam and Revisionism

This entire topic can be exhaustive and lengthy if we wished to tackle all or most of the parameters of
the concept of “truth”. Revisionists have opted to philosophical doctrines of truth as opposed to the
simpler Islamic understanding of it. When I employ the term “simpler” it is meant to be in congruity with
the fact that Islam’s faith and message is singular, and therefore less complicated whereas ways of life
other than Islam and other than the prophetic methodology entails a plurality of ideas and ideologies
which adds complexity to the subject due to the inspirations by which the army of Iblees offers to
mankind to further instill or add confusion under the guise of “broader understandings”.
The concept of truth in Islam is that it has two components, mainly, it is faith-based and/or it is
substantiated (proven). Most ideologues and philosophically inclined thinkers can understand the issue
pertaining to truth being something rooted in what is substantiated for the most part, so there is no dire
need to dwell on this aspect of truth. The more controversial aspect of this topic has to do mainly with
the faith-based concept of truth.
In order to explain faith-based concept of truth, we first have to understand what is the reality of faith in
Islam. In the language of the Arabs, the term used for “faith” is eman and belief as “’itiqaad”. In the
language of the Arabs, the term “eman” implies “al-Jazm”. Al-Jazm entails the complete and absolute
conviction in a thing or matter whereby faith in it entails conviction and knowledge. Under this
framework, faith in Islam is synonymous with conviction in the heart. The parallel of faith in Islam can
only be understood by the western audience if we hypotheisis on the issue of 1+1=2. If anyone were to
hypothetically get tortured by forcing the person to accept that 1+1=3, then the heart of the person will
never be convinced of such a formula. No matter how much torture one endures, 1+1 is still going to be
2. The same conviction by which the heart is convinced concerning this fact is the exact same conviction
that believers in the prophetic methodology as was completed and fully enveloped within the message
of Muhammad is to be understood.
Now, inspite of the convicted reality as explained above, it is still “faith-based”. This is why Allah
describes the believers in one ayah in the Qur’an as “And they believe in the unseen”. This is the essence
of what faith is and why it is required. The purpose of faith is to “trust” in God. If the hinderances that
prevent us from seeing the unseen and to witness the Divine realities were to be brought before our
eyes, then the whole purpose of faith is nullified and the very essence of the test of life is of no use. This
is why in one prophetic hadeeth, the Messenger of Allah says concerning one of the signs of the hour
“and the sun shall rise in the west and repentance from that instant will be unacceptable71”
Why? This is because when the soul witnessed the reality of such an event, the heart, even if it had been
an atheist, would THEN have conviction to the ultimate reality that they denied previously, but their
conviction at that point will not benefit because the order of Allah was to attain that conviction via faith,
and not through empirical analysis or in simpler terms, witnessing it through the eye.
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So in short, Muslims in general, their belief is faith based but its faith is to the level of conviction and this
is due to a number of reasons of which I will not insult the intelligience of other Muslims by bringing
them forward and I will leave other than them to figure it out on their own.
So what is the view of revisionists? The view of revisionists has peculiar, sometimes varying wavelengths
which are understandable since it is not based on prophetic methodology, but on philosophical
methodologies. However, the main essence of their view is that “truth is relative” and not absolute.
This fact was noted when one person inclined to modernist ideas when asked whether “truth was
absolute or relative” with the following
by definition truth can't be relative. Either it is true or it is not. However, knowledge about truth can be
relative.
In reply to that, a radical revisionist apostate gave the following remark
in which category will you place religion - 'knowledge about truth' or 'truth'?
So his reply was
First one -- knowledge about the truth.
So in other words, the manifestation of Islam through the words of the prophet and of Allah is merely
the stated knowledge of truth rather than it being the actuality of truth.
However, some modernist do concede to the Islamic position of truth, mainly that while it iself is
absolute, people’s view of that truth can be blured. So I will give credit for this in one of their stances
when asked this question.
Question:
In one of your writings, you said that people will be awarded on the basis of finding the truth and sticking
to it.
So is the truth relative or absolute. Because so many people having different understanding and
religion... its all truth for them and they do follow their perception of truth.
I do agree with you on this matter but can you please answer this?
ALLAH HAFIZ,
Your brother in Islam,
Answer:
Truth is not relative. It is absolute. Nevertheless, the understanding, the appreciation and the perception
of truth is relative, based upon the knowledge, the training, the exposure, the intelligence and a number
of other variables relating to the individual making the decision.
Take the example of Jesus (pbuh). The Jews, the Christians and the Muslims - the three main religions in
the world, claiming to be of divine origin - hold Jesus (pbuh) in three different positions. The Jews hold
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him to be a false prophet, the Christians hold him to be - not a prophet - but a Son of God and the
Muslims hold him to be a true prophet of God. Now the three different positions ascribed to Jesus (pbuh)
by the three different groups does not imply that the position of Jesus (pbuh) is relative, and thereby, all
three positions are correct. On the contrary, it only implies that the understanding of the members of the
three groups is relative, based upon a number of factors. The position of Jesus (pbuh), whatever it is, is
independent of the understanding and perception of the three groups. It is indeed possible that none of
the different prevalent understandings or perceptions about a particular phenomenon are correct.
However, it is not possible that all the prevalent contradictory understandings and perceptions are
deemed correct and representative of the truth. Thus, in my opinion, truth is absolute and is not
dependent on how people understand it, while the understanding and the perception of the people
regarding the truth is, indeed, relative.
One may ask: if our understanding of the truth is relative, then how could we be held accountable for
following the absolute truth. According to my understanding of the Qur'an, man is required to, sincerely
and honestly, search for the truth and live his life in accordance with what he has understood to be God's
truth. This search is not merely a temporary stage in one's life. It should remain an ongoing process till
the end of one's life. In other words, man should always keep his heart, mind and soul open to accepting
and submitting to whatever he perceives to be God's truth. Mistakes and errors in this search for the
truth will be forgiven, but arrogance, haughtiness and rejection of what one has understood to be the
truth are inexcusable and shall, therefore, not be forgiven. The Qur'an has promised that if a person is
honest in his search for the truth and is completely willing to surrender and submit to it, God shall
Himself guide him to His absolute truth and open His ways for him.
Keeping the foregoing explanation in perspective, man shall not be rewarded or punished with reference
to accepting or rejecting the 'absolute truth', but with reference to his attitude (with reference to his
search and submission) toward for this 'absolute truth'.
However, this is not the stated or agreed upon view by all revisionists since revisionists are of varying
levels and their ideas may go from one form to another depending on the level of their extremity in
revisionists’ ideals.
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 The Purpose of Life: Between Islam and Revisionism
The Purpose of life is one of the most comprehensive questions man has ever pondered about since the
dawn of time. Its question is not trivial at all. In fact its explanation or the lack thereof has caused men
to gain insight or to go mad. In Islam, there is a focal point about our purpose from which all angles of
life disperse from. Unfortunately this is yet another issue where revisionist mentalities depart from
Islam itself and is thus another avenue for the cause of apostasy by itself which affects extremist among
revisionist. Many of my colleagues in the field have not even realized the extent of how revisionist
ideologies truly differs from Islam, even to the point of the purpose of life.
I will initially answer this question with proofs from the Qur’an and hadeeth and then expound upon it
further God Willing and then bring forth revisionists thoughts on the topic in order to make clear the
stark contrast.
In the Qur’an Allah says
And I (Allah) created not the jinn and mankind except that they should worship me (Alone). 72

In other words, the essence of the human experience is to worship Allah without associating others into
our worship of God. This sounds extremely trivial to the western mind and this triviality is mainly rooted
in their deficient concept of worship along with various corruptions of their views about our existence.
However, in its most sufficient view, the proper light of this verse is really telling man that this single
lifestyle is the basis upon which all things lie upon. In other words, our eating, drinking, loving, fighting,
hating, pleasing, discussion, suffering, enjoyment, and all experiences which is embedded within the
human experience is surrounded and enveloped under this concept stated in the above verse.
The Messenger of Allah, Muhammad alaihi salatu salam said in a hadeeth
“The life of this world is like a traveler passing through the desert. He sees a tree, takes a rest under its
shade, and then wakes up and continues on”
This is exactly the essence of our existence. The hadeeth is understood that our entire stay in this world
is merely stopping at the tree and to take comfort under its shade for a while and then continue on.
I would also like to call the readers to recount the story of the discussion that took place between Allah
and Iblees narrated in the Qur’an in which I have cited in the beginning part of this work.
All of these accounts among others (not mentioned) reveal a prolific picture about our existence. It is
this picture that people who are stripped from all faith have commented as being “narrow’. I will cite
some of the statements of revisionist in order for the reader to get a glimpse of their “intellectual”
thought.
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An orientalist spoke about Islam in their blog about the rise of Islam, the golden age, the age of reason,
and the mystic engagement (Sufism in Islam). The actual post of that blog was a total misrepresentation
of our Islamic history which was even confirmed by a sufi. The blog is not the focal point of the
discussion, it is what a revisionist understood from it. Let us examine the state of what I would have to
appropriately call the delusion paradox here. Firstly, this revisionist took that material and labeled it
“The Miscarriage of Rationalism in the Muslim Golden Age” which was not even the subject matter of
the blog nor did its intellectual material conclude such a thing. At any rate, let us examine his rhetoric as
it is relevant to the discussion at hand. This modernist was given 2 critiques, one by me and another by a
sufi who linked him to an article by T.J. Winters. His response to it was
I read through it. And here's what I think of Namit's article and Winter's essay
Namit: Orthodoxy in Islam halted the growth of rationalism (modern reason) in muslim civilization.
Mysticism was indifferent to it.
Winter: The separation of mind-body-soul, which caused the runaway rationalism of Christianity also
affected medieval Islam and modern apologists of Islam and only Sunnism that can synthesize all
epistemological streams together can prevent this decadence of Islam and offer Islam as the saviour for
a spiritually thirsty humankind
Winter’s thinks that orthodoxies' place for rationalism in human nature is a holistic view and that
rationalism as espoused by the west today is an atomistic view of human nature. Winter may be right.
But to my mind such philosophical distillation of the conflict will not help the modern man come to terms
with apostasy law and the purity of muslim organs over non-muslim ones that continue to be mouthed
by Sunnism. The split, I'm afraid, has seeped itself into the very being of modern humans. I am
pessimistic of Sunnism ever providing an attractive alternative to modern man's spiritual needs.
If I may take a cynical stab at Winter's calling towards a synthesis - it simply is a way of arguing that
human happiness cannot come about without the food for the Integrated Soul. That call is simple a way
of lasso-ing modern reason with something over which only orthodoxy has control - matters of the spirit
and all. All this, therefore, is simply another ploy of orthodoxy to rein in modern reason by appealing to
some kind of pre-modern joined-at-the-hip relationship of reason and soul.
A moderate modernists posted the following
Mercy is emotional. Justice is meting out the law. I agree that justice does make us feel good but arriving
at what is just is supposed to be a matter dealing with cold facts.
In response to this, the extremist apostate stated
There is no such thing as "cold facts" in the determination of justice. All facts are chosen emotionally. It is
presence or absence of mercy that determines which facts get chosen in the calculation of justice. Those
who think they are "objectively and coldly" chossing facts are just unaware of the emotions playing in
them.
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If I may say that differently, the "coldness" of cold facts itself is indicative of the emotional impact of
facts on our being. The reality is that we feel things first then we think about the feelings. Our thinking is
based on a memory-repository of our feelings. Justice and law are formulated to rebalance our feelings
about a particular situation.
I think it is about time that all fields of study wake up to the emotional side of human beings and give it
its due. It's been far too long that human beings have been reduced to thinking beings only while
berating the emotional side of our makeup.
Thinking and morality, in my view, are really a higher form of emotions. They are crude emotions put
through the distillation tower of time.
It is becoming clear where this delusion paradox is being advocated here. Anyways the discussion
transgressed into a tangent on the understanding of justice and law and where justice may literally
reside in
It was said by a like-minded revisionist like the extremist above the following
In my view the presented argument--while not relevant to the opening post--is relevant to the present
subthread. See, if you are in agreement with the presented view, and you wrote you are, then justice is
not in the law but in the application of it. Legal scholars agree. It is a common thing, too; legislative
bodies deal with this issue on a daily basis.
It may at first glance seem it is no biggie, but the difference is profound. Justice not being the text but the
application has an enormous impact on how one views legal text, especially a revealed corpus.
Ultimately it may mean how people apply law is justice, the actual text is rather irrelevant. Don't take
this to mean what it says, though. What is says and what it means are two separate things. What I mean
is the text serves as guidance. Al-Baqara 2:185 and that.
What has happened here is that the speaker is implicating that if people have a difference in “where”
justice lies, whether it be in the law or in the application of it, that this difference can be monumental
and produce extremely variant realities.
A respectable Muslim responded with the following
Bias as an encompassing term for emotions, likes and dislikes of the person involved as well as the
adopted current trends which is what Western influenced Muslims or non muslims like Muslims to adopt.
(which are open to being good or bad).
To which the extremist responded back with
This picture assumes that the texts have a permanent and discoverable meaning outside of human
experience. It forgets that language itself is a human phenomenon that is an integral part of human
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existence - which is shaped by emotions. Hence it conveniently places emotions under a truth-detracting
category called 'Bias'. This fundamentally trivializes emotions as mentioned by me earlier.
Note that taqwa itself has emotions at its essence - a sense of safety and security in a relationship with
Allah, a release of existential angst. To reiterate, it is the emotional guidance of taqwa that lets one find
the right meanings of words and the right collection of facts. When one has used the guidance of taqwa
one finds peace in the understanding arrived at of the texts. Hence it is emotions that gives text their due
meanings.
Scholars of the four schools have developed their legal framework piece by piece, with one generation
adding to the corpus of the previous, where at each stage they extracted a legal principle through a
meditation over the emotional equilibrium reached by letting the body of the Quranic texts bounce and
play on their emotional strains of coping with their times. It is thusly that language is described as a
human phenomenon.
The jargon from which this person argues their speech over emanates an unnecessary over-estimation
of certain basics. Under the inspirational guidance of Sunni Islam, there is a poetic statement of the
same subject that hits the point across the head in a single statement. It is said by some of the people of
knowledge
“A life without knowledge is a life that is wasted, and knowledge without taqwa is a knowledge that is of
no benefit”
Taqwa, as a conceptional meaning, is to maneuver the acts and more importantly, your decisions, to
steer them in a direction of which you fear retribution from God and hope for His Mercy and thus
striving for the most correct solution. A more accurate English equivalent of taqwa is the phrasal clause
“God-Conscience.” Knowledge from the Islamic discipline entails understanding and cognitive reasoning
and its basis is the revealed law with its elaboration by the first Muslim community. This is what caused
one of our past predecessors to say
“Knowledge is only what Allah revealed, His messenger revealed, and whatever the companions said”
In other words, speech that falls outside of this is open for conjecture and with truth with a mixture of
doubt, falsehood, delusion, etc.
In short, Life itself is in dire need of this understanding of knowledge, and that knowledge can only be of
benefit if it is coupled with taqwa in the heart.
Now, we must understand what this extremist is advocating. He is implying that “emotions” SHOULD be
categorically classed as a form of valid deduction of facts for he comments on how emotions have been
marginalized as a concept that is “truth-detracting” Whatever the case is; this is not the cream of the
crop of the topic. So I asked him the following question
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how exactly does the above translate into some kind of benefit in the real world. can you express on
practical terminology how this is performed if we have this framework in mind?
The following was his response
it is meant to give a view of the 'human condition' to affect attitudes towards the current zeitgeist by
generating a sympathetic and modest view of the evolution of human thought and avoiding grandiose
ideas about particular individuals or groups- whether they be grandiose ideas of the supremacy of
muslims of the past or grandiose ideas of conspiracies of the kafirs. You will see the susceptibility of
human intellect to the times and our humble attempts at coping with life. You will see less enemical
designs and more humans and human nature. You will see that nobody is immune to it all. You will see
that you too are just a product of your times - not someone too bad or too good. Just average. You will
see less drama in human actions, no taking-over-the-world plans and more mundane anxieties and
insecurities playing out.

A respectable Muslim and close brother of mine replied to his above speech with the following
I get the feeling that you look at the texts of Islam as you look at an abstract painting and then you
can read it whatever you feel like. I will bring you examples of how the text asserts itself or opens
itself to our emotions:
1- A statement like "Cut the hand of the thief" cannot be played with much. There are many muslims
who have bias against it but they rarely, if ever will say: "Cutting the hand does not mean cutting the
hand". Of course there will be someone that claims a metaphor and so on, but they are then faced with
the fact that the prophet (pbuh) actually did cut the hand of the thief. So, emotions here will have to go
outside of the text to exert their bias.
2- You can come back and give me an example of 4:34 where someone translated DARAB as move away
instead of hit. That is still based on language because such a person could not have done that if the
Arabic lexicons did not document such usage. However, that example is still easily challenged by
language itself for example one can counter this understanding through "When DARAB means move
away or stop, it should be followed by AAan" and that is not in the Aya. So, again one can have the
discussion without emotions.
3- Are there statements in the Qur'an that are open to interpretations? yes and they are generally wide
and open and not specific and they will be always framed by the specific terms around them
4- Taqwa does not mean "Safety and trust in God". This is what Iman means and it is important in
dealing with our bias. Taqwa means "Acting in consciousness of Allah". So Taqwa can lead to Iman and
Iman leads to more Taqwa. However, the power of Taqwa is to make the person look deep inside himself
and herself and see if he or she is putting pressure on the text to make it say what it does not say. It is of
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course aided by Iman in that it assures you that: "Whatever God wants is for my best even if my bias is
feeling different" and then that should enable the person with deep Iman and Taqwa to free himself
from his bias and look at the text with an open heart and mind and let the text speak and not let his
bias speak and claim it on the text.
The most notable words was the opening statement in bold along with other bold statements as he
accurately described this modern framework of pseudo modernist ideals etched in the philosophical
ethos of western dialectics.
The extremist, exposed for the religious malpractice he has done commented with the following
And thus the circle continues,
I'm trying to tell you that it is the nature of human language to shape itself around human experience.
Everybody does the above, including scholars. Nobody can help it. It is human nature and human
existence.
He tries to first retard his argument by accusing it of being circular, and then after which he justifies his
answer based on a hypothesis he etched for himself in his delusion paradox of philosophical dialectics.
The most condescending aspect of this person’s views is how he paints those who interpret his
nonsensical jargon. This condescending undertone is noticeable in his reply to the following speech I
gave him below which was
And that fact is what makes us Muslims understand that we revolve around the world, and not that the
world revolves around us. Since we already know the limit of our thinking, it is for this fundamental fact
that when we fall out, we resort back to a source free from its deficiency, because we know full well that
our reasoning is not the end all and be all of what is "suppose" to be, unlike people who carry an
extremely contrary thought pattern.
On another tip, we also understand that this whole life revolves back to one pivotal point. That point is
the story Allah narrated about Iblees.
Iblees is he who told us blatantly, he will come to us from the right, left, sides ,etc and from directions we
cannot perceive. Allah told him take whom you can for your power (of influence) is with them EXCEPT for
those who turn to Me. Our history of the human experience is the implementation of this phenomenon.
This is what your mind cannot fathom and it is for this reason you fail to understand that this
phenomenon is that our human experience has two avenues of approach, the approach of the people of
Allah, and the approach of the people of Iblees, and his approach is unlike Allah's, it actually has a
variety of avenues within his approach.
The phenomenon of irj'aa that took place in the Islamic world is what bought the Muslims to the
decadence it finds itself in because irj'aa melts the brain to be able to process the above reality. This is
exactly what murjism does to the one who has it. It equalizes the corrupt with the righteous and it
destroys the basis for human epistemological categorizations.
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The perfect characterization of irj'aa is embedded in the following statement
"Iblees has openly declared the progeny of Adam to be his enemy, Murji's are among those of Bani Adam
who failed to take him as an enemy"
What I was signifying to him above was that he, if he really is a Muslim, should understand life as the
Lord he claims to believe in told him to and the messenger he claims to believe in told him to. But
instead of opting for the Islamic viewpoint, he goes off on his own tangent with the following.
Nobody has an approach to human experience. If we were that self-realized to have an approach to our
experience, we wouldn't be who we are. Human condition wouldn't be what it is. You wouldn't be who
you are. Muslims wouldn't be who they are. We just are. We cannot get to our approaches. That is an
inaccessible aspect of our selves to our own cognition. Hence there are no classifications to approaches
as well. We just are. We may know a tiny bit of ourselves; maybe why we like certain kinds of music or
why we like a colour for now, but that is about it. For the rest, we are always in experimental mode. If
you think you have worked out your motivations for your actions, it is simply your way of reassuring
yourself that you have things figured out; that you have a sense of certainty about who you are and
where your destiny is. That sense can be so uplifting that one may never want to let go of the ideas that
give that sense. One may even use the derivatives of those ideas to curtail other aspects of oneself
leading to a lot of pent up anger. This anger is then justified by creating enemies out there and
positioning oneself in one's own eyes as some kind of 'champion of the good'. These are, once again, just
nothing more than insecurities about being left uncared for or unrecognized playing out. It may also be a
reaction to one's past where injustice has been done. We then need someone to blame and in so doing
construct a 'them' and visualize our destinies as a 'war against them' because 'they' want to take away
'our' new-found identities. tsk tsk. The poor, sad, lonely, hurt and unloved human being. I have found this
view explaining everyone I know.
So my response back was
Now this was a perfect example of the topic thread only substitute "Muslim golden age" for "modern
age"
you know what is the most ironic of whatever you call this. How you in one instance purport as an
inveritable fact of how "we just are" under an "experimental mode" and in the same breath purport to
"know exactly" how others are and claiming others have "built up anger" (whatever that means).
Brilliant, just brilliant! Your case reminds me of a small tract
"So, that which i have engaged in persistency is the perpetrator of the most terrible misfortune
I stayed in the wilderness (of rhetorical thinking) with no knowledge and drowned in an ocean with no
boat"
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To which his response was
you have a problem - cannotgetbigpicture syndrome. You are unable to first gather the full picture before
getting into critique mode. You are too eager to win the argument because you have positioned yourself
as the revolutionary for the cause of Islam who is fighting the evil reformists/modernists. This forum for
you is a battleground in your ego-movie where you are carrying the flag of pure Islam and you see most
others as the legions of the enemies of Islam headed by the West. You are absorbed in this ego-movie
that has become the meaning-provider for your existence and it is virtually impossible for any words to
actually reach you in the midst of all that drama except that it gets suitably twisted to fit the movie
script. So whatever I say cannot be viewed other than as an attack on your position. Nevertheless, out of
the foolish hopefulness of my heart, let me try and help you out. In that paragraph I have tried to give a
glimpse into what 'being' is - the anxieties with which humans live in the world. These anxieties operate
in us all the time, some anxieties getting dominance at a particular time over others. We buld intellectual
frameworks or adapt the frameworks that religions offer to deal with these anxieties and help us cope
with the world. That is where, your cute but simplistic 'approaches' idea comes into play. It is only a top
layer construct to make you feel good about your choice of lifestyle and soothe your insecurity about the
complexity displayed in human beings and human societies by giving you simple and pretty categories
('Allah's way', 'Satan''s way') into which human behaviour can be placed in. Then when you choose a way
of life and advocate it as an ideal it makes you feel like a champion of a cause; and the good feeling that
your championing efforts will be recognized after death by an All-Watching Being is priceless in its
reassurance power. Behind the grand declarations of intentions, designs and motives, whether of oneself
or of others, is a very fragile and anxious human ego whose being is intensely aware of the impending
death and desperately seeking validation of its worth.
I know what you're thinking now. You are thinking - 'But...but..Islam is the answer to those anxieties'. It is
for you for now. Is it for others? That is for them to decide depending on their 'mood of the day or phase
of life'. Most people still don't yet know what the anxieties are. Even among the few that know a bot of
them, the prioritization of the anxieties remains a puzzle.This is an insoluble puzzle because of the
incomprehensibility of human emotions to the intellect. The intellect cannot fathom the anxieties. Every
look of the intellect into the anxieties itself is guided by other supporting anxieties. Is it any wonder that
any chosen belief system seems unsatisfying, oppressive and gloomy on some of the days? So, is Islam
the answer? Yes, for some people for some of the days of their lives. So is any other belief system,
whether "divinely revealed" or "self-made".
I cannot claim to have worked out what these anxieties are. Heck, I wish I knew all of mine. I know only
some of them and am still trying to make peace with them. I admonish them and try to restrict them only
to realize that in fighting them they grow stronger. They hit you when you least expect it, like when
getting out of bed or stepping out of the shower or looking at your office bag or simply when your gaze
falls on some old man or a couple. Why did it hit me then.? I don't know. I wish I knew. But I know what
hit me. But I don't know how important it is. I wish I knew how to deal with it. I don't. I make peace with
my helplessness. I just hope that it goes away with time. You too are the subject of many similar
anxieties, I see. The only difference is that you haven't yet faced upto them. You are too busy playing the
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champion of Islam, you see. And I think that is good for you. You've found something to keep yourself
reassured. But it just makes conversing with you as hard as trying to touch one's elbow with the tongue.
A fellow extremist comes to his support with a subtle condescending vitriol
there are many people who are stuck in a narrative. Some people have become so usurped by their
adopted identity they can hardly ever assess issues outside the very narrow periscope their identity
provides, and when they do so it is only after considerable difficulty. Mostly the results of such efforts are
so paltry and meager--to all involved parties--a consencus is quickly formed never to engage in such
again. Battle lines are thus drawn and claws are dug in the dirt, and with contorted muscles the
participants wait for the slightest twitch to unleash their explosive, venomous attack on the
"intellectually empty" (or whatever the catchphrase of the day happens to be). Naturally this is not
limited to religious issues alone; have a look at political bickering and you will quickly see what I mean.
Many people have become slaves to a narrative; mere string puppets dangling at the end of someone
else's argument.
Of course, none of us are completely exempt. All of us do it, the only difference is to what extent. If it
trumps our ability to reason and our ability to feel, then we have effectively become only parrots, voice
boxes of someone else, endlessly repeating that which we have been spoon fed.
NOW, we land to the topic at hand, the essence of life. The two ending comments reveal a stark reality
that demarcates Muslims from revisionist ideals about the purpose of life. In Islam, Muslims understand
the purpose of their existence and they have a sense of direction. They know the taste of that security
that non-Muslims would kill to have. What this extremist has advocated is that this viewpoint (i.e. the
Islamic view) is “stuck on a narrative” and “can hardly ever assess issues outside the very narrow
periscope that their identity (Islam) provides”. This delusion paradox that was advocated above is the
result of the issue of “the concept of truth” which was explained earlier in this work. This is the fruit of
this thinking. When the mind conceives that there is no such thing as an ultimate truth, it actually
inculcates the mind to imply that revelational guidance itself is “subjective” rather than authoritative,
and this mindset is a cause for apostasy and this thought pattern is actually kufr (disbelief/blasphemy).
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 Denial of al-Mahdi in Islam
The denial of al-Mahdi in Islam was first lobbied into the Muslim conscience by the great historian and
philosopher Ibn Khaldun. The basis for the denial of Imaam Mahdi by Ibnul-Khaldun is that the ahadeeth
that narrate them that we have are all weak. Of course this is incredibly wrong considering the hundreds
of reports that we have (which is basically a mutawaatir concept in Islam) then various narrations carry
wide ranging rulings. Some are fabricated, some are weak, some are acceptable, and a few are even
authentic.
Revisionists tend to reject the Islamic reports of al-Mahdi more on the basis of which they claim that
“hadeeths were oriented (made up) on political matters.
There is nothing of grand importance here to refute since the basis for the denial of Imaam madhi has
no basis in and of itself except to merely deny it. This denial would be the intellectual equivalent to
denying the physical reality of the sun, a denial that requires nothing of explanation in order to convince
the person otherwise.
The Imaam and imminent scholar Muhammad as-Safareeni says
"There are so many reports which speak of the appearance of the Mahdi that they reach the level of
tawaatur73 in meaning; they are very popular among the scholars of Sunnah and have become part of
their faith."
Then he quotes a number of ahaadeeth and reports about the appearance of the Mahdi and the names
of the Sahaabah from whom they were narrated and then says
The Haafidh and Imaam ash-Shawkaani stated on the topic
"Many reports were narrated from the Sahaabah whose names were mentioned and others whose
names were not mentioned, may Allaah be pleased with them all, and from the Taabi’een after them, all
of which proves that this is definitive knowledge. Belief in the appearance of the Mahdi is obligatory, as
it has been confirmed by the scholars and is listed among the beliefs of Ahl al-Sunnah wa’l-Jamaa’ah."
Shaykh Muhammad bin Jafar Al-Kattani also says:
"I have seen in our time many people expressing doubt about al-Mahdi, saying: 'Are the hadiths
pertaining to him really decisive as evidence or not' and many of them choose to stand with Ibn Khaldun
and rely on him, although he is not one of the experts in this field. And truth demands that we go back, in
every discipline, to those that master it, and ironclad knowledge belongs to Allah Most High and
Exalted."
And then he ends saying
"The conclusion is that the ahaadeeth narrated concerning the Mahdi are mutawaatir, as are the
ahaadeeth concerning the Dajjaal and the descent of ‘Eesaa ibn Maryam, upon whom be peace."74
73

Relayed by multiple accounts
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Issue 5: The Fallacy of Incorporating the Efforts of the European Reformation Into the Islamic
Paradigm.
Before I embark on elucidating the parameters of this issue for both the western audience and the
Islamic audience, I will merely cite a pivotal clichéd propagandized viewpoint from Salman al-Rushdie,
the author of “The Satanic Verses”. While his entire person is irrelevant, I want the audience to focus on
the substance of his views because while the entire revisionist movement may not use the person
“Salman al-Rushdie” as a example or personification of their ideas (we’ll have to exclude progressives on
this point), the substance of his message is the epitome of revisionist ideas to the exclusion of the
person who may have articulated them.
Salman al-Rushdie reports in a Washington Post column the following
By Salman Rushdie
Sunday, August 7, 2005
When Sir Iqbal Sacranie, head of the Muslim Council of Britain, admitted that "our own children" had
perpetrated the July 7 London bombings, it was the first time in my memory that a British Muslim had
accepted his community's responsibility for outrages committed by its members. Instead of blaming U.S.
foreign policy or "Islamophobia," Sacranie described the bombings as a "profound challenge" for the
Muslim community. However, this is the same Sacranie who, in 1989, said that "Death is perhaps too
easy" for the author of "The Satanic Verses." Tony Blair's decision to knight him and treat him as the
acceptable face of "moderate," "traditional" Islam is either a sign of his government's penchant for
religious appeasement or a demonstration of how limited Blair's options really are.
Sacranie is a strong advocate of Blair's much-criticized new religious-hatred bill, which will make it
harder to criticize religion, and he actually expects the new law to outlaw references to Islamic terrorism.
He said as recently as Jan. 13, "There is no such thing as an Islamic terrorist. This is deeply offensive.
Saying Muslims are terrorists would be covered [i.e., banned] by this provision." Two weeks later his
organization boycotted a Holocaust remembrance ceremony in London commemorating the liberation of
Auschwitz 60 years ago. If Sir Iqbal Sacranie is the best Blair can offer in the way of a good Muslim, we
have a problem.
The Sacranie case illustrates the weakness of the Blair government's strategy of relying on traditional,
essentially orthodox Muslims to help eradicate Islamist radicalism. Traditional Islam is a broad church
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that certainly includes millions of tolerant, civilized men and women but also encompasses many
whose views on women's rights are antediluvian, who think of homosexuality as ungodly, who have
little time for real freedom of expression, who routinely express anti-Semitic views and who, in the
case of the Muslim diaspora, are -- it has to be said -- in many ways at odds with the Christian, Hindu,
non-believing or Jewish cultures among which they live.
In Leeds, from which several of the London bombers came, many traditional Muslims lead inward-turned
lives of near-segregation from the wider population. From such defensive, separated worlds some
youngsters have indefensibly stepped across a moral line and taken up their lethal rucksacks.
The deeper alienations that lead to terrorism may have their roots in these young men's objections to
events in Iraq or elsewhere, but the closed communities of some traditional Western Muslims are places
in which young men's alienations can easily deepen. What is needed is a move beyond tradition -nothing less than a reform movement to bring the core concepts of Islam into the modern age, a
Muslim Reformation to combat not only the jihadist ideologues but also the dusty, stifling seminaries
of the traditionalists, throwing open the windows to let in much-needed fresh air.
It would be good to see governments and community leaders inside the Muslim world as well as
outside it throwing their weight behind this idea, because creating and sustaining such a reform
movement will require above all a new educational impetus whose results may take a generation to
be felt, a new scholarship to replace the literalist diktats and narrow dogmatisms that plague presentday Muslim thinking. It is high time, for starters, that Muslims were able to study the revelation of
their religion as an event inside history, not supernaturally above it.
It should be a matter of intense interest to all Muslims that Islam is the only religion whose origins were
recorded historically and thus are grounded not in legend but in fact. The Koran was revealed at a time
of great change in the Arab world, the seventh-century shift from a matriarchal nomadic culture to an
urban patriarchal system. Muhammad, as an orphan, personally suffered the difficulties of this
transformation, and it is possible to read the Koran as a plea for the old matriarchal values in the new
patriarchal world, a conservative plea that became revolutionary because of its appeal to all those whom
the new system disenfranchised, the poor, the powerless and, yes, the orphans.
Muhammad was also a successful merchant and heard, on his travels, the Nestorian Christians' desert
versions of Bible stories that the Koran mirrors closely (Christ, in the Koran, is born in an oasis, under a
palm tree). It ought to be fascinating to Muslims everywhere to see how deeply their beloved book is a
product of its place and time, and in how many ways it reflects the Prophet's own experiences.
However, few Muslims have been permitted to study their religious book in this way. The insistence that
the Koranic text is the infallible, uncreated word of God renders analytical, scholarly discourse all but
impossible. Why would God be influenced by the socioeconomics of seventh-century Arabia, after all?
Why would the Messenger's personal circumstances have anything to do with the Message?
The traditionalists' refusal of history plays right into the hands of the literalist Islamofascists, allowing
them to imprison Islam in their iron certainties and unchanging absolutes. If, however, the Koran were
seen as a historical document, then it would be legitimate to reinterpret it to suit the new conditions
of successive new ages. Laws made in the seventh century could finally give way to the needs of the
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21st. The Islamic Reformation has to begin here, with an acceptance of the concept that all ideas, even
sacred ones, must adapt to altered realities.
Broad-mindedness is related to tolerance; open-mindedness is the sibling of peace. This is how to take
up the "profound challenge" of the bombers. Will Sir Iqbal Sacranie and his ilk agree that Islam must
be modernized? That would make them part of the solution. Otherwise, they're just the "traditional"
part of the problem.
In the future, God Willing, I will have to dissect this horrific rape of our history and views of what really
happened as portrayed by Salman al-Rushdie, but until that time, I would like for the audience to focus
on the sections highlighted in bold, I specifically want to target progressive/revisionist thought inherent
in the above bolded sections for it gives everyone a glimpse into the mindset of revisionist ideology
whether the articulator of it is an open apostate of Islam or not, the essence of the message remains the
same which is why revisionist ideologues mirror, favor, and even side with apostates, secularists, and
Islam’s antagonist and viewing them as “open”, than they would with Muslims.
In this section, we will highlight the fallacy that the entire western world perceives along with revisionist
who models their sentiments about a reformation in Islam. In order for the reader to understand the
fallacious nature of this polemic, I have to first highlight the circumstantial realities of Christian Europe,
and then contrast them with Islamic doctrine, power of rule, and other circumstantial realities of the
Islamic world. Once this contrast is highlighted, it should be obvious for the reader, without further
elaboration, as to why the advocates of a reformation within the Islamic paradigm are at the very least,
misunderstood and uneducated, and beyond that, running a social and intellectual fraud.
The basis of the Protestant Reformation of Christian Europe, without having to post entire articles for
the sake of preservation, will be brought forth bellow
1. The first issue that gave way for the questioning of Papal Rule was the issue of “who has the
right to interpret scripture for the people”. John Wycliffe was the first to question the Churches
status quo of the interpretation of Christian doctrine. He was a priest and teacher at the Oxford
University and who in 1382 took the authority to translate the Bible into English, the first time
this has ever been done in Christian Europe. Wycliffe’s ideas spread in various regions, including
Bohemia spread by Jan Hus. Both of these two are the pillars that influence a Saxon monk by the
name of Martin Luther.
2. A list of various Papal doctrines and practices began to be rejected and Martin Luther became
the leader of its opposition in Germany. In order to perform a complete summary of his actions,
Martin Luther simply exposed religious innovations upon which the Papal authority
incorporated into the religion of Christ.
3. Throughout Papal rule, it can be honestly stated by all and sundry that the hallmark of its rule
was centralized on mythological superstitions whereby the Church would halt progress and
growth in the secular spheres based on these superstitions.
4. That along with Papal Rule came tyranny and oppression as the NORM of Christian rule. This
was partly due to political upheaval in Europe where the Church sort of solidified and validated
various autonomous rulers known for their tyranny. This formed the aspect of feudalism
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5. The Dark Ages has a role with regards to strengthening European sentiment for a change in
progression
6. Science itself brings forth a clash to church doctrine thereby instigating intellectual battles
between the two
7. Lastly, but not least, the Renaissance that took place sparked by Muslim Spain at the time
whereby Spain became the central beacon of intellectual and technical progression of the world
in the midst of Europe’s Dark Ages.

Now, I will highlight the Islamic circumstantial realities of the time in contrast to the above
1. There is no Papal rule in Islam or priesthood. Islamic “elitism” if one wants to call it that is
based on knowledge and taqwa (concepts which have been elaborated earlier) and its
attainment can be sought by all and sundry. This is because in Islam, Allah says in the Qur’an
Allah will exalt in degree those of you who believe, and those who have been granted
knowledge. And Allah is Well-Acquainted with what you do. 75

As for “who has the right to interpret the scriptures of Islam”, there is no debate among
Muslims about this. The reason why Islam has mandated that belief and faith is restricted to
whatever the companions of Prophet Muhammad (alaihi salatu salam) were upon is to
safeguard the Muslims from this very thing that afflicted Christian Europe. In other words, the
essence of Islam is locked into the principles and understanding of the companions, thus making
them the hallmark and essence of Islam and utilizing them as the criterion for determining what
is or is not Islam. In this tangent, nobody on the planet can instigate what is or is not Islam
because we already have a criterion. This was how Islam remained the pure and undefiled
religion on the planet and this is exactly how it will remain the pure and undefiled religion on
the planet. The companions of the Messenger of God as the criterion for what is and is not Islam
removes the conflict of various people in different times claiming what is or is not Islam and
exposes sectarian ideas for what it is and exposes invented concepts and practices along the
way. It is this criterion that is absent in Christianity that gave rise to anyone to have free reign on
how to understand Christianity thus allowing for the religion of Christ to be lost within the
quagmire of liberality. To further emphasis Islam’s solidarity and its Divine protection I quote
the following in Sunan at-Tirmidhi hadeeth number 2959
ِ ُ ال رس
ِ ال فِي الْ ُقر
آن بِغَْي ِر ِعلْم فَ لْيَتَبَ َّوأْ َم ْق َع َدهُ ِم ْن النَّا ِر
َ َصلَّى اللَّوُ َعلَْي ِو َو َسلَّ َم َم ْن ق
َ ول اللَّو
ُ َ َ َق
ْ
Ibn Abbas (RA) narrated that Allah’s Messenger (SAW) said, “He who speaks on the Qur’an without
possessing knowledge must assume his seat in the Fire.”76
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Again, it was narrated by the Prophet Muhammad the following
“My Ummah will become divided into some seventy sects, the greatest will be the test of the
people who make analogy to the deen with their own opinions, with it forbidding what Allah has
permitted and permitting what Allah has forbidden.”77
So it is inevitably clear that although much of the above articulated concepts are precepts that
all revisionist alike have a problem with, at the same time these very concepts is the protection
Islam has from people trying to lay claim their ideologies and reading them into Islam UNLIKE
Christianity where because there was no defining criterion on how the scripture was to be
understood, free reign to twisting its passages was the standard thus allowing for papal
interpretations to dictate their views while remaining undisputed for so many centuries.
2. Haneef Oliver cited a rarely actualized truth on this subject in his book “Sacred Freedom”. He
states
Because of the historical difficulties Christians have experienced in their dealings with the
Church, many Christians hold a deep sense of animosity towards the interference of religion in
their lives. How-ever, it is important to understand that Westerners have arrived at their
present state due to their encounters with their own religious authorities. As such, deductions
made from Western historical experiences cannot always be applied on a universal basis,
especially when considering that Muslims’ material progress went hand in hand with their
adherence to religion. There-fore, it should not be thought that Christian society came to these
contemporary secularist conclusions through a truly objective process.
This is the very crux of the matter; that being that to apply the concept of reformation is ipso
facto inapplicable to the Islamic spectrum. For one, Islam, it’s past or present, does not operate
under feudalism unlike Christian Europe during the rise of their reform. Secondly, science itself
does not clash with Islamic doctrine or its jurists and theologians which leads me to point three
3. Progression and technical advancements did not stifle Islamic beliefs nor did Islamic beliefs
impede on these arenas of the philosophical sciences. More importantly, progression in these
sciences went hand in hand with the implementation of Islam unlike Christian Europe.
So it is extremely understandable as to why a reformation occurred in Christian Europe and simply put
quite honestly, something necessitated within the European framework. Likewise this same degree of
understanding why Europeans needed their reformation is equal to the same degree of understanding
why Muslims not only do NOT need a reformation, but is inapplicable to their paradigm. But since most
people contending with Muslims in this area of polemics are not qualified people of knowledge in the
arena of sociology, it is virtually impossible for such people to even become cognizant of this invariable
fact. It is as if people involved in this polemic are simply incapable to understanding this as the entire
French intellectual community and press was incapable of understanding the concept of free speech in
light of the French court against Robert Faurisson. Just as Noam Chomsky superbly highlighted,
“there is a difference between defending freedom of expression versus defending the views expressed”
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Likewise, with regards to the European reformation, their reformation can be assessed as good in some
aspects and not so great in others, but inspite of the Eurpean reality, such a reality has no reality or
bearing to the Islamic paradigm, by which its very nature is psychologically, intellectually, and religiously
different and thus the properties of these realities is a world apart from the properties by which the
European society was established upon and what emerged out of it.
This perpetrated fraud adopted by the masses within the guise of their ignorance centrally demarcates
virtually two outlooks. Presently as we speak, the two opinions prevalent in this debate is
1. Islam being perceived as the impediment to progress and
2. The lack of Islam being perceived as the reality of the plight of Muslims
Revisionism is the sore thumb that claims to advocate a change for the better that the people in
category 2 uphold, but the advocation of their ideas is restrained within the confines and philosophical
thoughts of those who fall into category 1. Thus the paradigm upon which revisionists ideology
operates, judges, and ultimately lives by is based upon the viewpoint of the disbelievers among Islam’s
antagonists.
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Issue 6: Addressing Modernist/Progressive Principle 1: Textual Doctrine and Practice (The
Qur’an) has to be reinterpreted according to the change of time.

There is a single fundamental problem with the above approach which was even pointed out within
American philosophical discourse during the groundwork of the American experience. The coined
phrase best represents the disfunctional aspect of this principle of theirs which is
“A document that can mean anything, means nothing”
If the primary purpose of the articulator of speech is to articulate a particular psychological construct
either through an order, prohibition, incentive, disparaigement, or through the route of informing, then
on what basis can it be argued that it is acceptable to refilter the speech of the articulator in order to
conform with a particular thought pattern of a temporal era or locality of people.
This issue is directly connected with the issue of what is known as “Maqaasid ash-Shar’iyyah” (objectives
of the Islamic law). This is because the entire revisionist movement tries to usurp this valid legal issue in
Islam in order to inculcate their ideas within the gown of Islam. When revisionists utilize the term, the
intent behind it is to nullify the shariah connotative and definitive rulings on matters and to alter these
rulings under nuances that have no connection to the legal issue. An example of this would be how
someone asked “was polygamy meant to die out like slavery”. They erroneously interpret the manner in
how Allah revealed the laws of slaves AS IF the intent was to eventually abolish which is the incorrect
and baseless assumption of the intent of the Articulator of the law to begin with. Rather, the Islamic
view on it is that the laws pertaining to slavery are in place in the event that it is a custom among the
customs of people since the issue of slavery or having slaves has no bearing on Islam, it being neither
binding nor forbidden.
I have found various formats for interpretative deductions
1. Reliance on subjective intentions rather than on objective meaning
2. Reliance on objective meaning rather than on subjective intentions
We can bring forth other methodological stances as well, but for the most part, most of this is to be
applied to articulations of individuals and or groups. These rules are not fully applied to Allah for a
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number of reasons. Among them we know that we cannot differentiate the intent of Allah from the
actual speech. This idea assumes two faulty realities
1. Allah speaks that which He does not intend
2. The purpose of Allah was to confuse rather than to make clear
Both of which is blasphemous within the Islamic doctrine. This is where revisionists depart with Muslims
for the simple fact that revisionists, in their view of maqaasid of shariah, they conclude with their
twisted belief that Allah really never meant to make some issue prohibited or to make it legal, rather the
main objective of Allah was the opposite, which would symbolically entail (whether revisionist can
understand this or not) that Allah basically employed deception in the articulation of His speech in the
Qur’an. In essence, Allah is being impugned with lying.
This dichotomy between the above two formats is what is known as intentionalism and formalism, the
former being the art of extracting the intent or meaning of the articulator (verbally or textually) and the
latter being the art or idea of assuming that the meaning can be derived by the stated utterance
(verbally or textually) without recourse to the intent of the author.
We say that Islam’s approach is in a middle ground in between the two philosophical spectrums. To
assume Islam’s foremost academics are one or the other as a whole is a mistake and a
misrepresentation since the rules governing the application of these formats (schools of thought) can
only be applied to the creatures and cannot be applied to Allah who is unlike the creatures.
Furthermore, what adds complexity to the Islamic paradigm with regards to the muslim deduction of
realities from their scriptures are the sciences involved in the subject of deduction (tafseer). The
sciences that are requisites to enable correct interpretation beyond the three natural requirements
which are
1. Emaan (must have faith for there are issues by which can only be understood through the
framework of faith and cannot be comprehended within the framework of disbelief)
2. The emaan must be sound (without being contaminated by alien or heterodox ideas imported
from external ideas)
So after these natural requirements are achieved, it further requires the following requisites
1. The full systematic function of Arabic and its 13 sciences that come after learning basic grammer
(nahw), syntax (‘iraab), inflection and declension in grammer (sarf). After these basics are
understood, then one ascends to learn the 13 sciences like ilmu-ishtiraak, Bayaan, Badee,
M’anee, balaagha, etc. Then one studies old classical poetry (sh’ir) to understand the modality
of construction of articulation, expressions, and idiomatic usages of their time.
2. To be able to understand the realities of ilmu-riwaya (the sciences of hadeeth)
3. To learn what was recorded regarding the reasons for revelation (asbaab an-nuzool)
4. To learn what was made absolute and what was made particular
5. To learn what was made general and what was made specific
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6. To learn what is abrogating and what was abrogated and not to construe what is specified as
being “abrogating”
7. To utilize through precedent or star decisis the statements of the companions and after them,
their successors (students)
If none of these fields of knowledge are inherent in the one who takes upon himself to explain the
Qur’an, then in reality they have no right to explain the Qur’an due to the order of the prophet who said

ِ ُ ال رس
ِ ال فِي الْ ُقر
آن بِغَْي ِر ِعلْم فَ لْيَتَبَ َّوأْ َم ْق َع َدهُ ِم ْن النَّا ِر
َ َصلَّى اللَّوُ َعلَْي ِو َو َسلَّ َم َم ْن ق
َ ول اللَّو
ُ َ َ َق
ْ
Ibn Abbas (RA) narrated that Allah’s Messenger (SAW) said, “He who speaks on the Qur’an without
possessing knowledge must assume his seat in the Fire.” 78
There is interestingly one work in which I discovered that discusses this issue from an academic level
produced by a female Muslim academic by the name of Asifa Qureishi, most probably a thesis, written
for the University of Wisconsin Law school, titled “Interpreting the Qur’an and the Constitution:
Similarities in the Use of Text, Tradition, and Reason in Islamic and American Jurisprudence”

The basis of the thesis was to sift through the world of difference from western legal theory and Islamic
legal theory in the application of how jurists of each paradigm had legal disputes and difference in
regarding the approach to their respective legal document, the constitution for American law and the
Qur’an in Islamic law. She highlights almost the same categorized format I mentioned above on the
approach to interpretative deductions by stating the following
Specifically, we will study: (1) plain meaning literalism, (2) historical understanding “originalism,” and (3)
reference to underlying purpose and spirit79

I suggest the audience to read the work as it is somewhat beneficial to this topic. However, the main
issue of content is that people who speak on the topic often tend to identify certain properties
(historical issues or individuals) as either this or that categorization. This may be true for “some” notable
individuals but does not truly or accurately portray the system as a whole particularly if the subject is
mainly about the system as a whole.
In order to demonstrate the essence of what I am speaking of now, I will give an example of how people
who may be viewed in a certain category cannot absolutely be marginalized in a single category which
only emphasis the complexity of the discussion. In essence, I would conclude that there is an element
and even a demand for a certain percentage or level of literalism as well as originalism as well as the
underlying objective or higher aim of the speaker, respectively, and in reality most of the Islamic jurists
with wisdom employed all three simultaneously.
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Lets take for example the verse wherein Allah says “If one of them or both of them attain old age in your
life, say not to them Uff (a word of disrespect)80, nor shout at them but address them in terms of
honour.81
Now, from a literalist standpoint, we have no one in the whole of the Islamic world who took this verse
literally.
However, in the legal framework of usoolul-fiqh (scientific discipline of deriving principles) there is a
principle that is understood as at-Tanbih bi Adna ‘ala A’la (the use of the lower meaning to indicate the
higher meaning). Thus while the text literally only states that we should not even make a slur to our
parents, the greater or higher undertstanding is that if Allah is making it illegal to even make a mere sigh
of complaint to your parents, then how much more illegal would it be to make them a source of our
disobedience to them. Thus in reality there is no real line of demarcation from person to person as there
is more from issue to issue for even people who are viewed as having leaned towards the literalist
school of thought have conceded to the above view.
What is interesting is a statement I found from Asifa Qureishi on this issue which states
“The legacy of Hugo Black and the Zahiris stand together as powerful evidence that literalism as a
methodology of textual interpretation is neither unthinking nor mechanical, as its opponents in both
American and Islamic jurisprudence have often tried to stereotype it82
Asifa makes an interesting and powerful analyzation on the topic. The idea that “literalism” is a blind
non-peripheral thought pattern is precisely a fancy of those who seem to have no qualm with overly
going into tangential realities of which the end conclusions that liberal people make are usually
outlandish and far fetched from the original clause of whatever issue is being discussed or explained.
The problem with contemporary revisionists who claim to be Muslim under such an auspice is mainly
from two angles
1. The philosophical backbone is illegitimate
2. And more importantly, there is absolutely no academic discipline from which revisionist can
refer back to.
In other words, revisionist’s ultimate goal is simply to alter Islam and reform it into what they envision
to be the intent of Islam rather than what the articulator of Islam intended through the articulation.
Through this intent, they model themselves under the philosophical premises of the M’utazilah and to
the legal ideals advocated by a freelance hanbali by the name of Najmu-deen at-Tufi. Let us examine atTufi’s radical ideas in how he decided that the basis of Islam was to be switched into a different parallel,
a parallel he formed on his own by utilizing an established principle placed through the hands of
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In classical Arabic, the term “uff” was understood in a similar fashion of how we may understand a sligh remark or even a slur. So the verse is
actually prohibiting a mere gesture or even a sound of complaint directed at the parents.
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(  سورةِاإلسراء, Al-Isra, Chapter 17, Verse 23)
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See, e.g., SCALIA, supra note, 25 at 23 (responding to those who condemn textualism as “simpleminded,” “wooden,” “unimaginative,” and
“pedestrian”) p. 17 of “Interpreting the Qur’an and the Constituton.
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orthodox traditionalist. However, before we can explain at-Tufi, we first have to explain the usooli
principle of masaalih (benefits).

 Masaalih al-Mursalah

In the world of jurisprudence, the principle of masaalih al-mursalah (public interest) was formulated by
Imaam Maalik and built upon by the Maaliki jurists. The principle gained acceptance throughout the
entire spectrum of the world of jurisprudential discussion (basically accepted among all of the schools of
thought). The principle is briefly explained by the following
Al-Ghazali thinks Maslahah consists of considerations which secure a benefit or prevent harm.
Protection of life, religion, intellect, lineage and property is Maslahah.
On the basis of Maslahah, the companions decided to issue currency, to establish prisons and impose
Kharaj (agricultural land tax). The Ulama of Usul are in agreement that Istislah is not a proof in respect of
devotional matters (Ibadah) and in respect of specific Shariah injunctions like shares of inheritance. The
majority of Ulama maintain that Istislah is a proper ground for legislation.
All the Khulafa-I-Rashidun acted in pursuance of Maslahah. Abu Bakr compiled the Quran. Umar held his
officials responsible for abuse of public office. Uthman distributed the authenticated copy of the Quran
and destroyed the copies of variant texts. Ali held the craftsmen and traders responsible for the loss of
goods that were placed in their custody.
Maslahah has been upheld by the majority of Ulama. However, strong support for it comes from Imam
Malik. Maslahah has been divided into three types by Shatibi and some other scholars 1. essentials [daruriyyat],
2. the complementary [hajjiyat] and
3. beautifications [tahsiniyaat].
From the point of view of availability or otherwise of textual authority, Maslahah has been further subdivided into the following:
al-Maslahah al-Mutabarah [accredited Maslahah] which has been upheld in the Shariah such as
defending the right ownership by penalizing the thief.
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Maslahah Mursalah is that which has neither been upheld nor nullified by the Shariah such as provision
in law in many Muslim countries for documentary evidence to prove marriage or ownership of property.
Maslahah Mulgha which has been nullified either explicitly or by indications in Shariah.
To validate Maslahah the following conditions have to be meet :
Maslahah must be genuine, Maslahah must be general (Kulliyah) – that is it secures Maslahah for all. it
must not be in conflict with clear Nass.
Now let us review at-Tufi’s ideas from the work of Asifa Qureishi.
Tufi proposed that only the purposes of God’s Law have imperative force, mandating that maslaha be
placed above all other sources of law. His basic premise was that the fundamental principle of the Law is
“no harm and no reciprocating harm,” a famous hadith and established Islamic legal maxim. Given this
as his paramount value, he concluded that maslaha, not the text, must be the criterion for legitimacy of
all legal rulings. This was a bold position. The powerful impact of Tufi’s theory was that, if a divine text or
consensus differs with a relevant maslaha, the maslaha is preferred. This would open the door not only
to the creation of new rules based only on the jurist’s determination of maslaha, but also apparently the
adjustment and amendment of existing rules based on a determination that they violate that maslaha. In
other words, because maslaha is the Law’s ultimate goal, and all legal rulings are merely the means, the
ultimate test of the validity of a legal ruling is its ability to achieve maslaha. Tufi asserted that his theory
did not invalidate divine text in favor of uncontrolled maslaha. Instead, he insisted that the jurist must
find ways to make the text and the maslaha compatible with each other.

At-Tufi was the only theorist in the whole of Islamic historic scholardome to take the position that
“maslaha” is the ultimate criterion of the law. Instead of requiring that maslaha be compatible with the
revealed law, at-Tufi opted to the theory that the law itself must comply and be in accord with
“maslaha”. As is understandable, this anarchist theory is the destruction of the religion altogether.
Asifa Qureishi further goes ont to say
Tufi said that discovering a true maslaha depends upon considerations of custom (‘ada) and reason
(‘aql). That is, Tufi asked jurists to use their rational minds to look to the life of the society around them
to determine what benefits society and what society itself deems to be beneficial.
As what can obviously jump into the mind from this excerpt, we can understand how Tufi is an example
of pre-modern revisionism. Tufi must not have been aware that most of man, including Muslims, easily
judge the harmful matters and the prohibited realities AS “beneficial” which is why there is always a
sanctioning and justification for doing what causes harm to the selves or to others.
To further analyse at-Tufi’s doctrine, we present the following
Generally, the Masalih are divided into three categories:
i) Maslaha Mu'tabarah, and that is a Maslaha which Shariah has already sanctioned, such as the Maslaha
in the prohibition of all intoxicants, or the legislation of Hudud.
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ii) Maslahah Mulghah, which may seem to be a Maslaha to many, however, the Shariah has deliberately
closed all the doors to it. An example of that is if a king has marital relations during the day of
Ramadhan, he is obliged to free a slave, even if he finds it much easier than fasting two consecutive
months. One may argue that the purpose of a Kaffarah is Zajr, and therefore it isn't enough for the king
just to free a slave, rather the Maslaha dictates that he fasts two consecutive months. The response to
that would be, that this apparent Maslaha contradicts the Nass, which dictates that if one is able to free
a slave, he has no choice but to do that. Hence, the 'Maslaha' here is blocked by the Shar'.
iii) Maslaha Mursalah, which is neither sanctioned nor blocked by the Shariah. This type itself, splits into
two categories:
a) Maslaha Mursalah which falls in line with the Shariah, and
b) Maslaha Mursalah which does not fall in line with the Shariah.
For a Maslaha Mursalah to be regarded to be in line with the Shariah, and therefore acted upon, two
conditions are applied:
i) The Maslaha must be in line with the Shar'
ii) The Maslaha must not contradict a Nass, Ijma' or Qiyas that is stronger than Maslaha.
Al-Shatibi states all of the above in his al-Muwafaqat 3/12 Dar al-Ma'rifah:
وأما الثالث وهو الظني المعارض ألصل قطعي وال يشهد له أصل قطعي فمردود بال
إشكال ومن الدليل عمى ذلك أمران

 أنه مخالف ألصول الشريعة ومخالف أصولها ال يصح ألنه ليس منها وما ليس:أحدهما
من الشريعة كيف يعد منها

 أنه ليس له ما يشهد بصحته وما هو كذلك ساقط االعتبار وقد مثموا هذا:والثاني

القسم فى المناسب الغريب بمن أفتى بإيجاب شهرين متتابعين ابتداء عمى من ظاهر من
امرأته ولم يأت الصيام فى الظهار إال لمن يجد رقبة

This is agreed upon - ijma' - amongst Ahl al-Sunnah, from the 4 Madhabs and everyone in between.
However, at-Tufi, a raafidhi who claimed the madhaab of the hanbalis came with an odd opinion, which
has remained odd since then, up until our time, and will remain odd for as long as this religion remains Inshallah tahqiqan (verifiable and context driven), and that is: if a Maslaha contradicts the Nusus and
Ijma', then the Maslaha is given precedence over the Nusus and Ijma', because the consideration of
Maslaha is stronger than the Nusus for the following reasons:
1) He claims that since Ijma' is differed over, whereas the consideration of Maslaha isn't, it follows that
the consideration of Maslaha is stronger than Ijma'.
2) He claims that the Nusus are often contradictory and often result in disputes where as there is no
dispute in consideration of Masalih since everyone agrees on the reality of Masalih, and therefore the
consideration of Masalih are stronger.
3) He uses various legal texts from the Sunnah to show that the Prophet - SallAllahu 'alaihi wa-sallam -
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himself as well as his companions acted on a Maslaha in opposition to the nass, such as the Hadeeth of
Banu Quraidha you mentioned and other texts, no need to go into them again.
Ahlus-Sunnah responded to him by saying:
1) It is impossible, shar'an (legislatively) and 'aqlan (logically), that a Maslaha contradicts a Nass. For
those who advocate the doctrine of Maslaha agree that Islam only came for our Masalih (benefit), and if
such is the case, it is impossible for a Nass (textual evidence) to contradict Maslaha, rather the Nass
itself is Maslaha even if one thinks otherwise. For one to believe that a Maslaha may contradict the Nass
is to reject the fact that Islam came for our Masalih. So this is the first refuted angle of his approach.
2) With regards to point #1, Maslaha isn't completely agreed upon, as the Dhahiriyah do not believe in
consideration of Maslahah. Secondly, for argument’s sake, if we were to agree with al-Tufi that
consideration of Masalih is proven by Ijma', then likewise, this so-called Ijma' on consideration of
Masalih itself is differed over according to his claim.
3) With regards to point #2, then firstly, it is impossible for the Nusus to be contradictory, and yet be
from the same source, who is not the author of confusion. Secondly, even if the majority agrees on the
Maslaha in principle, they greatly differ when it comes to its application, since what you may regard to
be a Maslaha, others may regard it to be the greatest of Mafasid, especially if the sole criterion to
determine a Maslaha from a Mafsadah has become ppl's corrupt intellects.
4) With regards to point #3, then without going into detail, it is enough to say that none of the scholars
in Islamic history understood from these texts what al-Tufi claims, and al-hamdulillah, he has no
followers in this understanding except those who are shadh (odd/awkward) and love shudhudh
(awkwardness) from the secularists.
However, what is worth mentioning here is that many of the proofs he brings are to do with 'ibadat,
such as the Banu Quraidha incident, while he says that his doctrine of Masalih is restricted to mu'amalat
only. Therefore, firstly, this becomes his Tanaqudh #3, and secondly, these evidences - according to alTufi's understanding are more supportive of Amina Wudud's opinion of including 'ibadat in this doctrine
as well, hence, in this issue, Amina Wadud is more guided than al-Tufi and TR put together.
5) As someone said the lazim of Tufi's doctrine states that we should qualify every ruling based on a nass
or Ijma' by saying: '... if it does not oppose a Maslaha'. In other words, al-Tufi al-Rafidhi has opened up
the doors to the destruction of the entire Shariah, as al-Khallaf says that al-Tufi: 'opened the doors to
destroy the nusus, and rendered the rulings based on nass and Ijma' open to abrogation with an opinion.'
Hence, in our conclusion, it is fair to say that al-Tufi does not represent anyone but himself and the
Shadh (odd and irrelevant) of this Ummah, and that to follow his doctrine is opening the doors of
heresy.
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5) Leaving aside al-Tufi and moving on to the modernists/secularists, one wonders why they are seen
clinging on to the athar of Sahabah, such as that of Umar, while attacking the hujjiyah of sunnah itself,
and rejecting Akhbar al-Ahad upon contradicting their 'aql. This is another argument against in their
Methodology, and the reason for all these arguments in the Usul (fundamental principles) of their Fiqh
as well as Furu', is because they have no set Usul in the first place to guide their thought process.
Rather, their defeatist mentality has already blinded their eyes with the modernist goggles thereby
disalloqing them to see beyond the narrow framework of western pseudo intellectualism.
I end with utilizing a quote in response to Tariq Ramadhan provided by Abu Zubair
When our interests (maqaasid) became worldly
During the past two centuries, the Islamic nation has witnessed unceasing catastrophes in succession;
from the colonisation of Muslims lands, the fall of Khilafa, the loss of the third holy site and the spread of
secularism resulting in the abandonment of the Shariah in courts, leading to mass distortion of certain
key concepts that had defined the Islamic civilisations for centuries, such as the concepts of worship,
divine destiny, the temporal life and the afterlife, civilisation, Jihad, cultivation and education, morals
and manners, etc. The concept of ‘Islamic Public Interests’ were similarly reduced to ‘Public Interest’
without ‘Islamic’, which became the source of confusion for those who espoused the idea of the ‘letter’
contradicting the ‘objectives’ of Shariah. Such calamities that befell us caused some Muslims to lose hope
and embrace defeatism, to an extent that many prominent figures, such as Taha Husain would openly
and explicitly proclaim that the way to revival is nothing but following the footsteps of Europe and to be
their counterparts in civilisation.
In contrast, the religious clergy at the time were heavily dominated by those who viewed the doors of
Ijtihad to be forever barred, and this view – much to the frustration of the defeatists – failed to provide
answers and solutions to the speedy transformation the Muslim world was going through. This naturally
gave rise to the modernists, who not only challenged the religious clergy who had monopolised the
religious education for centuries, but went as far as questioning everything that the Muslims had agreed
upon for the past 1400 years. Hence, they attacked the authority of the Sunnah, challenged the
understanding of the first three blessed generations, attempted to distort many passages of history, and
even the Qur’an they did not spare, for they called for freestyle re-interpretation of legal texts pertaining
to commerce, inheritance, marriage and divorce, the Hijab, and the Hudud, within the context of the
modern world.
It is important to note that Modernism since its inception has never been a uniform methodology of
thought; rather, many prominent personalities and heroic figures in our history in fact received their
tutelage under the heavy influence of the Modernist school, just as modernism equally gave rise to
numerous secularists, who dedicated their career to warring against the Shariah. In the context of
modern history, Egypt has been a major battleground between the Modernist-Islamists campaigning for
the Shariah on one hand, and the Modernist-Secularists protesting against the Shariah on the other.
Amongst the latter, there were arguably few who made their thoughts manifest and called for
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secularism openly in the style of ‘the French Revolution’, and understandably, their calls fell on deaf ears
due to the deeply rooted veneration for religion in the hearts of the masses. Most of the secularists,
however, chose to become the fifth column by referring to their call by a name other than secularism and
at the same time providing justifications for secularism from Islamic precepts, thereby successfully
becoming the ‘colonialists within’.



Addressing Modernist/Progressive Principle 2: Their Claim on the “Necessity of Ijtihaad”
explained
The revisionist movement is bouncing off the walls on this single topic alone, all of whom differ in their
approach which is quite natural considering their lack of formal education. So without further ado, let us
delve into the topic.
 Ijtihaad Being Construed for Islaah
Unfortunately due to the influence of the Western ideology and the resultant defeatist mindset, we now
see the incorrect usage of the term ‘Ijtihad’ to mean ‘Islah’ (reform). Today the call for the reformation
of Islam can be heard from many around the world especially Western thinkers and politicians. They
espouse the reformation of Islam in a similar manner to how the Europeans reformed Christianity
centuries ago.
It must be clear that there is a stark difference between reformation and Ijtihad. Ijtihad as defined
earlier is related to extracting the hukm of Allah upon an issue whereas Islah in this context means
changing or reforming Islam to fit with the reality or a conclusion from ones mind. This approach of
changing Islam to fit the reality espoused by some modernist thinkers is highly dangerous and
completely contradicts the Shariah in a definitive manner.
"We need an Islamic reformation," the then Deputy Defence Secretary of the United States, Paul
Wolfowitz confided on the eve of the US invasion of Iraq, "and I think there is real hope for one."
[http://www.antiwar.com/lobe/?articleid=2273]
Echoing those views one year later, another prominent neo-conservative, Daniel Pipes of the
Philadelphia-based Middle East Forum (MEF), declared that the "ultimate goal" of the war on terrorism
had to be Islam's modernization, or, as he put it, "religion-building."
Such an effort needs to be waged not only in the Islamic world, geographically speaking, added Pipes,
who was appointed by President George W. Bush to the board of directors of the US Institute for Peace
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(USIP), but also among Muslims in the West, where, in his view, they are too often represented by
"Islamist (or militant Islamic)" organizations. [http://www.antiwar.com/lobe/?articleid=2273]
So we see that the ideas of progressives and modernists alike on the topic of ijtihaad is dramatically
entrencthed in ignorance of even the lexical meaning, much less the conceptual meaning of the term as
will be demonstrated later on God Willing.

 The Requisites for Ijtihaad
Ibn Uthaymeen al-Hanbali layed out the basic and then the scholastic application of ijtihaad in Islam as
follows from his Usool min al-Ilm al-Usool
'Definition of Ijtihaad: Linguistically ijtihaad means: to expend efforts in order to reach some difficult
matter. Technically it means: expending efforts to arrive at a Sharee'ah ruling. And the Mujtahid is the
one who expends efforts for this purpose.
Conditions for Ijtihaad: Being a mujtahid has conditions, from them:
1) That he knows the Sharee'ah proofs which he needs in his ijtihaad - such as the verses and ahaadeeth
pertaining to rulings.
2) That he knows what relates to the authenticty or weakness of a hadeeth, such as having knowledge of
the isnaad and it's narrators and other than this.
3) That he knows the abrogated and the abrogating, and the places where there is ijmaa - such that he
does not give a ruling according to something that has been abrogated, nor give a ruling that opposes
the (authentically related) ijmaa.
4) That he knows from the proofs that which causes the rulings to vary, such as takhsees
(particularisation), or taqyeed (restriction), or it's like. So he does not give a judgement which is contrary
to this.
5) That he knows the Arabic language and usul al-fiqh, and what relates to the meanings and indications
of particular wordings - such as the general, the particular, the absolute and unrestricted, the restricted,
the unclarified, and the clarified, and it's like - in order that he gives rulings in accordance with what this
demands.
6) That he has the ability to extract rulings from the evidences.
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And ijtihaad may be split up, such that it may be undertaken in one particular branch of knowledge, or in
one particular issue.
What is essential for the Mujtahid:
It is essential that the Mujtahid strives in expending his efforts to arrive at knowledge of the truth, and to
give rulings in accordance to what is apparent to him. If he is correct, then he has two rewards: one for
his ijtihaad, and the other for arriving at the truth - since arriving at the truth means that it is manifested
and acted upon. If, however, he is mistaken, then he has a single reward, and his error is forgiven him, as
he (SAW) said, "when a judge judges and strives and is correct, then he has two rewards. If he judges and
strives and errs, then he has a single reward." If the ruling is not clear to him, then he must withold - and
in such a case, taqleed is permissible for him, due to necessity.
Why are the above requisites necessary? First we will break down the juristic comments on the position
of conducting ijtihaad and then explain them within the western paradigm so that westerners can
understand the nature of ijtihaad in Islam ithin the confines of realities they can relate. Once this is
accomplished, then we will present the position of the progressives and modernist by which the
absurdities of their views will become openly apparent to the reader without any elucidation.
Ash-Shaatibee83 mentions that the validity of conducting ijtihaad regarding legal rulings is dependent
upon attainment of the rank of ijtihaad in Arabic, specifically with regard to words and their meanings.
Ash-Shaatibee actually goes as far as to say that a mujtahid must be proficient in Arabic in order to
attain such a rank. He also considers that proficiency in Arabic is the first requirement of understanding
the Sharee'ah, for Almighty Allah revealed it to His Messenger (peace and blessings be upon him) in an
Arabic tongue and through it Allah's Book and the Prophet's statements will be understood. Therefore, a
learner must begin with the Arabic language, as it must be given priority over anything else.
Ash-Shaatibee writes in this connection,
"As the Qur'an and the Sunnah are in Arabic, only someone who is well versed in Arabic can examine
them [to deduce legal rulings], just as someone is not allowed to talk about them unless he is aware of
their intents. Engaging in examining them [for this purpose] will not be valid without being well versed in
them, for in this case he will not be confused by any aspect of the Sharee'ah."84
Thus, the knowledge of Arabic and its sciences is a requirement to even begin the road of ijtihaad. This
means that people who do not know Arabic, could never be in a position to assert their ideas into Islam
and read in their opinions from what they read of the Islamic text in their respective language because
the nuances and apparent realities known in Arabic language are stripped when it is brought into a
different language.
Now we elaborate a bit further on the other requisites laid out by Imaam Ibn Uthaymeen
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Al-Muwwaafaqaat, 3/213.
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He must be well versed in the proofs to which recourse is taken to issue rulings, namely the Qur'an, the
Sunnah, unanimous agreement of Muslim scholars (ijmaa') and deduction by analogy (qiyaas)85. This
also includes other forms of legal evidence to which jurists refer to issue rulings, such as istishaab86,
'urf87, sadd adh-dharaa'i88', istislaah89 and istihsaan90, among others.
In fact, the usooliyyon have detailed these conditions. They argue that a mujtahid must know the legal
rulings mentioned in the Qur'an. If he is a judge, he must be fully acquainted with the legal contents of
Qur'anic verses (aayaat al-ahkaam) in the domain of passing judgments as well as the so-called naasikh
and mansookh (the abrogator and the abrogated).91 As for the Sunnah, he must know the Prophetic
traditions relating to legal rulings, the traditions that have been abrogated and those that have
abrogated them (naasikh and mansookh). He must also distinguish the authentic traditions employed as
evidence from the weak ones. Regarding the unanimous agreement of Muslim scholars (ijtihaad), he
ought to be aware of such agreements in order not to contradict them. An example of this is his
knowledge that his ruling is in accordance with a certain school of jurisprudence or that the case he is
dealing with is novel and none of the scholars has ever tackled it before.
Concerning deduction by analogy (qiyaas), he must be well versed in its conditions, requirements and
everything related to it
As anyone with a clear and honest vision can notice, The Islamic practice of ijtihaad is highly juristic in
nature and it is equivalent to the western model. However, we will cover a bit more in-depth how this
science is understood in the western framework, for once it is explained in this tangent, the absurdity of
progressive claims will become clearly manifest.
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Recourse to analogy is only warranted if the solution of a new case cannot be found in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Analogy then consists in
extending a principle (asl) derived from the Qur'an and the Sunnah to the new case. Analogical deduction cannot operate independently of the
nusoos.
86
Presumption of continuity, or presuming continuation of the status quo ante. For example, istishaab requires that once a contract of sale, or
of marriage, is concluded it is presumed to remain in force until there is a change established by evidence.
87
'Urf is the Local or prevailing custom which is `recognizably' good.
88

Literally, blocking the means. Implies blocking the means to an expected end or an evil which is likely to materialize if the means towards it is
not obstructed. For example, illicit privacy between members of the opposite sex is blocked or made unlawful because of the prohibition of
adultery
89
Istislaah and istihsaan are two methods of reasoning much discussed in the books of usool al-fiqh. The two conceptions as a result of their
close relationship are sometimes confused.
90
Juristic preference - the abandonment of one legal ruling for another which is considered better or more appropriate to a given
circumstance.
91
The naasikh (active participle) refers to the passage which abrogates or supersedes the part which is abrogated. The abrogated passage is
called mansookh (passive participle).
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 Taqleed (Blind Following)
It is likewise necessary to understand this topic because there is a stark difference in the way Muslims
view the issue and the way the revisionist movement understands the issue.
Ibn Uthaymeen al-Hanbali then discussed the topic of taqleed in detail in his Usool min l-Ilm al-Usool
Taqleed - it's definition:
Linguistically, taqleed means: Placing something around the neck, which encircles the neck. Technically it
means: Following he whose sayings is not a proof (hujjah).
Exlcuded from our saying, "following he whose saying is not a proof" is: following the Prophet (SAW),
following the ijmaa and also following the saying of the sahaabee - for those who consider the saying of
a single sahaabee to be a proof. So following any of these is not called taqleed, since there is a proof for
doing so. However this type of following is sometimes referred to as taqleed in a very metaphorical and
loose sense.
The Place of Taqleed:
Taqleed is done in two cases:
1) when the muqallid is an 'aamee (a common person) who does not have the ability to aquire
knowledge of the sharee'ah ruling by himself. So taqleed is obligatory upon him, due to the saying of
Allaah - The Most High, "ask the people of knowledge if you do not know." So he does taqleed of one
whom he considers to be a person of knowledge and piety. If there are two such people who are equal in
his view, then he chooses any one of them.
2) The mujtahid when he encounters a new situation, for which an immediate solution is required, but it
is not possible for him to research into this matter. So in this case he is permitted to perform taqleed.
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Some stipulate as a condition for the permissibility of taqleed, that the matter is not from the
fundamentals of the deen - those matters which must be held as aqueedah - since matters of aqueedah
require certainty, whereas taqleed only amounts to dhann (knowledge which is not certain).
However the correct saying in this matter is that this is not a condition, due to the generality of his - the
Most High's - saying, "ask the people of knowledge if you do not know." And this verse is in the context
of affirming the Messengership - which is from the fundamentals of the deen. And also because the
common person cannot aquire knowledge of the sharee'ah rulings with it's proofs by himself. So if he is
unable to arrive at the truth by himself, then nothing remains for him except taqleed, due to the saying
of Allaah - the most High, "fear Allaah as much as you can"
Types of Taqleed:
Taqleed is of two types: general and specific.
1) The general type: that a person sticks to a particular madhhab (school of thought), accepting it's
concessions and non-concessions, in all matters of the deen.
The scholars have differed about such a state. So some amongst the late-comers have reported that this
is obligatory upon him, due to his inability to perform ijtihaad. Others report it as being forbidden for
him, due to its being a case of necessitating unrestricted following of other than the Prophet (SAW).
Shaykh al-Islaam ibn Taymiyyah said,
"The saying that it is obligatory, causes obedience to other than the Prophet (SAW) in every matter of
command and pohibition, and this is in opposition to the ijmaa'. And the allowance of it contains what it
contains."
He (RH) also said,
"He who sticks to a particular madhhab, and then acts in opposition to it - without making taqleed of
another scholar who has given him a ruling, nor does he use an evidence as a proof which necessitates
acting in opposition to his madhhab, nor does he have an acceptable Sharee'ah excuse which allows him
to do what he has done - then such a person is a follower of his desires, doing what is haraam - without a
Sharee'ah excuse - and this is evil and sinful."
However, if there becomes clear to him, something which necessitates preference to one saying to
another - either due to detailed proofs if he knows and understands them, or because he holds one of
two people to be more knowledgeable about this matter and having more piety with regards to what he
says - and so he leaves the saying of that one for the saying of the other one, then this is permissible,
rather, it is obligatory. And there is a text from Imaam Ahmad about this."
2) The particular type of taqleed is that he accepts a saying about a particular matter. This is permissible
if such a person is unable to arrive at knowledge of the by ijtihaad - whether he is unable to in reality, or
he is able, but with great difficulty.
Fatwaa of a Muqallid:
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Allaah - the Most High - said, "Ask the people of knowledge if you do not know." And the Ahludh Dhikr
are the Ahlul Ilm (the people of knowledge), whereas the muqallid is not a person of knowledge who is
followed - rather he himself is a follower of someone else.
ibn Abdul Barr (d.463) and others have said,
"the people are united in ijmaa that the muqallid is not counted as being from the Ahlul Ilm, and that
knowledge is the realisation of guidance along with it's proof."
ibn al-Qayyim said,
" And it is as Abu Umar (ibn Abdul Barr) said: Indeed, the people do not differ about the fact that
knowledge is the realisation attained from proof, but without proof, it is only taqleed."
ibn al-Qayyim then quotes,
"There are three sayings about the permissibility of giving fatwaa based upon taqleed:
1) It is not permissible to give fatwaa based upon taqleed, because it is not knowledge; since issuing a
fatwaa without knowledge is forbidden. This is the saying of most of the Hanbalee scholars and the
majority of the Shaafi'iyyah.
2) That it is permissible with regards to himself, but it is not permissible to give a fatwaa to others based
upon taqleed.
3) That it is permissible when there is a need for it, and there is no mujtahid scholar. And this is
the most correct of the sayings and is what is acted upon."

Furthermore, I present the research verdict of the permanent committee of senior scholars of Saudi
Arabia on the topic of taqleed in a question that was posed to them.
Question:
What is the true meaning of taqleed and what are its categories along with the clarification of its
ruling?
Answer:
All praise is for Allah alone and may the Peace and Blesssings be on His messenger, and his family, and
his companions.
To proceed:
a) The scholars of Usool (fundamentals) have mentioned definitions to clarify the true meaning and
essence of taqleed, and from them is the saying of some of them that taqleed is the acceptance of a
saying of a person without him knowing its evidence. And some of them [the scholars] held the view
that taqleed is the acceptance of the saying of a person without argument. And Abu Ma'aali al-Juwayni
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chose the definition of taqleed that it is the following of one whose following is not based on proof and
does not rely upon knowledge. And these definitions of the scholars of Usool, which are all close in
meaning, have in it differences [in wording] which originate in the skill of enunciation, but the point here
is to clarify the essence of taqleed in the manner of approximation.
b) And as for its categories along with the ruling of every category, then it is as follows:
1) Taqleed by the one who has the skills of ijtihaad, to others from the scholars after the truth has been
made clear to him with confirmed evidences from the Prophet (s). This is not permissable for him to do
taqleed to what contradicts that which reached him from evidences and ijmaa’ (consensus).
2) Taqleed by the one who has been endowed the skill of ijtihaad, to one other than him from the
mujtahideen before he reaches a ruling with his [own] ijtihaad.
Then it is not allowed for him to do taqleed to others.
[This is what] as-Shaafi'i, Ahmad, and others, Allah have mercy on them, held as their opinion, and is
more correct, due to his ability to arrive at a ruling by himself. He is responsible for ijtihaad to know
what the sharee’ah has made him liable for because of His saying, the Most High,
"So have taqwa of Allah as much as you are able,"
and what has been confirmed from the saying of the Prophet(s), "When I command you by a command,
then follow it as much as you are able."
3) Taqleed of the one who is not able to research the evidences and derive rulings from it, to a scholar
who has been endowed the skill of ijtihaad in the evidences of the sharee’ah.
This is permissible, due to His saying, the Most High,
"Allah does not burden a soul more than it can bear,"
and His saying, the Exalted,
"Then ask the people of remembrance [scholars] if you do not know,"
and other texts similar to these, which point to the removing of difficulty and the protection of the one
responsible, from straying about in the rulings and speaking about Allah without knowledge.
4) The taqleed to the one who differs with the sharee’ah of Islam from the forefathers, leaders, and
rulers, due to nationalism or following desires.
This is prohibited by ijmaa’. And verily many texts from the Qur'aan and Sunnah have been mentioned
[in this]. And Allah, the Most High said, say:
'Rather we shall follow what we found our fathers following,' even though their fathers did not
understand anything nor were they guided."[Baqarah:170]
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And Allah, the Most High said,
"But no, by your Lord, they can not have faith until they make you judge in all disputes between them,
and they find in themselves no resistance against your decisions, and accept with full submission."
And Allah, The Most High said,
"And it is not for a believer, man or woman, when Allah and His messenger have decreed a matter that
they should have any option in their decision." [al-Ahzaab:36]
And the Most High said,
"And let those who oppose his [the Messenger's] commandment beware, lest some trials should befall
on them or a painful torment be afflicted on them."[Noor:63]
And the Most High said,
"Say If you [indeed] love Allah, then follow me, Allah will love you and forgive you your sins."[Aali
Imraan:31] And the Most High said,
"Verily Allah has cursed the disbelievers and prepared for them a flaming fire. They will abide in it
forever, they will find no protector nor helper. On the day when their faces will be turned over in the
Fire, they will say: 'Oh would that we had obeyed Allah and obeyed the Messenger. And they will say:
'Our Lord! Verily we obeyed our chiefs and our great ones, and they misled us from the right way. Our
Lord! Give them double torment and curse them witht a mighty curse!" [al-Ahzaab:64-68]
Permanent Committee for Research and Verdicts
Shaykh `Abdul-`Azeez Bin Baz
Shaykh `Abdullah bin Ghudayaan
Shaykh `Abdur-Razzaaq al-`Afeefee
The Fataawaa of The Standing Committee for Islamic Research and Ifta, No. 11296
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 How Ijtihaad is Explained in the Western Paradigm

So now we come to the issue of how to explain these conceptual issues into the western paradigm.
In the western framework, nobody understands or argues that every single person in their respective
lands is fully capable of issuing legal verdicts within their legislative systems. To claim such a claim in a
western society will only expose the advocate as a fool. In western societies, there is a modality of
acquiring the prerequisites of any field. To be able to issue a legal verdict in western lands, a person has
to already have established a basic education which is mostly exemplified by primary education in
elementary, intermediate, and highschool levels. After this has been attained, the mere completion of
this education is not enough. The person then has to aquire higher education in a university and to
complete four years of basic education with some nominal classes pertaining to the subject he intends
to master. THEN, after four years or so of this education, the person then has to complete another four
to six years of further advanced education into the field of study in order to be eligible for people of
authority to consider such a person as among those qualified to traverse the field.
This in reality is called qualified scholarship and Islam is based on qualified scholarship where a person
has been authorized (deputized) by someone who is himself authorized to traverse the field in question.
Now that we understand how knowledge is acquired and how implementation of ijtihaad works, we will
now explain briefly how the concept of ijtihaad and taqleed works in the western platform before
concluding the blunder of the revisionist paradigm.
Ijtihaad interpretated in the western paradigm is the practice of a person qualified to exercise legal
deductions of law. In this tangent a person must be familiar with legal theory. All of this takes years of
education to build. This is why western court judges or supreme court judges do not come directly off
the street, rather it is an effort of a decade of studying principles, philosophies, and formats of
extraction, logic, etc in order to be able to attain the position of a judge, or even a lawyer.
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As for taqleed, this concept is accurately translated in the western paradigm as “precedent” or “legal
precedent”.
Dr. Sherman Jackson92 states on this topic the following
As I have established elsewhere, however, such a depiction fails to appreciate that all legal systems,
including the American one, are based on authority (and not simply the substance of a view) and that
taqlid is no more synonymous with “blind following” than is the American institution of precedent, or
stare decisis. Changes in legal interpretation are, as such, no less inevitable under an Islamic regime of
taqlid than they are under an American one of stare decisis.
Stare decisis in American law, from what I have been able to gather, is the principle by which a
precedent is established and maintained based upon the application of a previous judgment to a current
case when the circumstances, facts and result of the case in question is identical with the previous
related ruling. But it does not bind a judge to rule on a case without consideration of its potential unique
circumstances and potential outcomes in respect to judgment.
In other words, under the "doctrine" of taqlid, Islamic judges are just as much tied to precedent as
American legal judges, but anyone who claims the Supreme Court blindly follows anything knows
nothing about how law is applied. Precedent is an important facet of the law, but it does not tie the
hands of judges in either system.
Secondly, Law is based on legal theory, and like all legal theories, it is an entity upon which after it is
established, it is built upon, thus being an entity of constant revising, elucidation, and further additional
deductions of principles which strengthen the legal system itself. That is why MOST of the Imaams of
Islam after the four Imaams where followers of mujtahid Imaams. Even those who were not constricted
to the Imaams among the ahlul-hadeeth like al-Bukharee, Tirmidhee, Muslim, Abu Dawood, Ibn
Qudaamah, Ibn Taymiyyah, Shawkaani, Sadeeq Hasan Khaan, al-Albanee, and others all contributed to
the world of lslamic legal theory. Even these reputable authorities in certain instances relied back on
fundamental principles established by previous mujtahid Imaams.

92

He is not a traditionalist but an apologetic to the maliki and ash’ari persuasion of Islam and is not an authority in Islamic doctrine or
traditional Islam, however his qualification in fiqh and usoolul-fiqh is acceptable.
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 The Concept of Malpractice in the Western Paradigm

Now that we have laid the basis for how ijtihaad and taqleed is understood in the western paradigm,
now it is time to explain, or rather draw the parallel between qualified inferences vs freelance
inferences which is the concept of malpractice in the western paradigm.
Malpractice is understood by westerners as the following
Noun:
1. Law. Failure of a professional person, as a physician or lawyer, to render proper services through
reprehensible ignorance or negligence or through criminal intent, esp. when injury or loss
follows.
2. Any improper, negligent practice; misconduct or misuse.

So we pose the question to the average reader about what is the state of the person who advocates or
personally practices a field of study without being qualified to do so? Anyone with reason will
understand that this practice is called “malpractice”. When a person practices medical operations
without being sanctioned to do so, it is called medical malpractice. Likewise people who practice juristic
functions without the necessitated requirements in the field is called “juristic malpractice”. The same
concept applied to ANY and All fields of studies upon which people who perform such tasks are
unqualified to perform.
So now the argument evolutionizes to the level in which we can conclude that when progressives and
modernist forward their argument that ijtihaad is necessary and to be performed by all and sundry, then
in reality what they are really advocating is religious malpractice or juristic malpractice. This is the
essence of the modernist/progressive call to ijtihaad.
Irshaad Manji is a staunch proponent to the concept of ijtihaad in the view of progressives where they
conclude that everyone can perform this task under the guise of “thinking for yourselves”. This is
baseless because ijtihaad is not called “thinking for yourselves” rather ijtihaad is a legal concept
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performed by qualified specialists in the field of study which is fundamentally different than “thinking
for yourselves”.

 Their Argument on the “Fossilization” of Islamic Thought

The entire handful of topics in which we have discussed above leads modernists and progressives alike
to make the final claim on Islamic thought based on the defunct, baseless, or even delusional
conceptions they concocted for themselves on orthodox Islam. This claim is basically that “orthodox”
Islam, the Muslims in general, due to their “giving up” of reason (a claim wantonly thrown in a manner
as if they are the only ones with reason) have abandoned the role of ijtihaad in Islam (a delusion they
concluded that does not exist in reality).
We will produce some extracts for the audience to see the essence of progressive ideals in how they
envision the rise of Islam (a reality which cannot take place under the auspice of revisionist thought
which is tackled later on in this work God Willing)
The Islamic World began its Revival two centuries ago. Nevertheless, the economic and
social underdevelopment of Muslims is indisputable. The crisis it experiences continues to be critical, not only for
Muslims, but for all Humankind. Even if the superficial effects of this crisis are exacerbated by the alien
intervention, especially by Americans and Israelis ones, the core problems of our society stem from endogenous
causes. The most important of these causes is the role of the cultural heritage, which seems to lose more and
more of its vital dynamic endangering the social progress.
This tentative essay elaborates on the theoretical and practical diagnoses proposed by four of our
great thinkers, two of whom have systematically dealt with the theoretical dimension of the problem: vz. alGhazali and Ibn Rushd. The two others systematically scrutinized the practical dimension: Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn
Khaldun. Our purpose, in this paper, is to understand the overwhelming consequences of the reactive attitude
towards the exogenous factors, which define the thought and action of both those who adopt these factors and
those who refuse them, without finding out the universal principle of creativity in every genuine culture.
Applied to the current situation of our intellectual and institutional history, this characterization
seems doubtless. Nobody can dispute the aggravation of this reactive attitude and the dependence implied by it,
at the levels of the intellectual and institutional dispositions of our present culture. This reactive attitude is
either an imitative aping of the exogenous factors, or a repetitive faking of our proper past. These, I believe,
are the two ethical and existential pathologies, which have crippled our historical ambitions, eliminated any
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possibility of genuine experience and ipso facto any possibility of innovation and creation in our modern
history.
The Muslim elite of our time should acknowledge that this debate is crucial. It continues to be
determinant, because the current crisis cannot be overcome unless we radically tackle these pathologies. We
should have the courageous attitude of the abovementioned philosophers, in order to deepen their analysis and
propose radical solutions able to reinstate the spirit of historic enterprise as sine qua non condition for any
innovation and creativity. Indeed, we cannot get rid of dependence as a permanent mental and cultural structure
whose causes are deeper than the current conjuncture of our relationship with the modern West, unless we trace
back the causes of the breakdown of Islamic creativity, which is identical with the principle of Islamic
brotherhood and Unity.
As a matter of fact the reactive attitude and the dependence implied by it are not new, because, as
we will see, they derive, either wittingly or unwittingly, from both the misunderstanding of Islamic theoretical
and practical visions and the historical neutralization of this vision due to the antagonistic formation of our
theoretical and practical sciences and their applications.
1- We should courageously acknowledge that every serious evolution in our thought and action (their
institutions, too), after the event of the prophetic mission, was overwhelmingly characterized by a reactive
attitude to exogenous factors. Rarely can one find an action stemming from the endogenous ones, i.e., in
accordance with the injunctions of Islam itself, because these factors were either ignored or neglected.
2- We should continue the effort exerted by the thinkers we have mentioned, in order to define the deep cause of
this behavior and avoid that the future development of our thought and action (their institutions, too) continue
to be a superficial struggle, oscillating between a reactive refusal and a reactive imitation of the creation other
civilizations or our proper past have strived to produce, or both.
These painful pathologies are directly related to the problem of the lost Islamic brotherhood and
the disunion of our Ummah. Indeed, the continual refusal of addressing them, determines the very roots of our
spiritual and political disunion. This paper assumes that the auto-hindrance of Islamic theoretical and practical
Revolutions is the very root of the Islamic spiritual and political weakness and disunity. We believe that tracing
back the courageous beginning of the diagnoses defined by our great thinkers is the necessary condition of a
progressive and active unification of our mind and reality and thus of our universal role and the shaping of
humankind future. We will address this hindrance in two steps as following:
How Islam as continual reformation has been hindered, until the breakdown of the principle of
creativity of Islamic Civilisation?
Why to be a continual reformation, is the unique possibility for Islam to fit its revolutionary
characteristics and consequently to guarantee its future universal role?
The first step will try to determine the deep causes, which have hindered the Continual
Reformation, in order to revive the favorable conditions of the Islamic Revolution. The Reinstatement of Islamic
theoretical and practical Revolution as continual reformation is able to whet the principle of vitality and
creativity and consequently guarantee the fundamental lever of Islamic Union
The second step will try to define the Meaning of Islamic Revolution as continual reformation and
the possibilities of the renewal, which will enable this continual reformation. The understanding of the
characteristics of this very revolution can help understand the obstacles, and revive the Islamic theoretical and
practical Revolutions and consequently generate the Islamic spiritual and moral union as sine qua non condition
of the Islamic cultural and political union.
This specific diagnosis’s importance notwithstanding, it cannot have a universal dimension if it is
not preceded by a general conceptual and historical analysis of the relationship between the cultural heritage as
ethical existence of the nation and the social progress. This is why the first part of our paper intends to answer
two double primordial questions from an Islamic perspective:
The first double question generally deals with the relationship between the cultural
heritage and social progress in the current Islamic reality:
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aNature of the cultural Heritage which hinders the social progress: the fossilization of Islamic religious
thought and the popular superstition
b- Nature of the social progress hindered: Human Rights and Democratic political life.

The Following is a ranting of a modernist on how the Muslims should evolve themselves out of and into
the spirit of what he prefers.
There needs to be a distinction between ‘traditionalism’ as a fossilized structure of behavior, and
‘traditionalism’ with respect to values. C.S. Lewis seems to be referring to traditionalism with respect to
values.
The basic movement of the ‘Salaf’, despite the superficial nature of its movement, reveals a basic,
underlying reality. Those involved in it, are trying to regain the ORIGINAL IMPETUS of the first Muslim
community that raised the community to great heights. They want to return to those HIGHER SET OF
VALUES, which changed the condition of the early Arabs. The problem with the Salafi movement is that
they confine their ‘ijtihad’ to points of law, instead of the underlying reality that created the Islamic
movement. It is because they have failed to see the higher movement in Islam, that they have totally
distorted the nature of the religion into some quasi-political ideology.
On the other hand, there is the traditionalist who believes that Islam is the INHERITED patterns of
conduct of generations over time. As society progresses, civilization tends to move away from THOSE
ORIGINAL VALUES THAT CREATED IT. This naturally happens as society engages more and more with
differing environmental circumstances. Thus, the traditionalist believes that by inheriting the rituals of its
past, including what is no longer relevant to their situation, they somehow believe they are practicing
Islam.
The challenge of the Muslim today is that they cannot divorce themselves totally from the past, but at
the same time, they need to possess some courage to reject traditions that are no longer relevant. And
the only way they can do this is to re-capture the basic foundation of their faith. This is precisely why
thinkers such as Iqbal (R) stated that,
Despite possessoing Zamakshari, or Razi, the Quran will do not good if it is not revealed on your OWN
HEART.
And this is what real sufiism use to be about, but no longer is. This was the sufiism of people like Sirhindi
(R) and Ghazali (R). Ghazali (R) knew this all too well, because he found no contentment in legal hairsplitting.
Sufiism has involved itself in the same nonsense that has plagued the legist throughout. They spend
countless hours defending practices that have no basis in Islam, and nothing but baseless tradition, such
as celebrations at urs.
We, the people of the sunnah, say in reply to this poor outlook that
1. The demarcation between a salafi and a traditionalist is a deception invented by the think tanks trying
to nationalize different forms of Islam. Most notable among these Rockafeller funded think tanks is Rand
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corporation. In reality the salafi is the one who is a traditionalist. The one who is claimed to be a salafi
and does not preserve the traditions that have elevated the first generations to reach the goal they
reached, then they cannot be properly called “salafi”. The current misnomer that such people are
actually trying to denote is that their demarcation is centered between



Salafi
Sufi

And this is what they mean by “traditionalist” for the traditionalist in the eyes of those who have a
gloomy understanding of Islam are viewed to be the sufis and the philosophical theologians. However in
Islam, according to the ijmaa of the ahlu-sunnah wal-jama’ah, the traditionalists are the “ahlul-hadeeth”
and the ahlul-hadeeth in the language of the majority of the scholars of all the schools of thought are
those who follow the “athaar”, those who implement the understanding and sayings of the first few
generations of Muslims who have expounded in detail the fiqh of Islam. This is the actual meaning of a
traditionalist, and the meaning of a sufi is either different or contrary to this definition, depending on
the type of sufi one is commenting upon.
2. the author of this preposterous and radical evaluation claimed that the “salafis” only restrict ijtihaad
(which he understands in his mind to be “free thinking”) to points of legal matters i.e. law and that the
problem with salafis is that they fail to implement (what he views as) ijtihaad in points such as what was
the underlying reality of the Islamic movement.
This ignorance is staggering because firstly, ijtihaad is performed by those who can fulfill its conditions.
In other words it is for the scholars who are qualified to weigh the evidences of the source legislation of
Islam.
Secondly, and more crucially important for this particular argument, ijtihaad only occurs in matters of
law. There is no ijtihaad in matters pertaining to doctrine or ethical premises etched in the values given
to us by the Messenger of Allah. There is ijmaa (consensus) that everyone has prohibited ijtihaad to
enter into the following.
1. Islamic doctrine
2. The basic principles of Jurisprudence
3. Where a clearly defined ruling by Allah or the Messenger has already been given (thereby
eradicating the need for ijtihaad to take place since the purpose of ijtihaad is for the mujtahid to
exert his utmost effort to give the proper ruling on a new issue that has arisen by which its
ruling is not clearly defined by the legislation of Islam, thus in such a circumstance, ijtihaad is
required, and the one who does it must be qualified to do so. So if the Qur’an or Sunnah have
already articulated the ruling, it nullifies the need for there to be ijtihaad. In other words to keep
it simple, since the legislaton of Islam has already clearly defined that pork Is prohibited, then it
eliminates the need for someone to practice ijtihaad to see if pork is indeed prohibited or not
for practicing ijtihaad in such a case would not be applicable logically to begin with)
Thirdly, the underlying reality that brought the reality of the first Islamic movement (i.e. the prophet and
his companions and the golden era) is tawheed (absolute monotheism from every aspect it entails). The
very basis of Islam is the faith of a Muslim. In reality there is no ijtihaad (legal reasoning) in tawheed
(monotheism) and faith (creedal aspects of Islam) because tawheed and faith are not subject to it nor
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did Allah render mankind the ability to formulate their own rulings over this field. IN FACT, the root
cause for Allah’s sending of the messengers and His punishments to the nations before us is because of
those nations who had the audacity to initiate their own opinions (i.e. making ijtihaad) into matters of
faith and tawheed, thus causing mankind to fall into paganism and idolatry, and oppression in the
following of superstitious beliefs.
Lastly, this modernist’s assessment of the salafis further falls into error when he claims that the salafis
have failed to see the higher movement in Islam and distorted the nature to some quasi political
ideology.
The higher movement in Islam that Salafis do in fact see is the tawheed and creed of Islam that this
modernist fails to understand and accuses them of viewing the legal law as the pinnicle of Islam. Salafis
place emphasis on tawheed and doctrine as they are the pinnicle and fundamentals of Islam. The
implementation of the legal code of Islam is the hallmark of one’s belief in tawheed and their faith in
Islam. IN other words, We, the ahlu-sunnah, do not restrict our religion to mere dry theology. Rather
there is the thriving of law behind it. This is why in the creed of Islam, faith is not only affirmation and
belief in the heart, but it is as well speech of the tongue, and it is the implementation of the actions
upon the limbs in relation to the selves, and then to society, and then to Allah. Likewise, Salafis or ahlusunnah do not quarantine the religion to mere political maneuvering that takes place with various
Islamic groups.
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Issue 8: How Modernist/Progressives Are Different than the M’utazilah Sect of Old

In dealing with the progressive problem, Yasir Qadhi brought forth an academic breakdown of their
paradigm in contrast with the M’utazilah of old in his speech concerning “Progress with the
Progressives”. In spite of various erroneous positions he may have in the fields of jurisprudence, he
nailed the progressive problem on the head in recent times. The following analysis will be based on his
analysis.
I bring the following because many muslims have drawn a common parallel between the M’utailah and
the progressives. However, I believe that yasir Qadhi has a far more intellectual analysis of this issue and
he considers it an “insult” to the m’utazilah to equate them with the progressives, which implicitly
signifies that the progressives are far worse in their heresy than anything that the M’utazilah has
concocted in Islam.
The modern day revisionist movement has only a single link with the heterodox M’utazila sect of old and
departs on even a further offshoot in heterodoxy than the M’utazila from three angles.
Firstly, what differentiates the M’utazilah of old with todays progressive is that with the m’utazilah,
there was an actual atmosphere of religiousity. In other words they concerned themselves with openly
practicing Islamic directives. They prayed, fasted, observed the rites of Islam and conceded that the
rights of Allah should be upheld. As for the progressives, there is absolutely no shred of religiousity with
them at all. They do not care to practice nothing of Islam, they even consider it permissible to drink
alcohol. There is no concept of spirituality with the progressives at all whereas the M’utazilah delved
into the issues of spirituality.
Secondly, the next major demarcation between the M’utazilah of old and todays progressives is that the
M’utazilah were actual people of intellectual repute. This is why we find great Imaams among them like
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Zamakshari and al-Allaaf and others who were intellectual giants in fiqh, usool, and Arabic language. As
for the modern day progressives, there is absolutely no intellectual basis at all in their movement.
Thirdly, what differentiates the modern day progressives with the M’utazilah is that the M’utazilah
concerned themselves with issues of importance like matters of doctrine. This denotes a powerful
reality. The modern day progressives do not even consider theology in their opposition to Islam. To put
it much simpler, the Mutazilah concerned themselves with doctrine and the issues of faith and the
Attributes of God. These are issues of actual importance. These are mighty and noble issues. As for the
progressives, their concerns are base and trivial concerns about human rights and aspects of law. There
only concern is to see the hijab of a Muslima getting smaller and smaller until it eventually disappears as
a societal phenomenon. Thus the M’utazilah concerned themselves with deep and intellectual issues
whereas the progressives are concerned with nothing but abolishing the directives of Islam.
Fourthly, another stark difference between today’s progressives and the M’utazilah of old is that the
deviations of the M’utazilah are restricted to the realm of theology. As for the progressives, their
deviations surround the whole of religion. It is as if they invented an entirely new religion.
So it is for these reasons that we need to consider that there are major difference between the two.
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Issue 9: Contemporary Contentions of Modernist/Progressives

The Groundwork
1. The idea that established religious facts, due to their crystallization, actually is the mode of the
suppression of thought. In simple terminology, thought becomes frozen. This is the first fallacy of
modernist thought by which everything else, including attempts to research the most awkward
scholastic opinions i.e. the erroneous judgments of classical scholars in order to legalize the illegal and
vice versa, and other feats they perform.
2. That subjects that do not have the basic properties of change, are in fact changeable, and when
someone merely highlights this logical fact, they are labeled as being regressive and do not allow
progression of thought to take place.
3. That rationality is contrary to orthodoxy. And this fallacy represents a major portion in their entire
ideological deduction of our religion because our religion is fundamentally opposite to the said religions
in question. I highlighted this fact in another article of mine. The basic gist of what I said was that when
westerners view our religion, they view it with their own historical prism of their own respective
religion. The subject I was discussing was technological advancements. In Christendom, when people
adhered to their religion, science, advancement, and progression were always opposite to Christian
doctrine. Science, advancement, and the likes only happened once Christians left their religion OR they
had to reform it.
IN OUR case, in Islam, our history has proven to be OPPOSITE of that, and to that extension, other
religions, for our technological advancements, progression, and the likes, took place WHEN WE
ADHERED to orthodoxy. Likewise, concerning the opposite, when we left our religion, backwardness,
degradation, and regression became our plight. In other words, advancement came in hand in hand with
the implementation of our orthodoxy that was never the case for Christianity or any other religion. That
is what makes Islam unique in contrast with the rest. On this tangent the illogic of revisionist resembles
that of westerners when westerners continually attempt to progress with their usual blunder of positing
the idea of reformation in Islam and how “muslims” should go about doing that in the same manner that
they have done in Europe centuries earlier.
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From a theological aspect, the point is to show that all of human reason is inherent in the orthodoxy of
Islam. WHY? because The One who gave us the faculty of reason and intelligence, the basis for HIS
legislation was revealed to BE IN ACCORD with that reason and intelligence. IN other words, the laws of
Islam were put there because they MATCH with human rationale and are the most reasonable of all
viewpoints. Thus, for someone to say that there is a variant between what the law is and what human
rationality is, is claiming that a mistake was done on part of the Law giver (God) for stating such a law,
OR the One who granted us our faculty of human reasoning (God).
So in conclusion, these are the basic three fundamental ideological aspects that totally obstruct their
ability to truly understand Islam in light of Islam

Sometimes when certain Muslims are given Islamic proofs for the mandatory nature of a matter or the
prohibitive nature of a matter, revisionist usually come up with certain contentions which can be
summed up under the following. NOTE, The following contentions were posited as arguments against
me from a non Muslim. Observe how the formats of these questions are completely identical to
revisionist talking points which is why I’m positing them here.
Contention 1: Actually not all Muslims believe that.
This reply is usually said by disbelievers and revisionist alike whenever a purely Islamic stance is being
dictated.
Islamic positions are not determined on what Muslims believe; Islamic positions are determined on the
dictates of the Qur'an, Sunnah, and the overall ijmaa93 of the companions and the understanding of the
texts that they had.
The argument that "not all Muslims believe in such and such" to be VALID can only apply if Islamic belief
IS DERIVED from the thoughts of Muslims, however the Islamic belief and implementation system is not
based on what Muslims conjure up, it is based on revelation. This is because Islamic law and beliefs are
Tawqeefiyyah (revealed) and not Tawfeeqiyyah (personally conjured). That argument could therefore
apply only in a man-made legislative system, it has no basis in a divinely legislative system where the
methodology of this system is based on the following Islamic trademark

"Upon Allah is the Message, Upon the Messenger is the conveyance, and upon the people is the
submission"

93

consensus
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This formula is the basic trademark of our Islamic shariah and overall belief. Anything outside of that is
useless within the Islamic context. This formula was narrated by a number of Senior Predecessors
(tabi’een)

Contention 2: Forcing people to be consistent with the commands of Islam when it does not harm others
seems oppressive and unfair

1. EVERY command that goes unfulfilled IS harm to others. That is one of the main reasons for the laws
of Islam; they were given to us for
A. A mass benefit
B. To avert a greater harm
and the unfulfillment of a mass benefit EQUALS heading towards a greater harm and the
unfulfillment of averting a greater harm obviously is heading straight way to harm and does not lead
to a mass benefit.
2. The issue of the niqaab being negated is the first harm, because Iblees operates in stages. WHY?
Because in Islamic history, this was never an opinion. ONCE the idea of non-obligation of niqaab was
opened, then the door to greater fasaad (harms) was as well opened. Once we saw the niqaab
negated, it gave way for questioning the hijaab, and once the hijaab was negated by modern
thinkers, then came the license to other illicit ideas.
UNLIKE western ideology, Islamic laws and ideals are geared towards cutting off the harms from its
root through the shariah principle of "sadd ad-dhari". Contrary to the Islamic model, the western
model simply allows the freedom of choice and then punishes the people after the fact rather than
blocking the means, because blocking the means in their view entails suppression of choice or what
have you.

Contention 3: Not to mention it completely takes away the freewill of the woman to make a conscious
choice as to whether she wants to wear a face-veil
That’s like saying
"it takes away the free will of men to make a conscious choice as to whether he wants to cover his
awrah (privates) properly"
NO, that is fundamentally wrong, because he has no choice in the matter. When Allah or His Messenger
has decided on a matter, it is not up for discussion for anyone who believes in Allah or the last day.
And if people are going to argue over interpretation, then the ONLY interpretation acceptable in the
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sight of Allah is one that accords to the basis of the companions, and all of the women companions
literally took a giant cloth of some kind and merely cut ONE hole for one eye to see.
We’re not saying revert back to that clothing with one whole, but merely revert back to their practice of
covering the entirety.
However, all of that does not matter when it concerns the state, because If the state adopts a valid
Islamic position, then the people are to submit point blank, And if that is viewed as oppression, then we
can likewise apply and analyze any other law where states mandated punishments for a breach in the
law. Our dislike of a law does not matter,

Contention 4: Is it right that there should be a reformation or is Islam with all it's nuances the correct
way to follow?

A reformation only made sense with other religions like Christianity because progress, peace, and justice
and the advancement of the sciences went hand in hand with the implementation of our religion. Other
religions do not have this historical fact as a luxury for them. Whenever their religion is practiced,
darkness, tyranny, and a halt on advancement and progression is the result. So the problem in modern
times that we have is when people generally tend to judge our religion based on their respective
religions which is a theological and historical fallacy
Our tyranny, backwardness, darkness and humiliation stems from the result of NOT implementing Islam
and through our abandonment of Islam.
What further confuses the problem is that because the great portion of our Ummah has abandoned
Islam, the extremist army of Satan among the progressives utilizes this humiliation of ours in order to
market the idea that the product of our humiliation is Islam itself (its laws) when in reality the product of
our humiliation is the product of our LACK of implementing Islam in its entirety. And this is how such
progressive and modernist views tries to befuddle the truth because they are deceptively using our
weakness and backwardness to blame our preservation of Islam as the cause for this backwardness,
hence the call for reform. The basic essence of reform is to basically render null and void everything that
Islam came with that does not accord to western sentiments. If tomorrow the west deems marriage
itself as against morality, then likewise the progressives and modernist would as well deem marriage
itself as problematic in Islam.
Contention 5: for any subject to stay alive it must develop and as far as I can see from what you say
Islam is fully developed and you are locked into the past and cannot move beyond it, you are unable or
unwilling to reconsider even though the facts might have changed and might be different again
tomorrow.
1. Islam stayed alive and is more than actively keeping its heartbeat after 14 centuries. Therefore there
must be something illogical about this deduction here.
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2. If something is perfect, there is no need for changes, and if the basic nature of whom the law was
revealed about has not changed, then there is no need for change in the law. No one claims that the
American constitution is obsolete and unfit for our times, of course except for those who wish to alter
the very basis of American legal theory and law. Outside of such a fringe group of people, the idea is
inherently absurd and this is precisely the nature of the origins of Islamic teachings.
3. Lastly, facts have not changed. The homosexual is still doing an immorality whether yesterday, today,
or tomorrow. The crime of promiscuity will remain a crime as it was yesterday, likewise it is today, and it
will remain a crime tomorrow. What Islamic law addresses is the basis for human interaction, and all of
these basic interactions do not change or alter to a new state thereby justifying the abolishment of
these laws. That is one of the greatest fallacies of the entire progressive theoretical paradigm.

Contention 6: Ijtihad ( )اجتهادis a technical term of Islamic law that describes the process of making a
legal decision by independent interpretation of the legal sources, the Qur'an and the Sunnah. By the end
of the 10th century theologians decided that debate on such matters would be closed and Muslim
theology and law were frozen. It means that one cannot use Ijtihad to gain a new thought, one cannot
arrive if you like at a new theory so by implication there is no original thinking in Islam now and all one
does is revisit what the Salaf's have said.
The following statement was provided from Islamicsystemblogspot and I quote it as it is most relevant
to this very contention

Unfortunately due to the influence of the Western ideology and the resultant defeatist mindset, we now
see the incorrect usage of the term ‘Ijtihad’ to mean ‘Islah’ (reform).

The reason why this was pointed out is because ijtihaad in the Islamic context means the scholarly effort
of deducing or extracting a decision BASED ON THE RULES THAT HAVE ALREADY BEEN LAID OUT.
And this is why I fundamentally see that the reason why you have misconstrued this subject is because
you have psychologically understood ijtihaad for reform, and that is simply not the case.
Secondly, there is truth to this, but it is not as simplified as modernists have made it.
What the tenth century scholars did was to CODIFY the BASICS of Islamic legal theory. On that basis,
everyone understood that the meaning of "The doors to ijtihaad are closed" TOO MEAN that the basic
fundamentals of the deduction of law were codified. The purpose of a school of thought is to BUILD
upon and progress in the jurisprudence pertaining to that school of thought. When people decide to reopen the door, it destroys the product of built legal theory. It seems that generally, modernist are not
too well grounded in various systems of legal theory, but usually, in the world of legal theory, the
judicial hierarchy of various political systems usually rely upon previous legal theories and then build
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upon that and to progress it further which is substantially different from philosophical thought in spite
of the fact that the basics of legal theory actually derive from philosophers. In legal theory, it makes no
sense for a judge to start back from scratch and relay the foundations again if the foundations have
already been laid.
Allow me to interpret for the reader, what progressives, modernist and certain non-muslims alike wish
for us to do in the western paradigm. In computer programming, in modern recent times, most of the
basics of programming have already been laid. So students who learn and go to computer programming
do not start back into the beginning of what computer programming was when it first came out, which
was understanding the binary codes. Now, computer programming students in the beginning learn
things beyond that scope because the basics have already been established thereby rendering the
approach of going back to the basics not only irrelevant, but obsolete. As one person who was taking
computer science told me, “to start back from scratch to learn everything makes no sense”.
This, in essence, is what we are trying to get modernists and the antagonist of Islam in general to
understand. For someone to come and re-invent a new fiqh of the modern era is illogical for several
reasons.
1. ALL OF the madhaabs have already taken into account new situations which would REQUIRE the
ijtihaad of a scholar. Thus the claim that "the door to ijtihaad is closed" is not to be understood the way
many modernist understand it
2. What the shariah provides is the basis. When something does actually pop up that is new, it is
viewed under the basis of the shariah. This is equal to any modern nation state that has a constitution.
The US constitution is over 200 years old. So why is not any rational American calling for a restructuring
of the constitution? The reason why Americans are not calling for a re-inventing of a new constitution
"for modern times" as they say, is because everyone with some intelligence knows that the constitution
serves as a BASIS for judgment, a structural framework, as you will, FROM WHICH and BY WHICH judges
of the United States of America can resort back to.
So when someone claims that we need to re-invent a new fiqh and legal theory fit for our times, it is
tantamount to someone telling an American that they need to bring forth a new constitution fit for our
times when the average American sees their constitution as the beacon of justice for all of time due to
their belief that it is the very source of human universal principles.
That is where we stand with the Qur'an and our Sunnah and the madhaahib (schools of thought) in Islam
who expounded on Islamic legal theory.

Contention 7: What usually happens is that one identifies an irreducible minimum of what it means to be
a Christian or a Muslim etc and then one uses rational thought to work out what is acceptable now.
This is essentially absurd because this very framework or mode of thinking stems from the logic that
God's ordainments were not wise enough to consider future outcomes. No, the definition of a Muslim
will always remain the definition of a Muslim and the definition of disbelief will always remain the
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definition of disbelief because the very essence of these concepts are BEYOND the ideological properties
of change. I don’t know how else I can drill this in the thought pattern of modernist. Many of these
things that they consider needs to be changed not only fall outside of change, they simply are not even
inherent with the properties of change to begin with. It’s like saying; ‘we need to change our nutritional
intake with chemical intake from Mar’s. Well, that theory makes no sense if the basic physiological
structure of humans has not changed. The same happens to be the case with our Islamic concepts. And
this is why people of sane and rationale mind are viewing this reformative call as a call to lunacy from its
basis.



Issue 10: The Actuality of Maqaasid ash-shari’iyyah (The Higher Aims and Objectives of the
Divine Legislation): Between the People of Islam and the People of Reformism

One of the most interesting points that I could personally make in this polemic between Muslims and
their antagonists among revisionist ideologues is the blatant lack of awareness about how “maqaasid”
(the higher aims and objectives) are fundamentally derived. All of the talk about the objectives and
higher aims of the shariah completely snuff out the actual academic discourse as to the nature of the
variety of considerations and forms of induction (istiqr’aa) have to be made in order to come and arrive
at a true and acceptable view of what is the “higher aim” by which the shariah of Islam is aiming for.
I will first demonstrate quite briefly the process of how this is performed based primarily on the work of
Dr. Nooru-deen ibn Mukhtaar al-Khadimee, may Allah preserve him, who is currently a professor at
Aaitunah University in Tunisia and was previously a professor in the College of Shariah in Riyaadh, Saudi
Arabia.
The arbitrary nuances of the topic of Maqaasid ash-Shar’iyyah that has been discussed previously, and
the topic that stems from it, namely that of Masaalih al-Mursalah, have only been addressed through
responses between Muslims and revisionists through arguments and refutations. Under this section, we
will simply reveal the essence of the methodology of the revisionist in how they arrive at what is a
“maslaha” (benefit) and what are the aims and objectives (maqaasid) of the shariah.
Under the revisionist’s spectrum, there is not much to report. Infact, to be honest, revisionist do not
have a methodology at all. They have no articulative discussion, archive, recorded knowledge, books, or
anything of the sort that outlines and details their ideas and forms the essence of their principles. Allow
me to demonstrate by bringing into contrast the Muslim sources for this topic only to highlight the
bankruptcy of revisionist’s platforms.
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Muslims have a library of source works dedicated to the topic, both classical and modern. Among
classical works, we have al-Mustasfaa by al-Ghazaali, al-Muwafaqaat of ash-Shatibi, Maqaasid ashShar’iyyah of Ibn ‘Ashoor and other various works like the sharh (explanation) of al-Asfahaane’s work.
Every single school of jurisprudence had expert scholars who wrote masterpieces of law and legal
maxims more voluminous and comprehensive than any legal system that has existed, is existing, or will
ever exist on the planet. The sheer number of jurisprudents in the Shafi’ee school alone completely
outnumbers the entire planets production of legal theorists in the existing world today. This is not
counting the Hanbalis, the Maalikis, the Hanafis, the Dhaahiris, or even of the school of ahlul-Hadeeth.
As for our academically incompetent counterparts among the revisionist camp, they themselves have
nothing to offer the world with regards to a particular stratagem, not even a simple text that discusses
juristic legal principles by which they can validate their awkward beliefs. The answer to this quagmire
that the entire revisionists camp find themselves in is pretty simple to answer and obvious to any
knowledgable Muslim. The answer is because the school of revisionism operates on whims and desires.
This is the only assessment that even Muslim academics are forced to arrive at. The fact that they are
hiding their heresy under the guise of our very own principles like Masaalih al-Mursalah (public interests
and benefits) and maqaasid (objectives/aims) is as we often commonly say in the west, “proof is in the
pudding”.
So, I tried my hardest to find something remotely connected with the topic, but I was hardpressed to
find the following. What I bring forth below is an outline of the “Muslims for Progressive Values” (MPV
for short).
Muslims for Progressive Values is guided by ten principles rooted in Islam, including social equality,
separation of religion and state, freedom of speech, women's rights, gay rights, and critical analysis and
interpretation.
Muslims for Progressive Values is guided by the following ten principles.
1. Identity: We accept as Muslim anyone who identifies as such. The veracity and integrity of that
claim is between the individual and God, and is not a matter for the state nor an issue which
other individuals can or should judge.
2. Equality: We affirm the equal worth of all human beings, regardless of race, gender, ethnicity,
nationality, creed, sexual orientation, or ability. We are committed to work toward societies that
ensure social, political, educational, and economic opportunities for all.
3. Separation of Religious and State Authorities: We believe that freedom of conscience is not only
essential to all human societies but integral to the Qur'anic view of humanity (see Qur’an 2:256).
We believe that secular government is the only way to achieve the Islamic ideal of freedom from
compulsion in matters of faith.
4. Freedom of Speech: We support freedom of expression and freedom of dissent, whether
political, artistic, social or religious, even when that expression may be offensive and that dissent
may be considered blasphemous. No one should be legally prosecuted, imprisoned or detained
for declaring or promoting unpopular opinions.
5. Universal Human Rights: We affirm our commitment to social, economic and environmental
justice. We believe that the full self-realization of all people, in a safe and sustainable world, is a
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

prerequisite for freedom, civility, and peace. We support efforts for universal health care,
universal public education, the protection of our environment, and the eradication of poverty.
Women’s Rights: We support women’s agency and self-determination in every aspect of their
lives. We believe in women’s full participation in society at every level. We affirm our
commitment to reproductive justice and empowering women to make healthy decisions
regarding their bodies, sexuality and reproduction.
Lesbian and Gay Rights: We endorse the human and civil rights of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and intersex individuals. We support full equality and inclusion of LGBTI individuals
in society and in the Muslim community.
Critical Analysis and Interpretation: We call for critical engagement with Islamic scripture,
traditional jurisprudence, and current Muslim discourses. We believe that critical thinking is
essential to spiritual development. We promote interpretations that reflect basic Qur'anic
principles of tolerance, inclusiveness, mercy, compassion, and fairness.
Compassion: We affirm that justice and compassion should be the guiding principles for all
aspects of human conduct. We repudiate militarism and violence, whether on an individual,
organizational, or national level.
Diversity: We embrace religious pluralism and the diversity of inspirations that motivate people
to embrace social justice. We believe that one's religion is not the exclusive source of truth. As
such, we will engage with a diversity of philosophical and spiritual traditions in pursuit of a more
just, peaceful and sustainable world.

The new MPV Logo is derived from these principles, as it revolves around a tree with ten branches. Each
branch of the tree represents MPV's ten principles rooted in Islam.
Firstly, before touching on the fact that this has nothing to do with the subject matter of “the aims and
objectives of Islamic law, I feel that a brief comment is required in dissecting this monstrosity of religious
malpractice. Needless to say, most if not all academics of the world will ascertain the illegitimacy of
these fables after a mere cursory review and study of Islam and its scriptures. Likewise the majority of
the Jewish, Christian, and religious groups around the world will likewise be unable to arrive at these
fables simply because they themselves do not agree with half of these fables promoted in the name of
religion, much less a religion like Islam. Thus the only attention that could be given or pointed in the
direction of such people are only those who were or likely to be duped by this fraud in the name of
Islam. Such malpractice could only attract the morally corrupt and the spiritually deprived and/or the
enemies of Islam, the propagandist ideologues who promote hatred for Islam along with think tanks
who promote ideological policies in the interest of special interest groups and elites to find ways to gear
Muslims and Muslim thought into the direction of this sacreligious monstrosity of religious malpractice
as is advocated in the above excerpt of the progressives. To accurately describe this malpractice is to
understand that this entire excerpt is a sack of lies rooted in compounded ignorance that is fueled by
delusion.
Secondly, this demonstration of religious malpractice has no connection with the legal implementation
of bonifide legal theories and modes of extraction. The above preposterous absurdities serve more as
their articles of faith rather than juristic principles that can serve as a guide for legal judges in the field of
law. Thus they have nothing to offer in the framework of law. However, I must give them a single merit.
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Their involvement in the knowledge of legal theory (from among the few revisionists who have studied
law) all stem from the western framework. They know more about philosophy than about Islam.
As for Muslims, now that we have briefly commented on the emptiness of revisionists extraction of law,
let us open the gateway to actual intellectual discourse into the subject matter at hand, that being the
framework and methodology employed in assessing what are the actual aims and objectives (maqaasid)
of the Islamic law (shariah).
How can we ascertain the actuality of a matter that could be included as an actual benefit (maslaha).
Firstly, we have layed out before in this work the requisites for ijtihaad in Islam. In this issue, those same
prerequisites are required. Thus, by merely starting off on the path to ascertain what exactly can be
considered as masaalih (benefits) to the community of Muslims, the one who travels in this intellectual
route has to be a mujtahid in Islam who is equivalent to at the very least a supreme court judge. This is
why law can only be explained, derived, or applied by specialists in the field and not by ignoramous who
have no idea about the intricacies of the science.
Once someone has performed the intellectual function of specializing in the world of law, specifically
Islamic law, the actual mujtahid has a methodology he resorts to in order to ascertain what is or can be
considered as a maslaha (benefit).
In this path, the mujtahid will know that the trunk of what can be formulated as maqaasid is rooted in
the topic of “istiqraa”. What is istiqraa? Before I get to this, I would first like to introduce the
groundwork to define what we are speaking about. Shaykh al-Khadimee superbly clarifies this matter
when he says
“goals and objectives are those goals and objectives which have been established through induction”.94
In other words, what Shaykh al-Khadimee is saying is that the methodology that reveals the essence of
Islamic goals and objectives is a route that can only be established through induction. Induction is a
deficient term in English of a somewhat Arabic equivalent term for “istiqraa”. So we will utilize
“induction” as a loose translation of the Arabic term.
The lexical definition of “istiqraa” is derived from qara'a and iqtara'a, which means 'to follow up and
carry out a minute examination of something'. Therefore, it generally refers to thorough examination
and investigation95
As for the conceptual or technical meaning of the term, its elucidation is virtually limitless in content,
and almost universal in meaning. To comply with the desire of brevity, I will merely quote a few
juggernauts of legal theory in Islamic law.

Al-Ghazaalee defined istiqraa' as
94
95

The Inductive Goals and Objectives of the Sharee'ah: Reality, Authority and Governing Regulations p. 2

Lisaan Al-'Arab, 3/79; Al-Mu'jam Al-Waseet, 2/731; and Al-Qaamoos Al-Mubayyin Fee Istilaahaat Al-Usooliyyeen, p. 83.
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"the examination of particular instances in order to reach a decision concerning a matter that comprises
these instances through the use of the ruling relating to them."96
In his book Mi'yaar Al-'Ilm, he defined it thus,
"It means to examine numerous particular instances which are included under a general sense, or rule.
When a ruling concerning such particular instances is found, this ruling is used to judge such general
sense, or rule, with it."97
He also said,
"Istiqraa' is to judge numerous particular instances with one particular instance."98
Al-Qaraafee99 defined it as "the examination of a ruling in its particular instances in a state in which it is
highly likely that it is a conflicting state in such a state." 100
Al-Asfahaanee101 defined it as "establishing a ruling in a universal proposition as it has been established
in some of its particular instances."102
Ibn Taymiyyah defined it as "using the particular instances as evidence for the general conclusion."103
There are many comments on it from various legal theorists and specialists in Islamic law. In short, I will
bring forth the meaning as espoused by Dr. Mahdi Fadhlullaah in his book Madkhahl Ilaa Ilmul-Mantiq in
which he says

“It is to infer a general issue from more than two issues. In other words, it means to extract general rules
from particular judgments”
After Dr. al-Khadimee does a careful analysis of breaking down the linguistic and basic conceptual
meanings of the various terms utilized by the legal theorists, he ended with deducing a very accurate
meaning of “induction” (istiqraa) and is as follows
“istiqraa' means to establish a universal matter by investigating its particular instances”104.
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Now that we have briefly identified the road to determine what constitutes a maqsad (aim) and maslaha
(benefit), which is “istiqraa”, along with presenting the basic and complex meanings of the the term,
now we will look at the avenues of approach in which istiqraa is performed.
Dr. al-Khadimee says in his work
It is well known that the inductive process in general and the inductive goals and objectives of the
Sharee'ah in particular are founded on three components, namely, the person carrying out istiqraa', the
particular instances investigated and the inductive outcomes. Clarification of the regulations governing
the goals and objectives of the Sharee'ah are dependent on clarification of the regulations governing
these three components. What are these regulations then?
Thus not only does the path of arriving to the actuality of maqaasid and masaalih through istiqraa, but
there are three spheres of this prospect that further adds complexity and subtlities that easily transcend
beyond the intellectual acumen of revisionists.
Shaykh al-Khadimee continues to explain
Regulations Governing the Person Carrying out Istiqraa' :The person who engages in carrying out
istiqraa' (mustaqri') is the person who investigates the particular instances with a view to extracting the
goals and objectives of the Sharee'ah (al-maqaasid al-istiqraa'iyyah). The mustaqri' ought to meet the
same conditions a mujtahid ought to satisfy in general. Added to these conditions is whatever is related
to the inductive effort and whatever is related to the general circumstances of the existing era.
Thus, as it was a no brainer, Dr. al-Khadimee says exactly as I have pointed out above, that the only one
intellectually competent as well as qualified to perform such a task is none other than a mujtahid.
Simple and average people are not qualified to extract benefits and understand the aims of the law all
the while bringing them to the juncture of the social doctrine of the nation (in this case, it is Islam)
through the assessment of legal rulings. There is no nation that operates under such an auspice; rather
each field has its specialists.
Next, Dr. al-Khadimee brings forth and clarifies the second aspect or sphere of influence about the
nature of istiqraa.
Regulations Governing Particular Instances Investigated:
The particular instances investigated refer to the totality of particulars pertaining to the ultimate goals
and objectives of the Sharee'ah, from which al-maqqasid al-istiqraa'iyyah are derived. The particular
instances investigated ought to be governed by a number of regulations and constraints
Amazingly, yet unsurprisingly, Dr. al-Khadimee remarkably uproots revisionists theory in a subtle blow,
unintentionally of course, by which I will mention below
These particular instances ought to be Islamic and related to the Sharee'ah. That is, they have to
conform to the Sharee'ah and not contradict it in the least. For when the particular instances contradict
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the Sharee'ah, the ultimate result will be a contradiction of its ultimate goal and objective, as the goal
and objective of the Sharee'ah actually represents the universal rule extracted from the particular
instances and upon which it is founded. Therefore, it will certainly be affected by the nature of such
particular instances.
I.e. the implementation of the shariah by its very nature was revealed as a benefit to man and its aims
only brings benefit, thus someone cannot come and claim that there must be a moratorium on certain
Islamic codes (namely penal or criminal) by utilizing the argument of bringing benefit or the aims and
objectives of Islam since these codes of Islam to begin with in its very nature brings the benefit and its
objective is understood to bring benefit. The end result of revisionist thinkers to insinuate the idea of
utilizing the benefits and the aims and objective of Islamic law in order to uproot a portion of Islamic law
is to insinuate a mighty insinuation to the Lord they claim they believe in, namely that what He revealed
is an impediment and not in congruity to the benefits of the community.
There is a whole realm of discussion on Istiqraa and its types like Tamm (efficient) and naaqis (deficient)
and sub categories within each which needs not be discussed here as the intent I believe and the
objective of this issue has been amply supplied here namely that the route to determine what exactly is
the higher aims of the law of Islam and what can be considered as benefit is not open for all and sundry
to determine with their own personal reasons as to what exactly can be accepted as the objective of the
law or deriving benefits unless such a person is a specialist in the field of law none of which revisionists
have no particular claim on the acquisition of such a science. Hence the one who is reviewing the nature
of revisionist ideology is forced to come to the conclusion that the chief principle upon which
revisionism is based on is primarily on personal opinion or what many Muslims would consider as
“whims and desires” since the base for whims and desires is the overall personal viewpoint of an
individual.
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Issue 11: The Claim of Modernist Ideologues That the Qur’an should ONLY be Understood
according to pre-classical jaahili (preIslamic) arabic idiomatic usage

One of the profound aspects of misrepresentation of Qur’anic explanations comes through the
arguments propounded by freelance thinkers like al-Faraahi and Islaahi and Javed Ahmad Ghamidi. One
of the arguments they propound is that Muslims can gain a true meaning and vivid reality of the Qur’an
if they resort to looking at the Qur’an based upon jaahili (pre-Islamic) poetry for by doing that, Muslims
will gain in understanding the true idiomatic expressions of the Qur’an. Obviously according to the
knowledgeable among the Sunni intellectuals, this claim is only used to ratify the idea of stripping the
Qur’an of its legislative import and to replace it with modernist ideals. However, in order to
intellectually raise their argument to the ground, I present an argument I had with one such person who
attacked Ibn Abbass (the prophet’s companion) for a view ascribed to him on his explanation of the
meaning of the word “ahwaa” employed in the Qur’an.
However, just as a side note before I continue, it must be understood to all and sundry that modernist
and hadeeth rejectors disparage Ibn Abbass just as they disparage Abu Hurayra, the reasoning being on
different circumstances but both linked to an ideological connotation. They disparage Abu Hurayra
simply because he was given privilege from the prophet himself to be at the forefront in the oration of
hadeeth transmission. Since they hate hadeeth because hadeeth contextualizes the shariah of Islam
whereas they want full freelance interpretations and practices of how they want to view and believe in
Islam, then therefore Abu Hurayra as a person himself is attacked simply because he is the
personification of hadeeth epistemology (basically he is the fault). Likewise, they do not like Ibn Abbass
because Ibn Abbass was the greatest mufassir (exegete) of the Qur’an over all of the companions which
was actually a supplication made by the prophet alaihi salatu salam. His renown for understanding the
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Qur’an was such to the extent that Umar, the second khaleefa of Islam kept him on his side specifically
for this purpose. When the other companions argued with him as to why he kept such a young man on
his side, Umar had a unique way of refuting them. He challenged these companions to explain a 110th
chapter in the Qur’an, and so each one offered their mediocre explanations. Then Umar asked Ibn
Abbass of what is the exact meaning of the chapter and so he explained its precise reality through the
Arabic balagha (eloquence). Then Umar replied back to the companions and said “this is why I keep him
on my side”. In other words, the wisdom of Umar to perform such a test was itself a perfect irrefutable
refutation of his ingenious as an exegete of the Qur’an.
At any rate, they have a disdain for Ibn Abbass because he gave perfect contextualizations for the
Qur’an, and when such contextualizations are caste upon the modernist paradigm, they clash simply
because in order for modernist/progressive paradigm to operate freely, they need a realm or a
hemisphere that is devoid of any constrictions to ideas and practices. They also have a disdain for
Shafi’ee based on a view professed by an orientalist named Schacht on erroneously proposed the idea
that Imaam ash-Shafi’ee was the one (the fault) who codified Hadeeth into jurisprudential legislation.
This preposterous fallacy will be refuted God willing in the next issue.
To continue on the subject at hand, Ibn Abbas was quoted as saying, related to the understanding of the
Qur'an:
It can be understood in three forms:
1- Part is understood from the language of the Arabs.
2- Part is understood through Sunna, such as Salat, Zakat and Hajj.
3- Part will be understood when it's time comes.
This includes many puzzles as well as statements of the events happening in the future, day of judgment
and many more.
In the intellectual practice of deriving meanings from the Qur’an (t’awil), when there occurs a word or
phrase in the Quran that gives a different meaning based on the linguistic connotation of a phrase and
its Islamic meaning (basically lughawee vs shar'i meaning), in general the shar'I (legislative) connotation
is given precedence unless there is evidence to suggest otherwise. This reasoning is one of those
systematic principles of Usool (fundamentals) that has been laid down by due right of correct t'awil
(interpretation) of the meanings. What is the reason?
This is because the Qur'an was revealed to explain the sharee'ah of Islam, and NOT to explain arabic or
improve it. That is why ibn Abass said "part of it is understood by jahili poety" i.e. merely to understand
the meaning of "words" and not an overall meaning of what is stated, especially in light of a legislative
teaching Allah is giving us or a spiritual teaching He is teaching us.
In order to further solidify the validity of our Sunni Orthodox (traditional) stance in our contravention of
modernist methodology of using jahili poetry as a "primary" source of understanding the Qur’an, then I
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present an argument that some of the hard-line traditionists who didn't understand well the concept of
poetry, in the Qur’an and the type that it condemned. In fact the question posed to him or the issue he
addressed was "How can we interpret the Qur'an, the Speech of Allah, by poetry, which is the speech of
men.
To this, he, the Imaam, the Haafidh Abu Bakr ibn al-Anbaree (328 ah) said
"There are numerous narrations from the companions and successors concerning their explaining the
obscure and rare words in the Qur'an with poetry. Yet despite this, some who have no knowledge have
criticized the grammarians, and said, "when you do this, you are making poetry a source (of
understanding) rather than the Qur’an!'. And they said 'How can you use poetry to comprehend the
Qur'an, when poetry has been condemned in the Qur’an and Sunnah!'
The response to this is that the situation is not the same as they have presumed; we have not made
poetry a primary source over the qur'an, but rather we wish to clarify the meanings of the obscure and
rare words in it. This is because Allah says
"Verily, We have revealed this as an arabic Qur'an"
and He says
"(The Qur'an is) in a clear, Arabic tongue"
IN other words, the purpose of poetry is to explain the Arabic of the Qur'an, and is not meant to be the
basis from which Islamic laws, or beleifs are derived.' reported by az-Zarkashee
Secondly, to even further establish the reality of this matter and to relinquish modernist notions of Ibn
Abass then I bring the following narrative to contextualize the expertise of Ibn Abbass
Haafidh as-Suyooti records in his most wonderous book al-Itqaan, the following account. For the sake of
brevity I'm merely going to relate to relate the general account rather than type it all word for word.
Nafi ibn Azraq, a man from the khawarij, had a companion with him during a time Ibn Abbass was
teaching students about the Qur'an, giving tafseer (explaining). He told his companion to come so that
they can test Ibn Abbass to show him his ignorance, for Nafi said to his companion "Come, let us go to
this person (Ibn Abass) who is pretending to interpret the Qur'an even though he has no knowledge
concerning it".
This kharijite told him what is the meaning of
"laa raybu fihi i.e. There is no 'rayb' in it" [2:2]
Ibn Abbass said there is no doubt in it. Then Nafi said 'do the arabs know this meaning? He replied, 'Yes,
have you not heard the line of Ibn Zabaree (a jaahili poet)
'O Umaamah! There is no rayb (doubt) concerning the truth, there is only rayb (doubt) concerning what
a liar says"
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Now check this out
Nafi preceded to ask Ibn Abbass the interpretation of a further 189 other versus, in each case trying to
show that Ibn Abbass was ignorant of the meaning of the Qur'an. However, for each one of these 189,
each having one of those obscure words, Ibn Abbass was able to explain the proper meaning, and
quote a line of classical jaahili poetry to prove this meaning.
Furthermore, Mujahid, the student of Ibn Abbass stated that he was taught the meaning of EVERY single
ayaah in the quran upon its correct meaning. This statement includes as well the poetic meaning of
those words used in jahili times.
Modernist do not have the necessary knowledge of ilmu-ishtiqaaq, much less the 13 classes of Arabic
among them ilm-al- badee, m'anee, and bayaan, much less have the entire corpus of jahili poetry in
their memory, as Ibn Abbass had and yet find themselves to be legitimately be the explainers of the
Qur’an in its “correct” light yet they do not regard so for Ibn Abbass.
What is all of this for you might ask? We are all (sunnis/traditionalist) in agreement that jahili poetry is
used as a necessary factor to understand ilmu-ishtiqaaq, the basis and origin of words, and the
meanings they have had in the past. But that is all. It does not go beyond this level and enter into a
primary source of understanding what is being said, whereas modernist like Faraahi and others actually
do and place that poetic description as to its primary meaning OVER and above the maqasid (intent and
objective) of Allah in what He intended as a shar'i (legislated) meaning.
To further solidify the baselessness of Mustansir Mir muqalids who have adopted this principle that the
route to correct understanding of the Qur’an is by the classical Arabic language alone, the key word
being “alobe” will be exemplified by the following
The "yad" or "hand" in the literary usage of the Arabs that these people hold as the primary foundation
for understanding the Qur’aan above all else (even above the prophet and his companions) is that the
hand, in arabic, means the entirety of the arm, from the tip of the finger ALL THE WAY to the shoulder
blade. That is "yad" in Arabic.
Concerning the ayaah of Allah where He said

ّ ِهللا َِو
ِِحكٌِ ٌم
ِ ّ ِب َماِ َك َس َباِ َن َكالِم َِّن
َ هللاُِ َع ِزٌ ٌز
َ َّار َق ُةِ َفا ْق َطعُو ْاِأَ ٌْ ِد ٌَ ُه َم
ِ اِج َزاء
ِ َّار ُق َِوالس
ِ َوالس
And (as for) the male thief and the female thief, cut off (from the wrist joint) their (right) hands as a
recompense for that which they committed, a punishment by way of example from Allah. And Allah is AllPowerful, All-Wise.105
So if we were to apply this ayaah from merely the linguisticaly aspect alone, then there is a contradiction
between the prophetic way and the linguistical usage that certain revisionist affected by Islaahi and
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Iqbaal hold as primary, of course this contradiction is merely the result of their delusion which is rooted
in ignorance.
What is this contradiction? The Sunnah has explained to Muslims that the cutting off of the “yad” as part
of the penal code in criminal law for the thief is “only up to his wrist”. However, in the Qur’an, Allah says
“their HANDS”. And since “hand” or “yad” in classical Arabic language means the English equivalent of
the entire arm, then there is a contradiction between the prescription of Allah and what the noble
Prophet Muhammad alaihi salatu salam prescribed. For muslims who have intelligience, then we
understand that this is not a contradiction but this is known in the science of jurisprudence as “ilmuTakhsees” or the science of specification which was clarified elsewhere in this work. Thus, in reality,
Allah revealed a general order in the Qur’an and the Messenger of Allah brought to us a defined
example of how this order is to be carried out. However, since certain revisionist among the followers of
the islaahi movement claim that the ultimate criterion for undertsanidn the Qur’an is through classical
Arabic idiomatic usage alone, then this means that the sunnah is incorrect.
When I brought this argument to a followers of Mustansir Mir, this is what he responded with

Really... Is that why the Quran says, when speaking about wudhu:

ِِق
ِ وَ َأ ٌْ ِد ٌَ ُك ِْم إ ِ َلى ا ْل َمرَاف
Why the specification of hand UPTO the elbow, if yad refers to the entire arm upto the shoulder blade?
Apparently, this revisionist is ignorant of basic simple Arabic because the menaing of yad is as the arabs
have defined as such from a classical standpoint which was what I highlighted above. Furthermore, he
attempts to regute me by bringing another ayaah of the Qur’an utilizing “hands” with regards to wudhu.
He thus exposes his ignorance because the construct of the above ayaah is advocating “aydakum” which
means “your hands”, and by this it means “your entire arm” and then it specifies with the following
clause “ilaa al-Maraafiq” which means “up until the elbows”. This means that if we had no prophetic
sunnah to go by and Allah left out the clause “ilaa al-Maraafiq”, then our ablution would literally be our
entire arms because that was what the Arabs understood as “hands”.
This revisionist further goes on to say
Further, your assertion that understanding the Quran primarily by literary usage implies that this entails
not understanding according to the Prophet and His Companions is clearly a logical fallacy and a circular
argument. I believe that the Companions understood the Quran primarily by their own language.
This is a classical befuddlement of the truth. He claims that my argument is circular when he himself is
actually making the circular argument. If the companins of the messenger of Allah primarily understood
the Qur’an by their own language, then this would nullify the purpose of the companions countless
hundreds of reports where they came to the prophet and asked what was meant by a particular passage
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in an ayaah or by what he himself said in a hadeeth. If what he says is indeed correct, then what is the
purpose of the companions even asking the meaning of basic words or phrases in the first place. We
literally have hundreds of reports that reveal that the companions came to the prophet alaihi salatu
salam to inquire into the meaning of something the length of which would consume this entire work.



Issue 12: Revisionism is the Destruction of Islam Which Was Already Forewarned

As if all of what has been brought was not enough to reveal the extent of revisionist ideologies being at
odds with Islam, unsurprisingly, Islam has further proof to be leveled out against this phenomenon. I
bring two reports reported in the Musnad of Imaam Ahmad which is the base foundation for the
narrations found in the six books of hadeeth.
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ِ،ِِفأولهنِنقضاِالحكم،ِِفكلماِانتقضتِعروةِتشبثِالناسِبالتًِتلٌها،ِلتنقضنِعرىِاإلسالمِعروةِعروة
106
وآخرهنِالصالة
(On the authority of Abu Umaama al-Bahili who narrated that the Messenger (sallallahu ‘alaihi wa
sallam) said:)
“Islam will be undone knot by knot, every time a knot is undone, people will hold on to the next one, the
first of which is judging according to what Allah has revealed and the last of them is salah.”
It has also been narrated from Fayruz Al Daylemy (radhiAllahu anhu), that the Prophet (sallallahu ‘alaihi
wa sallam) said;
“Islam will be undone knot by knot, leaving the rope with less strength each time.”
The Prophet (SAAWS) said:
‘the knots (in the rope of Islam) will be undone one by one. Every time a knot is undone, people will
adhere strongly to the next. The first knot to be undone is living by the law of Islam, and the last to be
undone is Salat.107

Let us elaborate marginally on these three different narrations all hinting towards an overall theme. The
overall theme here is that Islam is a manifestation of a completed structure which was given an analogy
as a rope with knots. The knots are representations of pinnicles of what is known and entrenched as
Islam. We all know that Islam came with the notion of ruling by the law of God. Thus the topic of “ruling
by God’s law is presented as a night here, each fundamental theory represents such a knot. Yet, the
prophecies reveal that knots of Islam will be undone one by one. This is informing us that there will be
people who in some shape, way, or form come with a line of reasoning of some kind or simply do
something blatantly as to try and undo what Islam has already established, solified or in this case tied.
What greater and prolific example of symbolic idiomatic usage to express the kufr (disbelief) of those
who adopt policies of istihlaal108.
This is emphatic prophetic talk to inform us how the destruction of Islam is performed, and more
specifically it pin points which issue will be the first to be undone and the last thing to be undone. Our
history has testified such a prophecy to be true.
What is more amazing is how the entire revisionist camp are the exact personifications, the very agents
of those who have fulfilled the nature of these prophetic reports. What revisionism seeks to do, by its
very nature, is characterized as those who they “access” the issues of Islam, one by one, and whatever
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accords to their logic, is saved and which does not will be undone as a knot is undone until someone else
comes along in the future and finds a problem with it and then it will be eradicated by being undone.
There is more that the Prophet alaihi salatu salam has narrated. A hadeeth narrated in Saheeh Muslim
states

عن أبي هريرة أن رسول هللا صلى هللا عليه وسلم قال " سيكون في آخر أمتي أناس يحدثونكم بما لم تسمعوا
 فإياكم وإياهم، أنتم وال آباؤكم
Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated that the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah
be upon him) said: “In the last part of my Ummah, there will come a people who will tell you of things
that neither you nor your fathers heard of. So beware of them!”109
This may explain to many as to why the non muslim world has a particular and vested interest in
“modernizing” the Muslim world when we know that there is nothing “modern” about altering concepts
to be reflective of non-muslim interests.



Issue 13: Various Oddities and Absurdities of Modernist Interpretations

We wish to highlight here the outlandish interpretations that have transpired at the doorstep of the
revisionist movement. This may serve more as the humorous stage of this critique for many people due
to the nature of these interpretations. I do not wish to enjoin laughter or even mockery on these people
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or their interpretations, but basic cursory reading of their interpretations may expose the hilarious
nature of these people to the average Muslim and reader.

 The Eating of the Tree by Adam and Eve interpreted as “Sex”
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Believe it or not, someone infected by the modernist dialectic actually advocated this as the explanation
of an ayaah. The way I will present the argument will be to present it in chronological order of the most
pertinent points of the arguments that this modernist has made and I have made in response to them.
A poster posited the following question
A) What does Islam say about the fall of Adam and Eve and this supposed "Tree of Knowledge"
B)If knowledge is to be sought, why did it cause Adam and Eve's downfall?
The answer from this modernist was the following
The Quran does not call it the tree of knowledge, and this name is given in the Old Testament. The
Quran, on the other hand, says certain things about it:

1. God ALmighty simply calls it the tree.
2. Satan called it the tree of eternity and the kingdom that faileth not. As is obvious from the Quran,
Satan promises nothing but deception.
3. The Quran states that man was given an innate knowledge of good and evil from the beginning.

The eating from tree, as is obvious from allusions to the Quran, refers to the sexual act. For example,
the Quran states that both Adam and Eve, after realizing their mistake, started to cover their private
parts.
Man, through the act of reproduction, attempts to secure his legacy for eternity. It is also noteworthy
that the genealogy of a people are given the form of a tree, when being written down. The tree itself,
most likely refers to man's private parts.
One of the deeper meanings behind the event is that the Quran is essentially stating that all of men's
desires, even those that are a sin, in their deepest meaning, are attempts to secure an everlasting life. No
matter what, man cannot escape this reality. It is because of man's inherent desire for Paradise, that
civilization was actually born.
As one can see, the problematic absurdity that this modernist posited was what I highlighted in bold
above. His attempt to justify it textually was the statement that came right after that which was that the
Qur’an narrates that , after realizing their mistake, started to cover their private parts.
He then brings forth an extremely far fetched and baseless t’aweel110 that man attempts to secure their
legacy for eternity, attempts to do this through the act of reproduction i.e. sex.
My reply back to this was

110

interpretation
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You are faced with as few problems with your unusual deduction.
Allah created Adam and created Hawa for him as a partner. Allah was the arranger of their unification.
So it is too absurd to hint to the idea that the event was infact their "intercourse" when their intercourse
was already made halaal.
Secondly, the Qur’an demonstrates that they were in jannah, and it clearly shows that this specific tree
opened their eyes to seeing fusooq of some kind. Whatever it is, it opened their eyes to something they
never previously seen or viewed, which alienated them from being worhty of the jannah. OR, it could be
the fact that the very disobedience itself was the cream of the crop in exposing themselves.
Thirdly, Allah states
And O Adam! Dwell you and your wife in Paradise, and eat thereof as you both wish, but approach not
this tree otherwise you both will be of the Zâlimûn
Therefore we gain another fundamental reality of life, that being that Allah allows most things and then
He puts "exceptions" to certain things. And this ayaah is a clear example of the fact that the thing they
made disobedience with is of the same likeness and nature of the things that was made halal for them
i.e. the eating of the fruits of trees.
If you are going to mutazilify your interpretation by stating it was their sexual intercourse, then likewise
you will have to caste this same aspersion on the eating of other trees by stating that both were having
intercourse with others, which is completely insane from any stretch of the imagination
fourthly, another reason that exposes the absurdity of this mutazili tafseer of yours is the fact that the
ayaah is put into context in this ayaah
O Children of Adam! Let not Shaitân (Satan) deceive you, as he got your parents [Adam and Hawwâ'
(Eve)] out of Paradise, stripping them of their raiments, to show them their private parts
i.e. how was their private parts exposed? By stripping them of their raiments
this word reaiment means
clothing; apparel; attire.
But how could they have clothing and attire if the Book reveals they were naked
This was best and correctly explained by Wahb ibn Munabih who said
"The private parts of Adam and Hawwa' had a light covering them which prevented them from seeing
the private parts of each other. When they ate from the tree, their private parts appeared to them.'' Ibn
Jarir reported this statement with an authentic chain of narration.
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Thus all of the above make much more sense, are much more clearer, and as well are rooted textually
with a more reasonable clause to it than your unfounded theory that has no textual support to it, nor do
they make sense in any ones mind except for your own.
Of course, this spawned 18 pages of discussion going back and forth with this beligerent modernist. I will
not bring forth all that has been said, rather I’ll bring forth only the most pressing points stated in an
attempt to make the readers laugh more than desiring to refute such an absurdity.
He says
Oh really... So the Quran mentions that Adam and Eve were clothed in light? You have a strange way of
claiming that their is textual evidence for your opinion
I say in response
Allah says "stripped them from their raiments"
Wahb and others who narrated what it could be, lets use wahb as an example to expose your idiocy.
Wahb’s view equals "their raiments was that of light"
Your view equals “they made zina”
that is what readers are faced with when coupling the texts with the "interpretation"
what seems fair seeming is that the texts denotes they did have some kind of covering, and given the fact
they were in paradise where light is one of the main glories of jannah, it does not seem far fetched.
However, interpreting "stripping them from their raiments" as "sexual intercourse” makes no sense in
any language.
Of course, the absurdity of this modernist’s arguments were so laughably ridiculous, that muslims
transcending theological affiliations conceded to my arguments and questioned the very logic of this
modernist’s arguments. Unfortunately yet unsurprisingly, due to the arrogance of modernists, they do
not allow themselves to admit when they are wrong.
Oh, the discussion delves into greater loonacy when this modernist was jumping loopholes and crossing
the galaxy in order to maintain his illogical theory. It even got to the point where he had to deny that the
jannah that our father and mother Adam and Eve were thrown out of was NOT “al-Jannah” of paradise,
but a garden that was here on earth, and he used an ayah of a Qur’an to misguide himself into this idea.
This is a true example of someone interpreting the Qur’an based on their own selves.
In order to minimize the amount of material, I will present the most crucial arguments made by other
Muslim members in response to the extreme absurdity of this modernists distortion of the Qur’an. I will
highlight who is the speaker of the argument by utilizing [R] for the modernist because he is essentially a
revisionist trying to revision Islam, and utilize [M] for the Muslim who is countering his outlandish ideas
with some reason. And if it was my own response then I will label it as [MY]
[R]When a married coupled commit sexual intercourse while in a state of fast, is it zina? The point is,
Allah surely can give commands that particular things are forbidden in one specific context and perfectly
allowed in another context. In this case, the specific context is the garden. Once God Almighty informed
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the couple of the very purpose of their existence within the context of their being told to leave the
garden, the specific context was no longer valid. This is why reasons are given after the phrases to 'Get
down from here'.
[M]This analogy is poor and does not apply. Why? because there is a fundamental difference between a
fasting person and the situation at the garden. What is it? The fasting person knows and is informed that
once he broke his fast, he and she can have sex. Adam and Eve however had the understanding of
staying all their lives at the garden. So, to them, if that is a prohibition against sex, then it is for life. They
did not come in and out of the garden and they did not know that they were eventually going to leave.
That is why your argument makes sex bad. It was what made them come out of the garden. It also
makes God a God that creates a natural desire but then prohibits it for life. God is above that
[M]As Chuck said, if the tree implied the sexual act, then what do edible vegetations in the garden
represent? After all, if the tree is a metaphor, considering the context, then so must the rest of the
garden be.
[R]Not necessarily. The argument does not preclude that certain trees could have been metaphorical.
The main point being conveyed is that the sustenance of the couple was taken care of, and they led a
very confortable existence, not facing the sing of a harsh enivornment
[M]This is poor too. To choose to metaphorise any statement in the Qur'an haphazardly just to justify a
certain understanding is questionable. It has to put your understanding under scrutiny. This is especially
when the Qur'an never used eating from a tree as meaning sex. The context of the statement of eat
from wherever but do not come near this tree does not suggest sex.
This is especially true when you can easily understand Libas as a cover conceptually, but does not have
to mean clothes as you and I understand them. Here, you have the Qur'an already using it in that
fashion as an example. The Qur'an uses Libas to mean cover that protects against one thing or another
(heat, power) and the best Libas is Taqwa.
His Denial that Adam and Hawa were evicted from paradise
[R]Who says Adam and Eve were in heaven? The Quran simply says they were in a garden
[MY] Excuse me but it is the creed of the muslims that we do not belong here, we belong in jannah
(human kind as a whole). our original dweliing place is jannah. Adam and Eve were ousted out of jannah
and ALlah told them
FURTHERMORE Allah states in another ayaah

َٗ ُْخ ِش َجَُّ ُك ًَب ِيٍَ ْان َجَُّ ِخ فَزَ ْشقٚ َب آ َد ُو إِ ٌَّ َْ َزا َػ ُذ ٌّٔ نَّكَ َٔنِضَ ْٔ ِجكَ فَ َلٚ فَقُ ْهَُب
i.e.
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Then We said: "O adam! Verily, this is an enemy to you and to your wife. So let him not get you both
out of Paradise, so that you be distressed in misery. 111
[R]The words used are jannah, meaning garden. See above
[MY] wrong! It is not any garden, it states "AL-jannti" i.e. the garden, meaning the janna that we know
of, not a garden, any garden
[R]No, while it is used with a definitive article, it only means a particular garden. As I stated before, you
characteristically ignored, the Quran is quite emphatic about the jannah that men will have in the next
life:
The Quran says of the jannah that the believers will be rewarded with, that no soul has even seen what
lies in store for them. In SUrah Najm, Allah says that that jannah lies beyond the Lote-Tree and nobody
may cross into it. It also says that when a people enter that jannah, they will never be expelled from it.
So here are three fundamental points being made:
1. Nobody has seen what lies awaiting fore them in THE jannah
2. THE jannah lies beyond the Lote-Tree, which is the farthest boundary and nobody may pass
3. Nobody will be expelled from THE Jannah
4. There is no disobedience in THE Jannah
And yet, Adam and Eve have seen this particular garden and in fact dwelt in it, they were expelled from
it.
[M]Earlier I asked: "If the tree refers to man's private parts, and 'eating of the tree' refers to the sexual
act, as you suggests, why would God create Adam and Eve as male and female, with genitalia and
corresponding instincts/drives designed for procreation, then forbid them from performing the act?"
And you said:

Because God created our genetilia, does that mean we can indulge in sex, during Ramadan, from dawn
to sunset? God forbade it, even though he normally allows it, right? It obviously is meant to serve a
purpose. Does that mean God doesn't want men to indulge in sex absolutely, or that it is evil?
You answered me with questions which aren't really answers. Are you saying that the prohibition
against eating of 'the tree' (and the phallacy of your mentality is quite amusing) was only temporary?
The Qur'an seems to indicate that God prohibited 'the tree' absolutely. Is there any evidence that He
only decreed a period of abstention? If so, when was it to be over?

111

(  سورة طه, Taha, Chapter #20, Verse #117)
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Again, the Muslim sister posted the following
[M]Salaam,
Originally Posted by revisionist
[R]Surely a rhetorical question can answer a question. I think I answered the point quite adequately and
countless times. The period was over when God told them to 'get down'. Each time the command to get
down is made, it is followed by a teaching lesson before man begins his trial on earth.
What this means is that the garden was a specific context meant to demonstrate certain realities before
the test began...
[M]Rhetorical questions can lead to obvious answers, but yours only leads to more questions. You didn't
answer me when I asked if there was any textual evidence that what appears to be an absolute
prohibition against intercourse (if that is indeed what is meant by 'the tree') was actually only a decreed
period of abstention...
Either way, if God gave the commandment with the intention that it should be broken, then it begs the
question of whether or not God really means what He says. This strikes at the heart of God's nature,
which is Truth.
Originally Posted by revisionist
[R]Doesn't that happen in this very world?
[M]No, I don't believe God wills man to disobedience, or issues commands which are meant to be
broken.
I, al-boriqee, say that the t’aweel of this particular revisionist for maintaining their position that the
“eating of the tree” meant “sex was offered by saying
[R]God has forbidden sexual intercoure with women during Ramadan, but it does not mean sex is evil.
The directive, in no way, should be construed as a general statement on whether a particular thing is evil
or not.
In other words, what this revisionist initially predicated his argument on was that “eating of the tree”
meant that they had sexual intercourse. When the Muslims called him to account for this atrocious idea,
we posited the argument which basically stated that “why would Allah forbid a couple of what is
rightfully theirs” i.e. to have sexual relations which is permissible for married couples. So then he gave
his defense for his argument by stating that there are times where intercourse is prohibited even for
married couples like Ramadhaan. So now, this Muslim brother posits the following argument
[M] I do not know if you miss a point or are consciously evading it. This is not the same thing. Here is
how:
1- Ramadan. He (Allah) says do not have sex in the day, but you can have sex at night. The end is in sight
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for people.
2- Menses. Do not have sex when they are menstruating, but have sex when they are out of it. The end
is in sight for people.
3- Single. Do not have sex when unmarried but you can have sex when you are married. The end is in
sight.
4- Do not eat of this tree but anything else. No end in sight. If it is sex, then they were tortured, but Allah
said they had no need. All their needs were fulfilled at that time. When Allah asked them why? They did
not say we could not stay without sex, which would have been an expected response if it were truly sex .
They said "We transgressed against ourselves". They knew that they did not have an excuse.
I will bring forth one more point before moving on to the next fiasco, God Willing, and again, this was
brought by a Muslim sister
[M]Salaam,
Originally Posted by revisionist
God has forbidden sexual intercoure with women during Ramadan, but it does not mean sex is evil. The
directive, in no way, should be construed as a general statement on whether a particular thing is evil or
not.
I fail to see why you keep answering me this way, when I have never mentioned anything about sex
being evil. If you want to believe that humanity's first instance of shame and guilt was a result of the sex
act, then argue that it carries no negative implications for sexuality, that is a hole you've dug and you'll
have to explain yourself out of it. Other people on this thread have taken you to task for that.
However, I have never addressed that point with you, and until you stop making baseless inferences,
you will likely continue to argue with your own shadow.
[R]You then asked a question of why God would temporarily forbid something.
[M] I never asked such a question.
My reason for participating in this discussion had to do with whether or not God would make a
command with the intent of it being violated. If God designed humans as sexual beings, then issued an
open-ended command (or what appeared to be an open-ended command) against sexual
intercourse, and the period of prohibition was only over when the command had been violated, it would
certainly seem that God made a command with the understanding and intention that it should be
broken, in order to teach a lesson. That suggests that God is duplicitous, and doesn't really mean what
He says.
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 All ruling systems constitute a “khilaafah”

The next most outrageous and newly concocted theory was the idea that the “khilaafa” system refers to
any and all systems of rule of mankind. So the following viewpoint was conveyed by this modernistrevisionist by stating
My only 'bone of contention' is that 'khaleepha' refers to leadership, irrespective of whether or not it is
corrupt, Muslim or non-Muslim. The implication is that, call it 'sultan', 'president' or the like, it is
khaleepha. The disbelieving Quraysh were called 'khaleephas' in the Quran, because they were granted
authority in the land, after the nations of A'd and Thamud. In surah Baqarah, Allah refers to man being
granted 'khaleepha', and it is obvious contextually, that the term is addressed to all of humanity.
What this revisionist is advocating is that because Allah refers mankind as a “khalifa” placed on earth,
then this means that all ruling systems, secular democracies, communism, parliament systems etc, are
all “khilaafa” systems.
My response to this rhetoric above was the following
I will have to contend with you on this. Like most matters, there is a linguistic meaning and then there is
a shar'i meaning, the two of which are never the same, rather the shar'i meaning is more confined. After
the establishment of the final revelation and its completion, khilaafa refers exclusively to the
Ameer/Sultaan who rules by the rule of Allah and establishes that in the land, and its "lack" of
application is defiance of khilaafaship.
While mankind by itself as a whole is also described as a "khalifa on earth", we don't necessarily refer to
systems of law and regimes as a "khilaafa" precisely because we don’t look at it from the mere lexical
import of the term.
One of the proofs that reflect this is the very same hadeeth that I brought in the beginning of this
thread. The wording expressly used by the prophet alaihi salatu salam is
"Khilaafa will be with you for about 30, and then after which there will be kingships, and then after
which will be tyrants, and then after which will be khilaafa again"
apparently here, khilaafa that we all recognize as such is the four khulafaa, after which the systems that
came after them were not described as "khilaafa".
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From this point, I will identify my argument with *MY+ and I will identify this modernist’s argument with
[R]

Originally Posted by revisionist
[R]Wa salaam u alaikum,
That is all well and good, but for a term to become something more than lexical in the shareeah, the
authority has to come from shareeah itself.
[M]agreed, but the ahadeeth that I mentioned is a shar'i perspective.

[R]The same hadith is nararted in another way, and it refers to khaleepha based upon nubuwah,
meaning the 'khaleepha' is qualified as following the pattern of the Prophet. The return to the khaleepha
on the pattern of nubuwwah is specified again, meaning it is clear that 'khaleepha' is used in the
linguistic sense. In fact, one may legitimately argue that this hadith is referring to it in a linguistic sense,
with the mentiong of 'kinship' and 'tyranny' just shortened expressions that further emphasize the lack of
justice. The Prophet (S), if this hadith is correct, was simply stressing a certain reality, not defining
'khaleepha' differently.
[M] I understand your deductions. However, it would probably bring justice on both of our parts to have
the narrations in front of us in order to see for ourselves and to highlight some pretty weighty
comments about this subject.
I will first provide the texts and add to them some basic comments, after which I will then add further
scholastic commentary regarding how khilaafa should be viewed after the completion of the revelation.
1. Textual Citations

A. خالفة النبوة ثالثون سنة ثم ٌؤتً هللا الملك من ٌشاء
The Prophetic khilaafah will last for thirty years. Then Allaah will give the dominion to whomever He
wills.
Reported by Abu Dawud and al-Haakim. Saheeh al-Jaami' as-Sagheer (no. 3257) declared Saheeh by
Imaam al-Albaani (rahimahullaah).
comment- Again, as a rule concerning the Arabic language, the term "thumma" denotes that what
comes next from the initial import differs in nature to the second import.
It is clear here that the prophet alaihi salatu salam or the transmitters of it viewed that what comes
after this is not "khilaafa" even though we are all agreed to the fact that man himself is technically a
"khaleefa" as per the ayaah in the Qur'an
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B. الخالفة بعدي فً أمتً ثالثون سنة ثم ملك بعد ذلك
The khilaafah after me in my Ummah will last for thirty years. Then there will be kingship after that.
Reported in the Musnad Imaam Ahmad, by at-Tirmidhi, Musnad Abi Ya'laa, and Ibn Hibbaan. Saheeh alJaami' as-Sagheer (no. 3341) declared Saheeh by Imaam al-Albaani (rahimahullaah).
No comments here as it is the same as the previous comment
C. However, a more specific text comes from Hudhayfah that the Prophet (sallallaahu alayhi wasallam)
said:

 فتكون ما شاء هللا أن،  ثم تكون خالفة على منهاج النبوة،  ثم ٌرفعها هللا إذا شاء أن ٌرفعها، تكون النبوة فٌكم ما شاء هللا أن تكون
 ثم،  ثم ٌرفعها هللا إذا شاء أن ٌرفعها،  فٌكون ما شاء هللا أن تكون،  ثم تكون ملكا عاضا،  ثم ٌرفعها هللا إذا شاء أن ٌرفعها، تكون
 ثم سكت،  ثم تكون خالفة على منهاج النبوة،  ثم ٌرفعها إذا شاء أن ٌرفعها،  فتكون ما شاء هللا أن تكون، ٌكون ملكا جبرٌا
The Prophethood will remain amongst you for as long as Allaah wills it to be. Then Allaah will raise it
when He wills to raise it. Then there will be the khilaafah upon the Prophetic methodology. And it will
last for as long as Allaah wills it to last. Then Allaah will raise it when He wills to raise it. Then there will
be biting kingship, and it will remain for as long as Allaah wills it to remain. Then Allaah will raise it when
He wills to raise it. Then there will be tyrannical (forceful) kingship and it will remain for as long as Allaah
wills it to remain. Then He will raise it when He wills to raise it. Then there will be a khilaafah upon the
Prophetic methodology.
Then he (the Prophet) was silent.112
comment- it is clear here that while your analogy of enveloping these systems of rule as being a
"khilaafa" is in my view "plausible", it is however more emphatic that if this were the expressed
sentiment of the speaker (i.e. the Messenger), then he would have surely stated it.
Let us take a closer look
He describes his own rule as plain and simple "nubuwah". No qualms there
He then describes the rule of those who come after him for about 30 years as a khilaafa and he qualified
this khilaafa with the adjective "'ala manhaj an-nubuwah" i.e. upon the prophetic methodology.
Then, when he describes the next system of rule, the kingships, he did not bother himself to qualify their
rule as a "khilaafa upon kingships", which is a hypothesis you are proposing in spirit, but rather he
qualified their system of rule as "biting kingships" which entails the sacrilegious aspects that comes with
the territory with kingships like maintaining and holding their power and rule.
He then further goes onto the next system of rule and does the same thing again. Instead of qualifying
their kingship as a "khilaafa" he rather opts with a more befitting adjectival clause which is "enforced
(tyrannical) kingships"
2. The Intellectual Arguments
112

Reported by Ahmad and Abu Dawud. Silsilah as-Saheehah of Imaam al-Albani (1/34 no. 5) and it is Saheeh
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As for this section, the most shining proof that clearly renders the idea that systems of rule outside of
the khilaafa of the rashideen as being "a khilaafa" is demonstrated by the following
A. The Permanent Committee of Major Scholars (In Saudi Arabia) was asked the following

 الخالفة بعدي ثالثون سنة ثم تكون ملكا عضوضا ولهذا قال معاوٌة:  قال صلى هللا علٌه وسلم: (6363) السؤال الثانً من الفتوى رقم
 ما معنى هذا الحدٌث؟، 96 ص1 من رسالة أبً زٌد القٌروانً ج،  أنا أول الملوك، رضً هللا عنه بعد انقضاء الثالثٌن سنة
The second question from fatwa no. (6363): The Prophet (sallallaahu alayhi wasallam) said: "The
khilaafah after me is thirty years, then there will be biting kingship" and for this reason Mu'aawiyah said,
"I am the first of the kings", from the risaalah of Abi Zayd al-Qayrawaanee (1/96). What is the meaning
of this hadeeth?
And their response:
ً والترمذي ف، *صحٌحه+ ً وابن حبان ف، *المسند+ ً وأبو ٌعلى ف، *المستدرك+ ً والحاكم ف، *المسند+ ًهذا الحدٌث أخرجه اإلمام أحمد ف
أراد بالخالفة خالفة النبوة وأما معاوٌة ومن بعده فعلى طرٌقة الملوك ولو سموا+ : الفتح* فقال+ ًالسنن* ومعنى هذا الحدٌث بٌنه الحافظ ف+
 وآله وصحبه وسلم،  وصلى هللا على نبٌنا محمد.  وباهلل التوفٌق. * خلفاء.
اللجنة الدائمة للبحوث العلمٌة واإلفتاء
 الرئٌس عبد العزٌز بن عبد هللا بن باز,ً نائب رئٌس اللجنة عبد الرزاق عفٌف, عضو عبد هللا بن غدٌان,عضو عبد هللا بن قعود
This hadeeth has been related by Imaam Ahmad in al-Musnad, al-Haakim in al-Mustadrak, Abu Ya'laa in
al-Musnad, Ibn Hibbaan in his Saheeh and at-Tirmidhee in as-Sunan. And the meaning of the hadeeth
has been explained by al-Haafidh (Ibn Hajar) in al-Fath, he said: "He meant by the khilaafah, the
khilaafah of prophethood (i.e. the thirty years), and as for Mu'aawiyah and whoever came after
him, then they were upon the way of the kings (i.e. kingship) even if they are named "khalifahs".
Comments- As is clear here, many of the classical traditional ulema did not consider the rule of these
regimes as a caliphal system even though their name was under the banner of a "khilaafa". This is similar
in todays world where people think that America is a Democracy, when
->It was intended by the founding fathers to be a republic and not a democracy and
-> It is more of a oligarchical cryptocratic corporatism, a form of fascism
or like the People’s republic of China that refers to its rule as a "democracy" while everyone knows it is
not.
Another indicator is that Imaam adh-Dhahabee has called Muawiyyah ibn Abi Sufyaan as "the King of
Islam" because he was the first king of Islam and the only one who was a companion.
B. Abu Hafs Umar al-Nasafi a noted scholar of the 6th century Hijri states;
"The Muslims simply must have an Imam (Khaleefah), who will execute the rules, establish the Hudud
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(penal system), defend the frontiers, equip the armies, collect Zakah, punish those who rebel (against the
state) and those who spy and highwaymen, establish Jum'ah and the two 'Eids, settle the dispute among
the servants (of Allah), accept the testimony of witnesses in matters of legal rights, give in marriage the
young and the poor who have no family, and distribute the booty".
Imam Al-Juzayri, an expert on the Fiqh of the four great schools of thought said regarding the four
Imams, "The Imams- may Allah have mercy on them- agree that the Imamah (Leadership) is an
obligation, and that the Muslims must appoint an Imam who would implement the deen's rites, and give
the oppressed justice against the oppressors".113
However, AFTER stating all of this, Im not 100 percent beholden to this view. I know there is a
difference, and on the outskirts, it is a position that matches your own. Of course yours expands it by
saying "ANY" system of rule is a khilaafa, a view that no Muslim has never entertained, nor will anyone
concede to this view. I don't say this with any pun intended, Im merely stressing that this idea of yours is
a bit of a radical approach to the topic, to consider any system as a "khaleefa" based on the general
ayaah as stated by Allah Subhaanahu.
However, to be fair in the approach, here is an opposing view, and a view that matches the views of
many Muslims, and does have a credible backing which is the one posed by Sayf ad-Deen al-Aamidi, the
great Shafi’ee scholar and Usuli. Although he is an Ash'ari, and not necesssarily a representative of the
orthodox school of Ahlu-Sunnah in their doctrine, he does make a grammatical point.
He said in his book al-Imaamah min abkar al-afkar fi usul ad-din (p.306):
‘And his (saw) saying ‘After me the Khilafah will be for thirty years and then it will turn into a mulkan
adooda (hereditary kingship)’ this hadith does not indicate that the Khilafah is restricted to the Khulafah
Rashideen (they are Abu Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthman and ‘Ali [may Allah be pleased with them]) since their
Khilafah lasted for thirty years as stated by the Prophet (saw). And nor does the hadith mean that there
is no Khilafah after the Khulafah Rashideen. Rather what is meant is: The Khilafah after me in terms of
the responsibilities of the Imaamah and following my Sunnah without increase or neglect will be for
thirty years, contrary to the period after this when most of the ruling will be of kings. Despite this the
continuity of the Khilafah is indicated by the following two things:
The first: The Ijma’ of the Ummah in every age on the obligation to follow an Imam of that time and
upon the fact that the Imaam and Khaleefah must be obeyed.
Second: He (saw) said: ‘then it will become (taseer) a mulkan’. The personal pronoun (dameer) in
‘taseeru milkan’ refers to the Khilafah. Since the mentioned (verb) cannot refer to anything other than
the Khilafah, as if it is saying ‘and then the Khilafah becomes a mulk’ It judged that the Khilafah will
becomes a mulk, the judgment on a thing requires that the thing itself exists.’

113

Fiqh ul-Mathahib ul- Arba'a" [the Fiqh of the four schools of thought], volume 5, page 416
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In the first point Imaam Amidi explains that the Ummah is agreed, and this of course is due to text, that
the Imaam of that age must be followed and hence one cannot argue the hadith is restricting any
Khilafah after it. And his second argument is linguistic, the hadith is saying an aspect of the Khilafah will
change and not the Khilafah itself. It is like saying ‘and then Tariq became angry’ the transforming of
Tariq to a state of anger does not mean Tariq has become Ali or ‘Umar. He is still Tariq but an aspect of
his state has changed which is that he has become angry. Similarly when the hadith says ‘thumma
taseeru mulkan’ (and then it became a hereditary rule’ it does not mean it ceases to be a Khilafah. In
fact in one of the narrations of the above hadith says: ‘The Khilafah of the Prophethood will be thirty
years and then it will become a kingship,’ In other words what will cease is the Khilafah of the
prophethood, i.e. the perfect Khilafah and not the Khilafah itself.
However, the first argument raised by al-Aamidi is weak and of no real significance. The mere command
to listen and obey a ruler even if they are a tyrant or corrupt, does not lead to the argument that due to
the obligation of this obedience, the ruler has somehow received the title of "khalifa". This is not a
logical argument. This is like saying that because Americans have an obligation to pledge their allegiance
to their country, then their pledging determines the system of democracy that they have. This makes no
sense considering that no on will accept that their pledging has anything to do with the nature of what
their country is upon in terms of their system of rule.
While the traditionalist and ash'aris and sufis may agree with you that even if the rulership is a sultaan
or kingship, it is still a khilaafa and it only differs based on the type of Imaarah, the stark difference that
we may actually have with your theory is your negation that khilaafa does have a shar'i meaning and is
thus more specific after the completion of the risaalah of the Messenger of Allah
For us, khilaafa is a system of rule that is fundamentally rooted in the ruling by Allah's law. A system of
rule that is NOT in accordance to Allah's law is NOT called a khilaafa and no Muslim on earth will ever
entertain such an idea. As a matter of fact, there is no kaafir (or non-muslim) on earth who will entertain
this theory as well. No one will identify the systems of the Russians, or what have you, as a "khilaafa".
Moreover, to further do justice to this issue, this topic is actually connected with al-hukmu bi ghayi ma
anzalallah (of Ruling by other than Allah's law). Why? because one of the arguments posed by those who
accept the various types of systems as a Khilaafa as was pointed out by al-Aamidi, whom I have quoted
previously, was "because we must obey him and not disobey him" in a nutshell.
However, these same jurists, have also stated that the nullification of the system of Allah's law entails
apostasy by which revolution is thus mandated and he must be removed until someone else who is
upright and who will fulfill the law of Islam (i.e. the shariah) be commissioned in his place. Of course
there are stipulations in revolting against him, nevertheless they are all agreed that such an apostate has
to go and be replaced by one who fulfills the shariah in law.
This is the unanimous position of every scholar of Islam and the Sunnah on earth and this position
transcends all theological schools.
Thus, due to this perspective, it is quite clear that the realm of khilaafaship is one in which it is
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understood to be "rule by the hukm of Allah" ONLY and khilaafaship cannot be described as a general
rule where it includes rule by Allah and the negation of ruling by Allah.
Allow me to explain the nature of my contention so that the reader can have a more accurate reading
about the subject.
My contention with this revisionist is that he applies "khilaafaship" on ANY and ALL systems of rule. He
does this based on how he views the ayaah of Allah where He, Subhaanahu says

ُِِك َو ُن َق ِّدس
َِ ح ِب َحمْ د
ُِ ك ال ِّد َما َِء َو َنحْ نُِ ُن َس ِّب
ُِ ل فٌِ َها َمن ٌُ ْفسِ ُِد فٌِ َها َو ٌَسْ ِف
ُِ ض َخلٌِ َفةِ ِۚ َقالُوا أَ َتجْ َع
ِ ِ ْل فًِ ْاْلَر
ٌِ ِك ل ِْل َم َال ِئ َك ِِة إِ ِّنً َجاع
َِ ل َرب
َِ َوإِ ِْذ َقا
َِ ل َتعْ لَم
ُون
ِ َ ل إِ ِّنً أَعْ لَ ُِم َما
َِ ك ِۚ َقا
َِ َل
And (remember) when your Lord said to the angels: "Verily, I am going to place (mankind) generations
after generations (Khalifa) on earth." They said: "Will You place therein those who will make mischief
therein and shed blood, - while we glorify You with praises and thanks and sanctify You." He (Allah) said:
"I know that which you do not know."
(  سورة البقرة, Al-Baqara, Chapter #2, Verse #30)
In the view of the traditionalist, and pretty much all Muslims, the term "khalifa" here is understood
based on the construct of the entire theme. Allah is informing the angels that He is going to place a
species whose format of existence is one of existence through multiplying (meaning that in order for us
to exist as a species, we MUST have children otherwise we will die off as a species). And since this
format of existence is literally called or classified as "successorship" then this is what we all understand
from this ayaah as being a “khilaafa”.
Whether or not this revisionist also incorporates this view into his understanding of the ayaah is
irrelevant. What is relevant is that he uses this ayaah as the basis to say that because mankind was
described as a "khalifa" on earth, then this means that any form of rule on the planet is a "Khilaafa"
whether it be pagan, secularism, democracy, communism. All and sundry are viewed as a TYPE of
"khilaafa" in his view, and this is what I am contending because there is no Muslim on the planet or
kaafir from time immemorial up until now who has ever viewed such an idea.
So the subject is about entire systems of law.
I would also add that another element of our contention is that I adopt the view of all Muslims about
what is understood by the term "khilaafa". This revisionist views it differently.
His view is primarily that the meaning of "khilaafa" is purely based on its basic general import which is
the linguistic usage of mankind as a race being categorized by Allah as a "khalifa". Thus he negates the
idea of there being a "Shar'i"114 meaning to it.
114

legislative
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The view of the Muslims is that the meaning of Khilaafa is that it is a "system of governance BASED on
Shariah". In other words, it is a system of rule whose ultimate source for legislation and judgments is the
shariah. This meaning adopted by all Muslims negates the idea that other systems of legislation can be
called as well a "khilaafa".
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 Darwinian Evolution is what Allah Advocated

This is as well another fiasco which can receive the medal of honors for its inception by the hands of
Usama Hasan. I will merely present some basic statements he made with my response to them.
Usama states
I also said that I believe that it is possible to reconcile the Book of Allah with established scientific
theories such as those of Darwin.
I and most likely the rest of the Muslims also believe it is possible to reconcile the Book of Allah with
established scientific theories. We just don't believe that Darwinism is one of them. The most obvious
reason for their rejection of Darwinism is because as of this day it remains a scientific theory and is not a
scientific fact. As I said, it may or has been proven that organisms can evolve due to changes in the
environment, however it has not been proven that man evolved from apes and monkeys.
He further states
I think I also mentioned that many ayat of the Qur’an could be understood to support evolutionary
theory, such as “Allah made you grow like plants out of the ground.” (Nuh 71:17) He said I mustn’t do
that, and absolve myself of Darwin. Of course, I didn’t want to argue too much with a sheikh almost
twice my age, and so wished him salams and a safe return to Saudi. He gave me salams at the beginning
and end of the conversation, alhamdulillah.
let us examine this ayaah
﴾ ِض َنبَاتا
ِ ِ ْهللا ُ أَن َب َت ُك ِْم مِّنَِ الٌّر
َِّ ﴿و
َ
(And Allah has brought you forth from the (dust of) earth) This (Nabat) is a verbal noun (masdar, for
emphasis). The ayaa was directly speaking of our origin from dirt and not that we were first organisms in
the dirt, and then we became a plant, and then we as humans were animals, and then we moved on to
be apes, and then we moved on to eventually become humans, and then we'll move on to other stuff,
which is outright kufr, yet Usama Hasan finds no qualms in utilizing it as valid evidence in his case
against the Muslims for their lack of adoption of philosophical theories that are in reality unestablished
and are merely theories, and not established facts.
the reason why the ayaah is informing us of how our origin is, is because the intent was pretty much
clarified in the next ayaah,
ُ
﴾﴿ث َِّم ٌُعٌِ ُد ُك ِْم فٌِهَا
THEN (afterwards), He will return you back to it (meaning back to the earth i.e. when you die)
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It has nothing to do with the opinion that we were once flowers.
He, Usama Hasan currectly retracted this ridiculous claim by issuing the following statement
By Usama Hasan
With the Name of Allah, All-Merciful, Most Merciful
A FURTHER CLARIFICATION & RETRACTION
Further to my detailed statement dated 15th February 2011 about evolution, I would like to state, after
reflecting on the matter and listening to the advice of others:
1. I regret and retract some of my statements in the past about the theory of evolution, especially the
inflammatory ones.
2. I do not believe that Adam, peace be upon him, had parents.
3. I seek Allah’s forgiveness for my mistakes and apologise to others for any offence caused.
4. This does not excuse the cowardly and fraudulent campaign spreading lies and slander against me
over the last two months.
5. Neither does it excuse those who have continued their mediaevalist, hair-splitting theological and
jurisprudential discussions whilst remaining silent about the clear incitement to murder uttered by some
in their midst. “Slaughter the people, but worry about killing mosquitos.”
Usama Hasan
London, Friday 4th March 2011
Of course the problem of his blasphemous revisionism remains for while he did retract from Darwinian
evolution, he is still beholden to secular liberal revisionist ideology.
Moreover, even his retraction is held in suspicion if one takes into consideration an article produced by
a bankrupt British newspaper which can be found here
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/scientist-imam-threatened-over-darwinist-views2232952.html
What kills me about the deception of kaafir propaganda machines passed off as "news" is for example
this line in the article
"The campaign is part of a growing movement by a small but vocal group of largely Saudiinfluenced orthodox Muslims who use evolution as a way of discrediting imams whom they deem to be
overly progressive or "western orientated"
stupid belligerent journalists.
The sinister proclamation of this line insinuates that the opposition of the Muslim community is
somehow merely a “saudi-influenceed" movement. Even more satanically is how they marginalize the
Muslims by saying "by a small".
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Then here is where their diabolical deception comes into play, they say
Masjid Tawhid is a prominent mosque which also runs one of the country's largest sharia courts, the
Islamic Sharia Council. In January, Dr Hasan delivered a lecture there detailing why he felt the theory of
evolution and Islam were compatible – a position that is not unusual among many Islamic scholars with
scientific backgrounds.
Had the “independent” known what they were talking about, they would have known that there was no
scientific scholar who entertained this idea EXCEPT for the baatini order of the shia like Ibn Miskaweyh.
Even Ibn Khaldun's words did not entertain nor insinuate the theory of Darwinian evolution.
Moreover, these are merely two scholars, among several hundred who have never voiced such a
concept, yet they have the nerve to say "a position not unusual among MANY Islamic scholars with
scientific backgrounds"
Another deception that this corrupt news source has lied to its audience is the following
But the imam's apology seems to have done little to resolve the matter. Earlier this week, the group
issued a statement saying that Dr Hasan had been dismissed from his position as vice-chairman and
imam at the mosque
they say this as if he apologized first and then the masjid administration fired him, when in fact it is the
direct opposite.
The last and most preposterous deception was their statement
Most Islamic scholars have little problem with evolution as long as Muslims accept the supremacy of God
in the process. But in recent years a small number of orthodox scholars, mainly from Saudi Arabia –
where many clerics still preach that the Sun revolves around the Earth – have ruled against evolution,
declaring that belief in the concept goes against the Koran's statement that Adam and Eve were the first
humans.
My major contention is who are these idiots presumably thinking that they are trying to fool? I do not
desire to utilize this speech, but this can only be born out of such tabloid journalism such as this.
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 How “Muhammada rasulullah” Was Negated From the Testimony of Faith
As if all of the above was not enough, there is yet even more absurdities in the strange world that is
revisionism. Yes, as the title does suggest, there was actually someone who utilized his defunct
reasoning to suggest that “Muhammad rasulullah” was “interpolated” into the testimony of faith and
that the original shahada of Allah does not add “Muhammada Rasulullah”.
I was emailed the following message. The message is quite funny and sad, which is all about how this
person has negated Muhammada rasulullah out of the shahada, thus it is no longer the "shahadaTAYN"
but a shahada.
Here is his reasoning
Quote:
God bears witness that there is no god but He -- and also do the angels and those possessed of
knowledge, maintaining justice; there is no god but He, the Mighty, the Wise. (Quran 3:18)
We are told in the Quran that this testimony is uttered by Allah Himself also the angels and all those
who possess knowledge.
Prophet Muhammad is the messenger of Allah is beyond dispute, and it is an article of faith (Iman). It is
mandatory for us to believe in the prophet.
“O ye who believe! fear Allah and believe in His Messenger” (57:28)
“That you (mankind) may believe in Allah and His (Prophetic) Messenger, and may respect him, and
honour him, and may glorify Him (Allah) morning and evening.” (48:9)
"We sent you as a witness and a bringer of good news and a warner so that they might believe in
Allah and His Messenger." (48:8-9)
“That you believe in Allah and His (Prophetic) Messenger, and struggle hard in Allah’s way with your
property and your persons; that is better for you, if you only knew!” (61:11)
"Believe in Allah and His Messenger and the light which He sent down."[64:8]
"Believe in Allah and His Messenger, the unlettered Prophet." (7:158)
Allah says, "Anyone who does not believe in Allah and His Messenger, We have prepared a Searing Blaze
for the rejectors." (48:13)
Belief in the Prophet Muhammad is therefore a necessary obligation for every individual and it is an
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article of faith. However we are told in the Quran that the testimony mentioned in verse 3:18 is the
testimony that is uttered by Allah Himself also the angels and all those who possess knowledge. We can
find the same testimony in Bible, "Hear, O" Israel : the Lord our God, the Lord is One." (Old Testament,
Deuteronomy 6:4-5)
This is the only Testimony decreed by Allah in the Quran. The Quran, on the other hand, speaks of
another testimony. We are told that this other testimony is only spoken by the hypocrites:
"When the hypocrites come to you they say "We bear witness that you are the messenger of Allah"
Allah knows that you are His messenger, and Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are liars" (63:1)
From this verse we deduce an extremely significant observation. This observation becomes clear when
we examine three important verbs in the verse:
1- The hypocrites say "we bear witness" (nashhad) that you are the messenger of Allah"
2- " Allah "knows" (ya"lam) that you are His messenger"
3- " Allah "bears witness" (yashhad) that the hypocrites are liars"
We notice that the verse starts with the words "bear witness" and ends with the same words, so why
does Allah use the word "knows" in the middle of the verse? Why did Allah not say (Allah bears
witness that you are His messenger)? Since nothing in the Quran is a coincidence we must indeed be
alerted to Allah's deliberate choice of the word "knows".
The only logical reason why Allah says that He "knows" rather than He bears witness, is that the
testimony uttered by the hypocrites is not part of the Testimony of faith that is decreed by Allah. For
surely if Allah had said " Allah bears witness that you are His messenger" then that would have been
clear authorisation for the second testimony which is uttered by the hypocrites.
As a result we must accept that the only Testimony that is decreed by Allah in the Quran is the
Testimony in 3:18. This Testimony which includes the name of Allah and no other name is the only
Testimony for the believers.
If we contemplate the meaning of Allah's words:
"They can never fathom the greatness of Allah. The whole earth is within His fist on the day of
Resurrection and the whole universe is folded with His right hand. Be He glorified, He is far too exalted
to have anything or anybody associated with Him." 39:67
This verse, which speaks of the the greatness of Allah, provides sufficient justification for not associating
any names alongside the name of Allah in the Testimony.
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Furthermore, Allah commands us in the Quran not to make any distinction between His messengers
(2:136, 2:285, 3:84, 4:152). To include the name of one of Allah's messengers in the Testimony and to
consistently commemorate his name in preference to other messengers is to make distinction and is a
blatant disregard for Allah's commands.
The fact that Prophet Muhammad is the messenger of Allah is beyond dispute, but this is an article of
faith (Iman) rather than a part of the Shahada. In 2:285 the concept of faith (Iman) is defined as having
faith in Allah, His angels, His Scripture and His messengers.
Thus, to believe that prophet Muhammad is the messenger of Allah is a component of faith, rather
than a part of the Shahada. The Testimony of faith is an act that must be dedicated to the name of
Allah alone, just like our Salat (prayer) and other rituals (see 6:162)

The manner of my proceeding will be inshallah to directly analyze the actual basis for this awkward
theory.

God bears witness that there is no god but He -- and also do the angels and those possessed of
knowledge, maintaining justice; there is no god but He, the Mighty, the Wise. (Quran 3:18)
We are told in the Quran that this testimony is uttered by Allah Himself also the angels and all those
who possess knowledge.

This is understandable for which there is no disagreement about. Its message is the essence of
tawheed.
Prophet Muhammad is the messenger of Allah is beyond dispute, and it is an article of faith (Iman). It is
mandatory for us to believe in the prophet.
“O ye who believe! fear Allah and believe in His Messenger” (57:28)
“That you (mankind) may believe in Allah and His (Prophetic) Messenger, and may respect him, and
honour him, and may glorify Him (Allah) morning and evening.” (48:9)
"We sent you as a witness and a bringer of good news and a warner so that they might believe in
Allah and His Messenger." (48:8-9)
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“That you believe in Allah and His (Prophetic) Messenger, and struggle hard in Allah’s way with your
property and your persons; that is better for you, if you only knew!” (61:11)
"Believe in Allah and His Messenger and the light which He sent down."[64:8]
"Believe in Allah and His Messenger, the unlettered Prophet." (7:158)
Allah says, "Anyone who does not believe in Allah and His Messenger, We have prepared a Searing Blaze
for the rejectors." (48:13)

This goes without saying.
Belief in the Prophet Muhammad is therefore a necessary obligation for every individual and it is an
article of faith. However we are told in the Quran that the testimony mentioned in verse 3:18 is the
testimony that is uttered by Allah Himself also the angels and all those who possess knowledge. We can
find the same testimony in Bible, "Hear, O" Israel : the Lord our God, the Lord is One." (Old Testament,
Deuteronomy 6:4-5)

We are in no need of any Biblical readings.
This is the only Testimony decreed by Allah in the Quran.

The disbeliever who authored this work has either made a mistake, or he has lied. These are the other
things that Allah bears witness (testimony) to.
1.

َّ َِ ْشَٓ ُذٌَٔ ۚۗ َٔ َكفَ ٰٗ ثٚ ُك ۖۗ أََ َضنَُّ ثِ ِؼ ْه ًِ ِّ ۖۗ َٔ ْان ًَ َلئِ َكخ
َّ ٍِ نَّ ٰـ ِك
ذًاِٛٓ بَّللِ َش
َ ْٛ ََ ْشَٓ ُذ ثِ ًَب أََ َض َل إِنٚ َُّللا
i.e.
But Allah bears witness to that which He has sent down (the Qur'an) unto you (O Muhammad صلى هللا
 ;)علٌه وسلمHe has sent it down with His Knowledge, and the angels bear witness. And Allah is AllSufficient as a Witness.
(  سورة النساء, An-Nisa, Chapter #4, Verse #166)
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2. Again, Allah bears testimony on an entirely different matter altogether

َِّ ُون ٌَ ْش َه ُِد َو
َِ إِ َّن ُه ِْم لَ َكا ِذب
ُ هللا
Allah bears witness that they are certainly liars.
(  سورة التوبة, At-Taubah, Chapter #9, Verse #107)
So not only did Allah testify that none other than Allah is deserving of worship, but He also testifies that
He has sent the Qur'an down to Muhammad alaihi salatu salam AND He has testified that the
munafiqoon are liars
Moving along
The Quran, on the other hand, speaks of another testimony. We are told that this other testimony is
only spoken by the hypocrites:
"When the hypocrites come to you they say "We bear witness that you are the messenger of Allah"
Allah knows that you are His messenger, and Allah bears witness that the hypocrites are liars" (63:1)
From this verse we deduce an extremely significant observation.

This "significant" observation will be highlighted below inshallah which is that it is bereft of a concept
called "Fann at-Tadhabbur" or the manners of speech" and it is bereft of any precedent held by anyone
on the planet up until the 14th century hijrah.

This observation becomes clear when we examine three important verbs in the verse:
1- The hypocrites say "we bear witness" (nashhad) that you are the messenger of Allah"
2- " Allah "knows" (ya"lam) that you are His messenger"
3- " Allah "bears witness" (yashhad) that the hypocrites are liars"
We notice that the verse starts with the words "bear witness" and ends with the same words, so why
does Allah use the word "knows" in the middle of the verse? Why did Allah not say (Allah bears
witness that you are His messenger)? Since nothing in the Quran is a coincidence we must indeed be
alerted to Allah's deliberate choice of the word "knows".

Perfect. Let us analyze the deliberate choice of Allah's words here.
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The only logical reason why Allah says that He "knows" rather than He bears witness, is that the
testimony uttered by the hypocrites is not part of the Testimony of faith that is decreed by Allah.

Firstly, that does not constitute a logical reasoning, much less the "ONLY" logical reasoning.
RATHER, the other "logical" reasoning behind the choice of Allah's words is to express to the disbelieving
hypocrites like the author of this blasphemous piece, that Allah is "EXPRESSING TO THE MUNAFIQOON"
that He is not in need of their testimony because in essence, the testimony of faith is the embodiment
of the eligibility for Allah's Mercy (or what the westerner knows as salvation), so since the munafiqoon
were utilizing the testimony to "trick" Allah, Allah is therefore replying back to them by stating to them
that He already knows what they testify is true and they cannot trick Allah with their testimony. In other
words, the "fann at-Tadhabbur" or the eloquence of expression here in this ayaah is that Allah is
expressing in a unique style which is implying
"I already know him to be the messenger and I Am not deceived by your outward display"
This is why Ibn Katheer says
Allah informs that there is no substance to their statement, and this is why He said,
﴾ك لَ َرسُول ُ ُِه
َِ هللاُ ٌَعْ لَ ُِم إِ َّن
َِّ ﴿و
َ
(Allah knows that you are indeed His Messenger,)
In other words, this is eloquent speech for basically telling them "yeah, I already know that, but your still
a liar"
For surely if Allah had said " Allah bears witness that you are His messenger" then that would have been
clear authorisation for the second testimony which is uttered by the hypocrites.

This absurdity is a perfect demonstration of the authors senile ignorance of arabic language in general
and how crippled revisionist thought actually is. It is ironic how the traditionalists (ahlulhadeeth/salafi/wahhabi) are given a pounding hammer from figurative enthusiasts of the revisionist
persuasion of how we are “too literal" in our understanding yet such people behave quite literal
(dhaahiri) in their hand picked agendas they wish to advocate.
Allah DOES NOT NEED to literally state in a verbatim fasion "yash-hadu" i.e. "He bears witness" in order
for the claim of Muhammada rasulullah into the testimony of faith to be true. Allah already affirmed it
through mere "aknowledgement" of their claim.
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Allow me to demonstrate an actual scenario for the reader to vividly comprehend the discourse Allah is
having with the hypocrites.
Lets say Amr is a liar. He comes to me and tells me that "I testify that you (al-boriqee) bought your car
for 5 thousand dollars". So then I reply back to this liar by saying "I already know that I bought it for 5
thousand dollars", but his affirmation of something I already know does not negate the fact that he is
still a liar, and more importantly, it doesn’t negate the testimony of this liar.
It’s the same discourse except between Allah and the munafiqoon.
Thus we implore the revisionists beguiled by this unprecedented theory simply one thing; "stop being
literal" the message of Allah has deep idiomatic expressions where things can either be taken literal or
figurative depending on the context and structural grammer of what is being said, and in this specific
ayaah, it does not have to be taken literal where Allah MUST state "testify" in a verbatim fashion in
order for the claim to be a part of the shahaadah.
As a result we must accept that the only Testimony that is decreed by Allah in the Quran is the
Testimony in 3:18. This Testimony which includes the name of Allah and no other name is the only
Testimony for the believers.

Wrong and essentially absurd once more! As I have noted above, Allah mentions His testimony in other
ayaat, one of them being about His sending of the Qur'an. Thus this person's statement has no merit
along with the essence of what he tries to prove.

If we contemplate the meaning of Allah's words:
"They can never fathom the greatness of Allah. The whole earth is within His fist on the day of
Resurrection and the whole universe is folded with His right hand. Be He glorified, He is far too exalted
to have anything or anybody associated with Him." 39:67
This verse, which speaks of the the greatness of Allah, provides sufficient justification for not associating
any names alongside the name of Allah in the Testimony.

This is the exact analogy Satan tried to use when he argued with Allah concerning his nature in
comparison to man's nature, and deducing from this comparison that he was better. All of the scholars
have said that this was a fallacious analogy.
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Likewise the disbeliever who concocted this theory also utilized his supreme ignorance by intertwining
two entirely disconnected issues and deduced that "Muhammada rasulullah" cannot be part of the
shahada because it cannot enjoy the same privilege with Allah's name. A perfect example of religious
malpractice!
Under this same logic, Allah has enjoined "shirk" audhu billah when He said
ِهللا َوأَطِ ٌعُوا الرَّ سُو َل
ََِّ ٌَا أٌَهَا الَّذٌِنَِ آ َم ُنوا أَطِ ٌعُوا
i.e.
O you who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger…
(  سورة النساء, An-Nisa, Chapter #4, Verse #59)
Allah demands obedience due to Him and then makes Muhammad the object of the same level of
obedience that is given to Him.
This is the problem when people were not endowed with or blessed with fahm (understanding) for the
Messenger of Allah said
"Whoever Allah wants good for, Allah grants him fiqh (deep understanding of what was intended) in the
deen" and it seems quite obvious that this author of this horrific religious malpractice was simply
deprived of this.
Furthermore, Allah commands us in the Quran not to make any distinction between His messengers
(2:136, 2:285, 3:84, 4:152). To include the name of one of Allah's messengers in the Testimony and to
consistently commemorate his name in preference to other messengers is to make distinction and is a
blatant disregard for Allah's commands.
I don't think such an asinine comment even deserves of a reply. Such imbecilic comments as this allows
the reader to wonder does he even know about what it means to to have faith in a message of God, for
it was the "Sunnah of Allah" since time began for man that for each prophet Allah has sent, it was
incumbent on those people whom such a prophet was sent to bear witness to him (the prophet) of
being a prophet or messenger and with that entails their obedience for that prophet for Allah says in
another destructive ayaah that cremates the argument of revisionist hadeeth rejectionist ideals that
"هللا
َِِّ ن
ِِ اع ِبإِ ْذ
َِ ل لٌِ َُط
َِّ ِ" َو َما أَرْ َس ْل َنا مِن رَّ سُولِ إ
We sent no Messenger, but to be obeyed by Allah's Leave.
(  سورة النساء, An-Nisa, Chapter #4, Verse #64)
The fact that Prophet Muhammad is the messenger of Allah is beyond dispute, but this is an article of
faith (Iman) rather than a part of the Shahada. In 2:285 the concept of faith (Iman) is defined as having
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faith in Allah, His angels, His Scripture and His messengers.
Thus, to believe that prophet Muhammad is the messenger of Allah is a component of faith, rather
than a part of the Shahada. The Testimony of faith is an act that must be dedicated to the name of
Allah alone, just like our Salat (prayer) and other rituals (see 6:162).

It is an article of faith by which ALL MUSLIMS ON THE PLANET CONCEDE to the fact that it is part of the
shahada as in the fact that Abu Hurayrah narrated about the statement of the Messenger of Allah who
said,
“I have been commanded to fight the people until they testify to la ilaha illah Allah Muhammad
rasulullah and establish the salah and pay the zakah and if they do that then they are safe in their blood
and wealth except for the command of Islam and their account is with Allah.” (Muslim) "

The entrance to faith, if it is done sincerely, is laa ilaha ilallah and the entrance to Islam is Muhammada
rasulullah and the entrance to Islam and complete faith (eman), otherwise faith would be rendered null
without "Muhammada rasulullah". People enter Islam through
"Laa ilaha ilallah Muhammada rasulullah" and not "laa ilaha illallah" alone otherwise the Jews would be
incorporated into the fold of faith. WHY. Because the yahood in the time of the prophet affirmed the
Messenger of Allah as a messenger, but they said "he was sent to the arabs, not for us". Moreover, they
had no problem with “laa ilaha ilallah”.
LIKEWISE every account of every man, women, and child who came to the fold of Islam in front of the
prophet Muhammad WERE REQUIRED by Muhammad and his companions to state "Muhammada
rasulullah" along with "laa ilaha ilallah".
Thus the entire thesis of this blasphemous concept defies all avenues of established reason and facts. It
defies historical context completely, it defies Arabic balaagha, it defies established accounts, facts,
fundamental principles, and it even defies what the entire globe has understood, both Muslims and non
Muslims for the last thousand years and add four centuries to it. It defies scholastic research, It simply
defies the human brain in a nutshell that should enable the reader to conclude that the author was
more deserving of psychological help more than the minuscule attention he received from people who
allowed themselves to respond to his hazardous thinking.
Let us conclude the state of the author in a nutshell and let us spread this message. The author is either
the one who
1. negated "Muhammada rasulullah" out of the shahada
OR
2. Who believes "Muhammada rasulullah" was inserted into the shahada
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It matters in no way how one looks at it, it simply defies common sense.
May Allah protect the Muslims from this perversion of the religion and may He guide the pervert who
initiated this theory back to Islam.
 How a Revisionist renders Prophethood Obsolete
This is what this secularist revisionist and hadeeth rejector has to say
" Prophet (saw) used to make Ijtihaad.115 Sometimes Prophet (saw) was wrong when he made Ijtihaad.
When Prophet made the Ijtihaad and he was wrong, Allah (swt) didn't always correct him. Therefore we
have to go to the Sunnah of Prophet (saw) and try to determine where he was correct in his Ijtihaad and
where he was incorrect.”
What is in the quote is a typical modernist viewpoint. In order to explain it properly, what this modernist
is basically advocating is that sometimes, the prophet's judgments were wrong audhubillahi min adhdhaalik. Just merely having this viewpoint is kufr in what Allah brought to us in the Qur'an because Allah
told us he does not speak of his own desire
And then this modernist further espoused more kufr by stating that BECAUSE the prophet was
sometimes wrong (audhubillah), Allah did not always correct him.
So not only is this belief kufr, but likewise, this modernist also claimed that God almighty did not protect
the religion, rather Allah almighty allowed for there to be mistakes made by the Prophet salallahu alaihi
wa salam without any correction of the affair.
And then he concludes with this kufr that because Allah supposedly did not correct the Messenger, then
we ourselves have to do the correcting, which is the basic gist of modernism. In other words, he just
advocated the idea of revisionism, because in order for us to "correct" the mistakes of the prophet, it
means rendering obsolete those hadeeth that sound problematic to us and therefore nullifying the
ordainments of the Messenger
in essence, they want to bring new meanings to statements that were never meant in the way they
understood them, and they wish to nullify the correct meanings of Islam. They can only advocate that
idea by convincing us of basically believing in the unprophetic nature of our prophet which is kufr.
Of course all of this is based on their ignorance of the nature of a Prophet and the relationship a prophet
has to Allah in the realm of conveying the message.

115

he was quoting from someone who had recently written a book
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Issue 14: A Review of Revisionist Ideologues

Irshad Manji
In an article produced by the Palestine Solidarity Review (PSR) they authored a befitting response to
Irsha Manji’s school of religious malpractice called “The Trouble with Irshad Manji” which was a
rhetorical title to her trademark work titled “The Trouble with Islam”. Somebody should have informed
this woman that there is a difference between Islam and Muslims and her book is essentially about
Muslims. At any rate, they state
Irshad Manji, author of The Trouble with Islam, has taken official society by storm with her attacks on
the culture and politics of the Muslim and Arab world. As a South Asian lesbian who grew up alienated
attending a Muslim school in Canada, she represents a multicultural voice in solidarity with the great
liberal values of the secular state. Her message and identity are marketed as the latest, best selling
popular criticism of “Islamic fundamentalism.”
In promoting her book and ideas, she has spoken on cable news shows, in the official papers, at
Washington think-tanks and Zionist audiences throughout North America. Manji claims to be taking up a
project of self-criticism and innovative thinking in the Muslim community. The inspiration for her criticism
is the “enlightened” states and societies of the West, in particular the U.S. and Israel. To her audience,
she is the quintessential “Good Muslim.”
The Irshad Manji phenomenon can perhaps be understood in three ways. First, it is an extension of the
logic of liberal multicultural racism. Second, is the attempt to refine a general liberal racist doctrine
based on secular chauvinism, which has justified imperialism for more than a century, in the battle to
consolidate Western control of the Middle East. Third, like the shallow white male conservatives who
falsify the history of democratic traditions from Ancient Greece to Judeo-Christian ethics, Manji falsifies
the history of the Arab world and Islamic traditions. She posits a "free" secular West where in fact
worship of God is generally subordinated to mayors and police chiefs. This is contrasted to an imaginary
Middle East where Allah mandates "tyranny" and where all independent thinking is crushed. Manji, like
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all good imperialists, tells us lies about the history of those we wish to be in solidarity with and about our
own history.

Tariq Ramadhan
As for Tariq Ramadhan, the method of his philosophy after reviewing some of his lectures is one which is
synonymous with the western doctrines of “Assimilation”. What is assimilation? Within the American
context, and it may as well be applied to other regions of the world, assimulation is the concept
whereby a person or a group of people who migrate from one place of residence to another not only
uproot their lives, but that they uproot the very basis of their existence. In other words, the culture,
even the language (according to the view of some people), thought pattern, and the very basis of those
values that formed who a person was is to be relinquished and that a person assimilate themselves into
the newly found land of which they have migrated to and to leave the thoughts and ideas and practices
that you were nurtured upon in the land you migrated from.
Now, the process of assimilation that I speak of is not what Jean Piaget explains in the world of
psychology. The concept of assimilation I speak of is in regards to cultural paradigms, which may
interlink, but are ultimately two different entities.
In order for our readers to have a glimpse into this concept, please pay attention to the following
Contemporary use of the term assimilation has involved two processes:
(a) The process whereby an individual or a group of diverse ethnic and racial minority or immigrant
individuals comes to adopt the beliefs, values, attitudes, and the behaviors of the majority or dominant
culture; and
(b) The process whereby an individual or group relinquishes the value system of his or her cultural
heritage and becomes a member of the dominant society.
The early use of the term assimilation refers mainly to the process by which people of diverse racial and
ethnic backgrounds occupying a common territory came to achieve a cultural solidarity to sustain a
national existence. Since the 19th century, the use of assimilation has been a political rather than a
cultural concept. It has been used to justify selective state imposed policies aimed at the eradication of
minority cultures. As globalization results in ever expanding trading and political relations,
understanding the history and the process of assimilation becomes important as we support
multicultural sensitivity and well-being of all cultural groups and individuals.
Historical Background
Sarah Simons in 1901 suggested that the word assimilation is rarely or inconsistently used in social
science. The concept can be traced back to the first U.S. general treatise on immigration, published in
1848. It recorded that the United States was composed of immigrants from all over the world and that
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the policy of the United States was to transform everyone into British-like individuals. Scholars later
called it Anglo-conformity theory. Although the practice of assimilation can be traced back thousands of
years to the ancient conquerors, so well documented in the histories of Europe or Asia, this entry mainly
addresses the use of the word assimilation in psychology, sociology, and anthropology.
Milton Gordon, in his 1964 book, noted that the early use of the word assimilation can be traced to the
concept of the melting pot, which was first proposed by the agriculturalist J. Hector St. lohn Crevecoeur
in 1782. In the following century, assimilation became influential in the field of American historical
interpretation after Frederick Jackson Turner, in 1893, presented his paper discussing the fusion of
Western frontier immigrants into a mixed English group a new composite of American people. Politicians
in the early 20th century maintained that the new types melting into one were already shaped by the
American frontier in the process of nation making. The newer immigrants, mainly Southern and Eastern
European at the time, were indoctrinated with the Americanism that had been established by earlier
arrivals. Sociologists of that era equated assimilation with Americanization. While the concepts of Angloconformity and the melting pot dominated 20th-century thoughts, in the mid-1940s the sociologist Ruby
Jo Reeves Kennedy studied intermarriage. She found that although intermarriage took place across
national lines, there was a strong tendency for marriage to stay confined within three major religious
groups, namely, Protestants, Catholics, and Jews. She posited that religion rather than nationality should
determine or define assimilation and called it the “triple melting pot” theory of American assimilation.
At any rate, this is the concept that is the underlying clause embedded in the philosophical approach of
Tariq Ramadhan

Khalid Abu Fadl
In my view, Khalid Abu Fadl is the least extreme in the revisionist movement and thus his revisionism is
harder to detect. The basic message of his propagation is sort of the same revisionist ideals on
democracy and reform and he adds some type of connection to orthodoxy, however much devoid this
claim may be. I had to listen to his lectures in order to get a more accurate depiction of his theories. I
don’t have anything remotely further to add and if there is a dire need to add much more material, then
I may consider producing a second edition of this work.

Usama Hasan
Usama Hasan is a rarity among the revisionist intelligentsia. While he has not advocated preposterous
ideas like interpreting the act of Adam and Hawa eating from the tree to mean “sex”, he is the typical
revisionist who has actually landed himself in the realm of the progressives. This would mean he no
longer holds the Islamic faith as his belief. The following are reasons as to why this is the case
He first began his intellectual journey, and I use this term quite loosely, by evolving himself from the
traditionalist platform of knowledge which happens to be the salafi methodology. After which he then
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entertained himself to be a “Wahhabi sufi”. This initial act most likely was the start of what was to
become the adoption of secular liberal ideologies becaue after this he began to advocate modernist
contentions. After which we have come to know for some time that Usama Hasan then adopted the
concept of secularism as an acceptable method of approach. It is from here which can be rightfully
charged against him that he has apostated from Islam. However, it doesn’t end there. His latest and
most outrageous stunt was in advocating Darwinian evolution as an accepted Islamic theory and he uses
as his predecessor to substantiate his claim the view of Ibn Miskaweh, a member of the satanic secret
baatini occult order. He tries to use Ibn Khaldun as well, but the words of Ibn Khaldun do not portray
this view because his speech is too ambigious in order to determine the exact sentiment of his speech.
As has been clarified above, while he did offer a retraction, even his retraction is itself obscure based on
he news agency he is affiliated with.
Javed Ahmad Ghamidi
Ghamidi is an infamous revisionist subsiding in the subcontinent. His main students include the likes of
Mustansir Mir, Moiz Amjad, Khalid Zaheer, and others. I have in this work provided considerable
arguments to Ghamidi’s brainchild which happens to be his “itmaamul-hujjah” theory that has been
refuted earlier in this work. He is a typical advocate for the alteration, or as his followers ficticiously
describe as reform, of the shariah of Islam according to his theories which conveniently match the
western liberal concepts of how Islam ought to be understood. His views on certain issues often
contradict the utter ijmaa (consensus) of the Muslim community claiming they themselves have
misunderstood what he miraculously arrived to the correct and accurate conclusion in understanding a
certain topic. An example of this is his idea on the correct ruling regarding the apostate in Islam as is
found in a translation provided by his student Shehzad Saleem who translated Ghamidi’s work on “The
Penal Shariah of Islam” where he begins his denial of the hadd punishment for apostasy on page 34 with
the baseless argument of “itmaamul-hujjah” which has alreadby been refuted earlier in this work for
anyone who wishes to go back to it. And then he makes other baseless arguments and demonstrates his
lack of understanding. He says
The relative pronoun “who” in the above quoted Hadīth qualifies the Ummiyyīn just as the words “the
people” (al-nās) in the Hadīth quoted earlier are specifically meant for the Ummiyyīn. When the basis of
this law as narrated in these Ahādīth has been specified in the Qur’ān, then quite naturally this
specification should also be sustained in the corollary of the law. Our jurists have committed the cardinal
mistake of not relating the relative pronoun “who” in the Hadīth “Execute the person who changes his
faith” with its basis in the Qur’ān as they have done in the case of “the people” (al-nās) of the Hadīth
quoted above. Instead of interpreting the Hadīth in the light of the relationship between the Qur’ān and
Hadīth, they have interpreted it in the absolute sense, totally against the context of the Qur’ān.
Consequently, in their opinion the verdict pronounced in the Hadīth has a general and an unconditional
application. They have thereby incorporated in the Islamic Penal Code a punishment which has no basis
in the sharī‘ah.

The hadeeth he is referring to in the beginning of his statement is the one by Saheeh Muslim in which it
is recorded
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I have been directed to wage war against these people until they testify to the oneness of God and to the
prophethood of Muhammad, establish the prayer and pay zakāh. If they accept these terms, their lives
will be spared except if they commit some other violation that entails their execution by Islamic law and
[inthe Hereafter] their account rests with God.116
Firstly, to clarify his corrupt understanding of the fact that the the hadeeth regarding
“whoever changes his religion, then kill him” which is reported from various routes and established in
the religion of Islam is only referring to the “ummiyyeen” i.e. the people directly being the recipients of
the physical propagation of the prophet Muhammad alaihi salatu salam is an invalid theory that has no
basis.
This idea is not supported at all in any stretch of Arabic grammer or any of its sciences. Ghamidi can
offer not a shred of evidence from linguistic principles of the Arabic language that can comparatively
equate the idea that the “who” in the hadeeth of the apostate refers only to those in the time of the
prophet is absolutely baseless.
Consequently in the next topic of the same work, this same Ghamidi character the asserts his belief that
punishment by death is affirmed for two issues in Islam in which he says
The death sentence can only be given to a person who has killed someone or to someone who is guilty of
spreading disorder in a society. No other person can be punished by death.

Based on this, I bring a report from Ibn mas’ood radhiyallahu anhu which pretty much matches his
affirmation for a death penalty on these two issues, and consequently a third issue, of which he rejects.
On the authority of Abdullah ibn Mas’ood who said
"The blood of a Muslim who confesses that none has the right to be worshipped but Allah and that I am
His Apostle, cannot be shed except in three cases: In Qisas for murder, a married person who commits
illegal sexual intercourse and the one who reverts from Islam (apostate) and leaves the Muslims."117
If Ghamidi accepts that death can be administered to one who has taken life without the additional
legislative clause “among the ummiyyeen” and can also apply the same rule on the one who is guilty of
spreading disorder in a society, and indeed anyone with intellects can agree that disorder and fitnah can
occur as a rather logical conclusion from the act of adultery, then why is the punishment for apostasy
not given the same treatment of the companions as well as the messenger of Allah did not distinguish
between the three. Unless he wants to conveniently disrupt the hadeeth as invalid based on the fact
that it does not accord to his methodological perception of how he envisioned Islam ought to be, he is in
a legislative quandary here. On one hand, he validates two issues which warrant death and invalidates
the third based on the notion that it is only referring respectively to the people engulfed by the physical
realm of the Prophet and his message while Ibn Mas’ood has revealed that these two issues, which
116
117
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remain constant for all time as Ghamidi as well sanctions, is also accompanied with the third issue of the
one who apostates.
In short, if killing someone warrant death for all time, and likewise committing societal disorder, an
example of which is adultery, can warrant death for all time, and then Ibn mas’ood as well includes
apostasy as warrant death for all time, then why is Ghamidi adding an additional clause to this piece of
legislation which has no basis in Arabic idiomatic usage and is a product of his own imagination.
Furthermore, what is Ghamidi faced with in light of the actual practical applications of the companions
whom they excercised the legislation of the penal code for apostasy on people who were not
ummiyyeen and who were not recipients of the Prophets message and came after the prophet’s time
like the historically established narrative of Ali against the people of shirk whom Ali cremated to death.
The only difference that Ibn Abbass had was with the method of the punishment, but not the
punishment itself.
All of the four khulafaa Rashidoon (the four righteous Caliphs Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman, and Ali)
enforced this practice in their legislative rule and they were all rulers of a people who were not
ummiyyeen. And their rule is indeed a criteria for the Muslims since we were ordered by agreement of
all the Muslims that upon the Muslims, as mentioned by the Prophet alaihi salatu salam, that we are to
follow his sunnah AND the sunnah of the rightly guided successors after him.
I do not wish to dedicate this work exclusively to Javed Ahmad Ghamidi so I will refrain from continuing
to comment further on his preposterous conclusions about the topics he contends against Allah, the
Messenger of Allah, the Muslim nation and its scholars. However, what I do wish to do is to present a
commentary by an Islamaphobe who happens to be a member of the faithfreedom forum about how he
views Ahmad Ghamidi. The only reason and purpose of even presenting the material is so we can
understand the psyche of revisionists. The reason is for us to understand that Ghamidi's action are only
praised by people like the enemies of Islam, and not Muslims. What I'm saying is that the efforts of
reformism actually aid disbeleiving efforts against Islam rather than islam. This remains the point in
narrating the following material. There was no need to defend Islam from this kufr, rather I found that
there needs to be no defense as the reality of reformist ideals and it being praised by the enemies of
Islam itself speaks clearly to all of us. Please do not get deluded by the term “reform” that I have
recently utilized above, there is nothing “reformative” about these people other than they feign the
label of reform, but in reality it is revision and revising.
Javed Ahmad Ghamdi’s attempts of reformation
There is a quote that “religion of one stage of people is the source of amusement of the next stage of
people”. Every false belief that exists today will die with the passage of time. Similarly, Islam is to die its
natural death but what we want actually is to accelerate its rate so that more bloodshed in the name of
Islam can be stopped. In European countries, it may be possible to remove Islam within a few decades
but in Islamic countries, it seems a dream to remove it within a few centuries. In the mission statement of
*****************, it is written,
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“Islam can’t be reformed, but it can be eradicated. It can’t be molded, but it can be smashed. It is rigid,
but brittle. That is why Muslims can’t tolerate criticism of it. To eradicate Islam, all we have to do is tell
the truth. It’s that simple. This was not possible before, but with the help of the Internet, it is now. The
absurdity of Islam is glaringly obvious. All it takes to see it is to read the Qur’an.”
Though internet is the best way to tell people the truth, but we can not get success unless we reach the
mainstream media. Which seems not possible because in most of Islamic countries, every anti Islamic
media and websites are banned. The fundamentalists are using the media to reach the gullible Muslim
youths. We can never get success to the extent that Islam may vanish within decades.
We are actually cutting the main stem of Islam. This is very difficult thing while living in Islamic societies.
But meanwhile, there are some reformists who are cutting the branches of islam. In fact, they are facing
criticism too, but now Muslims want to get rid of their system. They are impressed with the western
values and want freedom. Therefore, the reformist like Mr. Javed Ahmad Ghamdi is very popular among
the youth and the educated class of Pakistan.
Javed Ahmad Ghamdi learned a lot after his debate with Dr. Ali sina. Ghamdi and Dr Ali Sina are doing
the same job in different ways. Ali is cutting the stem but Ghamdi is trying to cut the branches first. Islam
is to die, but it’s our choice how we kill it. Either a low peaceful death or a sudden death. In western
countries, sudden death should is possible but in Islamic countries, it is not possible. Therefore , first of all
we are to make such an atmosphere in which people can accept realities easily. So, to share his reformist
attempts, I have given a brief account of reformist attempts of Javed Ahmad Ghamdi with the links to
access his work online in Urdu.
1. There is no form of Had (Prescribed Punishment) in Islam like flogging, cutting hands, stoning etc.
Javed Ahmad Ghamdi strongly condemn that there is no prescribed punishment for adulterers, and wine
drinking etc. He thinks that those mentioned punishments were for only those people of Medina. And
those verses are not applicable now. He has written a lot on this topic. Hadod ordinance in Pakistan is
blessing of his research. Now, in Pakistan, any raped woman will be able to get justice without need of
four male witnesses via DNA tests etc.
2. Hadith can not be trusted alone. Hadith is to be seen in the light of Qoran and common sense of
Muslim Ummah.
He strongly rejects the concept of hadith. And according to him, only a hadith which is according to
Qoran and “common sense of Muslims” is acceptable. Therefore all hadiths of pedophilia, genocides and
terrorism are nullified in this way.
3. Jesus died a natural death.
Jesus died a natural death. He was not uplifted by Allah. This reformation can help Muslims to come near
the ahmadees. Who are being persecuted in Pakistan.
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4. There is no penalty for an Apostate (Murtad) in Islam.
Islam allows a democratic state. Every one is free to change his religion. Those ahadith were for specific
time.
Ghamdi have given some arguments against the death plenty of apostasy.
5. Claims the 7 recitations of quran to be wrong.
There is no space for seven recitations in qoran.
6. Music and Dancing is permissible in islam.
Music is allowed in islam. Ghamdi gave number of ahadith to prove the allowance of music and dance in
islam.
7. Jihad against oppression is the only jihad allowed
Jihad is not allowed unless the head of the state orders. Jihad is only war against persecution. The best
jihad is “jihad bi nafs” which says to fight against human ego.
8. The Shahadat (testimony) of a man and woman are equal
Women and Men have equal rights according to Ghamdi. And both can give testimony in court. Only in
case of adultery the testimony of woman is half. Which is due to certain facts.
9. There is no concept of Purdah (Hijab / Veil) in Islam.
The concept of veil etc is not a part of islam. Only woman and men are guided to guard their sexual
organs. Mr. Ghamdi have a lot of discussion on this issue. Due to which , he is very popular among the
modern women of pakistan.
10. Democracy is real system of Islamic state.
According to Ghamdi, the real system of Islam is democracy, Caliphate is not acceptable.
11. There would be no jazziya to non muslims in pakistan.
Pakistanee non muslims are not the dhimmis. Pakistan is bound in pact with U.N to give them equal
rights.
And mohammed gave equal rights to Jews of media after his migration. “Medina pact” is the
constitution of Pakistan.
12. A woman can be prime minister of pakistan.
Those ahadith regarding the nations having woman as the head of state will never flourish were specific
for some nations. Now , any woman can be head of state.
13. A non muslim can be prime minister of pakistan.
Pakistan is a democratic country, if people want any non muslim to be their prime minister, then it is
allowed in islam.
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14. Having beard is not necessary.
Having beard was the culture of that time. Even Abu Jahal had beard. So it is not necessary to have beard
in Islam.
15. Only moral teaching should be given in Islamic studies in pakistan.
There should be moral and ethical teachings in Islamic studies. Jihad and other subjects should not be
taught to the children.
16. Jihadi verses were only for those days and now those verses will be used in war time by soldiers.
The sorat Taubah and other jihadi sorahs were revealed against the non believers who challenged the
writ to prophethood so as wrath of Allah those verses were revealed. Now those verses are not
applicable to every Muslim. Those verses will be used for only soldiers.
17. Pakistan was not founded on Islamic bases but it was founded due to economic reasons.
Pakistan is not a theocratic state. It is not founded on Islamic grounds. But it was founded to protect the
rights of muslims from hindu majority. Therefore it is not necessary to eastablish Islamic rule in pakistan.
18. Pakistan should be neither Islamic nor secular state but it should be a democratic state.
The government should let the people decide what kind of state they want. Either they want Islamic or
secular state. Government should not enforce its prescribed agenda to people of paksitan.
20. Qoran accept evolution but rejects macro evolution of human beings.
Qoran accepts the evolution of universe but it is against the evolution of human being from ape.
21. Only way to spread Islam is “dawah”, the sword can not be used any way.
The use of sword is now abrogated. Islam can only be spread by dawah.
22. Woman can also divorce as man.
Now a days , Javed Ahmad Ghamdi is working on the law for right of woman to divorce his husband.
Soon we will be having good news here in Pakistan that women will be able to get divorce in 90 days.
23. Islamic government can not enforce Muslims to have beard and do jihad.
Talibans are certainly wrong to enforce to say prayer and have beard. Islamic government have no right
to enforce any Muslim even to do jihad.
24. Clash of civilization never happen in history.
Every super power wants to dominate the world as America is doing and Germany , Russia and Muslims
did in history. America attacked Afghanistan due to some strategic reason. It is not a war against Islam.
25. Non Muslims are brothers of Muslims because they were, too, were born by Adam.
Every human being is brother of other because of having common religious beliefs.
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27. To help any needy is better then performing hajj.
28. All kinds of fine arts and funs are hallal in islam.
Arts are hallal in Islam like sculptures, pictures and music.
29. There is no punishment of cutting hands in Islam.
There is no prescribed punishment in Islam. It is an obligation of Islamic democratic government to make
laws according to the conditions of the state.
30. Picture is totally halal in Islam.
Pictures and movies of living beings are totally hallal in Islam.
31. Sex education is inevitable.
Sex education should be given to the youngster of Pakistan. It is completely allowed in Islamic sharia.
32. “ Killing of people not in the state of war is called terrorism.”
Killing of any civilian not in the state of war is terrorism. Whether it is done by Muslims or non Muslims.
33. Kashmiri militants are not doing jihad.
Jihad is the war which is done after the order of head of state.
34. American attack on Afghanistan is not terrorism.
It will be terrorism if they kill any civilian in Afghanistan.
35. Muslims should accept Israel. And Jerusalem was Jewish land before Muslim invasion.
If Muslims do not accept Israel then why should Israel accept Muslims?
36. Zakat can be given to non Muslims.
It is a misconception that zakat cannot be given to non believers.
37. making slave in Islam is haram.
Making slave is strongly prohibited in Islam. Slavery in Mohammad’s days was due to the early slave
system. So Mohammad slowly end up that system. Now making slave is gravest sin in Islam.
After studing the whole article, you will know how, Ghamdi has tried to change the whole face of islam.
And good thing is that he is getting popularity in Pakistani society. Every TV channel is trying to offer him
more air time because every one here in land of pure is tired of religious dogma. Every one needs change.
Meanwhile, the hard core fundamentalists are also not quite. But the reformists are winning to some
extent. The hadod ordinance is the proof of that.
So what has happened here? This enemy of Islam reviewed the methodology of Ahmad Ghamidi, he
found that Ghamidi pretty much has the same theological orientation. This enemy of Islam does not
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want to see anything from Islam to bear fruition, which inherently means that kufr must be the only
conclusion for Muslims. After reviewing Ghamidi's works, he found that they are pretty much on the
same mission and with the same ideology and fundamental principles that they hold dear. The only
apparent difference that this Islamaphobe has and Ghamidi is that Ghamidi is doing so within the guise
of Islam whereas he is performing the same mission out of Islam.

Specific Individuals and Institutions of the Ash’ari and Sufi Movements
I do not intend to include Ash’aris as a whole or Sufis as a whole to be engulfed in this reprehensible
heresy. However what does need to be mentioned is that this heterodox movement, certain powerful
elements of this movement seems to be geared towards altering the medieval legacy of the Ash’ari and
Sufi movements to an even further detrimental position in Islamic theology thanv what it already suffers
from. The Muslim nation has recently been surveying al-Azhar’s growing conformity to the secular
orders of liberal ideologies and these have been currently expressed by al-Azhar’s pitiful publication
called “the Response” which is suppose to be a “rebuttal” to the the traditional verdicts offered by the
orthodox traditionalist in the Muslim world who have been categorized as “Wahhabis” by the organizer
of this escapade. Likewise, the Muslim nation has witnessed the dreadful and repulsive act of the Grand
Mufti and his betrayal to Islam and its law in his showdown with a Muslim women and his raising himself
to the level of scholardome that is to be unquestioned and others not of his caliber to be castrated to
the depths of uselessness. The “Grand Mufti” of Azhar seems to have a common goal with Nicolas
Sarkozy in their war against hijaab.
However, al-Azhar is not the only institution or group of individuals to have succumbed to secular liberal
interests.
Other initiatives such as the “Amman Message” also deceitfully tries to position certain Muslims against
the Muslim nation by marginalizing the Muslims as being fundamentalist wahhabists and islamists who
such people must regain their religion which has “been hijacked by extremists” as is the common
rhetoric.
Other people included in this category is the sell out and self proclaimed Islamic “scholar” T.J. Winters,
the infamous Ash’ari heretic who distorts Islam and the Muslims and to aid the western think tanks in
their campaign to aid various fringe groups by advocating that such groups are the cornerstone of
Islamic thought and orthodoxy and that their antagonists, commonly labeled the “wahhaabis”, who are
basically the Muslim nation, are a marginal minority with no authentic voice.
We can also add to this mix the “Pledge of Mutual Respect and Cooperation” which was in its essence, a
ploy that was formulated by a heretic by the name of Abdullah bin Bayyah of the Ash’ari persuasion who
attempted to be passed off as an “athari” and was further blossomed to be as it was by Hamza Yusuf.
Most of the signatories to this pledge among the Ash’ari and sufi sides of the equation all have taken, to
varying degress, the interests of secular liberal ideologies and to demean traditional orthodoxy. And the
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job of those on the “salafi” side of this pledge is to make acceptable all of these corruptions and oddities
to the Muslim masses who are naturally inclined towards following the Book of Allah and the Sunnah of
the Messenger of Allah upon the understanding of the companions and to make these corrupt
ideologies to be “palatable” or acceptable to them. While individuals who singed up for this pledge may
not arrive to the same conclusions as anyone who has any intelligience has understood, we were able to
see this ploy for what it is from a much broader perspective of our socio-economic and religious context
in the world we live in today.

Conclusion
The entire idea of modernism has nothing to do at all with being “modern” or even “moderate”. In fact,
any definition that should be concluded from this entire reading would be that it has more to deal with
appeasing western powers in what they feel should be the Islamic religion. It is also a movement that
western powers seeks to aid through various means in order to help this fringe gain legitimacy in Islamic
thought in order for the Muslims to one day encapsulate the freelance sophistry of progressive
modernism as the vision of Islamic ideals. This is not a “conspiracy theory” as those involved in this
conspiracy may level at us, this is embedded in the very writings of think tanks such as Rand and even
CFR.
Moreover, we as a Muslim nation cannot be true to ourselves and to Islam without being true to our
past, and this is precisely what the entire revisionist movement simply is incapable of fathoming.
I also wish to highlight that the revisionist movement is caught in a quantum social time barrier, or a
bubble of some sort, where they understand our current modern day reality within the confines of the
romanticized history of western culture of the 19th century and the early part of the 20th century and
they have not been able to evolve themselves out of this time bubble and to actually arrive at what
many westerners in the modern world have arrived at concerning even their own cultures and societal
views. We are in a time where such concept as E = mc2 is being challenged in the world of science as well
as Darwinian evolution. Likewise we are living in a time where even the acclaimed basic principles of
scientific objectivism is being challendged by fraudulent scams such as the global warming scandal that
was released to the public many years ago of which has finally been witnessed worldwide in a recent
scam of climategate scandals. A scandal which basically puts to question the very sincerity of science
itself and whether or not it is truly objective or rather as any other discipline subjected to biased
political or ideological persuasions. This is the world as it turns now, and revisionists remain stuck in the
glory that their ideological forefathers were once dazzled by its glitter.
We have to be true to ourselves which means we have to be true to our history. One cannot arrive to an
authentic voice in Islam without being authentic to its own history. Trying to deny and invalidate our
history through weakening its traditions, outside of the fact that this entails forms of apostasy, is also
simply absurd even from a historical perspective. There is nothing remotely “professional” about any
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revisionist movement, whether it be progressivism, modernism, Hadeeth rejectionism, or anything along
these lines.
Anyone who desires to seek clarification or question the validaty of my arguments can go to
islamthought@gmail.com or to post a comment on al-Mustaqeem Publications which can be found at
www.islamthought.wordpress.com
Anything that I have stated that is correct and established, then is from Allah and His tawfeeq, and
anything that I have stated that was erroneous is from myself or from whatever delusion cast upon me
by our enemy, Iblees
May Allah accept this deed from me and that through it, it may override the vast realm of my sins and
the ignominy of my character, and that it may serve as a wasiyyah to the Muslims. Ameen

